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ABSTRACT 

The propagation channel is a vital but invisible part of any wireless 

communications system. As wavelengths get shorter, multipath effects become more 

pronounced, causing small scale fading in narrowband channels, and inter-symbol 

interference in wideband systems because of delay spread in the channel impulse 

response. Multipath propagation becomes more pronounced as the wavelength 

decreases, and at the frequencies around 2GHz assigned for 3rd. generation cellular 

'phones and personal communication services, multipath is pervasive, and very 

dependent on the built environment and topography. Multipath makes non-line-of-

sight (NLOS) operation possible, but also introduces a degree of randomness and 

unpredictability which complicates radio system design. System designers, and 

researchers pursuing improved methods of communicating information need realistic 

channel statistics and models to progress. 

At the start of this thesis project, no wideband outdoor propagation data had 

ever been published for the Australian environment The primary objective of the 

project was to develop and buUd wideband channel-sounding instrumentation operat

ing at 1.89GHz, and to investigate propagation conditions in a variety of cities and 

locations, to aUow the comparison of multipath behaviour in the Australian environ

ment with results from overseas countries. This aim has been met 

A novel portable wideband vector channel sounder was successfiiUy devel

oped and used in measurement campaigns in four Australian cities. The high resolu

tion (10 nanoseconds) mode of the sounder also allowed indoor propagation effects to 

be studied. Methods for measuring and interpreting radio channels vary widely, but 

the results from this program indicate that Australian propagation conditions fit mid

way into the overseas results surveyed. 

Results are given both as cumulative distributions, and in a new way as 

'propagation signatures'. The validity of ray tracing for indoor and out-door micro-

cells has been tested against measurement showing large discrepancies at times. 

Internal diversity in CDMA systems has been studied, resulting in a new 

empirical law, relating diversity order to system bandwidth and the propagation envi

ronment 
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Symbols 
CHAPTER 2 

Tg the period of the baseband data symbol, or the period of one bit of data 
dSfyyg rms delay spread 

BWg the bandwidth of the fransmitted information after modulation 

BWc coherence bandwidth 

BWQ Doppler spread 
V velocity of the mobile, metre/sec 
fc carrier frequency 

X^ carrier wavelength mefre 

c speed of light meter/sec 
fj^ Doppler shift Hz 
TQ coherence time 
\i mean value 
o standard deviation 
IQ zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind 

VM magnitude of the dominant path 

^factor K: factor 
Kffi modified K factor 
ct^ shape factor for the Weibull distribution 
ttn lognormal shape parameter 
Of most probable value of the Rayleigh distribution 
|i,p Poisson variance 
Py. available power at the receiving antenna 
Pf power supplied to the transmitting antenna 
L path loss in dB 

Gf gain of the receive antenna 

Gf gain of the fransmit antenna 

/ the frequency in Hz 
ff^2 the frequency in MHz 
D distance in mefres 
D]^ distance in kilometres. 
hf height of the transmit antenna 
hf height of the receive anteima 
x(t) bandpass signal 
u(t) complex lowpass equivalent of a bandpass signal x(t) 
A(t) amplitude of the bandpass signal 
^(t) phase of the bandpass signal 
uj (t) in-phase component 
UQ (t) quadrature component 
h(t,%) complex impulse response where T is delay 
t time seconds 
% delay seconds 
V Doppler shift Hz 
ttj, horizontal angle of arrival 

Oy vertical angle of arrival 

tto angle of arrival in 3D space (angle between mobile velocity vector and radio ray) 
q slope factor for exponential power delay profile 
T time for exponential power delay profile to reach threshold level 
p reflection coefficient 
X excess delay 
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PT; power at excess delay x 
PQ power in sfrongest ray 

D^ average delay 
MQ zero order moment of the power delay profile 

Mj first order moment of the power delay profile 
M2 second order moment of the power delay profile 

Djnac maximum excess delay 

CHAPTER 3 

A / difference in chip frequencies between sliding sequences 

fpi^ chip frequency of transmitter PN sequence 
fpj\^ chip frequency of receiver PN sequence 
k sliding correlator time scaling factor 
Â  PN sequence length 
tj^f time reference 
tj/ui) next clock transition in the receiver PN sequence 
twy) next clock transition in the transmitter PN sequence 
t(^p receiver chip period in ns 
'^max maximum excess delay in ^.s 
y windowing factor 
^dicE maximum range in km to a reflecting object without ambiguity 
^measure time to complete an unsynchronised channel sounding measurement, in ms 
^measure time to complete a continuous mode channel sounding measurement, in ms 
f^jg correlation filter -3dB cutoff frequency in KHz 
fjy maximum measurable Doppler frequency, Hz 
V maximum channel sounder velocity in km/h, based on Doppler resolution 
f^ channel sounder carrier frequency, Hz. 
c velocity of light in free space, metre/s 
q a slope constant 
k£ Boltzmans constant 
r ^ absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin 
BWf^ system bandwidth in Hz 
^thermd thermal noise in watts 

CHAPTER 4 

error^;„5 rms error measure of difference between measured and ray fracing delay spreads 

dSmeasured measured delay spread 
dsxRay X-Roy simulated delay spreads 
m number of measurements 
Da^ average excess delay 
dsyjfg rms delay spread 
Upos exponential PDP slope in dB/ns before peak 
Qyfgg exponential PDP slope in dB/ns after peak 
Ty^ negative excess delay for PDP to reach threshold value before peak power 
Tpos excess delay for PDP to fall to threshold value after peak power 
r uniform density of rays per ns prior to PDP peak power 
p uniform density of rays per ns after PDP peak power 
W threshold window in dB, relative to PDP peak power 
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CHAPTER 6 
Ptotd total profile power 
n number of strongest rays used 
p the tine power, which is the sum of peak powers in the sfrongest n rays or peaks 
Pysed ratio of tine power to total power 
a environment factor 
^ ^MHz system bandwidth in MHz 
N(^,^gs the number of tmes, rounded to the nearest integer 

dsmedian median instantaneous rms delay spread 

APPENDIX A 

fy(.Q phase locked loop output frequency 
fg„p phase comparison frequency 
f^j- reference frequency 
f,^p synthesiser frequency step size 
R reference divider ratio 
P prescaler ratio 
M first programmable divider ratio 
^minimum mlnlmum value of M 
A second programmable divider ratio 
B overall programmable divider ratio 

K. PFC gain in volt/radian 

Ky^Q VCO gain in radian/sec/voh 

K ^ buffer amplifier voltage gain 

CO loop natural frequency in radian/second 

C, damping factor 
Afjjgf, amplitude of the high PN signal 
A/o^ amplitude of the low PN signal 
G(c) PN signal envelope 
Tj PN chip duration, high state 

X2 PN chip period 

APPENDIX B 

^receiver total receiver noise figure 

Njjp insertion loss of the bandpass filter 
N^ insertion loss, antenna cable and coimectors 
Na noise figure, receiver low noise amplifier 
5 skin depth 
/ frequency Hz 
d conductor diameter 
R ^ DC conductor resistance 
R ^ AC or high frequency conductor resistance due to skin sffect 
A rms surface roughness 

rms ° 

p effective resistivity 
ILcg, bandpass filter insertion loss in dB 
Ql resonator loaded Q 
gy resonator unloaded Q 
q normalised Q for the resistively loaded first and last resonator 
^orckr ^i^ter order 
^coude ^'^ter coefficient of coupling June 2000 vii 
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"•norm 
d 
h 
C 
d/h 
C/h 

fo 
BWsdB 
e/h 

Zo 
R 
I 
BW 

delay 

interdigital filter normalised coefficient of coupling 
interdigital filter resonator rod diameter 
interdigital filter enclosure width 
interdigital filter axial spacing between adjacent parallel resonator rods 
interdigital filter normalised rod diameter 
interdigital filter normalised rod spacing 
interdigital filter centre frequency 
interdigital filter bandwidth 
interdigital filter normalised end wall spacing 
interdigital filter impedance of the end resonators 
interdigital filter resistive load 
interdigital filter tap distance from the grounded end of a resonator 
fractional filter bandwidth 
filter group delay 

phase shift 
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Abbreviations 

2D two dimensional 

3D three dimensional 

A-D analogue to digital 

AH amp-hours 

ASIC application specific integrated circuit 

CCR Centre for Communications Research (University of Bristol) 

CDF cumulative disfribution function 

CDMA code division multiple access 

CMOS complementary metal oxide silicon 

CoDiT code division testbed 

dB decibels 

dBc power in decibels relative to carrier power 

dBm power in decibels relative to one milliwatt 

dBV voltage in decibels relative to one volt 

DIP dual in-line package 

DSP digital signal processing 

DSSS direct sequence spread spectrum 

ECL emitter-coupled logic 

EMC elecfromagnetic compatibility 

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

EXOR exclusive-or logic function 

FET field effect transistor 

FMCW frequency modulated continuous wave 

FPLMTS future public land mobile telephone system 

GHz gigahertz 

GPS global positioning system 

GSM global system for mobile 

IEEE Institute of Elecfrical and Electronics Engmeers 

IF intermediate frequency 

IMT-2000 intemational mobile telecommunications 2000 

IQ m-phase, quadrature 

LAN local area network 

LC inductance-capacitance 

LCD liquid crystal display 

LED light emitting diode 

LO local oscillator 

LOS line of sight 

MHz megahertz 

MMIC monolithic microwave integrated circuit 

MPRG Mobile and Portable Radio Group (Virginia Tech.) 

|a,s microseconds 
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ms milliseconds 

NLOS non-lme of sight 

ns nanoseconds 

PCS personal communication systems 

PDF probability distribution fimction 

PDP power delay profile 

PFC phase-frequency comparator 

PLL phase lock loop 

PN pseudo noise 

Q quality factor 

QWSSUS quasi-wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering 

RACE Research ui Advanced Communications in Europe 

RC resistor-capacitor 

RCO ripple carry out 

RF radio frequency 

rms root mean square 

RSSI received signal strength indicator 

SAW surface acoustic wave 

SCR silicon confroUed rectifier 

SLA sealed lead-acid 

SNR signal to noise ratio 

SPICE simulation program for integrated circuit evaluation 

TTL fransistor-transistor logic 

UHF ultra high frequency 

UMTS universal mobile telecommunications system 

US uncorrelated scattering 

VCO voltage confroUed oscillator 

VHF very high frequency 

VNA vector network analyser 

VSWR voltage standing wave ratio 

VTS Vehicular Technology Society 

VUT Victoria University of Technology 

WCDMA wideband code division multiple access 

WLAN wfreless local area network 

WSS wide sense stationary 

WSSUS wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter uifroduces the thesis project, and discusses the important role 

of the propagation channel as a component of wireless systems. Evolving third gen

eration personal communications systems are infroduced, emphasising the need for 

knowledge of propagation behaviour in planing and designing successful systems. 

The original confributions of this project are explained, followed by an out

line ofthe organisation ofthe thesis. 

1.1 Mobile Communications 

Linking the receiver and the transmitter, the propagation channel is an essential part 

of any radio system. 

Personal communication systems (PCS), operating in frequency bands around 1.9 

GHz, are third generation systems in the rapidly evolving climate of personal and mobile tel

ecommunications . 

These services promise considerably more than voice traffic. With much wider band-

widths than existing first and second generation systems, possible facilities mclude high 

speed data, email, internet access, video and remote camera, and wireless information and 

shopping services. 

With wideband systems such as wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA), 

the final configuration of services will evolve with the imagination of service-providers and 

users, because the technology is approaching a stage where almost anything seems possible. 

No matter which mobile services are in use, at the physical level the wfreless system 

handles streams of digital signals. And the signal is subject to all the vagaries ofthe multipath 

propagation channel, which behaves in a environment-dependent, but seemingly random 

manner. 

1.2 Original Contributions 

Much activity in wideband propagation research has occurred in the northern hemi

sphere - in Europe, the USA, and Japan. Although Ausfralia has the second highest take-up 

rate for new mobile 'phone subscribers (after Scandinavia), and has a unique rural environ

ment, and cities different enough from other countries to merit attention, no published Aus

ttalian outdoor wideband propagation measurements existed when this project commenced. 
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and none have appeared since. 

The main original contributions of this work are: 

1. development ofthe first self-contained and portable wideband high resolution vector 
channel sounder (not requirmg a synchronising cable) 

2. a full sunulation ofthe sliding correlator, using a novel algorithm allowing long 
sequence lengths and very slow sliding rates, without the computation tune becommg 
impossibly long. The simulations illusttate the important role of correlation noise, and 
show how correlation noise is often the dominant factor in determining channel sounder 
dynamic range. 

3. the measurement of wideband channel statistics at 1.89 GHz, in different envfron-
ments in four Austtalian cities - Adelaide, Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney. 

4. a graphic way of presenting a summary of a large number of instantaneous delay 
spread measurements which characterise a particular propagation environment - the 
'propagation signature'. 

5. publication of an empirical relationship giving a guide to the number of CDMA diver
sity branches or 'tines' which should be used, as a fimction of system bandwidth and an 
environment constant. The number of tines was found to be proportional to the square 
root ofthe system bandwidth, and proportional to the square root ofthe median instanta
neous rms delay spread. The relationship can be applied to both indoor and outdoor prop
agation. 

1. 3 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 covers background propagation theory, begirming with a discussion of fad

ing and definitions ofthe categories of fading. 

Statistical disfributions used in propagation are infroduced, and it is shown how 

many of these fiinctions nest together, as special cases of other distributions. 

Some ofthe more popular narrowband path-loss models are discussed. 

To illusfrate flat-fading, some signal strength measurements inside a building are 

presented, and by comparison with signal sfrengths outside the building, building penefration 

loss is deduced. 

Finally, wideband channels are discussed, and measures of time-dispersion are 

defined, including a proposed variation on the K factor, termed the modified K factor. Some 

ofthe measures have been applied to channel sounding data in later chapters. 

Chapter 3 surveys alternative approaches to wideband channel sounders, and the mer

its of each method. This leads into a description of the Victoria University of Technology 

(VUT) sounder, and the parameters of the sliding correlator. An investigation of correlation 

distortion in the sliding correlator, using (possibly) a new simulation algorithm, is used to 

provide both insights into this popular technique, and design information. 

Chapter 4 begins with a study of the comparison between indoor measurements and 

ray-fracing simulations. Evidence of multipath rays from well outside the building has been 
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found. Time-dispersion and the number of rays on different floors of a multistorey building is 

measured, showing a large increase in delay spread when the fransmitter is on a different 

floor. 

The outdoor measurement program, the main objective of this project, is documented 

in Chapter 5. Channel statistics are presented in several forms: rms delay spread, average 

delay, maximum delay, and K factor. 

In Chapter 6, data from indoor and outdoor measurements described in Chapters 4 

and 5, is analysed to investigate the relationship between the number of diversity branches 

used in a RAKE receiver, and the fraction of the total available signal power utilized, as a 

function of system bandwidth. A simple empirical relationship has resulted from this study. 

A detailed description of the design of the charmel sounder transmitter makes up 

Appendix A. Channel sounder receiver hardware is documented in appendix B. 

The antennas are discussed in appendix C. Dimensions of antennas used with the 

channel sounder are given, together with standing wave ratio (VSWR) plots, and polar plots. 

In the course of this project, a lot of software has been written for processing ofthe 

measured data. A summary ofthe functions of each program is included in appendix D. 

Appendix E describes all the locations used for outdoor measurements, using detailed 

maps, and locality lists. 
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Chapter 2: Ttie Fading Channel 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Aspects of radio propagation theory are outlined in this chapter. 

Although much of this material is well established in the literature, summa

rizing it here provides a usefiil background for the work to follow which is 

presented in this thesis. 

Fading is a term describing changes in the received signal amplitude 

and phase, leading to changes in the signal power envelope. 

Types of fading are discussed, and various statistical distributions 

used to describe signal fading in narrowband channels are infroduced and 

defined. The physical basis which leads to these distributions is considered. 

Inter-relationships between many of the disfributions, where some functions 

are special cases of more general distribution expressions, are clarified. 

The study of fading is illustrated with some measurements demon-

sfrating narrowband small scale fading, and building penefration, for the 

900 MHz band used by the GSM system. 

A summary ofthe most widely used ofthe many empirical path loss 

models is presented. 

The wideband channel is introduced, and signal dispersion effects 

are described. Measures of signal time dispersion, relating to the measure

ments presented in later chapters, are defined and discussed. 

The importance of a defined threshold level for the calculation of rms 

delay spread is given a new emphasis, and considered in detail. 

2.1 Small Scale and Large Scale Fading 

2.1.1 Large Scale Fading 

A receiver fraveling over a large area (distances > many tens of wavelengths), may 

move from line of sight (LOS) to non-line of sight (NLOS) positions, or into areas where 

additional obstructions (for example, buildings) intrude into the propagation path. Under 

these conditions, large scale fading is observed. The amplitude ofthe signal is usually found 

to be lognormally disfributed, and this sort of fading is also called lognormal shadow fading 

{Ref. [2.10]}. 
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2.1.2 Small Scale Fading 

At the receiver antenna in a multipath environment, the arriving signal is the vector 

sum of all significant rays in three dimensional space. Amplitudes, phases and angles of 

arrival ofthe rays are randomly disfributed. If the receiving antenna moves to a new position, 

the vector sum will change. Large changes for small amounts of movement can occur. In one 

position all rays might happen to reinforce, giving a peak in the spatial signal amplitude, 

while just half a wavelength distant, signal cancellation may develop, giving a deep signal 

null. This fading effect is a spatial phenomenon, related to interference patterns in the signal 

field. If the receiver is moving, the spatial fading appears as a time variation ofthe signal. As 

large changes in the signal can occur within a small area of movement, this effect is termed 

small scale fading. Large scale and small scale fading should not be confiised with slow and 

fast fading {Ref.[2.51]}. 

Small scale fading may be subdivided into flat fading and frequency-selective fading 

on the basis of multipath time delay spread, and into fast fading and slow fading, based on 

Doppler spread. This results in four categories of small scale fading. 

2.1.3 Definitions 

2.1.3.1 Symbol Period T^ 

Symbol period Tg is the period ofthe baseband data symbol, or the period of one bit 

of data. 

2.1.3.2 Rms Delay Spread ds 
'rms 

Rms delay spread is the square root of the second cenfral moment of the channel 

power delay profile, and gives a measure of the channel time dispersion. The definition of 

delay spread is discussed more fiilly later in this chapter (paragraph 2.7.2). 

2.1.3.3 Transmitted Bandwidth BW^ 

Transmitted bandwidth BW^ is the bandwidth of the fransmitted information after 

modulation. 

2.1.3.4 Coherence Bandwidth BU/c 

Coherence bandwidth BW^ is a measure ofthe bandwidth over which a channel can 

be considered to have a flat frequency response, or the bandwidth over which spectral integ

rity is maintained. It is defined as the frequency spacing between two single frequency carri

ers which have a correlation function > 0.5. Coherence bandwidth is related to delay spread. 
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Ref[2.51] gives: 

BW =• 
5^5. 

(EQ2.1) 

Ref [2.52] gives: 

j ? w =• 
2nds_ 

(EQ 2.2) 

Coherence bandwidth is also defined in terms of a correlation > 0.9 by some authors. 

2.1.3.5 Doppler Spread BWQ 

Doppler shift is the well known phenomenon where the apparent frequency of a 

source is modified by relative motion ofthe source and the receiver. 

SOURCE 

Doppler +ve 
frequency 
increase 

mobile 

no Doppler shift no Doppler shift 

Doppler -ve 
frequency 
decrease 

PLAN VIEW 

Left/Right ambiguity 

FIGURE 2.1 Doppler shift experienced by a moving vehicle 

The vehicle shown in Figure 2.1 suffers Doppler shift/^^ given by: 

/p = jj-cosa^, = —cosa^ (EQ 2.3) 

Where/^ is the carrier frequency , carrier wavelength in mefres is A-̂  , c metre/sec is 

the speed of light, and angle a^) is the angle between the mobile vehicle velocity vector v and 

the incident radio ray. Doppler spread BWQ is the width ofthe Doppler spectrum, and is a 

measure ofthe frequency dispersion caused by relative motion ofthe receiver and transmitter. 

The Doppler spectrum extends from fc-fo ^^ f^+fo hence: 

B% = (f,+fD)-(fc-fD)=^fD (EQ 2.4) 
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Moving scatterers within the radio channel environment, principally movmg motor 

vehicles, can create Doppler spread, even if the receiver is stationary. And if the receiver is 

moving, other moving vehicles can increase the expected Doppler spread by up to a factor of 

three {Ref.[2.53]}. 

Interpreting frequency as rate of change of phase, allows the Doppler effect to be for

mulated in units of phase change per unit distance [^], independent of velocity. This is use-

fill for converting static phase shift measurements to Doppler shift, and for plotting Doppler 

shift in a normalised, velocity-independent form. 

Ax X^ 

Figure 2.1 shows a plan view of a Doppler scenario in three dimensions. Other rays 

are also arriving at various elevation angles, and these also experience Doppler shifts, pro

vided there is a resolved component of the ray in the direction of relative motion. Note the 

left/right ambiguity, which must be accounted for when basing angle of arrival measurements 

on Doppler data. 

2.1.3.6 Coherence Time T^ 

Coherence time T^ is a representation of the time over which the channel impulse 

response remains unchanged. It is defined as the time interval between two consecutive sig

nals which have a correlation function > 0.5. 

Coherence time is inversely related to Doppler shift. In Ref[2.52], coherence time in 

terms of Doppler shift is given by the following approximate expression: 

2.1.4 Flat Fading 

Fading effects caused by multipath propagation are categorised into flat fading and 

frequency-selective fading. These effects are position dependent, and occur even without 

motion between receiver and transmitter. 

For two carrier frequencies sufficiently close together, each path will have approxi

mately the same electrical length for the two frequencies, so amplitude and phase variations 

will be similar. The channel frequency response will be flat, and the transmitted spectrum will 

be received without any spectral distortion. This condition of flat fading occurs if the trans

mitted bandwidth is much less than the coherence bandwidth, and if the symbol period is 

much greater than the rms delay spread. That is: 

BW^«BW^ and T^»ds^.^^ (EQ 2.7) 
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A flat fading channel w i l l be referred to simply as aflat channel. 

2.1.5 Frequency-selective Fading 

As the frequency separation of two carriers is increased, a point is reached where the 

behavior at one carrier frequency becomes uncorrelated with behavior at the second fre

quency, because phase shifts along each multipath at the different frequencies become quite 

different. The decorrelation, and the extent ofthe phase shifts, increases with increasing delay 

spread. This results in the amplitudes and phases of the received signal differing from the 

transmitted signal, giving specfral distortion. A constant amplitude carrier will experience a 

fluctuating amplitude at the receiver as the frequency changes. This effect is termed fre

quency-selective fading, and the channel is referred to as & frequency-selective channel. 

Frequency-selective fading occurs when the transmitted bandwidth exceeds the 

coherence bandwidth, and the symbol period is less than the rms delay spread: 

BW^>BW^ and T^<ds^^^ (EQ 2.8) 

2.1.6 Slow fading 

Slow fading and fast fading pertain to the rate of change of the channel impulse 

response relative to the symbol duration, and result from motion between the receiver and 

transmitter, or more specifically, the Doppler spread ofthe channel. 

Slow fading occurs when the channel impulse response changes more slowly than the 

symbol duration, and the transmitted bandwidth is much greater than the Doppler spread. 

T^«T^ and BW^»BWjj (EQ 2.9) 

2.1.7 Fast Fading 

Fast fading happens when the channel impulse response changes rapidly over one 

symbol duration; that is, when the symbol time is greater than the channel coherence time, 

and the transmitted bandwidth is less than the Doppler spread. 

r ^ > r ^ and BW^<BW^ (EQ 2.10) 

2.1.8 Fading Summary 

In summary, flat and frequency-selective fading are determined by the extent of mul

tipath, and are position dependent, but not motion dependent fading effects. Slow and fast 

fading relates to the temporal rate of change of channel characteristics in comparison with the 

transmitted symbol duration, and this sort of fading requires both multipath, and movement. 
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such that a finite Doppler spread exists. The Doppler spread may be caused by a relative 

velocity between the receiver and transmitter, and/or the motion of other objects which can 

perturb the radio channel multipath environment. Transitions between the different fading 

categories are not abrupt, but rather overlap and merge into each other. 

The resulting four possible channel descriptions are depicted in Figure 2.2, which fol

lows a similar diagram in Ref[2.51]. 

TIME 
DOMAIN 

T Symbol period 

BW^ 

FREQUENCY 
DOMAIN 

fade.pre 

Baseband 
signal bandwidth 

FIGURE 2.2 Summary of fading conditions 

2.2 Narrowband and Wideband Channels 

The classification of a channel as narrowband or wideband depends on the relation

ship between the multipath time dispersion of the channel and the period of the fransmitted 

information symbol (or the inverse ofthe modulated signal bandwidth). 

A channel is classed as narrowband if flat fading prevails, and wideband if frequency-

selective fading occurs. 

Narrowband channel measurements have traditionally used a single carrier frequency, 

and measured the amplitude of the received signal envelope, whereas wideband measure

ments use a signal in the form of a narrow impulse, or a spread spectrum or swept frequency, 

equivalent to a wide transmitted bandwidth, and measure an approximation to the impulse 

response ofthe channel. 
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2.3 Statistical Distributions 

The envelope of the received signal in a narrowband (flat fading) channel, or in one 

time bin of a wideband channel, shows a certain amplitude distribution over a small scale 

area. For a number of similar strength randomly distributed signal components arriving at the 

receiver, the signal envelope follows a Rayleigh distribution. If one path is dominant, the dis

tribution becomes Ricean. Other mixed distributions have been formulated, and often these 

reduce to Rayleigh or Ricean disfributions as special cases. 

This section briefly introduces a number of statistical distribution functions used in 

propagation work, and shows the similarities and inter-relationships between these distribu

tions. 

2.3.1 Gaussian (or Normal) Distribution 

The Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF) is: 

where |LI is the mean, and a the standard deviation. The importance ofthe Normal dis

tribution stems from the implications ofthe Central Limit Theorem. 

2.3.2 Rayleigh Distribution 

Where the receiver is located in a uniform scattering environment with no LOS or 

dominant path, the signal envelope is found to follow a Rayleigh distribution. All arriving sig

nal vectors or rays are assumed to have approximately the same amplitude, with a phase dis

tribution which is uniform over 0 to 2n. The Rayleigh PDF is given by {Ref.[2.1], Ref.[2.2]}: 

P{r) = - r e x p 
2a2 

(EQ2.12) 

The most probable value (the Rayleigh parameter) is o^, and the mean and variance 

are given by o^J^ = 1.253â  and a | {2-^} respectively. 

2.3.3 Ricean or Nakagami-n Distribution 

Adding a strong or dominant ray to the approximately uniform scattered rays of the 

Rayleigh distribution leads to the Ricean or Nakagami-n distribution, developed indepen

dently by Nakagami and by Rice, {Ref.[2.3], Ref.[2.4], Ref.[2.5], Ref.[2.2]}: 
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r 
P{r) = ^ e x p f : ^ l f o r ( . . 0 ) (EQ2.13) 

y^\ 

here IQ is the zero-order modified Bessel function ofthe first kind, v^ is the magni

tude ofthe dominant path, and a / is proportional to the power ofthe scattered Rayleigh com

ponents. If vjj^^ 0 or if v^ «r ^ the dominant ray disappears, and EQ 2.13 reverts to the 

Rayleigh distribution. 

A Kfi^tor may be defined as equal to the ratio ofthe power in the dominant ray, to the 

power in the scattered rays, where: 

fr ^ ^ (EQ2.14) 
factor 2 

2.3.4 Nakagami-m Distribution 

The Nakagami-m disfribution is a more general distribution, which reduces to the 

Rayleigh or the one-sided Normal disfribution in particular cases, and which can also approx

imate the Ricean, and the lognormal distributions. 

The Nakagami-m PDF is given by {Ref.[2.3], Ref.[2.2]}: 

2fn'nj-2m - 1 
P {r) = ^ exp 

r(/n) Q"" ^ 
JI^'^ for(r>0) (EQ2.15) 

where r(m) is the gamma function defined by the integral: 

r(m) = jx'»-'exp(-x)djc (EQ 2.16) 

0 

For m=l this reduces to the Rayleigh distribution, and for m=l/2 it reduces to the one

sided Normal (or Gaussian) distribution. 

2.3.5 Weibull Distribution 

Introduced originally in relation to investigation of the sfrength of materials, the 

Weibull distribution has no obvious physical interpretation in terms of radio propagation. It 

has, however, been found to provide a good fit to the fading channel in some circumstances, 

for example, radar sea clutter at low grazing angles {Ref [2.6], RefI2.7], Ref [2.8], Ref [2.9], 

Ref [2.2]}. The Weibull PDF is given by: 
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where a^ is a shape factor, b = 7 ( 2 / a j r T 2 / a j and ro is the rms value of r. This 

reduces to the Rayleigh distribution when a^ = 1/2, and to the exponential distribution when 

« . = 1 

2.3.6 Lognormal Distribution 

Shadowing resulting in large scale fading (sometimes mistakenly called slow fading), 

or a gradual variation of the local mean, has been found to follow a lognormal distribution 

{Ref [2.10]}, where log(r) has a Normal or Gaussian distribution. In a multipath situation, the 

signals reaching the receiver have typically undergone multiple reflections. Signal losses at 

each reflection or scattering multiply to give the total signal loss, and this multiplicative pro

cess leads to a lognormal disfribution, just as the central limit theorem indicates that an addi

tive process results in a normal disfribution. The lognormal disfribution is given by 

{Ref [2.2]}: 

2 

P{r) = - ^ e x p f - ^ ^ " ' ~ f ^ ] for(r>0) (EQ 2.18) 
Jlnar ^ 2o^ ^ 

2.3.7 Mixed Distributions: Suzuki Distribution 

Consider a signal which after undergoing multiple scattering, arrives in the vicinity of 

the receiver with a lognormal disfribution, and is then expanded into a number of approxi

mately equal paths by local scatterers. Each local path has approximately the same amplitude, 

similar excess delays, and random uniformly distributed phase, and derives from a parent 

with a lognormal distribution. The resulting distribution can be described by a combination of 

the lognormal and Rayleigh disfributions {Ref [2.11}, Ref [2.10]}: 

r r (-r^ \ M 
P{r) = J-jexpl - ^ 1 7= exp 

-log (O/O))^ 
da (EQ2.19) 

2a? 

where a„ is the lognormal shape parameter, and a is the most probable value of the 

Rayleigh distribution, and M= log e 

2.3.8 Stacy Distribution 

It has been shown in Ref [2.12] that the exponential disfributions used in radiowave 

propagation (including the Rayleigh, Ricean, Nakagami-m, Weibull, and one-sided Gaussian 

discussed above), are all particular cases ofthe Stacy distribution {Ref [2.13]}. Note that the 

log and mixed disfributions are not included in this generalization. 
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Type 

m = l 

m = l 

m = l 

m = 2 

m = m 

m = m 

n = 0 

n = 0 

n = 0 

n = l 

n = l 

TABLE 2.1. Definitions of Distributions (from Ref.[2.12]) 

Distribution 

gamma 

Erlang 

chi-squared 

Nakagami-m 

Stacy 

Weibull 

exponential 

one-sided normal 

generalised exponential 

Rayleigh 

generalised Rayleigh 

PDF 

Ax" exp(-x/b) 

Ax"exp{-x/b) 

Ax"exp(-x/b) 

Ax"exp(-x^/b^) 

Ax" exp (-x'"/b'") 

Ax""-^ &xpi-x"'/b'") 

A exp{~x/b) 

A exp i-x^/b^) 

A exp i-x"'/b"') 

Ax exp {-x^/b'^) 

Ax exp (-x'"/*'«) 

Conditions 

n = n 

n+1 = PI* 

b = 2, 2(n+l) = PI* 

n = n 

n = n 

n = m-l 

m = l 

m = 2 

m = m 

m = 2 

m = m 

*PI means "a positive integer" 

Territory occupied by a number of these distributions is depicted in Figure 2.3. 

^ 
Gamma (Eriang) 

(chi-Squared) 

(̂ Exponential J 

STACY 

DISTRIBUTION 

Weibull 

C Rayleigh ) 

(J one-sided Normal 

Nakagami-m 
D 

FIGURE 2.3 Interrelationship between statistical distributions 

2.3.9 Poisson Distribution 

The Poisson disfribution has application in predicting the occurrence of isolated 

events in a continuum of time, ft can be used to fit the arrival times of scattered rays in a mul

tipath radio environment. The Poisson distribution is given by {Ref [2.14]}: 

^(O - 7Texp(-^lp (n^>0) (EQ2.20) 

where the expected or average number of occurrences of an event = variance = ^ 
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2.4 Path Loss Models 

Many have sought the Holy Grail of a universal propagation model, and the past is lit

tered with myriad attempts to solve this problem. Path loss models attempt to predict signal 

sfrengths over large scale distances. 

The starting point for a path loss model is propagation in free space, which gives a 

lower bound for the value of path loss. 

2.4.1 Free Space 

Energy radiating unimpeded from an isotropic point source spreads with a spherical 

wavefront, so the power density in terms of power per unit area is diluted by the inverse 

square ofthe distance from the source, as the size ofthe sphere grows. The ratio of available 

power at the receiving antenna to the power supplied to the fransmitting antenna P^/P^ is 

given by {Ref [2.10]}: 

i = GfijyJ^ (EQ2.21) 

P, 
or in terms of path loss L dB where L = lOlog—, 

L = ]01ogjoG^+ 10IogioG^-201og,o/-201ogjoZ)+ 147.6 (EQ 2.22) 

using isotropic antennas, the path loss becomes: 

i-isotroptc = -32.44-201ogj/^^,-20IogjoZ),, (EQ 2.23) 

where Gf and G^ are the gains ofthe fransmit and receive antennas respectively, c is 

the velocity of light,/ is the frequency in Hz, f]^^2 is the frequency in MHz, D is distance in 

metres, and Dj^^ is distance in kilometres. Free space propagation is usually assumed if the 

first Fresnel zone is clear of any reflecting surfaces or obstructions. 

2.4.2 Plane Earth (2-Ray model) 

Free space propagation seldom occurs, because usually there are reflecting surfaces 

in the region of the propagation path. The simplest situation involving reflection is propaga

tion over the reflecting earth, where the signal at the receiver is the resultant of the direct or 

free space ray, and a ground-reflected ray. At large distances, the curvature ofthe earth affects 

the geometry ofthe problem. Distances used with cellular mobile radio are small enough that 

curvature can be neglected, and the earth can be freated as a horizontal plane. The reflection 

coefficient is a complex quantity, and depends on the dielecfric properties ofthe earth (which 

vary greatly from seawater to dry rocky ground), and also on the angle of incidence, and the 
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polarization. At grazing incidence, the reflection coefficient p « - l , for both horizontal and 

vertical polarization. For plane eartii propagation where the distance D is much greater than 

the heights ofthe fransmit and receive antennas, h^ and hr, the ratio of received to fransmitted 

power is given by {Ref [2.10]}: 

(EQ 2.24) 

Note that the power ratio is independent of frequency, and follows an inverse fourth-

power relationship with distance, which gives a much more rapid decay of power (12 dB less 

power for each doubling of distance or -40 dB for each decade) than in the free space case. 

In log form for isofropic anteimas, for comparison with EQ 2.23, the 2-ray grazing 

angle equation becomes: 

isotropic 
201og,oA, + 201og,o/i^ - 401og,/) (EQ 2.25) 

A plot of the 2-ray model receiver to fransmitter power ratio, for frequency = 1890 

MHz, fransmitter anterma height = 20 mefre and receiver anteima height =1.5 mefre, with 

asymptotes showing the inverse square law and inverse fourth power law {Ref [2.10]} is 

shown in Figure 2.4. 

100 

Plane reflector - 2 ray model 

1000 10000 

D distance (metre) Note: assumes p=-l 

FIGURE 2A 2-Ray propagation model 

The 2-ray model can be extended to include more rays, for example to six rays 

{Ref [2.2]}. A NLOS model with an initial path loss slope of 20dB/decade, a step loss (a cor

ner loss) at a break-point, then a path loss slope of approximately 40dB/decade has been 

foimd to fit experimental data in some cases {Ref [2.2]}. 
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Path loss behavior showing a break-point, where the slope changes from -lOn, 

dB/decade of distance, to -10«2 dB/decade where n^ and ^2 can take a range of values, has 

been frequently observed. 

2.4.3 IEEE VTS Committee on Radio Propagation 

In 1988, the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society (VTS) Committee on Radio Propa

gation published the result of five years of deliberation on radio propagation models for the 

cellular radio band, in a paper titled, "Coverage Prediction for Mobile Radio Systems Operat

ing in the 800/900 MHz Frequency Range" {Ref [2.15]}. 

Models included large area terrain models, and models more suited to small cells in 

built-up areas. Some models have a theoretical basis, although many are empirical models 

attempting to generalise from specific measurements and observations. Various correction or 

adjustment factors are commonly appended. Some models are presented in analytical form, 

some as graphs, charts, nomograms or slide rule calculators (all now of course rendered obso

lete by advances in technology), and some as algorithms embodied in computer software. 

A summary of features ofthe models considered by the IEEE committee is attempted 

in Table 2.2. 

Most of the models listed in Table 2.2 apply to large area propagation over irregular 

terrain, for distances up to the order of 200 km, and are not suitable for small cells covering 

built-up areas dominated by building clutter. The starting point for one group of theory based 

approximate models is diffraction over a hill or ridge, which is treated as a knife-edge, com

bined with free space path loss plus possible ground reflections on each side ofthe hill, lead

ing to a four-ray model. Treating the hill as an mfinitely thin knife-edge is inaccurate, unless 

the radius ofthe hill top is very small compared with the wavelength. An excess loss correc

tion can be added to the theoretical knife-edge loss to allow for rounded hills {Ref[2.10], 

Ref [2.29], Ref [2.30]}. Tree cover on the hill top modifies the loss fiirther, and can be 

allowed for by another correction factor. The path loss caused by multiple knife-edges 

becomes mathematically complicated, so approximate methods based on various geometric 

consfructions are used in models which attempt to treat more than one knife-edge. 

The Bullington model represents irregular terrain as a single ficticious knife-edge. In 

the Epstein-Peterson method {Ref [2.31]}, losses from multiple knife-edges are added, using 

knife heights obtained from a geometric construction. Other models of this type include the 

Japanese Atlas method {Ref [2.32]}, the Deygout method {Ref.[2.33]}, and the Giovaneli 

freatment {Ref [2.34], Ref2.10]}. Diffraction calculations based on the Epstein-Peterson 

method are also used in the JRC model {Ref [2.35], Ref [2.36]}, the Blomquist-Ladell model 

{Ref [2.37]}, and the Longley-Rice models. 
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TABLE 2.2. Summary of models - VTS Radio Propagation Committee Ref[2.15] 

Model 

Bullington 

Egli 

Carey 

Tech Note 101 

R-6602-LM 

Longley-Rice 
point-point 

Longley-Rice 
area 

Okumura 

TIREM 

General Electric 
slide-rule 

Lee 

CCIR Rp.567 

Bertoni-Walfish 

Ref. 

2.16 

2.18 

2.19 

2.20 

2.21 

2.22 

2.22 

2.23 

2.24 

2.25 

2.26 

2.27 

2.28 

Freq (MHz) 

90-1000 

450-1000 

>20 

150-2000 

40-20GHZ 

900 

900 

Equation 

Z=139.1-20log/?+401ogZ) 

/,=110.7-19.11og/z+551ogZ) 
/or 8 < Z)< 48 
I=91.8-18log/2+661ogD 
for 48 < D < 96 

i=142.3-201og/z+36.8lo&D 

Z=147.2+^-1 Slog{h-hi)+3 8logD 

A= -9 dB for example given 

Features 

T,H,D,FS,GD,GR,HD 

D,GR 

D 

T,F,H,D,FS,GD, 
GR,HD,BP 

D 

T,H,D,FS,GD,GR,HD 

D,FS,GD,GR 

T,F,H,D,FS,GD,HD 

T,H,D,FS,GD,GR,HD 

D,FS,GD,GR 

T,H,D,GR,HD 

D,FS,GD,BP 

T,B,D,FS 

i=path loss (dB) h=hase station antenna height (m) /2^=building height (m) D=distance (km) 

T 

B 

F 

H 

D 

FS 

terrain data 

building data 

foliage data 

hill shape 

distance 

free space 

GD diffraction- smooth earth 

GR reflection- smooth earth 

HR reflection- hills 

HD diffraction- hills 

BP building penetration 

key for 
features given 
limited or 
extensive 
treatment in 
the model. 

Weissberger {Reft3 8]}produced equations based on empirical data, for paths blocked 

by trees in leaf, with dense foliage in dry condition. Using measurements from 90 MHz to 

IGHz, the Egli model {Ref[2.39]}, uses an inverse fourth power law equation, multiplied by 

an empirical chart-based correction factor. Another example of a chart-based method is the 

CCIR model {Ref [2.40]}, compiled from statistical analysis of data collected in many coun-

fries, and particularly applicable to rolling, hilly land. A second chart provides a terrain irreg

ularity correction factor. The British Broadcasting Corporation developed the BBC model 

{REF.[2.41]} to plan UHF television services. This uses diffraction approximations, with a 

clutter-loss correction factor for clutter at the receiver end. 

More recently (1997), a report published by the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society 
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Propagation Committee {Ref [2.48]} has made recommendations for a two dimensional 

physical propagation model. This recommendation followed evaluation of nine different pro

posed models against extensive propagation measurement data obtained in the USA. The rec

ommended model is the Anderson 2D physical model. This requires an accurate terrain 

database. The model first determines if the path is LOS or NLOS. If it is LOS, path loss is 

based on the free space value plus a ground reflection weighted according to how signifi

cantly the first Fresnel zone is obsfructed. If NLOS, path loss is based on knife edge diffrac

tion loss where a succession of obstacles is replaced by two knife edges, one at the start, and 

the other at the end of the obstructed region. An extra term is also included to allow for 

Fresnel zone obstruction prior to the first knife edge, and after the last knife edge 

{Ref[2.49]}. 

2.4.4 Models for Built-up Areas 

Shadowing effects of buildings, and the guiding of propagation paths along sfreet 

canyons are features of built-up areas. Models often include an enviromnent classification, 

such as "suburban" or "urban", leading to problems when the model is applied away from its 

home town, because usually the environment descriptions are not precisely defined. Attempts 

to overcome this are discussed in Ref.[2.10]. 

Young {Ref [2.42]} used measurements between 150 MHz and 3700 MHz in New 

York to plot cumulative disfribution curves of path loss. These are found to follow an inverse 

fourth power law, strongly modified by a large clutter factor. Allsebrook and Parsons 

{Ref [2.43]} and Ibrahim and Parsons {Ref.[2.44]} also found the fourth power law useful 

for models to fit measurements in several British cities. One ofthe best known urban path loss 

models is due to Okumura {Ref [2.23]}, and uses charts based on measurements in the Tokyo 

area. Hata {Ref [2.45]} used Okumura's charts to formulate equations from the empfrical 

data, with some minor limitations. These equations allow easy computation ofthe model. 

Other urban models published include those by Lee {Ref [2.26]}, McGeehan and 

Griffith {Ref [2.46]}, and Atefi and Parsons {Ref [2.47]}. 

Various computer software models are now available commercially, such as Planet® 

by Mobile Systems Intemational, and network plarming tools marketed by EDX. An example 

of European work towards a computer propagation prediction and radio network planning 

tool is described in Ref. [2.40]. All mobile phone operators now either use commercial tools, 

or in many cases have developed proprietary software to facilitate their network plaiming. 

2.4.5 Level Crossing Rate and Average Fade Duration 

As explained in Section 2.3, the narrow band signal amplidude over a small area can 

be described with one ofthe statistical disfributions, such as the Rayleigh disfribution. 
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Other parameters which can be obtained from narrow band multipath measurements 

include the level crossing rate, and the average fade duration {Ref [2.10], pages 125-130). 

normalised level crossing rate is defined as tiie number of times per wavelength of fravel that 

the signal sfrength drops below a specified level. The average fade duration is the average of 

tiie intervals during which the signal is below the specified threshold. This can also be norma

lised and expressed in terms of wavelengths. Dividing by the mobile velocity gives the denor-

malised fade duration in units of time. Levels are usually relative to a localised mean or 

median signal sfrength. 

2.5 Narrow Band Measurements - Example 

To illusfrate aspects of narrow band propagation such as small scale fading, and level 

crossing rate, and as an example of building penefration around 900 MHz, measurements 

have been made on different floors of a multi-storey concrete and brick building with an 

external fransmitter. The university engineering school, on the south west comer ofthe Victo

ria University of Technology Footscray campus was the scene of these measurements. 

) | \ Victoria University 
. of Technology 

FIGURE 2.5 Map showing base station location 

A broadcast chaimel on 945.200 MHz, fransmitting from an Optus GSM base station 

approximately 920 mefres to the south ofthe campus provided a constant signal (Figure 2.5). 

Within the building, signal sfrength measurements were made on identical north-

south routes approximately 70 mefres long in a cenfral corridor, on frie top floor (Level 7), 

two floors lower (Level 5), and another two floors lower at ground level (Level 3). Turning 

ninety degrees to the corridor route, and heading east, a 20 mefre route just outside the south 

side ofthe building, along the north side of Ballarat road on the footpath (ground level), was 
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also measured. This provided the reference outdoor signal level statistics for comparison with 

indoor signal sfrengths, required to deduce the building penetration loss. 

2.5.1 Instrumentation 

A commercial communications receiver {Icom R7100) and serial port interface unit 

{Icom CAV-15) were used to log received signal strength indication (RSSI) readings to a 

notebook computer via the RS232 port. Trolley mounted and battery powered, receiver travel 

distance was measured by a wheel and optical encoder, and logged through the computer par

allel port (Figure 2.6). Each pulse from the wheel encoder initiated storage of a RSSI value, 

giving approximately 32 readings per wavelength. 

Calibration of the system was done using an HP8648B signal generator and two 

Lucas 30 dB fixed attenuators. The receiver was calibrated with and without the internal 20 

dB attenuator, although this attenuator was not used during the RSSI measurements. Plotting 

RSSI units against receiver input level in dBm gave a characteristic closely approximating 

(within ±0.5 dB) two sfraight line segments, with a break-point at -77 dBm. The calibration 

characteristic can be written as: 

for RSSK68 dBm = - 95 + (RSSI - 24) % (EQ 2-26) 
56 

for RSSI > 68 dBm = - 77 + (RSSI - 68) | ^ (EQ 2.27) 

A measured 20 ±0.01 metre mn generated 2010 ±1 counts. Wavelength at 945.2 MHz 

is 0.3174 metre, giving 31.9 counts per wavelength. The vertically polarized quarter wave 

dipole antenna was mounted 1.6 metre above floor level. Measurements were made in the 

evening when the building was deserted, moving the trolley down the length ofthe corridor at 

a slow walking pace. 

The distance measuring wheel, counter electronics, antenna, and the software for log

ging RSSI values to the computer, were put together by a final year undergraduate student 

undertaking a project supervised by the author. The measurements were made by the author, 

assisted by the student. Data processing, and analysis, was done by the author. 
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antenna 
50 ohm quarter wave dipole 
1.6 metre above ground level 

N / 

ICOM 7100 

receiver 

945.200 MHz 

FIGURE 2.6 Instrumentation for signal strength measurement 

2.5.2 Signal Strength Results 

15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0 17.5 18.0 18.5 19.0 19.5 20.0 

distance (metres) 

FIGURE 2.7 Level 7 building D - part of route showing small scale fading 

Figure 2.7 shows a short section ofthe corridor route, illusfrating the small scale fad

ing stiTichire witii nulls of over 25dB. Measurements over the ftill corridor length on different 

floors are shown in Figures 2.8,2.9, 2.10 
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FIGURE 2.8 Level 7 building D, north-south route. 
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FIGURE 2.9 Level 5 building D, north-south route 
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FIGURE 2.10 Level 3 building D, north-soutii route 

These signal sfrength plots (Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10) show small scale fading along 

each route, with nmning averages (using a 3 wavelength window) plotted in red. The average 

signal sfrengths increase at higher floor levels, being greatest on the top floor (Level 7). 
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2. 5.2.1 Building Penetration Loss 

Molkdar {Ref.[2.67]}, and Barry and Williamson {Ref[2.69]} include usefiil 

reviews of published literature on building penefration loss. 

Building penefration loss is defined here as the difference in the dB mean signal level 

at ground level (taken by averaging the dB values over all sample points) outside the south 

end ofthe building, and the dB mean signal level on each floor. The south side ofthe buildmg 

faces the direction ofthe base station. Other papers use a variety of definitions for penetration 

loss, which makes comparisons of results more difficult. For example, Walker {Ref.[2.61]} 

used an outside reference based on a dB average ofthe signal measured around the closest 

route to all the outside walls ofthe building. The practise of averaging dB values (rather than 

linear power) is widely used, for example see Ref [2.61] and Ref [2.68]. 

Taking the mean and standard deviation ofthe dB values of signal sfrength for levels 

7, 5, 3, and outside the building at the south end, gives the values summarised in Table 2.3. 

Penefration loss is most severe on the ground floor at 20.3 dB, and improves (i.e. the 

signal sfrength increases) as height is gained on the upper floors. Ascending two floors to 

Level 5 reduces the loss by 10.8 dB, while moving another two floors up to Level 7 (the top 

floor) gives a further 5.7 dB increase in signal sfrength. 

TABLE 2.3. Building penetration loss on different floors 

Location 

Level 7 

Level 5 

Level 3 

Outside 

dB 
mean 

-70.4 

-76.1 

-86.9 

-66.6 

db 
standard 
deviation 

5.7 

4.4 

4.5 

5.7 

minimum 
dB 

-86.4 

-91.3 

-100.3 

-85.6 

maximum 
dB 

-54.3 

-62.5 

-67.6 

-53.1 

building 
penetration 

loss dB 

3.8 

9.5 

20.3 

-

Figure 2.11 shows a plot of signal strength against floor level, showing greater signal 

power at higher building floor levels, and a comparison with the sfreet level values outside the 

building. The minimum, maximum, and average dB power values are shown, with ± l a error 

bars (in terms of dB numbers) included. 
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FIGURE 2.11 Signal strength statistics on different floors 

The mean penetration loss on the ground floor (Level 3) is 20.3 dB, and this reduces 

on average by 5.4 dB per floor over the next two higher floors, and 2.9 dB per floor over the 

two highest floors. Other published results for penetration loss generally show the signal 

increasing in strength on higher floors. A summary of results from a number of other publica

tions is given in Table 2.4. 

TABLE 2.4. Summary of some published building penetration loss values 

Author 
Reference 

Walker 

1983[2.61] 

Turkmani 

1987[2.63] 

Toledo 

1992[2.64] 

Tanis 

1993[2.65] 

Aguirre 

1994[2.66] 

(Lee)* 

1995 [2.60] 

Martin 

1999 

City 

Chicago 

(urban) 

Liverpool 

Liverpool 

Philadelphia 

Denver 

Tokyo 

Melbourne 

Antenna 
height 
(metre) 

40 

57, 

136 

5 

25 
(approx) 

Range 
(metre) 

180 to 
350 

200 

920 

Freq 
(MHz) 

800 

896.5 

900 

880 

912 

800 

945 

Penetration Loss (dB) 

Average 

18 

11.6 

14.2 

19.2 

12.5 

26 

20.3 

change/ 
floor 

-1.9 

-2 

-1.4 

-1.2 

-2.7 

-5.4* 

-2.9** 

# Lee does not disclose the source of 
these figures 

* for first 2 floors 
**for second 2 floors 
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The figures in Table 2.4 often result from averaging of widely differing values. How

ever, the penefration loss on the ground floor measured here is comparable with other pub-

hshed figures, but the change in penefration loss per floor over the first two floors is greater 

than other researchers have found. Over the next two higher floors, the change in penefration 

loss of -2.9 dB/floor is comparable with several other pubUshed sUidies {Refs.[2.60], [2.61], 

[2.63]}. 

Different buildings, in different locations with respect to the fransmitter, can give 

quite different penefration loss values. Table 2.5 illusfrates tiiis point, with results for three 

different buildings, reported by Aguirre {Ref [2.66]}. 

TABLE 2.5. Three Denver buildings - penetration loss 

Number 
of floors 

19 

15 

50 

Age 

new 

65 years 

new 

Construction 

glass clad 

stone, small 
windows 

concrete, large 
windows 

Penetration Loss 

Ground 
floor 

18 dB 

18.5 dB 

10 dB 

change 

2 floors up 

-2dB 

-11.5 dB 

+11 dB 

change 

4 floors up 

5dB 

-4.5dB 

+12 dB 

2.5.3 Level Crossing Rate 

The level crossing rate, and the average fade duration were defined in Section 2.4.5. 

Normalised level crossing rates obtained fi-om the measurements are plotted in Figure 2.12. 

T 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 

Signal level relative to moving dB average (dB) 

FIGURE 2.12 Nomialised level crossing rate relative to moving dB average. 
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Results in Figure 2.12 have been calculated with the threshold level changing in 2 dB 

steps. The threshold is relative to the local running dB mean, over a window of 3 wave

lengths. The theoretical curve for isotropic, or Rayleigh, propagation is included for compari

son. 

A free space or single ray model would give a level crossing rate of zero. Under con

ditions of isotropic (Rayleigh) scattering, Ref [2.10] gives a peak value of 1.08, while a two 

ray model gives a rate of 2 level crossings per wavelength. Table 2.6 summarizes the peak 

values taken from Figure 2.12, and includes the theoretical values for comparison. 

TABLE 2.6. Maximum normalised level crossing rates 

Free space 

Level 7 

Level 5 

Isotropic 

Level 3 

Outdoors (Level 3) 

Two rays 

Measured 

-

1.05 

1.05 

-

1.38 

1.72 

Theoretical 

0 

-

-

1.08 

-

-

2 

The inference is that outdoor ground level measurements indicate propagation 

approaching the two ray model, while Level 3 indoors shows behaviour part way between iso

tropic and the two ray limit. Double glass doors at the south end of Level 3 north-south corri

dor route face towards the base station, and wall attenuation would be expected to reduce the 

sfrength of scattered rays coming from east and west sectors. Levels 5 and 7 both give a mea

sured peak value slightly on the free space or "one ray" side of isofropic behaviour. On these 

floors, antenna height is above most of the adjacent single storey buildings between the 

receiver and the base station, so propagation is line-of-sight, apart from the intervening walls 

of building D. 

2.6 Wideband Channels 

2.6.1 Introduction 

A radio channel is described as wideband if frequency-selective fading occurs, or the 

coherence bandwidth is less than the channel bandwidth. 

The radio channel can be treated as a linear filter with time-variant properties. Input 

and output parameters can be considered in the time or frequency domains (time, delay, fre

quency, Doppler shift), which results in four equivalent versions of the channel transmission 

function. 

The weakly stationary or wide-sense stationary channel has charmel correlation func-
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tions which are invariant with time, or in other words, the fading statistics do not change over 

a short time interval. The uncorrelated scattering channel is one where rays from scattering 

elements with different path delays are uncorrelated. Combining these two channel defini

tions, the wide-sense stationary channel in the time domain, and the uncorrelated scattering 

channel in the time-delay domain, results in the wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering 

(WSSUS) channel, which exhibits both uncorrelated delay spread and uncorrelated Doppler 

shifts {Ref [2.10]}. 

2. 6.2 Bandpass to Lowpass Equivalence 

Using the complex lowpass equivalent signal allows the study of communications 

systems without the tedious mathematics involved in handling signals modulated onto a suiu-

soidal carrier. 

In Chapter 2 of Ref [2.52], the complex lowpass equivalent u(t) of a bandpass signal 

x(t) with a carrier frequency of y^ is derived as: 

x{t) = Re{u{t) J^""^''} (EQ2.28) 

This shows that if u(t) andy^ are known then the bandpass signal x(t) is completely 

described. If the signal information is contained in the amplitude A(t) and phase ^(t) ofthe 

bandpass signal, u(t) may be expressed in terms of in-phase and quadrature components u,(t) 

and UQ (t) given by: 

uj{t) =A(0 cos(l)(0 (EQ2.29) 

UQH) - A ( 0 sin<!)(r) (EQ2.30) 

2. 6.3 Time Domain Description 

A linear system is specified in the time domain by the complex time-impulse 

response {Ref [2.10]}. Radio channels are time-variant, principally because of movement of 

the mobile station, but also because signal scatterers in the radio environment may be mov

ing, so the impulse response is also time varying. Representing the radio channel as a time-

variant linear filter with complex impulse response h(t,i), where T is delay, the complex out

put zf?) ofthe filter is obtained by convolution: 

z{t) = J u{t-x)h(t,x)dT: (EQ2.31) 

In physical terms, h(t,x) gives the channel response at time t resulting from an 

impulse excitation T seconds previously. Equation 2.31 represents the channel as an infinite 

number of stationary, shimmering scatterers, each with a gain fluctuation h(t,x)dx, producing 
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rays in the delay range (X,X+dX). The physical channel is constrained to have zero output prior 

to the first input signal, with negligible echo signals arriving after time T, so the infinite inte

gration limits in equation 2.31 should be altered to (0, T). Expressing equation 2.31 as a sum

mation with the physically realisable limits gives: 

z{t) = Ar ^ M(r-riA'r) /i(r,riAt) 
T| = 0 

(EQ 2.32) 

Equation 2.32 leads to the well known densely tapped delay line model for the wide

band radio channel, illustrated in Figure 2.13. 

u(t) 
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FIGURE 2.13 Densely tapped delay line model 

Each path in this model represents a resolvable incoming delayed ray, and the sum

mation of all these rays gives the time-spread output z(t) ofthe channel. 

2.6.4 Bello System Functions 

Bello {Ref [2.70]} developed a set of eight symmetrical functions to describe linear 

time-variant channels. Four of these functions are duals of the other four, and each group of 

four are related by Fourier transform operations {Ref [2.10], Ref [2.52]}. Using terminology 

from Ref [2.52], which has a clear freatment of this topic, the four system variables are: time 

t seconds, frequency f Hz, delay X seconds, and Doppler shift V Hz. A full description of a 

system requires two of these variables, one from each Fourier pair. There are twelve permuta

tions of two variables selected from four, but four of the permutations consist of variables 

from the same Fourier pair (namely r,V; V,t; X,f and fX;), leaving eight system functions 

remaining. For a moving terminal, time t may be related to position, or distance along a route. 

The first set of four Bello functions comprise: (i) the impulse response h(t,x), which 

is measured directly by wideband time-domain channel sounders, (ii) T(f,t), measured by nar

rowband single frequency sounders, (iii) H(fy), measured by wideband frequency-domain 

sounders, and (iv) S(X,V), the delay-Doppler function, used to illustrate simultaneous time and 
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frequency dispersion. The relationship between the impulse response and the delay-Doppler 

function is shown in Figure 2.14. 

Mtl) 

Inverse Fourier 
Transform 

X is held constant 

Fourier Transform 

S(%v) 

FIGURE 2.14 Relationship between the impulse response and the delay-Doppler 
function 

2.6.5 Angle of Arrival 

The impulse response signal voltage from the receiver antenna completely decribes 

the radio channel in terms of phase, amplitude, time delay, and the rate of change of these 

with time. However, it does not contain all the information about the signal arrivmg at the 

antenna. The missing parameter is full disclosure ofthe angle of arrival of each ray. Doppler 

shift, obtained from the delay-Doppler function, allows the angle between an incoming ray 

and the velocity vector ofthe mobile to be deduced, but not the angle between the plane com

mon to the incoming ray and the velocity vector, and the horizontal plane. In other words, left/ 

right and up/down ambiguities exist unless additional angle of arrival information is obtained. 

The three dimensional angle of arrival requires two variables to describe it, such as the hori

zontal angle of arrival a}i and the vertical angle of arrival o^. Both angles can range from 0 to 

2n. These angles are defined in Figure 2.15. Hence each tap in the delay line model (Figure 

2.13) also requires an angle parameter for a complete description ofthe incoming signal. 

projection of incoming 
^ ray on vertical yz plane 

direction of 
incoming ray 

projection of incoming 
— - ray on horizontal xy plane 

j^ mobile is travelling 
in the x axis direction 

FIGURE 2.15 Angle of arrival in three dimension space 

The Clarke two-dimensional omnidirectional scattering model {Ref [2.71]} assumes 

that incoming rays are vertically polarised plane waves, which all lie in the horizontal plane. 

Rays arrive with random phase uniformly distributed over 0 to 2TI, and all angles of arrival are 

equally likely, so that CL^ = 0 and the probability density ftinction for the horizontal arrival 
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angle isp(a^) = 1/2% 

Clarke's model leads to a U-shaped Doppler spectrum, extending from fc-fo to /^ 

+f0 (see EQ. 2.4), with infinite power spectral density at the edges. Measured Doppler spec

tra agree with this fairly well, except at the edges, indicating that most incoming rays have 

small angles a^. Aulin {Ref [2.72]} extended the model by allowing a spread of values for 

arrival angle a^ in the vertical plane, with an abrupt-edged probability density function. Par

sons {Ref [2.10], chapter 5} has improved the model further using a smooth probability den

sity function for a^. The resulting Doppler spectrum is similar in shape to Clarke's, except at 

the band edges, which have more realistic finite power spectral density values. 

It is interesting to note that if two-dimensional measurements of angle of arrival 

based on Doppler or phase shift are performed in the horizontal plane, the left/right ambiguity 

can be overcome by taking measurements at different y values, but if we assume a possible 

range for the vertical arrival angle of say a =±30°, the horizontal angle can, at best, only be 

determined to an accuracy of ±30°. Angle of arrival measurements using a rotating highly 

directional antenna do not suffer from this problem. 

2.6.6 Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) Channels 

In order to model the radio propagation channel as a statistical process, some restric

tions must be made to the class of statistical channel used, to make the characterisation feasi

ble. 

A random process/f3c,r^ is stationary if it has statistical properties independent of 

time. The joint probability density function ofthe process consisting of values at an arbitary 

number A/'of time instants tj, r̂ , ^̂ --̂ w is denoted by fyfxi,ti; X2,t2>' ^S'hi %>W' ^^^ 

imparts all the information about the random process which is known. If this N-fo\d joint 

probability density function does not depend on the time origin used for the sampling, the ran

dom process is described as strictly stationary. Often the A -̂fold joint probability density fiinc

tion is not completely known, or is very difficult to verify {Ref [2.58]}. 

A wide sense stationary (WSS) or weakly stationary process has a less sfringent sta-

tionarity definition, requiring only that the average statistics described by the process mean 

and process autocorrelation be independent of absolute time, and depend only on time differ

ence. A WSS process may be used to characterise a propagation channel exhibiting tune dis

persion. 

2.6.7 Uncorrelated Scattering (US) Channels 

A channel where the attenuation and phase for different path delays are uncorrelated 

is termed an uncorrelated scattering channel in the delay variable, or alternatively is 

described as a WSS channel in the frequency variable. The US channel and the WSS channel 
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are duals. A US channel characterises a propagation process showing frequency dispersion. 

2.6.8 Wide Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering (WSSUS) 
Channels 

A hybrid channel displaying both WSS and US characteristics, and termed the wide 

sense stationary uncorrelated scattering channel, provides the simplest class of channel in the 

statistical sense exhibiting both time and frequency dispersion. 

2.6.9 Quasi-Wide Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering 
(QWSSUS) Channels 

A radio channel might satisfy the resfrictions of a WSSUS channel over short inter

vals of time, and over a restricted bandwidth, but fail the requirements over longer times and 

larger bandwidths. This channel may be characterised as quasi-wide sense stationary uncor

related scattering (QWSSUS) over small intervals of time and frequency, such that the signifi

cant scatterers do not change appreciably. The small scale statistics can then be averaged over 

a number of these small intervals, leading to a two stage model. 

2.7 Measures of Time Spread 

All wideband measurements undertaken for this thesis have been done with the frans

mitter stationary, and the receiver also stationary or quasi-stationary. The VUT channel 

sounder measures the instantaneous complex impulse response, implying that the channel is 

stationary for the duration of the measurement. Emphasis has been placed on the measure

ment of time dispersion. No attempt has been made to measure Doppler shift or angle of 

arrival; these areas remain for fiiture extensions ofthe propagation work. 

Obtained from the complex impulse response, the power delay profile (PDP) is a plot 

of received power as a function of excess delay. Figure 2.16 shows a measured PDP. A vari

ety of single number parameters can be extracted from the power delay profile to describe the 

channel statistics. Measures used in this project are defined and discussed in this section. 

2.7.1 Average or Mean Delay D^^ 

Average delay D^vg is defined as: D ^ = 

\ 

\xP.^dx 

\p^dx 

(EQ 2.33) 
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where T is the excess delay, and P .̂ is the power at t 

The zero and first moments ofthe power delay profile are denoted by M^, Mi respec

tively, defined as: 

Mo = Jp̂ dT (EQ 2.34) 

M, = \zP^dx (EQ 2.35) 

The average excess delay has been defined in equation 2.33 above. In terms of 

moments, it is given by: 

(EQ 2.36) 

A threshold is applied to power values before calculating D 3̂ĵ  See Figure 2.16. 

strongest ray, normalised 
' to 0 dB and zero time 

noise 

FIGURE 2.16 A measured power delay profile showing level threshold 

2.7.2 Rms Delay Spread cfe. 'ims 

The root mean square delay spread is the square root ofthe second cenfral moment of 

tiie power delay profile, and is a widely used measure of time dispersion. 
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Rms delay spread (or simply, delay spread) dsms is given by {Ref.[2.10]}: 

f(T-Z) f P dr 

ds. 
(EQ 2.37) 

kSr 

The second moment ofthe power delay profile is denoted by M2 and defined as: 

M., Ppar (EQ 2.38) 

Delay spread can be expressed in terms of moments. 

^dSrm) 
2 0 

W-^aJP.^ j(^'-2^^.vg-^U^x 5T 

k^ 
M^ 

0 0 

\< 
VO 

^ 

' P^ST 

) 
ID 

CO 

fxP^at 
U ) 

M„ M„ 

2 M^ M, M. 
+ D = 2 + 

/ ^ j i l / A2 j , ^ ^ , ^ ^,2 M, 

• ^ ( / 
M„ 

M, 

^M^; 

This form ofthe delay spread equation in terms of moments is convenient for computation 

ds. (EQ 2.39) 

The program DELAYG4 computes average delay and delay spread {refer to Appendix D} 

from measured power delay profiles, and includes provision for applying a power threshold 

and a range threshold. See Figure 2.17. All samples with values less than the power threshold 

are set to zero, which is necessary to prevent noise inflating the delay statistics, as will be dis

cussed in the next Section, 2.8. 

A correction for the self-delay spread ofthe channel sounder is included: 

corrected rms delay spread = //(rms delay spread) -(self-delay) (EQ 2.40) 
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Self-delay is taken as the computed rms delay spread of the single impulse obtained during 

back-to-back testing ofthe sounder (see Chapter 3). 

Choice of the reference for zero time affects the average delay value, but not the 

delay spread. Zero time is set at the first arriving above-threshold ray, and excess delay is ref

erenced to this point. 

2.7.3 Maximum Excess Delay Â^̂^ or 15 dB Delay Window 

The maximmn excess delay is defined as the tune interval between the first occiuing 

ray exceeding the threshold level, and the last occuring ray exceeding the threshold level. For 

a threshold level of-15 dB, this quantity is also called the 15 dB delay window (Figure 2.17). 

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 

excess delay (us) 
1.50 1.75 2.00 

FIGURE 2.17 Measures of time spread 

2.7.4 KFactor Kfy^ 

Inspired by the Ricean K factor, Kfactor is defined as the ratio of tiie power in the 

sfrongest ray PQ to the siun ofthe powers in all other above-threshold rays, where the ratio is 

expressed as a dB value. 

^/ac . .^ = 101og 

' P ^ 

n 

1 

<ffi for P,>P threshold (EQ2.41) 

To calculate Kfactor^ora a measured power delay profile, the individual resolved rays 

m the profile are identified, and the peak value of each ray is used to calculate tiie power of 
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that ray. 

For a single ray power delay profile, the bottom line of tiiis expression is zero, mak

ing Kfaa^ m&mte. To allow plots of Kfaaor, and ^/^or disfributions, tiie value of Kfaaor is 

clipped at 30 dB in this thesis. 

D733A10 D733A20 

-0.1 
(a) 

CQ 

O 
Q. 

0.0 0.1 0.2 

excess delay (us) 

D733A23 

-0.1 

(b) 

0.0 0.1 

excess delay (us) 

(c) 

-0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 

excess delay (us) 

FIGURE 2.18 Power delay profile examples: (a) low K factor (b) medium K lector 
(c) high K factor. 

2.7.5 Proposed Modified K factor K„ 

To overcome the problem mentioned above, where /̂̂ ctw- goes to infinity when only 

one above-threshold ray is resolvable (which is not an uncommon occurance), a modified 

measure which approaches unity instead of infinity, is proposed. 

The modified K term Kf^i is defined as the dB ratio ofthe power in the sfrongest ray, 

to the sum ofthe powers in all (above threshold) rays. Then for a single ray profile, AT̂  = 0 

dB, and for a profile with n equal power rays, K = -10 log («) . For small power ratios, 

Kf„ and Xŷ jĉ r converge. This is illusfrated in Figure 2.19. 
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( p ^ 

r =101og 

y 0 J 

i threshold (EQ 2.42) 

-5 0 5 10 

K factor Kfector(dB) 

FIGURE 2.19 Relation between modified K factor Kf^ and Kfy^^ 

2.8 Thresholds 

The objective of this section is to demonsfrate the high sensitivity of delay spread 

measurements to the threshold level imposed, and to argue that for equipment-independent 

measurements, a defined threshold relative to the peak power in each power delay profile 

(PDP) must be used. In the course of the argument, a theoretical single exponential PDP is 

employed as an example - but this is not intended to imply that such a simple PDP can be used 

to model the complexity of real world measured PDPs. 

Instrumentation and physical limitations dictate that measured wideband channel 

soundings will have a restricted dynamic range. At the top end, the dynamic range is limited 

by available fransmitter output power, and by receiver overload points. At the low signal end, 

the noise floor, and low level spiuious signals set the limit. The noise floor arises from ther

mal noise, phase noise and jitter in signal sources and synthesisers, and correlation noise. 

Spurious signals can originate from intermodulation and harmonic distortion, mixer spurious 

products, and IQ demodulator imbalance products. 

Reported results of wideband channel sounders rarely demonsfrate much better than 

a 40 dB dynamic range (see Chapter 3), and in low signal areas this can degrade to 20 dB or 

worse. Many parameters influence this generalisation, but for typical sliding correlator sound

ers it proves to be a good guideline. 

To prevent noise and spurious components from being confused with genuine low 

level delayed signals and inflating the value of channel parameters, it is essential to apply a 
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threshold, to slice the noise floor. All power values below the threshold are set to zero, and 

then no longer confribute to the channel statistics. As the threshold must include a generous 

safety margm, some legitimate signal data is also inevitably discarded, thus makmg calcu

lated channel parameters dependent on the threshold value. Some measures, in particular rms 

delay spread, where power terms are weighted by the square of a delay term, are very sensi

tive to the threshold value. 

To allow channel statistics measured by different workers to be meaningfully com

pared, the same threshold, applied in the same way, is important. 

Unfortunately it is common practise amongst many authors to define a threshold with 

respect to the noise floor. For example, in Ref [3.28], Driessen uses a threshold, "just above 

the noise level". Other authors, for example Devasirvatham {Ref [3.8]}, say nothing about a 

threshold. On the other hand, Bultitude {Ref [2.59]} recognizes the importance of a threshold 

relative to the sfrongest signal, using a value 28 dB below the peak. Karlsson {Ref [2.56], 

[2.57]} also fixes the threshold relative to the peak, but uses different values of either -26 dB 

or -30 dB in particular circumstances. 

Relative to the wanted signal, the noise floor varies from measurement to measure

ment. If defined relative to the noise floor, the threshold will also vary from one measurement 

to the next. 

The noise floor also varies between channel sounders, so relating the threshold to the 

noise floor makes the measured channel statistics equipment dependent. If the threshold is 

tied to the noise floor, the effective threshold (relative to the sfrongest ray) and hence also the 

calculated rms delay spread, will vary as the transmitter power is varied. This makes the mea

sured channel statistics transmitter power dependent. 

If propagation researchers do not mention use of a threshold, either some unspecified 

defauh threshold is in effect being used, or worse, calculation of channel parameters includes 

noise and spurious components. This makes it difificufr to evaluate measurements from differ

ent sources in any accurate or meaningful way - only approximate comparisons can be made. 

The correct way to define the threshold is relative to the peak value of the power 

delay profile. If this is normalised to 0 dB, the threshold level is given as a negative dB value 

relative to 0 dB. 

In this project, a threshold level of-15 dB has been adopted. Defining the threshold in 

this way makes the measured channel parameters equipment independent, and transmitter 

power independent. 

2.8.1 Rms Delay Spread Sensitivity to Threshold 

2. 8.1.1 The Exponential Power Delay Profile 

Measured PDPs are often found to have an envelope which approximately follows an 

exponential slope, resulting from the inverse power law path attenuation with increasing dis-
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tance, with excess delay proportional to distance. Plotting power on a logarithmic axis, the 

exponential slope becomes a linear slope. Such an idealised PDP is shown in Figure 2.20. 

The parameter g- is a slope constant. 

Power (dB) 
k 

Ppeak 

P = P e 
T peak'^ 

dB 
threshold 
-W 

^-. ihzexholdlev.eV' 

-qx 

- > Excess delay x 

FIGURE 2.20 Idealised exponential power delay profile 

Using equations 2.34, 2.35, 2.38, and 2.39, the rms delay spread ds,^ for the expo

nential power delay profile can be calculated as a function of the time T corresponding to a 

chosen threshold as: 

^ ^ r m s - l - ^ j ' i " - ' ' . . - . ^ „ V ^ . . , „ . . . . . . . r , \e~'"-i)[e~'^\qy+2{\+qT))-2]-[l-e"'\l+qT)] (EQ 2.43) 
(e -1 ) 

In the limit, as T-^°° then ds^^^ -> - (EQ 2.44) 

The parameters q and Tare related to the threshold window magnitude fFdB by: 

qT = 
W 

4.343 
(EQ 2.45) 

The normalised rms delay spread for a particular threshold is defined as the ratio of 

the delay spread calculated at that threshold, to the delay spread calculated with a threshold at 

-oodB. 

The normalised rms delay spread -^ I as the threshold ^ - oo dB. A plot of norm

alised delay spread as a function of threshold is shown in Figure 2.21. At a threshold of 

-15 dB, as used throughout this thesis, the normalised delay spread is 77.3% ofthe limiting 

value, and the slope (sensitivity) of delay spread is 3.8 % per dB of threshold change 
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FIGURE 2.21 Normalised delay spread versus threshold for an exponential power 
delay profile 

In many cases where multiple clusters of distant scatterers are present, the PDP is bet

ter represented by a series of components with exponential slopes, such as depicted in Figure 

2.22. With this sort of PDP, step increases in the delay spread will occur as the threshold is 

lowered and progressively includes rays at long delays, increasmg the sensitivity of delay 

spread to the threshold. 

Power (dB) 

i 

li 
Excess delay x 

FIGURE 2.22 Idealised power delay profile with multiple clusters of scatterers 

2. 8.1.2 A Measured Power Delay Profile 

Figure 2.23 shows a measured PDP which fits a single exponential envelope with a 

slope of approximately -37 dB/microsecond. This profile was measured in the Victoria Uni

versity of Technology courtyard, using the channel sounder in 10 ns resolution mode (indoor 

mode), and shows about 40 rays. If measurement resolution was increased, more rays would 

be revealed. On the other hand, lower resolution sounding would tend to fill in between rays. 
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giving a PDP looking more like a continuous smooth fiinction, approaching the exponential 

envelope. 

T3 

O 
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FIGURE 2.23 Measured instantaneous PDP showing an exponential envelope 

Calculating the rms delay spread for the measured profile shown in Figure 2.23 using 

a series of different thresholds, gives the result shown in Figure 2.24. A range threshold of 

950 ns was applied, so only the part ofthe profile shown in Figure 2.23 is used in calculating 

the delay spread, with no contribution from possible scatterers at longer delays. 
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FIGURE 2.24 rms delay spread versus threshold for measured PDP vi/fnv97 with a 
range threshold of 950 ns 

A slope of -37 dB/̂ is is equivalent to ^ = 8.519, givmg a limiting delay spread dsrff^ 

\lq = 117.4 ns (see Figure 2.24). Note that in calculating this theoretical limiting value for 
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an exponential PDP, no range tiu-eshold is implied (but mdeed the confribution from tiie por

tion below -40 dB is neghgible as Figure 2.24 shows). The delay spread calculations on the 

measured profile use a range tiireshold of 950 ns, and also have contiibuting rays precedmg 

the sfrongest ray 

The curve shows slope changes and kmks as additional discrete rays become included 

m the calculation. The slope or sensitivity around -15 dB, calculated as tiie slope of a sfraight 

Ime segment from -14 dB to -16 dB, is 3.9 %/dB. Normahsing the delay spread to 117.4 ns, 

gives a normalised delay spread of 94.5 % at - 40 dB (compared witii 99.6 % for an exponen

tial PDP), and 53.8 % at -15dB (compared witii 77.3 % for an exponential PDP). In Figure 

2.23, die measured PDP has ray peaks which lie on the exponential PDP, but some time bins 

contain no rays, and on average tiie power is always less tiian for tiie exponental PDP. 

Because of tiiis, die measured delay spread will be less than for the exponential PDP. 

2. 8.1,3 Courtyard Measurement Series vutnv 

Taking the whole series of Victoria University of Technology courtyard measure

ments series vutnv (203 instantaneous power delay profiles), and plotting a family of delay 

spread cumulative distiibution function (CDF) curves for different tiiresholds ranging from 

-40 dB to -10 dB in steps of 5 dB, gives Figure 2.25. 

Curves for thresholds from -10 dB to -30 dB are reasonably parallel, and spaced 

approximately uniformly, whereas the -35 dB and -40 dB threshold distributions diverge to 

show some very high delay spread values, suggesting that noise and spurious components are 

coming into play. 
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2. 8.1.4 Sydney Outdoor Measurement Series sydb 

Disfributions of instantaneous delay spreads as a fiinction of threshold for outdoor 

measurements performed m Sydney (see Chapter 5, section 5.5.1, for more detail) as a fiinc

tion of threshold are shown in Figures 2.26 and 2.27.. 
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dB for Sydney outdoor measurements. 
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For tiiresholds from -10 dB to -20 dB, tiie distiibution curves increment in a fairly 

evenly spaced manner. Figure 2.27 shows an expanded plot covering this range. 

At lower thresholds, -25 dB to -40 dB, the appearance of the distiibution curves 

becomes more erratic, particularly indicating tiie emergence of some high delay spread val

ues, agam suggesting the mfluence of noise and spurious components 

2.8.2 Conclusions - Variation of Delay Spread with Threshold 

For die single exponential PDP of Figure 2.20, varying tiie tiireshold from -15 dB to 

-00 dB results m a maximum variation m delay spread of 29.4 % (relative to tiie value at -15 

dB). Using tiie measured PDP shown in Figures 2.23, and 2.24, tiie delay spread variation, 

assmning a limiting value of 117.4 ns, has increased to 86 %. 

Takuig tiie whole series of measured values for die sydb Sydney outdoor city mea

surements, and for tiie vutnv Victoria University courtyard measurements and plotting die 

variation of median and 90% delay spread values relative to -15 dB, as tiie tiireshold is 

changed, gives Figure 2.28. 

As the threshold is lowered, the Sydney measurements show a greater increase than 

the Victoria University group. Sydney measurements used a high antenna (on the 23rd. floor 

of a tall building, see Chapter 5, section 5.5.1) covering the downtown city area which has 

many tall buildings, giving plenty of scope for low power rays at large excess delays. On the 

other hand, the Victoria University measurements used a low antenna, and covered a confined 

courtyard area surrounded by relatively tall buildings (see Chapter 4, section 4.1.10). 
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FIGURE 2.28 Delay spread variation with threshold 
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The increase in delay spread ratio as the threshold is lowered is approximately at a 

constant rate to a threshold of -30 dB for the Victoria University measurements, and to a 

threshold of-25 dB for the Sydney measurements. At lower thresholds, the rate of increase of 

delay spread ratio rises. The ratio of median value at -40 dB threshold to median value at -15 

dB threshold reaches 5.22 for Sydney, and 2.65 for Victoria University. Evaluating the single 

exponential PDP, the ratio of delay spreads at two different thresholds is independent of the 

exponential slope. This curve is also plotted in Figure 2.28. While the exponential PDP shows 

a reasonable match to the 90% CDF courtyard measurements down to thresholds of -30dB, 

the Sydney outdoor measurements show much higher delay spread sensitivity to threshold 

than that modelled by a single exponential PDP. A multiple exponential PDP model, already 

mentioned, may fit the outdoor measurements better. 

A summary ofthe changes in delay spread with threshold is given in Table 2.5. 

TABLE 2.7. Median delay spread ratio summary 

Threshold 

-25 dB 

-40 dB 

Increase in Median Delay Spread relative to value at -15 dB threshold 

Victoria University 

144 % 

265 % 

Sydney 

171 % 

522 % 

single 
exponential PDP 

122 % 

129 % 

Section 2.8 has emphasised the sensitivity of rms delay spread measurements to the 

threshold used, and has sfressed the necessity for a defined threshold relative to the peak 

power in each PDP. Using such a threshold makes measurements independent of receiver 

noise levels and transmitter output power, and allows meaningful comparison with measure

ments from other researchers using the same threshold definition. 

2.9 Conclusions 

In this chapter the distinction between small scale and large scale fading, fast and 

slow fading, and flat fading and frequency selective fading, has been explained. Narrowband 

and wideband channels have been classified in terms of fading behavior. 

Statistical disfributions used to describe signal parameters, most usually the signal 

amplitude, have been defined, and the relationship between these disfributions discussed, 

pointing out that some distribution functions are special cases of more general distributions. 

Classical path loss models, ranging from free space to built-up area models, have 

been surveyed. Some of these models, embedded in software tools, and enhanced with spe

cific three dimensional terrain data, form the basis of current computer aids used for network 

planning. 

Issues of fading, and building penetration loss, have been illusfrated using narrow-
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band measurements in a university building. Ground floor penetration loss of 20.3 dB is simi

lar to values in other published work. Two floors up, the penefration loss reduces to 9.5 dB, 

then to 3.8 dB a further two floors higher. The change per floor over the first two floors is 

greater than other published values found, while over the next two higher floors, the value of 

-2.9 dB/floor is comparable to some published values. 

By examining the peak value of level crossing rate, the nature ofthe multipath propa

gation can be deduced. On the upper floors, propagation behavior is slightly on the free-space 

or one-ray side of isotropic or Rayleigh behavior. On the ground floor within the building, 

conditions depart from Rayleigh towards a two-ray model. Outside the building at ground 

level, propagation more sfrongly approaches the two-ray model. 

Wideband statistical channel definitions and parameters have been discussed, and the 

role of angle of arrival in signal description examined. 

Measures of time spread including average delay, rms delay spread, maximum excess 

delay or delay window, K factor, and a new proposed measure termed modified K factor, have 

been defined, and illustrated in terms of actual signal power delay profiles. Some of these 

parameters will be used in later chapters to summarize the results of channel sounding mea

surements. 

Finally, the importance of using a threshold level, defined relative to the sfrongest ray, 

has been stressed. The sensitivity of delay spread to the threshold level has been investigated, 

to emphasize the necessity of a defined threshold level. 
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Chapter 3: Channel Sounding 

3. INTRODUCTION 

A survey of wideband channel sounding techniques and a discussion 

ofthe relative advantages of each approach begins this chapter, leading on to 

a description ofthe sliding correlator channel sounder (the VUT sounder) 

instrumentation, and antennas used in the thesis. 

The widely used sliding correlator is demystified with the aid of 

extensive simulations based on a new and faster algorithm. This work shows 

that correlation noise, resulting from the slight difference in chip frequencies, 

is likely to be the major factor limiting the dynamic range of charmel sound

ers using this method. A full design procedure for sliding correlators, based 

on the simulation results, is presented. 

Recent modifications to synchronise PN sequences, window the cor

relation process, and trigger measurements from a distance logging wheel are 

included. Channel sounder hardware and software is covered in detail in the 

appendices. 

Portability ofthe VUT channel sounder is novel, and the VUT 

sounder is the first and only (to the author's knowledge) sliding correlator 

sounder to be developed and operated in Australia. The receiver and data 

aquisition system can be used as a self-contained backpack, allowing meas

urements to be made in busy pedesfrian areas, city footpaths, and stairways; 

places inaccessible to a vehicle or a wheeled froUey. The fransmitter is also 

battery powered, and consists of a single box plus batteries, which can easily 

be moved by one person; for example it can be carried up access ladders to 

rooftop locations. The receiver and transmitter can be placed on frolleys for 

conventional indoor measurements, or used in vehicles as easily as loading 

holiday hand luggage. 

The VUT sounder can operate in two modes: (i) 25 MHz chip rate, 50 

MHz bandwidth, 40 ns resolution, and (ii)lOO MHz chip rate, 200 MHz 

bandwidth, 10 ns resolution. Mode (i) is normally used for outdoor measure

ments, and mode (ii) for indoor work. In either mode the PN length can be 

switched to 255, 511, 1023, or 2047 bits. 
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Limitations ofthe sliding correlation technique, and the frade-off 

between speed and accuracy, are discussed. Bandpass filters form part ofthe 

channel sounder, and the effect ofthe impulse response of these filters on the 

channel impulse response measurement is studied. 

Back-to-back calibrations ofthe VUT channel sounder, via a cable 

and attenuator, and via a three path artificial channel, for both resolution 

modes ofthe sounder, are included in this chapter. 

3.1 Wideband Sounding Techniques 

Duality of the time and frequency domains provides two approaches to wideband 

channel sounding insfrumentation. A summary ofthe various methods for realising a sounder 

in both domains is shown in Figure 3.1. 

Wideband Channel Sounders 
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FIGURE 3.1. Summary of wideband sounding techniques 

Up until the 1970s, almost all land mobile propagation research measurements con-
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centrated on narrowband channels, studying path loss, and large and small-scale fading. These 

measurements required relatively simple equipment; transmission of a single frequency carri

er, and a receiver to measure and record signal strength. 

In 1949, Young and Lacy used a 500 ns pulse sounder with envelope detection, to mea

sure radio channel impulse response at 450 MHz, in New York City {Ref [3.89]}. The impulse 

response was displayed on an oscilloscope, continuously photographed with a movie camera 

as the receiver moved. The resolution of 500 ns allowed path differences down to 150 mefres 

to be detected. This was the first published report of wideband channel sounding, but more than 

twenty years were to pass before any further significant activity in wideband sounding oc

curred. In the early 1970s, Cox led a Bell Telephone Labs team in seminal wideband sounding 

work, using a sophisticated direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) sliding correlator sounder 

{Ref [3.3]}. Complex impulse response measurements at 910 MHz were performed in New 

York City, with sufficient phase stability to allow the first plots ofthe channel scattering or 

delay-Doppler function {Ref [3.90]} to be published {Ref[3.1], Ref[3.2], Ref[3.4], RefI3.5], 

Ref [3.6], Ref[3.7]}. Cox used a modified version of equipment designed at Bell Labs by H.L. 

Schneider and previously used for tropospheric scatter measurements {Ref [3.88]}. Cox's 

sounder architecture is still being used by many propagation workers, in some cases with small 

improvements, but essentially following the Cox design. 

A good summary of wideband channel sounders is given in a review paper by Parsons 

in Ref[3.13]. In Ref [3.91], Johnson makes a detailed study of so-called real-time wideband 

sounders (of course the only true real-time sounder is the pulse sounder). 

3.1.1 Pulse Sounders 

Pulse sounders with envelope detection are the simplest type, and are also the only 

class of sounder giving frue real-time measurements. Examples may be found in references 

Ref.[3.56] to Ref[3.67]. The most prolific recent proponent ofthe pulse method has been Rap

paport {Ref [3.57], Ref [3.58], Ref [3.59]}. Pulse sounders lack phase information, and are 

peak power limited. For realistic peak output power levels, the range is limited. As the band

width is increased (implying a shorter duration pulse), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gets 

worse. Increasing the pulse repetition rate, or averaging the received signal over a number of 

pulses, improves the SNR. Pulse sounders create interference to other users of the specfrum, 

'splatting' across the whole bandwidth. Increasing repetition rate exacerbates the interference. 

The real-time advantage is to some extent lost if averaging is used. As a consequence of the 

real-time feature ofthe method, data is produced at a high rate, making data collection difficult. 

The early pulse sounder of Young and Lacy suffered from this problem; the only available tech

nology for collecting data was optical (photographic), leaving the data in an unwieldy form dis

couraging detailed analysis. A further drawback is susceptibility to interference, because the 

receiver is wideband but has no processing gain. 

If coherent sources are available at the transmitter and the receiver, it is possible to co

herently demodulate the received pulses and recover phase information, giving the complex 
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impulse response ofthe channel. This complicates the instrumentation, making the pulse meth

od less attractive, to an extent that no publications using this method have been found by the 

author. 

3.1.2 Pulse Compression Sounders 

The most popular time-domain sounders use direct sequence spread spectrum modu

lation, making use ofthe autocorrelation properties of maximal-length PN sequences. At the 

receiver, the channel impulse response can be recovered by convolution using a matched filter, 

realised as a surface acoustic wave (SAW) device, or by digital signal processing (DSP). 

Matched fitter detection is equivalent to correlation. SAW devices are inflexible, and suffer 

from spurious responses which limit dynamic range to 26 dB {Ref [3.53], Ref [3.54], or about 

30 dB {Ref [3.55]}. Alternatively, the impulse response may be recovered by correlation with 

an identical or nearly identical PN sequence. In advance ofthe correlation process, IQ demod

ulation may be done in hardware, or in DSP software following fast data sampling. If hardware 

IQ demodulation is used, correlation can then be done in DSP software following fast sampling 

ofthe I and Q signals, or in hardware using a sliding correlator. 

An interesting design has been published by Takeuchi, using a log amplifier and a 

phase detector instead of an IQ demodulator {Ref [3.19]}. 

If phase information is not required, envelope detection can be used instead of IQ de

modulation {Ref [3.8]}. 

3.1.3 The Sliding Correlator 

In the sliding correlator, the reference PN sequence is clocked at a slightly slower chip 

rate (A/slower) than the fransmitted sequence, which is clocked at a chip rate offpj^,. Relative 

to the receiver reference sequence, the fransmitted sequence slides past slowly from right to 

left (imagine looking at the two sequences on an oscilloscope). As the fransmitted sequence 

has suffered path delays, some time will elapse before it lines up with the reference sequence, 

giving a correlation peak. By the time the transmitted signal reaches the receiver, it has expe

rienced multipath delays, so the received signal is a composite of a number of delayed PN se

quences, which after correlation give the multiple peaks ofthe power delay profile. 

Sliding correlation is analogous to a down-conversion process, converting to a base

band of bandwidth A / and introduces a time-scaling effect. Complete correlation over the 

whole PN sequence length takes k times the sequence duration where the scale factor 

^=fpNrl^f- Excess delay is also scaled by k, which has a value typically in the range 1000 to 

20,000. Time scaling eases the collection of data, which can now be done using a slow data 

storage method. Cox used an analogue FM tape recorder for data storage, while the VUT 

sounder uses an analogue to digital conversion unit and a notebook personal computer to store 

data to the hard disc drive. 

Examples of sliding correlator sounders are described in Ref [3.1] to Ref [3.36], and 
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Ref [3.92]. Instead of using a frequency offset for the reference sequence, a novel ahernative 

is to use the same chip rate as for the transmitted sequence, but to continuously step the phase 

of the reference sequence clock. This is equivalent to a frequency offset, because frequency 

can be interpreted as rate of change of phase {Ref [3.16], Ref [3.17], Ref [3.19]}. 

3.1.4 Frequency Domain Sounders 

The channel impulse response can be obtained by Fourier transforming the complex 

frequency response. The most popular method of measuring the channel frequency response is 

to frequency step over the desired bandwidth using a vector network analyser (VNA). Either 

the fransmitting antenna or the receiving antenna must be located at a distance from the VNA, 

and connected by a cable. This limits the method to indoor measurements, and cable losses lim

it the spacing between anteimas. A separate low noise amplifier at the receiver antenna, and/or 

an external power amplifier to feed the transmit antenna, can increase the range. The presence 

ofthe metallic cable also alters the propagation environment being measured, but this may be 

a negligible effect. The method is slow, and the channel should be stationary for the measure

ment duration. However, if a VNA is available, cables and antennas are all that are required to 

do propagation measurements. With sufficiently wide bandwidth antennas and a stationary 

channel, very high resolutions can be obtained, for example 0.5 ns, using 2000 MHz bandwidth 

in Ref [3.74], and 1 ns in Ref [3.78]. Frequency stepping sounders are also described in 

Ref [3.73], and Ref.[3.75] to Ref [3.81]. 

3.1.5 Chirp Sounders 

Other frequency swept sounder methods include frequency hopping systems 

{Ref [3.72]}, and multi-tone systems, where a large number of fixed frequency carriers are 

transmitted simultaneously, and received with a multi-channel receiver. No examples of multi-

tone sounders have been found in the literature. The chirp method, using a linear frequency 

modulated sweep, also called frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW), and popular in 

radar applications, has some adherents. This method has been used by Salous {Ref [3.70], 

Ref [3.71]}, and a range of chirp sounders has also been successfully developed by Norwegian 

Telecom {Ref [3.68], Ref [3.69]}. A significant recent example of this method is the RUSK 

ATMvectoT channel sounder developed at the University ofllmenau, Germany {Ref [3.105]}, 

and offered as a commercial product by MEDAVGmbH {see their website at www.medav.de}. 

In standard form this high performance sounder has a bandwidth of 120 MHz from 5140 to 

5260 MHz, and muttiplexes the receiver over an 8 element antenna array, allowing dfrection 

of arrival to be calculated. 

Based on the reference list included with this chapter (admittedly this only covers a 

fraction of published work on the subject), some feel for the relative popularity ofthe various 

methods may be gained. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
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FIGURE 3.2. Relative popularity of chaimel sounding techniques 

3.1.6 The Cox Sounder 

A block diagram of die Cox sounder {Ref [3.1]} is shown in Figure 3.3. 

Integrator 

'W 

Bandpass Filter 
and RF Amplifier 

Frequency 
Standard 

90 degrees 

Q Output 

FIGURE 3.3. Cox receiver sliding correlator sounder architecture 

3.1.7 Improvements to the Cox Architecture 

In the fransmitter. Cox performed the bi-phase modulation at a 70 MHz intermediate 

frequency (IF), then mixed the modulated waveform up to the output 910 MHz RF frequency. 

Omitting the IF stage and direcfly modulating tiie RF carrier with the PN code simplifies the 

fransmitter. 

In the modified receiver, the shding correlation and mixing down to the first IF can be 

performed prior to IQ demodulation, resulting in a narrowband first IF, with signal bandwidth 

equal to twice A / The integrating filter for the correlation process is the IF bandpass filter. 

For tiie IQ demodulator, the 90° hybrid splitter is moved to the second local oscillator. Because 

this is a single fixed frequency, more accurate quadrature splitting can be achieved. The 0° 

sphtter operates on the IF signal, which spreads over the narrow IF bandwidth. These modifi-
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cations are described by Demery in Ref [3.11]. The modified receiver block diagram is shown 

in Figure 3.4 

W 

Bandpass Filter 
and RF Amplifier 

PN 
Generator 
(frequency A 

offset) 

Frequency 
Standard 

0 degrees 

Integrator 

/ 
Q Output 

90 degrees SOdeg. 
"v::" ] Hybrid 

/ ' 
Integrator 

I Output 

Local 
Oscillator 2 

FIGURE 3.4. Modified Cox receiver (after Demery) 

3.1.8 Ta/cewcf)/Sounder 

PN 
Generator 
(phase 

stepping) 

Frequency 
Standard 

Bandpass 
Filter ̂  

IF Log 
Amplifier Amplitude 

Output 

Ptiase 
Output 

Local 
Oscillator 2 

FIGURE 3.5. Takeuchi sounder receiver architecture 

Instead of using an IQ demodulator, Takeuchi {Ref [3.19]} used a log amplifier and 

phase detector to obtain complex signal information. The front end ofthe sounder follows the 

Demery scheme. Low cost log amplifiers such as the Analog Devices AD606 are now available, 

making this approach very attractive. The AD606 operates up to 50 MHz, with a dynamic range 

of 70 dB, and provides a limiter output with a phase accuracy of ± 3° (at 10.7 MHz). This meth

od avoids the imbalance and spurious problems caused by the mixers and splitters comprising 

the IQ demodulator, and so may allow an improvement in sounder dynamic range. As an added 

advantage, the log output gives the power delay profile, useful for monitoring during propaga

tion measurements, or for demonstrating channel sounder operation. 
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3.2 Sliding Correlator Simulations 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Simulations of the sliding correlator presented in this section show that, compared 

with the autocorrelation function of a PN sequence of length Â , dynamic range is dramatically 

degraded even when the difference in chip periods is very small. 

The simulation in this thesis uses a new algorithm, largely overcoming the computa

tion limitation which in the past has resfricted simulation attempts to short PN sequences. This 

work explains why the dynamic range achieved with practical channel sounders is always 

much less than that for the autocorrelation function ofthe PN sequence employed - an obser

vation which many researchers have previously atfributed in vague terms to "system noise". 

Results are presented for dynamic range, correlation peak amplitude and time width, 

as k and N are varied. Simulation results for dynamic range are similar to the actual dynamic 

range achieved with the VUT channel sounder, illusfrating that for all but weak received sig

nals, impulse response noise is dominated by rnrrplatinn nnise. Moreover, the appearance of 

the noise floor in measured power delay profiles is reminiscent ofthe simulated profiles. 

Using insights obtained from these simulations, a complete design technique for the 

sliding correlator sounder is described m Section 3.2.11. 

The simulation work is extended to compare the time domain response effect of vari

ous lowpass integrating filters following the sliding correlator. Filters simulated include: 

1. single pole RC filter. 

2. two pole Butterworth filter 

3. eight pole Butterworth filter. 

4. eight pole Bessel filter. 

3. 2.1.1 Dynamic Range of PN Sequences 

Maximal length PN sequences are well known to have excellent autocorrelation prop

erties {Ref [3.95]}. With the correlation peak normalised to 1, the spurious or sidelobe corre

lation value for a sequence length ofN is -1/A ,̂ resulting from the disparity between tiie number 

of ones and zeros in the sequence. Dynamic range, defined as the difference between the mag

nitude ofthe correlation peak and the magnitude ofthe maximum spurious correlation value, 

is equal to Â , or 20logio(AO dB. Ideal autocorrelation dynamic ranges for A'̂  varying from 2047 

to 63 are shown in Table 3.1 
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TABLE 3.1. Ideal dynamic range of maximal length sequences 

Sequence length N 

2047 

1023 

511 

255 

127 

63 

Dynamic range 
(dB) 

66.2 

60.2 

54.2 

48.1 

42.1 

36.0 

Most researchers using the popular sliding correlator method tacitly assume that cross-

correlation ofthe receiver and transmitter PN sequences yields approximately the same resutt 

as the autocorrelation ofthe fransmitted sequence. It seems to be a widespread belief that the 

sliding correlator will approximate the ideal dynamic range, subject to low system noise levels. 

Cox {Ref [3.1]} notes that the sliding correlator gives the autocorrelation function ofthe PN 

sequence, provided k is sufficiently large. Concerned primarily with correlation peak fidelity 

(ideally triangular). Cox uses 7V=511, and says that ^5000 produces a good correlation with 

only slight distortion, whereas distortion is considerable when A:=1000. Parsons {Ref [3.90], 

p.230} states that the dynamic range equals the ideal value, "ignoring the effects of system 

noise". 

3. 2.1.2 Previous work 

Benvenuto {Ref [3.96]} published a mathematical treatment ofthe sliding correlator 

in 1984. This impressive analysis seems to be relatively unknown, and is seldom referenced by 

other authors. For example, Benvenuto is overlooked by Johnson {Ref [3.91]}. In his paper, 

Benvenuto evaluates correlation amplitude and dynamic range at several points. These agree 

with simulated values presented later in this section, and Benvenuto's values are superimposed 

on graphs in Fig.3.12 and Fig.3.14. 

Talvite and Poutanen {Ref [3.85]} have given a mathematical analysis ofthe sliding 

correlator, with results shown for A =̂63 and A?=1000, A:=2000. Street and Edwards {Ref [3.84]} 

used an analysis very similar to Ref [3.85], to illustrate a scheme claimed to eliminate self-

noise. Results are shown for iV=15, A=1000. No results for longer sequences were given. 

Johnson {Ref [3.91]} has simulated the sliding correlator at baseband for short se

quences, up to N=\21. Longer sequences would have taken too long with the simulation meth

od used. Because the PN sequences are clocked at slightly different rates, using Johnson's 

method, the signal must be sampled sufficiently frequently to ensure at least one sample occurs 

during the time difference between the chip periods. Each chip of the slower (receiver) se

quence must thus contain (k+l) samples. The complete PN sequence then contains N(k+l) 

samples. The simulation is allowed to run until the entire receiver sequence has slid past the 
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transmitter sequence. To slide by one chip, we need to calculate for /̂A^ sequences. So to slide 

through a complete sequence of A/" chips, this must be repeated Â^ times, or in other words, for 

a total ofk sequences. Hence the correlation must be done at a total ofk(k+l)N== F N samples. 

For a constant A:/7V ratio, the number of samples to correlate at is proportional to N . uN=\21 

and klN=2Q, correlation must be computed for approximately 0.8 x 10^ samples. Results for 

dynamic range (called processing gain in Ref [3.91]) are given in graph form fox N=l, N=15, 

N=3l, N=63 and A^=I27, and for up to yfc=2540 for the longest sequence (requiring correlation 

at 0.8 X 10^ samples), and as a table for A =̂63 to a maximum of A:=3150 (involving correlation 

at 0.6 X 10^ samples). Such short sequences are of little practical use for high resolution chan

nel sounding, because of their limited ambiguity range. However, using this method, a se-
11 

quence length of A^=2047, with k/N=10, would require correlation at 8.6 x 10 sample points. 

Although quite valid, this simulation approach is a "brute-force" method, limited be

cause ofthe long computation times involved as A'̂  and k values increase. 

3. 2.1.3 Other Factors Limiting Dynamic Range 

Other factors which may resfrict channel sounder dynamic range include receiver 

front-end noise, mixer spurious products, phase noise of signal sources (local oscillators, PN 

generator clocks), IQ demodulator amplitude and phase imbalance, and analogue-digital con

verter dynamic range. 

Simulations ofthe effect of receiver signal to noise ratio (SNR) on dynamic range are 

described in Ref [3.37]. For A =̂255 (ideal autocorrelation dynamic range 48.1 dB), the dynam

ic range is 27 dB when SNR= 0 dB, increasing to 44 dB for SNR = 20 dB, and to 47 dB for 

SNR = 40 dB. This assumes no degradation from any other effect. 

Phase noise raises the noise floor and reduces dynamic range. All signal sources in the 

system will contribute to the aggregate phase noise. Using N=\21, a double sideband phase 

noise standard deviation of 10° reduces the dynamic range to 30 dB {Ref [3.97]}. This paper 

includes a simulation over part of a 127 chip sequence. 

In Ref[3.41] the authors state that in order for the dynamic range to exceed 40dB, IQ 

demodulator balance should be better than 1° in phase and 0.1 dB in amplitude. 

Evidently, achieving a dynamic range of 40dB or better in a channel sounder requires 

sfringent performance from all the RF hardware. 

3.2.2 Sliding Correlation Algorithm 

Instead of sampling the PN sequences, the new algorithm used here is akin to the ac

tion of an analogue correlator. 

The desired length transmitter PN sequence is software generated, and stored in a one 

dimensional array. All time values are in units of chip periods. The array index provides the 

time coordinate, and the array value gives the PN value (1 or 0) following the previous clock 

transition. Feedback taps used to generate the PN sequences are the same as the taps used in 

the channel sounder hardware (see Appendix A). 
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The receiver PN sequence is derived from the fransmitter sequence by multiplying all 

time values by l + ̂  . The result is stored in a two dimensional array, as pairs of time and PN 

value numbers. 

^(n) \^n+^) 

tref t, r(m) 

transmitter 
sequence 

receiver (slow) 
sequence 
k=20 

FIGURE 3.6. New algorithm - principle of operation 

The first time value (or clock ttansition) in the receiver sequence is temporarily desig

nated as the time reference tjgf (see Figure 3.6). The next clock ttansition in the receiver se

quence tĵ u^ is then found , and the next clock fransition in the fransmitter sequence , tx(n), is 

also located. These fransitions are compared in time to determine which comes first, namely 

tx(n) in this case, as tx(n) < tr(^ 

The sequences are correlated over the interval tĵ f to t^j^\ by comparing the receiver 

sequence value after tĵ f with the fransmitter sequence value prior to t^^. If the sequence val

ues are equal (both 0, or both 1) a variable correlated is incremented by lx(tx(n) - W) = 

(tx(n)" tief̂ - If the values are unequal, which is the case here, a variable un cor r el a ted is 

incremented by (t^n) - t^i^. The time reference then becomes t^^ and the whole process re

peats, and this continues imtil the entfre receiver sequence has been worked through. 

\t \2 S<3 \4 \e \7 S<8 S<9 t^io 

transmitter 
sequence 

receiver (slow) 
sequence 
k=20 

cross 
correlation 

K, KT 

FIGURE 3.7. Illustration ofthe new algorithm 
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The movement ofthe tjefpomt through the sequences is illusfrated in Figure 3.7. Areas 

representmg correlated regions are shaded in red, and uncorrelated areas are shaded in blue. 

After the complete receiver sequence has been worked through, the correlation value over tiie 

whole sequence is obtained as (correlated - u n c o r r e l a t e c f ) , equivalent to subfract-

ing total blue areas from total red areas. This corresponds to an ideal integrate-and -dump in

tegration process. Figure 3.7 over-simplifies the process slightly. Acttially every clock 

transition is examined, even if the PN sequence value does not change. At this stage, the sim

ulation has produced the correlation value for one particular initial time ofthe receiver se

quence. 

The startmg point ofthe receiver sequence is then moved by a small amount, for ex

ample 0.1 chips, and die complete calculation is repeated. In this way the whole N chips of die 

sequence can be worked through, leadmg to a plot of correlation as a fimction of mitial chip 

offset ofthe receiver sequence. Alternatively, just the area within a few chips ofthe correlation 

peak, or indeed any desired region ofthe sequence, may be simulated. The final resuh consists 

of a series of snapshots for different posttions ofthe receiver sequence relative to the fransmit

ter sequence. 

To allow the initial offset ofthe receiver sequence to range from prior to the peak cor

relation position, to a whole sequence length after the correlation peak, the fransmitter se

quence consists of two repeated sequences, plus the last 50 chips of a sequence added to the 

beginning, and 50 chips from the start of a sequence added to the end, so storing 50+2N^-50 = 

2N-i-100 chips in the transmitter sequence array. 

3.2.2.1 Number of Calculations - New Algorithm 

For Johnson's method, the increment in the sequence starting time is N/k chips, for ex

ample equal to O.I chips ifk/N=lO. As Ar/A'̂  increases the increment becomes smaller. 

The new algorithm allows the user to select the increment in sequence starting time, 

independent of k/N. This may involve some approximation when k/N is large, and a coarse 

starting time increment is used. For a given k/N, the correct increment can be calculated and 

used; however for large MV values, a coarser starting time increment speeds the computation, 

and still yields consistent results. 

A major advantage ofthe new algorithm is that the computation time for each snapshot 

correlation is independent of ^. Even very high values of fc require no increase of computation 

time. 

For a fair comparison with the "brute-force" method, the starting time increment will 

be made equal to N/k, requiring N/(N/k) = k increments to move through the full sequence. Two 

correlations per chip are required for the new algorithm, (see Figure 3.7), so the total number 

of correlation points equals 2kN. The corresponding number for the brute-force method is k^N, 

so the new algorithm is faster than the brute-force method by a factor of fc/2. The advantage is 

actually probably less than this, because for each correlation point in the new algorithm, sev

eral operations are performed. 
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3. 2.2.2 Parameters Degraded by Sliding 

The main impacts ofthe small difference in chip periods necessary for the sliding ef

fect, in order of importance, are: 

1. a reduction in dynamic range because of increased correlation noise 

2. a time widening ofthe correlation peak, leading to a slight reduction in resolution 

3. a reduction in the correlation peak amplitude 

Of these, the reduction of dynamic range has the most impact on channel sounder per

formance. Reduction in the correlation peak amplitude is minor, and can be compensated by 

an increase in gain elsewhere, and the correlation peak widening is minor for typical k/N val

ues. These effects are quantified in sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. 

3.2.3 Illustrative Simulation Results for N=63 

Illustrating the degradation as k/N is reduced, a series of simulated power delay pro

files are shown in Figure 3.8 for a sequence length of A/=63 chips. This short sequence was cho

sen to improve the visibility of detail in the profiles. 

The increase in noise floor, and the reduction in the correlation peak amplitude as k is 

increased, can be clearly seen. 
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FIGURE 3.8. Simulations for N=63, AW = 0.51 to 50 
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3.2.4 Correlation peak A^1023 

Figure 3.9 shows plots ofthe correlation peak region for a sequence length of A^=1023, 

for various k values. As k/N reduces, the correlation peak reduces in amplitude, increases in 

widtii, and occurs for an earlier offset of sequences. The earlier offset balances die sequence 

time distortion about the cenfre ofthe sequence. The increase in correlation noise away from 

the peak is also evident. 
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FIGURE 3.9. Correlation peak detail for Â =1023, various k 

Correlation noise sidelobes become more obvious if Figm-e 3.9 is rescaled to plot pow

er in dB on the vertical axis. This is shown in Figure 3.10. 
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FIGURE 3.10. Correlation power in dB for A^1023, various k 

3.2.5 Correlation Peak Widening 
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FIGURE 3.11. Correlation peali width versus k/N, N= 1023 

The widening effect is minor, provided k/N >2,oxk> 4000 for N = 1023 
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3.2.6 Correlation Peak Power 

As MV reduces, the correlation peak amplitude decreases. Expressed as power norm

alised to the ideal autocorrelation peak power, the degradation in peak power is plotted in Fig

ure 3.12. 
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FIGURE 3.12. Correlation peak power versus kIN 

Figure 3.12 shows that the reduction in correlation peak amplitude depends on k/N hut 

is independent of Â . This agrees with Benvenuto's theoretical freatment {Ref [3.96]}, and Ihe 

three values calculated by Benvenuto are plotted in Figure 3.12. These agree within < 0.2dB 

with the simulated values. 

3.2.7 Simulation of Channel Sounder PDPs 

Figure 3.13 shows 80% ofthe slidmg correlator power delay profile (PDP) for the pa

rameter values used for the VUT channel sounder measurements presented in this thesis. The 

simulation uses an integrate and dump filter, and shows diat for diis metiiod of integration, die 

best dynamic range which can be expected from the chaimel sounder is just over 40dB when 

yt=5000 (the outdoor measurement configuration) and just over 50dB when ^=20000 (die in-
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door measurement configuration). Achievement of these figures would imply that other de

grading mechanisms (system noise, IQ unbalance, etc.) must be neghgible, resulting m 

performance being dominated by shding correlation noise. 

N = 1023 k = 5000 

200 400 600 

offset at sequence start (chips) 

800 

N=1023 k = 20000 

200 400 600 

offset at sequence start (chips) 

800 

FIGURE 3.13. Simulated sliding correlator performance for AT and k values used in the VUT 
channel sounder 
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3.2.8 Dynamic Range from Simulations 

The new algorithm has allowed simulations at sequence lengths up to 2047, and at val

ues of ^ up to over 100,000. Dynamic range is calculated as the difference between the corre

lation peak, and the maximum instance of correlation noise. A smnmary of results for N 

between 63 and 2047 and ̂ ^ between 0.5 and 50, is presented in Figvire 3.14. 
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55 -
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IQ 4 5 S-
0) 

D> 40 

(0 

>. 30 
TJ 

25 

20 -

15 

10 

5 

Sliding Correlator IDynamic Range 

- ^ - N = 2047 
- — N = 511 
- : ^ N = 255 
- - N = 127 
- — N = 63 
# Benvenuto Ref.[3.96] 

ratio k/N 10 100 

FIGURE 3.14. Simulated dynamic range, for AW values of 0.5 to 50 

Benvenuto {Ref [3.96]} has calculated values at two pomts for tiie JV=511 sequence. 

These points are plotted m Figure 3.14, and show excellent agreement with simiUated residts. 

Replotting these results in terms of k results in the family of curves shown in Figure 

3.15. These will be used as the basis for the complete slidmg correlator design mediod, de

scribed later in Section 3.2.12. 
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Sliding Correlator Dynamic Range 

FIGURE 3.15. Sliding correlator dynamic range design curves 

3.2.9 Comparison with JoA?f?soA7 

The longest sequence simulated by Johnson {Ref [3.91]} was iV=I27, because die 

computation tune become unacceptably extended for longer sequences. A comparison of sun-

ulations usmg tiie new algoridun v^ith Johnson's results for JV=127, displays reasonable agree

ment. See Figure 3.16. 
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Sliding Correlator Dynamic Range 
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FIGURE 3.16. Comparison with Jolmson, N= 127 

3.2.10 The Integrating Filter 

In the channel soimder, a lowpass active filter performs the integrating function fol

lowing the sliding correlator. The effect of different filter alignments is shown in this section, 

using a SPICE time-domain sunulator. The SPICE input waveform consists ofthe output from 

the sliding correlator sunulator, using the piecewise-linear input signal feature available with 

SPICE. 

By using a waveform produced by the simulator, and passing this through an active 

filter, the result in the time domain is equivalent to using a single filter with a response equal 

to the convolution ofthe ideal integrate-and-dump filter and the active filter. In the real channel 

sounder, only the active filter exists to perform the integration. Assummg that the convolved 

filter response is dominated by the active filter, the approach used in this section is valid. 

Circuits used for the various filters are shown in Figure 3.17. All filters were adjusted 

to have approximately equal passband gain, and approximately equal -3dB cutoff frequencies 

of 2.5 kHz. Filter frequency responses are shown in Figure 3.18, and the time distortion inflict

ed upon the ideal triangular autocorrelation signal by each filter type is shown in Figure 3.19. 
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-Tl 

FIGURE 3.17. Active filters used in tlie SPICE simulation 

8 pole Bessel 
8 pole Butterworth 
1 pole RC filter 
2 pole Butterworth 

reference 

100Hz 1KKz 10KHZ 

frequency 

100KHZ 

FIGURE 3.18. Integrating filter frequency response - Four different filters eachi witij cutofT 
frequency * 2.5 kHz 
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Filter Time Response 
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input 
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2 pole Butterworth 
8 pole Butterworth 
8 pole Bessel 

FIGURE 3.19. FUter time response with input from ideal correlator 

From Figure 3.19, it is evident that both Butterworth filters are unacceptable, causmg 

ringing which desttoys the dynamic range of the correlation peak. The 8-pole Bessel filter 

causes the least time distortion, widi no ringing, but some smoothing ofthe discontinuities in 

the input signal. The very simple passive single-pole RC filter spreads low level values ofthe 

input pulse ttading edge, skewing the pulse, but otherwise looks almost as good as the 8-pole 

Bessel filter. 

Using part ofthe simulator output for JV=I023, ^=5000, k/N=A.%9 as the filter input sig

nal, the effect ofthe different filters on the PDP, and on the dynamic range, is clearly illusttated 

in Figiu-e 3.20. This shows the unsuitabdity of Butterworth filters, contrasted with the fidehty 

ofthe 8-pole Bessel, and the single-pole RC filter. Although the simplicity ofthe passive RC 

filter is appeahng, time-domain fidelity is not the only consideration m choosing a filter. The 

filter, m addition to integrating the sliding correlator signal, also acts as an antialiasing filter 

preceding A-D conversion, including attenuating the high level PN chip frequency signal to 

negligible levels. The cutoff slope ofthe passive RC filter is insufficient to prevent aliasing. 

Typically, the channel sounder output is sampled at 25ks/s per channel when in indoor 

mode (lOOMHz chip rate), or 20ks/s per channel when in outdoor mode (25MHz chip rate) -

refer to Table 3.3. Both modes use the 8-pole Bessel filter, with nominal cutoff frequency of 

2.5kHz. To maintam a dynamic range of >40dB m outdoor mode, the antialiasing filter must 

provide an attenuation of at least 40dB at half the sampling frequency, viz. lOkHz. From Figure 

3.18, it can be seen that the 8-pole Bessel filter just meets this requirement, whereas the passive 

RC filter is only down by approximately 12dB at lOkHz, well short ofthe requirement. Thus 

temporal fidehty, together with anti-aliasing capabihty, are the basis for the choice of an 8-
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pole Bessel filter in the channel sounder. 

FIGURE 3.20. Effect of various correlation filters 

3.2.11 Comparison of Measured and Simulated PDPs 

Figure 3.21 shows a comparison of a PDP simulated for a sliding correlator, and a 

measured PDP obtained from a back-to-back test using the VUT channel sounder, with a re

ceiver mput of-73dBm. The simulated result assumes an ideal integrate-and-dump filter, and 

does not include any allowance for the actual filters and band limiting effects encountered in 

the channel sounder. These effects broaden the measured correlation peak, shown in more de

tail in Figure 3.22. Note that the measured correlation peak has been normalised to 0 dB, 

whereas the simulated peak shows the gain loss relative to the autocorrelation function. 

Dynamic range illusttated in die back-to-back test matches the simulated result, and so 

achieves the maximum possible with the shding parameters chosen. Correlation noise does not 

exactly match in time, with more noise components apparent in the measured result. Possibly 

other noise sources are conttibuting spurious and noise components. 
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FIGURE 3.21. Simulated and measured PDPs sliowing similar dynamic ranges. A^1023, A=5000, 
receiver input for measured response = -73dBm. 
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FIGURE 3.22. Detail of correlation peaks shown in Figure 3.21 

3.2.12 Sliding Correlator Design 

In this section, a systematic method for designing sliding correlators is presented. 

3.2.12.1 Fix Chip Period tchrp 

The receiver chip period 

en as the fimdamental parameter. 

ns determines the channel sounder resolution, and is tak-
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3. 2.12.2 Specify Maximum Excess Delay x^ax 

'^max ™ microseconds is given by: 

_fchip^_ 'chipy^ ( E Q 3 . 1 ) 
'^max jQQQ JQOO 

where >' is a wmdow factor between 0 and 1, used if the PN sequence is reset prema

turely. 

The ambiguity range or alias range i ? ^ ^ iii km. is given by EQ. 3.9 (page 3.39), and 

is independent ofy. 
From EQ. 3.1 and EQ. 3.9, determine N, andy if windowing is used. 

3. 2.12.3 Specify the Required Dynamic Range 

N has already been chosen. Use Figure 3.15 to determine k for the desired dynamic 

range. 

The effect on correlation peak amplitude and width can be determined from Figures 

3.12 and 3.11. 

3. 2.12.4 Calculate the Measurement Time TfjjggstMe 

Measurement time r^/jeaszre'" ms is given by: 

^measure = " T ^^'^'P ( ^ ^ -^'^^ 
10 

Further parameters, such as Doppler resolution, and maximum channel sounder veloc

ity, may be calculated using equations from Section 3.4. 

3.2.12.5 Example 

Suppose t^p = 40 ns, the desired maximum excess delay x„,^ is 10 p.s, and all ofthe 

PN sequence is used (y = 1). The desired dynamic range is >30 dB. 

From the excess delay requirement, N^250, so choose N=255 which will give x„,^ = 

10.2 ^s, and Raiias~ 1-53 km. 

Consulting Figure 3.15 for iV=255, choose A:=1000, which gives a maximum possible 

dynamic range of 34 dB. The measurement tune trrem^e is 10.2 ms. Figure 3.11 shows that die 

correlation peak is widened by 17% at -1 OdB, and from Figure 3.12, die peak power is reduced 

by 0.6dB. Both these changes are relative to the ideal autocorrelation peak. 
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3.3 The VUT Channel Sounder 

3.3.1 Portability 

Prior to this thesis project, existing wideband channel sounders had generally been 

bulky, and often required the use of one or more items of commercial laboratory instrumenta

tion, such as synthesised signal generators and digital samplmg oscilloscopes, and consequent

ly had very limited portability {Ref [3.94], Ref [3.22]}. Weight, bulk, power consumption and 

the unwieldiness of multiple boxes has limited the use of such equipment to laboratory trolleys 

or motor vehicles. In 1997, the Mobile and Portable Radio Group (MPRG), a long standing 

and very active propagation research group at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer

sity, reported that the development of a portable self-contained channel sounder was underway, 

with sponsorship from Tektronix® {Ref[3.93]}. Meanwhile, the VUT portable channel sound

er designed for this thesis project had been completed and in use since early 1994, and was de

scribed in Ref [3.92]. To the author's knowledge, the VUT sounder was the first self-contained, 

portable wideband channel sounder not requiring a reference cable, to be developed and de

ployed for outdoor wideband propagation measurements. 

3.3.2 General Description 

From the outset, the VUT channel sounder has been developed as a portable self-con

tained unit. The receiver, complete with power source and antenna, can be carried by one per

son as a backpack unit. A tray attached to the backpack frame, and positioned in front of the 

operator, carries a portable LCD oscilloscope (Fluke ScopeMeter®) for monitoring the re

ceived signal, a 12 bit analogue to digital unit, and a notebook computer for data aquisition. A 

small panel of indicator LEDs attached to the tray and visible to the operator, monitors the 

health ofthe various supply voltages . The antenna is mounted on a tube on the side ofthe back

pack, and positioned just above the operator's head level. 

antenna 

receiver 
600 x300 x150 mm 

computer 
and A-D unit 

FIGURE 3.23. Backpack receiver unit 
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Portability allows measurements to be made in any location accessible to a pedesti-ian, 

such as pedesti-ian malls, narrow lanes blocked to ti-affic, shopping arcades and pedesti-ian 

pavements. Indoor locations inaccessible to a ti-oUey, such as stairwells, can also be covered. 

The transmitter is housed in a 19" case, and powered by an external 12V 7AH sealed 

lead-acid (SLA) battery, and a larger (automotive size, approximately 45AH) 12V lead-acid 

battery. An attenuator, and a Bird® wattmeter are also used. A low-loss coaxial cable connects 

the output to the antenna, mounted on a mast. The ti-ansmitter is intended for use at a fixed lo

cation and, unlike the receiver, is not designed to be carried by a pedestrian. However, with 

battery power, it is self-contained, and quick to set up. It has been used in the following situ

ations: (i) in a car boot, with the antenna on a mast mounted on the towbar, allowing low-an

tenna city measurements to be carried out with the car parked in the city centre at a kerbside 

parking meter, (ii) outdoors sitting on the ground, with the antenna on a 5 metre portable free

standing mast, (iii) in a building or on a building roof with a long cable to an antenna mast on 

the roof, (iv) indoors, or on a balcony, with the antenna on a camera tripod on the balcony. 

3. 3.3 Signal levels 

The channel sounder does not use automatic gain control. To keep the signal within an 

acceptable range: 

1. the transmitter power output can be adjusted using an attenuator preceding the output 
amplifiers, and read from the Bird® wattmeter. 

2. receiver gain can be adjusted using a switched attenuator located between the antenna 
and receiver input. 

The first method requires two operators, in radio contact (UHF citizen band transceiv

ers have been used). The second method requires only one operator, provided the location is 

sufficiently secure to allow the transmitter to be left running unattended. Transmitter power is 

set and left constant, and the receiver attenuator is varied. Receiver output is monitored on the 

portable Fluke ScopeMeter® LCD digital oscilloscope, set to give a polar display ofthe receiv

er I and Q outputs. 
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Antenna 
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Wessex 

Model ANP-0113S 
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Portable 
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Switched 
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Low Loss Power Thru'llne 
Interdigital Amplifier Wattmeter 

Filter Class A Bird Model 441OA 
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or 
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DIVIDE 
by 250 

Frequency 
Synthesizer 

DIVIDE 
by 50 

10 MHz 
Freq 

Standard 
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FIGURE 3.24. Channel sounder transmitter - block diagram 

3. 3.4 Transmitter Description 

A detailed description ofthe transmitter hardware design is given in Appendix A. Fig

ure 3.24 shows a block diagram ofthe transmitter. Two frequency synthesizers are included. 

A VHF synthesiser for the PN clock is set to 100.020 MHz and followed by a -̂ 4 stage for out

door mode measurements, or 100.005 MHz for indoor mode measurements. This gives a time 

scaling factor k = 5000 for the outdoor 40 ns resolution setting, or A: = 20,000 for the indoor 10 

ns resolution setting. A UHF synthesiser at 1890 MHz generates the RF carrier. An emitter-

coupled logic (ECL) PN generator bi-phase modulates the carrier, which passes through a 

highpass filter, then an (external) switched attenuator used to adjust the transmitter output pow

er, to the driver amplifier and final power amplifier. An interdigital filter precedes the fmal am

plifier, and defines the transmitted bandwidth to nominally 50 MHz for outdoor mode 

measurements, or 200 MHz for the indoor mode. The change in bandwidth is made by swap

ping SMA connectors to a different filter. The final amplifier operates in class A, and is very 

linear. An external wattmeter monitors the RF output power. 
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3.4 Receiver Description 
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FIGURE 3.25. Channel sounder receiver - block diagram 

Appendix B covers a fiill discussion ofthe receiver hardware. A block diagram ofthe 

receiver is shown above in Figure 3.25. The architecture follows that ofthe sounder used at the 

University of Bristol (Ref [3.22], Ref [3.35]}. The design uses a wideband IF (bandwidth up 

to 200 MHz), centered on 200 MHz. The IQ demodulator places the 90° hybrid splitter in the 

fixed frequency second local oscillator path, following the Demery design, and performs the 

sliding correlation down to baseband. Correlation integration is done by lowpass active RC fil

ters, with a Bessel characteristic to preserve fidelity in the time domain. The 100 MHz PN gen-
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erator clock is produced by muhiplying up from the 10 MHz rubidium reference, and a further 

x2 stage provides the 200 MHz second local oscillator. Multiplication gives signal sources with 

much lower phase noise than obtained with phase-locked loops. PN sequence lengths of 255, 

511, 1023, 2047 can be selected with a front panel switch, and the PN chip rate clock can also 

be switched to 100, 50, 25, 12.5 or 6.25 MHz. The correlation filter cutoffs can be altered to 

15 kHz, 3 kHz, 1.5 kHz, 750 Hz, or 187 Hz usmg a front panel switch. 

3.4.1 Weiglit 

TABLE 3.2. Channel sounder weights 

Receiver 

Transmitter 

Receiver, batteries, pack-frame, tray 

DaqbooklOO® A-D converter unit 

Notebook computer 

ScopeMeter® 

TOTAL 

19" rack unit case 

attenuator, wattmeter 

auto battery (wet lead-acid) 

7AH SLA battery 

TOTAL 

20kgm 

2.2 kgm 

3 kgm 

1.8 kgm 

27 kgm 

17 kgm 

2 kgm 

16 kgm 

2.5 kgm 

37.5 kgm 

Weights of the ttansmitter antenna mast, and cables, have not been included in the 

above table. Moving the transmitter equipment from a vehicle to the site where it is to be op

erated takes one person three or four ttips. With a total weight of 27 kgm, the backpack receiver 

does not go unnoticed, but is tolerable to carry for the battery operating time of about two 

hours. By building the receiver in a less modular way and sacrificing some flexibility, size and 

weight could be reduced considerably in a future model. The A-D function of the 

DaqBooklOO® unit has now been replaced by a tiny low power device which plugs into the 

PCMCIA port ofthe notebook, and the ScopeMeter® could be replaced by a receiver overload 

indicator, making a backpack unit of approximately half the present weight feasible. 

3.4.2 Power Consumption 

Apart from the transmitter power amplifier, the rubidium oscillators are the largest 

power consumers, each requiring 1.7A at 24V during oven warm-up, and approximately 0.8A 

during normal operation. Warm-up to atomic locked operation takes 5 to 10 minutes, depend

ing on ambient temperature. Initially only the rubidium oscillators are switched on, until the 

"rubidium-lock" LED lights, then the rest ofthe electronics may be switched on. Using 7AH 

SLA batteries and a large capacity (45 AH) battery for the ttansmitter Battery 'A' which mainly 

supplies the power amplifier, gives an operating time of 3 to 4 hours. The wattmeter, the note

book computer and the ScopeMeter® have their own batteries. Operating time ofthe computer 
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battery is only one and a half to two hours, so a spare battery is carried if the measurement 

session is expected to be longer. 

TABLE 3.3. Power consumption 

Receiver 

Transmitter 

warm-up rubidium oscillator only 

after warm-up without DaqBooklOO 

after warm-up with DaqBooklOO on 

warm-up rubidium oscillator only 

after warm-up, everj^hing except 
power amplifier 

after warm-up, everything mcluding 
power amplifier 

12V 
Battery 

'A' 
current 

(A) 

1.7 

1.5 

1.8 

1.7 

2.2 

8.1 

12V 
Battery 

'B' 
current 

(A) 

1.7 

1.4 

1.7 

1.7 

1.3 

1.3 

Total 
Power 
(watts) 

41 

35 

42 

41 

42 

113 

NOTE: Battery 'A' is the one closer to ground 

3.4.3 Frequency Standards 

Rubidium oscillators are used in the transmitter and the receiver to provide very stable 

atomic frequency standards, sufficientiy stable to allow both units to stay synchronised for a 

useful period of time, and to allow phase to be measured if desired. The oscillators are made 

by the BallEfratom Division, a division of Ball Aerospace Systems Group, Colorado USA. The 

model used is the M-lOO Military Rubidium Oscillator. Being a military specification model, 

the unit is rugged and well suited to portable field use. The specifications are given in Appen

dix B. 

3.4.4 Bandpass Filters 

The channel sounder uses two bandpass fihers with low insertion loss, one in the front 

end ofthe receiver, and the other in the transmitter ahead ofthe final RF power amplifier. 

These filters define the RF bandwidth ofthe measuring system. 

Two sets of filters, with nominal bandwidths of 50 MHz and 200 MHz, are used for 

the alternative channel sounder resolutions of 40ns (chip rate 25 MHz) outdoor mode, or 

10ns (chip rate 100 MHz) indoor mode respectively. The filters are fitted with SMA connec

tors, and are swapped manually when the channel sounder resolution is changed. Design, con-

sfruction, and performance ofthe filters are covered in detail in Appendix B. 

3.4.4.1 Frequency Response 

Frequency response plots for the filters are shown in Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27. 
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FIGURE 3.26. Measured frequency response of bandpass filters 
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FIGURE 3.27. Passband detail - bandpass filters measured response 

3.4.4.2 Impulse Response 

The system bandwidth ofthe soimder is primardy determined by the RF bandpass fil

ters, and the impulse response of the bandpass filters convolves with the correlation impulse 

response ofthe PN sequence and with all other band-limited stages to give the overall impulse 

response ofthe sounder instrumentation. One bandpass filter is used at the receiver mput, and 

a nominally identical filter is used in the fransmitter at the input to the final RF power amplifier, 

so effectively the two filters are in cascade. Other band-lunited stages, such as the receiver IF, 
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fransmitter RF power amplifier, and die antennas, normally vdll all have wider bandwidtiis 

than the filters. 

Many researchers assume that the soimder resolution is set by the width of the ideal 

triangular PN autocorrelation peak, and claim the resolution to be die inverse ofthe chip rate. 

For this to be true, the system bandwiddi must be sufficient to accommodate the fiiU —^ 

shaped spectrum ofthe PN sequence, which extends to infinity (see Figures A.29 and A.30 m 

Appendix A). But when the system is band limited to pass only the main lobe of the PN se

quence, the resolution is slightiy degraded. The slidmg correlator also worsens the time reso

lution {Section 3.2.5}. 

An alternative approach is used in Ref.[3.45], where the charmel sounder bandwiddi is 

less than the width of tiie main specfral lobe of die PN sequence, so die PN signal specfral pow

er density is approximately uniform (white noise-like) across the operatmg bandwidth. 

The unpulse response ofthe 50 MHz and 200 MHz bandwiddi filters has been mea

sured using an HP85IOC vector network analyser, frequency sweeping over a lOOOMHz span 

from I400MHz to 2400MHz, then applying an inverse Fourier transform to give the time re

sponse with a resolution of approximately 1 nanosecond. The measured impulse response for 

both filters, normalised to OdB, is shown in Figure 3.28. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

time (ns) 

FIGURE 3.28. Measured impulse response of single bandpass filters 

By convolvmg the tune response of two filters and die PN autocorrelation fimction, a 

best-case version of die channel sounder impulse response is obtamed. Using 50 MHz filters, 

die resuh of tiiis procedure is shown in Figure 3.29, and from diis plot, values for die time widdi 

of die channel sounder resolution at -3 dB, -6 dB, -10 dB and -20 dB have been obtained and 

compared m Table 3.4 widi values measured during aback-to-back test of tiie sounder {shown 

m Figure 3.41}. 
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all peak values are normalised to 0 dB, 0 ns 

FIGURE 3.29. Best-case channel sounder impulse response based on two cascaded 50 MHz filters 
convolved with the PN autocorrelation function 

TABLE 3.4. Measured channel sounder impulse response in outdoor mode compared 
with best-case values 

Power 
(dB) 

-3 

-6 

-10 

-20 

Measured 
time width 

(ns) 

35 

48 

63 

88 

Two bandpass 
filters convolved with 

PN autocorrelation pulse 
(ns) 

32 

44 

55 

74 

3.4.5 Receiver Signal and Noise Power Budget 

Receiver front-end bandwidth, throughout the RF and IF sections, is 50 MHz in out

door mode, and 200 MHz in indoor mode. The despreading action ofthe shding correlator and 

filter infroduces considerable processing gain. Both modes use the same 3 kHz filter, giving a 

processing gain, equal to the bandwidth reduction factor, of 42 dB in outdoor mode, and 48 dB 

for indoor mode. 

Thermal noise power at temperature T^g and noise bandwiddi BWj^ is given by 

^thern,al = kBTab^Wm ^^^ts (EQ 3.3) 

where ^5= 1.38E-23 is Boltzman's constant. 
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For an amplifier with gain Gamp and noise factor F, the output noise is given by 

(EQ 3.4) 

^arrp' 

iVoyf is made up ofthe input noise power multiplied by the amplifier power gam, plus 

the amplifier self-noise. Self noise Ng^if is given by 

M = M ~k T RW G = (F-\^kr.T ^ BWu G „ watts (EQ 3.5) 

Two cascaded stages with noise factor F/ and gain G; for the first stage, and F^ for the 

second stage, have an overall noise factor Fp^Qfall given by: 

F „ = F,+-
overall 1 

(EQ 3.6) 

This well known expression indicates tiiat the noise factor ofthe second stage is not 

very important provided the gain ofthe first stage is moderately high. However if the first stage 

is lossy or attenuating (such as a filter), it has self noise the same as a resistor but attenuates 

the input signal, makmg the noise factor the inverse ofthe gain. Overall noise factor is then the 

product of F ; and F2, or the sum ofthe noise figures in decibels (see also EQ.B.l, Appendix 

B). Losses in the first stage of a system degrade the noise factor by the amount ofthe loss, but 

later in the system, after some signal amplification, lossy blocks have an insignificant effect on 

overall noise figure. Mixers (ring diode type) and splitters matched to 50Q add thermal self 

noise equal to a 50Q resistor, and attenuate input noise and input signal, but if preceded by sub

stantial amplification, such devices have a negligible impact on system signal-to-noise ratio. 

In the receiver the front-end bandwidth is large (50 MHz in outdoor mode), leading to 

high thermal noise levels. After correlation, the bandwidth is collapsed to 3 kHz, and the pro

cessing gain reduces noise correspondingly. In the signal and noise power plot shown in Figure 

3.29, noise calculations use the final 3 kHz bandwidth throughout the whole system. 

SRA2000 
BPF ZEL1724 IN A/MAR PSC 

BASEBAND 
TFM 3kHz LPF 

O ^ 
^:jc> 

Gi=-ldB G2=25dB G3=40dB G4=-8.6dB G5=-3.6dBG6=-7.5dB G7=60dB 
Fi=ldB F2=1.5dB F3=3dB F4=8.6dB F5=3.6dB F6=7.5dB F7=9dB 

FIGURE 3,30. Receiver noise model 

The overall noise figure F^g^^/ for the receiver noise model shown in Figure 3.30 is 

given by: 

F2-I ^3-1 F4-I F3-I F,-l 
. + + ^-^- + . 

F , - l 

Gj GjG2 G^G^G^ G^G^G^G^ G^G^G^Gfi^ G^Cfi^G^G^G^ 
(EQ 3.7) 
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substituting values gives: 

^overall = 1-259 + 0.519+ 3.96x10"^ + 2.60x10"^ + 3.90x10"^ + 3.20x10"^ + 2.70x10"'* =2.510 dB 

The baseband amplifier consists of a low noise NE5534 opamp giving 60 dB gain, fol

lowed by unity gain active filter stages using a TL074 quad opamp. The NE5534 is specified 

for an equivalent input noise voltage of 3.5nv/JlIz. The input resistance is 50Q, producing 

athermal noise voltage at 290°.K^of 24.5 nv. Equivalent input noise due to the amplifier is 191.7 

nv, giving a total noise voltage referred to the input of 193.3 nv. Hence the noise figure for the 

NE5534 is 193.3/24.5 = 7.89 or 9 dB. 

In the noise and signal power plot shown in Figure 3.31, noise power is followed 

through from the receiver input. The Pĵ  (1 dB gain compression) overload level is also plotted, 

using data sheet values. At the input, the interdigital bandpass filter will handle high power 

levels, but has been assigned a nominal Pi=30 dBm. At the receiver output, the baseband am

plifier and active filter is matched to 50Q at the input, but has a low impedance output inter

faced to a high impedance data aquisition system, rather than a 50Q load. Here the overload 

level is determined by operational amplifier voltage clipping levels, but we adopt the artifact 

that the output is at 50Q for the calculation of dBm power levels. 

Figure 3.31 shows the effective maximum signal-to-noise ratio at all stages through 

the receiver, and allows any dynamic range bottlenecks to be spotted. Working back from the 

output, which happens to be the limiting point for dynamic range, allows the maximum signal 

input of-71 dBm to be deduced. This input signal power is the same whether it is considered 

to be spread over 3 kHz or 50 MHz. 

The analysis ignores noise contributed from local oscillator signal sources, resulting 

in an optimistic or "best-case" picture. It shows a maximum output signal-to-noise ratio of 

65dB, indicating that dynamic range is more likely to be dominated by sliding correlation noise 

(see Section 3.2.8). The corresponding maximum input signal-to-noise ratio is 68.1 dB, agree

ing with the overall noise figure, referred to the input, of 2.5 dB calculated in EQ.3.7. 
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FIGURE 3.31. Receiver noise floor and signal overload levels 

3.5 Channel Sounder Parameters 

3.5.1 Free-running 

The majority of soundings used for this thesis have been done with the PN sequences 

free-running, that is, with no uiitial synchronisation. Single, or 'instantaneous' soundings have 

been performed with the receiver stationary. Under these conditions, the position of the first 

correlation peak is not known. If data collection starts at a random time, to be certain of record

ing a complete impulse response, data must be gathered for twice the length ofthe time-scaled 

PN sequence. 
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using: 
PN length N 
time-scaling factor k 
transmitter chip rate/pj\| MHz 
receiver chip rate//>j\^ MHz 

receiver chip period t^hip ns 
alias range i ? ^ ^ kilomefre 
maximum excess delay Xf„^ microseconds 
correlation filter cutoff/.j;^ kHz 
measurement time unsynchronised tff^^^gi^g milliseconds 
times two sample rate/channel S2 ksamples/second 

^dias ^^ the maximum unambiguous range. Echoes returning from beyond that range 

will alias back into the preceding PN sequence period. Parameters are related as follows: 

,„.= 1™ (EQ3.8) 
chip 

JpNr 

^.na.= 150xl0-^/^x.^,,^ (EQ3.9) 

(EQ3.10) 

(EQ3.11) 

(EQ3.12) 

t = 2 x i o ^ x W x f (EQ 3.13) 
''measure -i X l u ^ JV A t^^.^ \ / 

5 ^ m ^ J ^ ^ (EQ3.14) 
2 h 

X max 

jPNt ~ 

f-ZdB 

^ 'chip 

1000 

fpNr 1 + -
V A: 

= 
10^ 

'^hhipk 
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Typical parameters used in the indoor and outdoor modes are shown below in bold. 

Actiial filter cutoff used is 3 kHz, but this is not critical as the Bessel characteristic rolls off 

slowly. 

TABLE 3.5. Parameters using free-running PN sequences 

Parameter 

PN length A'̂  (input variable) 

chip rate (MHz) (input variable) 

tune scaling (k) (input variable) 

No. samples/channel (input variable) 

chip period (ns) 

alias range (km) 

max. excess delay ()is) 

transmitter PN clock (MHz) 

filter cutoff (kHz) 

measurement time (ms) 

x2 sample rate/Ch (ks/s) 

x4 sample rate/Ch (ks/s) 

x5 sample rate/Ch (ks/s) 

scaled sample time x4 rate (ns/samp) 

scaled sample time x5 rate (ns/samp) 

excess delay at x4 rate (p.s) 

excess delay at x5 rate (\is) 

Indoor 

Mode 

1023 

100 

20000 

12000 

10 

1.5345 

10.23 

100.005 

2.5 

409.2 

10 

20 

25 

2.5 

2 

30.0 

24.0 

Outdoor 

Mode 

1023 

25 

5000 

12000 

40 

6.138 

40.92 

25.005 

2.5 

409.2 

10 

20 

25 

10 

8 

120.0 

96.0 

3.5.2 Continuous or Coherent 

Operation in the way described in Section 3.5.1 is mtended for stationary measure

ments only. In order to measure Doppler shift, the change in phase of each ray m the impulse 

response as the receiver moves must be measured. Two modes are possible: 

(i) continuous data collection, where the PN sequences may be initially 
synchronised or unsynchronised. 

(ii) synchronising and windowmg the PN sequences, and friggering 
measurements synchronously with the start of each window. 

The maximum Doppler frequency which can be measured is half the reciprocal ofthe 

measurement time, from sampling theory. For continuous measurements, the measurement 

time is Tjy^^^^i^Q milliseconds where: 

kNt chip 

10^ 
(EQ3.15) 
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The maximum Doppler frequency f^ Hz is: 

1000 500 
/D = ^ = r (EQ 3.16) IT T 

measure measure 

Maximum channel sounder velocity v for a carrier frequency/^ Hz with velocity of 

light c mefre/second is given by: 

C/D 3.6 C/^ 
v = — metre/second = —-— kilometre/hour (EQ3.17) 

Jc Jc 

Table 3.6 shows some typical parameters for continuous measurement operation. Us

ing the same parameters as used in Section 3.5.1 for stationary measurements (columns 2 and 

3 of Table 3.5) demonstrates the main drawback ofthe sliding correlator chaimel sounder. The 

maximum Doppler frequency is low, with associated very slow maximum fravel speeds for the 

sounder receiver. This is a direct consequence ofthe long measurement time and the high car

rier frequency (the maxunum velocity at 1890 MHz is half that at 945 MHz). 

However, the situation can be improved by using shorter PN sequences, and faster 

sliding rates. See columns 3 and 5 in Table 3.6. Maximum speeds, in terms of vehicle measure

ments, have now moved into a feasible range. The penalty for these changes is a reduced alias 

range RQHOS^ and increased correlation noise (smaller k) and slightly increased correlation dis

tortion. Speeding up measurement time also places more demand on the data aquisition system 

speed. The VUT sounder is resfricted to a maximum sampling rate per channel of about 30 

ksample/sec. with the DaqbooklOO® unit, and 100 ksamples/second with the more recent Data 

Translation DT7102® PCMCIA card. 
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TABLE 3.6. Channel sounder parameters - continuous measurement 

Parameters 

PN length N (input variable) 

chip rate (MHz) (input variable) 

time scaling (k) (input variable) 

chip period (ns) 

alias range (km) 

max. excess delay (p,s) 

transmitter PN clock (MHz) 

filter cutoff (kHz) 

measurement time (ms) 

x2 sample rate/Ch (ks/s) 

x4 sample rate/Ch (ks/s) 

x5 sample rate/Ch (ks/s) 

scaled sample time x4 rate (ns/samp) 

scaled sample time x5 rate (ns/samp) 

maximum Doppler frequency (Hz) 

maximum velocity (metre/second) 

maximum velocity (km/hour) 

1023 

100 

20000 

10 

1.5345 

10.23 

100.005 

2.5 

204.6 

10 

20 

25 

2.5 

2 

2.4 

0.39 

1.40 

Fast 
Doppler 

511 

100 

2000 

10 

0.7665 

5.11 

100.05 

25 

10.22 

100 

200 

250 

2.5 

2 

48.9 

7.77 

27.96 

1023 

25 

5000 

40 

6.138 

40.92 

25.005 

2.5 

409.2 

10 

20 

25 

10 

8 

1.2 

0.19 

0.70 

Fast 
Doppler 

511 

25 

1000 

40 

3.066 

20.44 

25.025 

12.5 

20.44 

50 

100 

125 

10 

8 

24.5 

3.88 

13.98 

3. 5.3 Windowed 

In windowed operation, the PN sequences are reset before the slidmg correlator has 

moved through the entire sequence length. Reset occurs after a predetermmed number of fre

quency standard clock pulses. Initially the PN generators in the sounder fransmitter and receiv

er are started simuhaneously using a synch cable, which is then disconnected. The high 

stability ofthe frequency standards is relied upon to keep the PN resets synchronized. This is 

discussed in more detail in Section 3.6. 

Table 3.7 shows one possible set of operating parameters. 
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TABLE 3.7. Channel sounder parameters - windowed PN sequences 

Parameter 

PN length Â  

chip rate (MHz) 

time scaling (k) 

PN reset divide ratio 

distance increment (mm) (input variable) 

chip period (ns) 

alias range (km) 

max. excess range (metre) 

max. excess delay (ns) 

transmitter PN clock (MHz) 

reset time (ms) 

filter cutoff (kHz) 

x4 sample rate/Ch (ks/s) 

max. Doppler frequency (Hz) 

max. speed (metre/second) 

max. speed (km/hour) 

Value 

2047 

100 

20000 

524288 

108 

10 

3.0705 

393.2 

2621 

100.005 

52.4288 

3 

20 

9.54 

1.51 

5.4 

Using these parameters, 800 samples/sec/channel are collected for each power delay 

profile, giving a maximum measurable excess delay of 2000 ns. The sample period is 50 p.s, 

equivalent to 2.5 ns per sample, allowing for the time scaling effect. The entire 800 samples/ 

channel takes 40 ms to collect. Assuming the moving receiver is travelling at 0.25 mefre/sec 

(for example using a trolley at slow walking speed), during the 10 ns resolution period of one 

ray, equivalent to 200 iJ.s after time scaling, the receiver moves 0.05 mm. A typical indoor pow

er delay profile is contained within 150 ns, equivalent to 60 samples, or 3 ms of measurement 

time. During 3 ms, the receiver trolley moves 0.75 mm, or 0.00473 wavelengths. Even over the 

complete 800 samples, receiver fravel is only 10 mm.(0.063 wavelengths). Hence it is reason

able to freat the receiver as quasi-stationary. 

3.6 Synchronizing PN sequences 

The transmitter and receiver each contain a PN Preset Counter, clocked from the 10 

MHz rubidium system clocks. The count period can be set using DIP switches, over a range 

from 25.6 ps to 1.678 seconds, in steps of 25.6 \xs. At the conclusion ofthe count period, a 50ns 

wide pulse, coincident with the system clock low, is used to reset the PN generator to the "all 

ones" state, and then restart the PN sequence. 

If the transmitter and receiver PN Preset Counters are connected with a cable, a switch 
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on the transmitter unit may be used to clear and restart both counters at the same instant. Al

though the rubidium clocks are close in frequency, they may differ in phase by (almost) up to 

±180°, which results in a maximum difference in counter restart times of ±50 ns. This time dif

ference infroduces a maximum uncertainty of 100 ns or 30 metres into the absolute measure

ment of the direct path between ttansmitter and receiver, further degraded by the channel 

sounder resolution (3 or 4 mettes in indoor mode), and any timing jitter in the system. After 

the counters are synchronized, the uncertainty in the direct path distance will gradually in

crease with time because of relative drift between the two rubidium oscillators. For example, 

if the frequency difference is a constant 1 in 10 the error will increase by 36 ns/hour, or 10.8 

mettes/hour. In practice the drift will be non-constant, with a random component which should 

help, because the counters will be drifting closer together at times. Experience with the sound

er operating for periods of over 2 hours has not shown any noticable increase m drift. 

The absolute measurement ofthe direct path distance is of secondary interest. Delay 

spread measurements are not affected by sychronisation drifts, provided the wmdowed por

tions ofthe PN sequences still substantially overlap. 

Resetting the PN generators simultaneously means that at zero excess delay, the cor

relation peak will occur right at the start of the correlation window. However, the possible 

±50ns difference in 10 MHz rubidium clock edges means that the correlation peak could occur 

prior to the start ofthe window. Even if the peak is initially just inside the window, the clock 

drift discussed above may move the peak out ofthe window. To reduce this problem, a delay 

circuit starts the transmitter PN generator approximately 70ns after the receiver generator, at 

the initial synchronization. In addition, a switch debounce circuit guards against erratic behav

ior at initial synchronization. 

At the commencement of a measurement session, after the rubidium oscillators have 

warmed up and phase-locked, the receiver is moved adjacent to the fransmitter, and a single 

twisted pair cable is plugged between the fransmitter and receiver. The synch press button (lo

cated on the fransmitter) is momentarily pressed and released, then the twisted pair cable is re

moved. 

3.6.1 Wheel Trigger 

A 12 inch bicycle wheel coupled to an optical encoder giving 146 pulses/revolution, 

is mounted on a hinged arm, attached to the receiver trolley. Associated elecfronics results in 

a square wave output, with a period equivalent to 108 mm. of wheel travel. This square wave 

sets the D input of a flip-flop, which is clocked by PN generator reset pulses. The flip-flop 

output friggers a monostable, and the leading edge ofthe mono output pulse friggers the data 

acquisition card, to collect data corresponding to one power delay profile. Hence data acquisi

tion is initiated at the first PN reset pulse to occur after the wheel reaches a distance increment. 

PN reset pulses occur every 52.4 ms, so if the trolley is ttavelling at 0.25 mefre/sec, the maxi

mum distance error before data acquisition begins is 250 x 52.4E-3 = 13 mm or 0.08 wave

lengths. 
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FIGURE 3.32. Receiver on trolley with distance triggering wheel 

3.7 Back-to-back Tests 

Back-to-back tests are used to verify the correct operation ofthe channel sounder, and 

to measure linearity and dynamic range. Sfraight back-to-back tests are performed with a direct 

cable connection via a matched load and attenuators, from die fransmitter to die receiver. An 

artificial channel can also be inserted. The artificial channel provides diree paths widi 50 ns 

delay between each patii, and different losses in each padi. The expected power delay profile 

consists of three peaks, separated by 50 ns. Relative to the first peak, the second peak is -4.5dB, 

and die diird peak is -8.5dB. Time domain response of die artificial channel was verified by 

taking the inverse Fourier fransform of a swept frequency measurement from 1400 MHz to 

2400 MHz, performed on an HP8510C vector network analyser. The result is shown in Figure 

3.33. Spurious responses are caused by secondary paths and mismatch reflections within die 

artificial channel network. 
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FIGURE 3.33. Artificial channel time response (using HP8510C) 
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FIGURE 3.34. Back-to-back testing via an artificial channel 
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3.7.1 Back-to-back Tests with the Artificial Channel 

3.7.1.1 Indoor Mode 
NornfEiilsed Power Delay Profile No:1 File: c:\greg\bbca1.tnt 
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FIGURE 3.35. Channel sounder response with artificial channel, lOOMHz chip rate, A =̂1023, 
A=20,000, receiver input = -73dBm 

Figure 3.35 shows a measured impulse response via the artificial channel. Peaks are 

50 ns apart, and the relative amplitudes ofthe second and third peaks are -4.4 dB and -9.2 dB 

respectively. The width ofthe first peak is 12 ns at -6 dB, and 15 ns at -10 dB. Sharp spurs on 

the curve result from imknown spurious effects. The first spur is at -15dB, 13 ns, and the sec

ond is at -18dB, 19 ns. The spur on the second peak is at -16dB, and 13 ns (relative to the peak). 

In Ref[3.104] simdar spurs are atd-ibuted to cable reflections. 

3.7.1.2 Outdoor Mode 

-100 100 200 300 
time (ns) 

400 500 

FIGURE 3.36. Channel sounder response with artificial channel, 25MHz chip rate,iV=1023, 
A=5,000, receiver input = -80dBm 
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hi outdoor mode the nommal channel sounder resolution is 40 ns. Figure 3.36 shows 

tiiat die three padis spaced 50 ns apart are clearly resolved, widi die correct magnitudes. 

3.7.2 Back-to-back Straight Through Tests 

3.7.2.1 Indoor Mode 
NorrtBlised Power Delay Profile No:1 File: d:\trftbackblAresultsVbbcb1 .tnt 
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FIGURE 337. Impulse response ofthe Channel Sounder, lOOMHz chip rale,iS^1023, *=20,000 
receiver input = -73dBin 

Figme 3.37 shows the unpulse response obtained with a back-to-back connection via 

a cable and a 100 dB attenuator. The receiver output magnitude is 1.94 volts (about 8 dB below 

the receiver overload level). 

3. 7.2.2 Overa 1 Metre AirPath 

NorTBlised Power Delay Profile No:7 File: d:\trl\backbk\nesults\cfnk0.tnt 
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FIGURE 3 J8. Response over a 1 metre air path, indoors 
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In order to include the effects ofthe antennas, channel measurements were made over 

an indoor air path of length 1 metre. The LOS ray dominates, but other paths with short excess 

delays are evident in the PDP shown in Figure 3.38. The time width ofthe LOS correlation 

peak is 12 ns at -6dB, and 15 ns at -lOdB. These values are also obtained in cable connected 

back-to-back tests, indicating that the antennas do not degrade the time resolution ofthe mea

surement system. 

3.7.2.3 With 130 dB Attenuation 
Normalised Power Delay Profile No:5 File: d:\trl\backbk\results\bbcb4.tnt 
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time (ns) 

FIGURE 3.39. Impulse response via cable and 130dB attenuator 

Figure 3.39 shows the response with the attenuator set to 130dB, givmg a maxunum 

receiver output of 0.06 volts. The transmitter output is 5.6 watts, hence the receiver input is 

-95 dBm. Output noise is dominated by thermal rather dian correlation noise, with a floor 

about 25 dB below the peak value, or at -49 dBV, giving a dynamic range of 25 dB. 

3. 7.2.4 Example of an Indoor Mode PDP 
Normalised Povrer Delay Profile No:43 File: (J:\W\m8_28\reaits\\me80a0.tnt 
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FIGURE 3.40. Example of an indoor mode PDP, rms delay spread 48 ns, threshold -15 dB 
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3.7.2.5 Outdoor Mode 
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FIGURE 3.41. Back-to-back resolution m outdoor mode, 25 MHz chip rate 

Figure 3.41 illustrates the back-to-back channel sounder performance in outdoor 

mode, with a nominal resolution of 40 ns. 

Note that none ofthe spurs or spurious effects evident in the indoor mode occur, and 

the impulse response is very clean and symmetrical. Time width ofthe correlation peak is giv

en in Table 3.4. 

3. 7.2.6 Calibration - Outdoor Mode 

Figure 3.42 shows receiver output voltage (dBV, volts referenced to 1 volt) as a func

tion of receiver input power in dBm, and demonstrates the linearity of the channel sounder, 
j y y 

which is < ±1 dB down to -115 dBm. Receiver output is calculated as 201ogjQV/ + Q and is 

plotted from a number of back-to-back measurements with different attenuator settings. 

The outdoor mode curve uses voltage values measured from an oscilloscope, so the 

maximum output possible is 13 volts/channel or 25 dBV. The indoor mode results are based 

on data collected using the D to A data aquisition imit, which overloads at 5 volts/channel, or 

14 dBV if aU ofthe signal is in one channel, or 17 dBV for equal I and Q signals. This indicates 

that the receiver would have a better signal handling range if the gain was reduced by approx

imately 10 dB. The difference m sensitivity between the indoor and outdoor modes may partly 

represent different cable losses in the back-to-back connection, as the tests were done at differ

ent times widi different cable arrangements. 
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FIGURE 3.42. Back-to-back calibration for outdoor and indoor modes 

3. 7.2.7 RF Power Amplifier Linearity , 

Power amplifier linearity 

-15 -10 

input signal attenuation (dB) 

FIGURE 3.43. Measured RF power amplifier linearity with DSSS signal 

Maximmn power output ofthe RF power amphfier is specified as 40 dBm (10 watts) 

at the 1 dB compression point. In the VUT channel sounder, output power is monitored with a 

Bird® wattmeter, and the RF drive to the power amplifier is adjusted using a switched attenu

ator, preceding the power amplifier. To check the behavior with a wideband DSSS signal used 

in the channel sounder, the Bird power reading has been plotted against the RF power amphfier 

input signal level, shown in Figure 3.43. Comparing the measured curve with a straight line 
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(shown in red) indicates linear behavior up to an output power reading of 38 dBm, with 1 dB 

compression at 39 dBm output. 

3.8 Software 

A number of software programs have been written during the course of this project. 

Appendix D provides a summary of these. 

When operatmg in free-running mode, for each measurement 12,000 samples per 

channel (1 and Q) are collected, as indicated in Table 3.5. This number of samples covers more 

than two complete unpulse responses. The data is stored as a binary file. Following the general 

scheme used by Davies at the University of Bristol {Ref [3.22], Ref [3.35]}, these files are pro

cessed (by a program called CONVRTG2) to find the largest power peak which has at least 499 

samples preceding it, and at least 2500 samples following. This 3000 sample (per channel) sec

tion ofthe data is then stored to a new binary file of 1 and Q values, with the power peak po

sitioned at sample 500. DC offsets are also removed from I and Q values. A fiirther program 

(DELAYG4) calculates rms delay spreads and average delay. For plottmg power delay profiles, 

ascii files of power can be generated, with the peak power normalised to 0 dB. Other programs 

identify rays and extract information such as the number of rays, and the distribution of rays 

as a function of excess delay. All these programs operate on batches of data files. 

3.8.1 Offset Removal 

The offset removal scheme used for all measurements hi this thesis followed the meth

od used in Ref[3.22]. This assumes that over all the 1 samples, the mean value is zero, and over 

all the Q samples the mean value is also zero, with any non-zero mean representing an offset. 

Hence to correct for offsets, the mean value ofthe I samples is subfracted from each I sample, 

and the mean value ofthe Q samples is subtracted from each Q sample. Power values for die 

PDP are calculated after offset removal. 

At a late stage in the project, it was noticed that the underiying assumption is not true, 

because one strong ray extending over several samples can bias the mean I and Q values, even 

over a large number of samples. However, taking the mean over a section ofthe time delay 

profile where the signal is likely to consist only of random noise gives an improved estimate 

of the average offset, and this is a better basis for offset removal. 

The new offset removal algorithm calculates I and Q means over the end 25% of die 

time delay data, and also excludes any sample in this range which is greater than ± - ^ of fiill 

scale. The improvement is demonstrated in Figure 3.44 using data over 800 samples'* Note that 

this exaggerates die improvement somewhat, compared with a 12,000 sample data run, where 

the larger number of samples will tend to dilute any bias in the means. 
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sample number 

FIGURE 3.44. Dynamk range improvement with new offset removal scheme 

Inspecting Figure 3.38 clearly shows an improvement in dynamic range of better than 

5 dB. For this data each sample represents 2.5 ns. The degree of improvement with the new 

algorithm will depend on the particular data. All future work will use the new scheme. 

3.9 Antennas 

Two different vertically polarized antermas have been constructed for the channel 

sounding measurement program: 

1. discone omnidirectional 
2. halfwave (groimd independent) omnidirectional 

Measured impedance matching plots, and measured polar patterns are shown in Ap

pendix C. 

Polar patterns were measured in an anechoic chamber at the CCR, University of Bris

tol. Thanks are due to Dr Geoff Hilton ofthe University of Bristol, for developing die excel

lent automated antenna measurement system, and for instruction and assistance in making the 

measurements. 

3.9.1 Discone antenna 

Discone antennas provide good matching over a very wide bandwidth, and a close ap

proximation to an ideal omnidirectional pattem. The antenna is ground-independent, and has 

die same gain as a halfwave dipole. Construction is not difficult, apart from the fabrication of 

a cone from copper sheet. The design was based on equations from Ref [3.98], Ref [3.99], 

Ref [3.100], and Ref [3.101]. The antenna was buih on a panel-mounting N-type 50a con

nector, a convenient technique patented by T. Rappaport {Ref [3.102]}. The only critical di-
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mension is the spacmg between the face ofthe connector and the copper disc. By empincally 

adjusting this, the matching can be optimised for the frequency of interest. 

3.9.2 Halfwave J antennas 

A vertical halfwave antenna, fed from a shorted quarter-wave open wire section, forms 

the omnidkectional ground-independent "J antenna", described in Ref [3.103]. The feed pomt 

along the quarter-wave hne is adjusted to give a good match at the operating frequency. A bal-

an should be used for the transition from coax to the quarter-wave matching section, but in the 

antennas buih for this project die balan was omitted. The coaxial feeder is connected dhectly 

to the quarterwave section, using small copper clamps. Adjusting the position ofthe clamps 

alters the shunt capacitance between them and gives fine adjustment of matchmg. The polar 

pattem varies from omnidirectional by up to ±3dB, probably because ofthe unbalanced feed 

arrangement and external currents on the feed coaxial cable. 

3.10 Conclusions 

This chapter began with a survey of approaches to wideband channel soundmg tech

niques with examples from the literature, and an estimate ofthe relative popularity ofthe dif

ferent methods. 

Based on a new simulation technique, the sliding correlator has been studied in detail, 

illustrating how correlation noise resulting from the small offset in chip frequencies, inherent 

in the shding correlator, is the main limitation to dynamic range achievable with this method. 

The requirements for the correlation filter have been considered, concluding that a linear phase 

filter such as the Bessel ahgnment is required to avoid time response distortion, and a reduction 

in dynamic range. The correlation filter must also prevent aliasing. Typical data aquisition 

schemes have limited over-samplmg, so an 8-pole filter is required for effective antialiasing. 

The portable VUT channel sounder has been described, and detailed time resolution 

and linearity performance results based on back-to-back tests for both indoor and outdoor 

modes, have been presented. The effect of bandpass filters on the sounder impulse response 

has been considered. 

Software used for processing measured data has been outlined, with a description of 

an improved method of software offset removal. 

Antennas used with the sounder have been described. 

The following chapter will show how the VUT channel sounder has been used to m-

vestigate mdoor propagation, including an assessment ofthe accuracy of two different ray trac

ing tools, and a study of propagation between floors of a multi-storey building. 
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Chapter 4: Indoor Measurements 

4. INTRODUCTION 

Ray Tracing Simulations and Measured Values - Ray tracing mod

els are gaining in popularity as computing resources become cheaper. In the 

first part of this chapter, the advantages and drawbacks of the ray tracing 

approach are discussed, followed by the application of ray fracing models to 

indoor and enclosed outdoor propagation routes. 

An attempt has been made to determine how many reflections, wall 

transmissions and diffractions must be used in a ray fracmg model to (i) con

verge to consistent resuhs, and (ii) agree with measured delay spread results 

over the same route. 

Delay spread measurements over three different routes have been 

compared with ray tracing simulations for the same routes. Two ray tracing 

programs were used, X-Ray (University of Bristol) and MCS^^ vl.O (EDX 

Engineering, Inc.). The routes included measurements on a single floor of a 

large university building with the transmitter located on the same floor, and 

two routes in an outdoor campus courtyard area, open to the sky, but almost 

completely enclosed by surrounding high buildings. Measured and simulated 

rms delay spread values have been quantitatively compared, using an rms 

error measure. 

Indoors, X-Ray agreed well with measured delay spreads, if a mea

surement range threshold was applied to exclude paths returning from exte

rior scatterers not included in the ray tracing plan, and providing at least 2 to 

3 reflections and 1 to 2 onward-propagatmg diffractions were used. The over

all average rms delay spread indoors was 24 ns, and X-Ray gave an rms error 

of 8.5 ns, while the rms error with MCS^^ was 13.2 ns. 

Outdoors, agreement was poor, possibly because a lot ofthe environ

mental complexity such as overhead structures, frees and foliage, could not 

be included in the simple ray tracing plan. 

Multipath Propagation between Floors - in the second part of this 

chapter, measurements of rms delay spread, number of rays, and the disfribu

tion of rays in time and power, are presented for the top floor of a large con

crete building, and for three lower floors, with the transmitter remaining on 

the top floor. For propagation between floors, both the delay spread and the 
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number of rays in the power delay profile (PDP) increases compared with the 

same-floor case. 

Work described in this chapter used the VUT channel sounder instru

mentation infroduced in Chapter 3, and measures of time dispersion defined 

in Chapter 2. Measurements were performed using the channel sounder in 

indoor mode, giving a resolution of 10 ns, or 3 metres excess path length. 

The comparison of ray fracing models with measured results was 

presented by the author at the 4th IEEE International Conference on Univer

sal Personal Communications (ICUPC'95), November 6-10,1995, Tokyo, 

Japan {Ref [4.28]}, and at the 6th. IEEE Intemational Conference on Per

sonal, Indoor and Mobile Communications (PIMRC'95), September 27-29, 

1995, Toronto, Canada {Ref [4.29]}. 

Work on ray propagation between multiple floors of a building was 

presented by the author at the 47th. Intemational IEEE Conference on Vehic

ular Technology (VTC'97), Phoenix USA, {Ref [4.30]}, and at the Work

shop on Applications of Radio Science (WARS'95), Canberra, Australia, 

{Ref[4.31]}. 

4.1 Ray Tracing Simulations and Measured Values 

Ray tracing provides a deterministic method of modelling multipath propagation. 

Detailed information about the propagation envfronment, giving the location and dielecfric 

properties of all objects and surfaces capable of reflecting, fransmitting, and diffracting radio 

signals, is stored in a computer database in a format compatible with the ray fracing program. 

Applying geomefric optics ray theory, and the geometric theory of diffraction, it is possible 

to identify all signal paths between the transmitter and receiver. Antenna directivity can be 

included. The amplitude, phase and time delay of each ray is computed, givmg the complex 

impulse response of the channel with infmite bandwidth, assuming non-dispersive dielecfric 

properties. 

4.1.1 Ray Launching and Image Source Methods 

Two approaches to ray fracing are popular: (i) ray launching, and (ii) the unage 

source method. 

Ray launching generates a large number of rays at the transmitter, evenly disfributed 

in direction. Each ray is followed to identify those which ultimately intersect the receiver. 

This "bmte force" technique is an approximate method, and has a number of disadvantages: 

(i) for a finite number of launched rays, a point receiver may be missed, so the receiver must 
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be represented by a finite area, risking several specular rays being included for one actual 

channel path, (ii) for each new receiver location, the entire computation must be repeated, and 

(iii) the method is computationally demanding, limiting the complexity ofthe database for a 

given amount of computing resource. 

The image source method generates images of the fransmitter in permutations of 

dielectric surfaces. Straight lines are constructed between the receiver and the images, and the 

intersections of these lines with reflecting surfaces is the basis for fracing actual rays. Three 

dimensional (3D) tracing can be handled, by also finding images in all horizontal surfaces. 

The method of image sources is sfrictly only valid for infinite surfaces {Ref[4.1]}. However 

at cellular radio frequencies, reflecting surfaces are generally large compared with the wave

length, and closely approximate infinite reflectors. With this qualification, the method has 

several attractions: (i) it is exact in finding rays between a point transmitter and a point 

receiver, (ii) for a particular fransmitter position, the array of images need only be calculated 

once, reducing the computation effort for new receiver positions, and (iii) the number of 

paths to be computed is much less than with the ray launching method. 

These methods are discussed in Ref[4.2] and Ref[4.3]. Diffraction complicates the 

problem exponentially with each order of diffraction, because each diffracting edge acts like a 

new fransmitter {Ref[4.3]}. It will be shown later in this chapter that it is important to include 

at least one order of diffraction to improve agreement with measured results. Adding rough 

surface scattering also complicates the model, but is claimed to improve accuracy signifi

cantly {Ref[4.4]}. Model accuracy depends on using a sufficiently high order of onward 

propagating ray interactions with dielecfric surfaces, and using correct algorithms and dielec

tric properties for these interactions. 

4.1.2 The Environment Database 

Ray fracing is an accurate analytical solution, but in practice has been limited by sim

plification ofthe environmental database, and by limitations in computing speed and mem

ory. At 1890 MHz the wavelength is 159 millimefres. To specify the environment accurately 

(say to within one-sixteenth of a wavelength) would require a 3D resolution, and accuracy, of 

about 10 millimetres. Furthermore, the electrical properties and surface roughness of all 

objects existing in the environment should be known to the same resolution. For a realistic 

cell size, storage and processing of this amount of data is impractical with present technology, 

apart from the separate problem of gathering the information. However, even with very sim

plified databases of building outiines, some useful results have been reported . In Ref[4.5], 

the author argues that high accuracy databases are not required, because the models have lim

ited accuracy. Unnecessary accuracy in the database increases both the cost ofthe database, 

and computing costs. Intentional simplification ofthe database, for example by replacing 

indented building walls with smooth walls, may be warranted. 
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Ray fracing algorithms require the building plan to be in vector form, to facilitate the 

calculation of intersections between rays and surfaces. Raster or pixel plans, such as those 

resulting from scanned maps, must first be converted to vector form, either as a pre-process

ing step, or within the ray fracing software. 

The problem of obtaining the 3D building database is also discussed in Ref[4.5]. Tra

ditional but costly manual methods with a human operator interpreting stereo photo maps are 

currently used, because automatic digital image analysis still requires extensive manual 

checking for quality control. Airborne automatic laser scanning mapping, using GPS (global 

positioning system) and inertial guidance location, may provide an affordable future solution 

to the database problem. 

4.1.3 Ray Tracing Validation 

Numerous authors have compared ray tracing simulations with measured results. To 

date, most applications of ray fracing modelling have been used to predict a local average sig

nal strength, rather than signal time dispersion. A second order statistic such as instantaneous 

time delay spread is more difficult to model accurately, as it is more sensitive than average 

signal strength to the surroundings. Delay spreads can vary by large amounts with small posi

tion changes because small scale fading causes large alterations in the power delay profile 

[see Chapter 2]. Generally the basis of comparison is a sector average or overall average 

rather than a point-by-point or site-specific comparison. Very few papers quantify the com

parison. Superimposed plots, and side-by-side plots of scattering functions, presented to 

allowing a subjective visual comparison, are popular. 

In Ref[4.3], a two dimension (2D) plus ground ray model is used at 1.845GHz out

doors, with seven orders of reflection, or first and second order diffractions plus one reflec

tion and one diffraction. Three different transmitter sites are used in different areas, with 

various receiver routes. Median values of delay spread over the whole route agree very well, 

with differences between 0% and 17%, although the simulation underestimates the delay 

spread at the high value end of the distribution, attributed to suspected paths beyond the ray 

tracing plan. Point-by-point delay spread comparisons along routes show worst case percent

age differences ranging from 35% to 190%. Plots of single location indoor power delay pro

files are given in Ref[4.2], and for the cases given, the percentage difference varies from 11% 

to 250%). Scatter plots of path loss and delay spread are given, with the standard deviation of 

path loss prediction error equal to 4.8dB, and little evident correlation for delay spread. 

Indoor measurements at 845MHz reported in Ref[4.6] show path loss sector averages agree

ing within 2dB, except for two locations which degrade to 15dB. 

Indoor measurements based on 16 profiles averaged over one metre^ areas, and com

pared with a 3D ray tracing simulation, are described in Ref[4.7]. Average delay spreads 
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agree well, with a worst case percentage difference of 38%). In Ref[4.5], outdoor path loss 

measurements at 2GHz agree with ray tracing within ±8dB. In Ref[4.8], 2GHz experiments 

indoors averaged over a sector area of several wavelengths, underestimated measured path 

loss by up to 8dB. Also indoors, Ref[4.9] with a sector average over 10 mefre, gave path loss 

agreement to within about lOdB. 

At 914MHz outdoors, with a sector average of 20 wavelengths, Ref[4.10] gave path 

loss agreement generally within 5dB, with a worst case value of 17dB. Outdoors at 1900MHz 

and including diffraction, Ref[4.11] describes 8 spot measurements on two campuses. One 

PDP is shown, with a delay spread percentage difference of 93%), and the comment that the 

other sites had, "considerable error". Path loss error over the 8 sites had a standard deviation 

of 4.2dB. Measurements in several European cities at 890MHz and 945MHz with sector 

averages over 10 or 20 metres, gave 6dB path loss error in one case, and about lOdB in the 

other {Ref[4.12], Ref[4.13]}. 

In summary, the literature indicates that ray tracing can produce agreement with mea

sured path loss to the order of lOdB, whilst agreement with delay spread can range from, at 

best, the order of 20%), to no apparent agreement at all. Another aspect to this is the question 

of repeatability of measurements. Delay spread measurements made over apparently the same 

route, but on different occasions, have limited repeatability. This factor alone can cause per

centage differences of over 100% {Ref[4.3], Ref[4.7]}. 

4 1.4 X-Ray 

X-Ray is a UNIX software based ray tracing propagation model developed at the Uni

versity of Bristol {Ref[4.15]}. In 1996, when the work described here was done, other 

improved ray fracing software was in development and use by researchers at Bristol 

{Ref[4.7]}. X-Ray was based on earlier research code, to which a user interface had been 

added, making it available for users not intimately familiar with the code. The Centre for 

Communication Research at the University of Bristol has a long and contmuing interest m ray 

fracing models, and has played a pioneering role in understanding the potential offered by ray 

tracing for solving the propagation characterization problem {Ref[4.16], Ref[4.17], 

Ref[4.18], Ref[4.19], RefI4.3], Ref[4.7]}. 

X-Ray is intended for dense urban microcells of radius up to 500 mefres, and is spec

ified to be able to handle several thousand walls and corners. The program calculates the 

channel complex impulse response, and derives other parameters such as average power, 

delay spread, coherence bandwidth, and angle of arrival. 

The ground is assumed to be flat, with all walls perpendicular to the ground. The ray 

engine, which uses elecfromagnetic image sources and builds an image map for each particu

lar fransmitter position, can work in partial 3D, and incorporates ray polarization, different 
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heights ofthe transmit and receive antennas, and a ground reflection. In Version 1.1 of X-Ray, 

rooftop diffraction was not implemented, because microcells usually have low antennas, 

below roof level. Although the ray engine works in 3D, there is no provision for building wall 

properties to vary with height, for example, to include a glass window part way up a concrete 

wall. Rays experiencing either a corner diffraction or a wall transmission are onward propa

gating, and may go on to further diffractions and wall fransmissions. The order of onward 

propagating reflections, wall fransmissions, and diffractions is set by the user at the start of 

each simulation. In practice, computer capacity places a limit on the maximum number of 

onward propagations possible. 

A threshold level relative to the sfrongest received ray can be set, and then rays below 

this threshold window are ignored when calculating rms delay spread. Delay spread is sensi

tive to the threshold window size, as already discussed [Chapter 2]. A threshold window of 15 

dB (meaning that only signals within 15 dB ofthe strongest ray are considered) was used in 

these X-Ray simulations, and the same threshold was applied to measured power delay pro

files. Simplifying assumptions were made for the dielecfric properties of the wall building 

materials. 

4.1.5 MCS^^ Microcell Communication Simulator 

Microcell Communication Simulator MCS^^ is marketed by EDX Engineering, Inc., 

Oregon, USA {Ref[4.14]}. The MCS^^ software uses image source ray fracing techniques to 

identify the multipath propagation arriving at the receiver. Multiple generation wall reflec

tions, up to five, and zero or one comer diffraction may be included, but the maximum order 

is five, so if a diffraction occurs, reflections are reduced to four. For fixed transmitter and 

receiver locations, plots of the channel unpulse response and angle of arrival are generated, 

and the rms delay spread is calculated. If a route for the receiver is specified, a plot of rms 

delay spread verses distance results. 

A power threshold in dBm may be set, so all received rays below the threshold are 

ignored. However, the threshold is an absolute power level, so it cannot be related to the 

sfrongest ray (see Chapter 2). In effect the threshold window will vary for each point on the 

route, and in view ofthe sensitivity of delay spread to the threshold window size, this makes 

MCS™^ results difficult to compare with measured values. This problem has been ignored in 

the comparisons done later in this chapter. 

Grid study plots can also be performed. The software has other features described in 

the user manual {Ref[4.14]}. 

Some limitations arise from the software, and from user simplification ofthe database 

information. The version of MC^" used (vl.O, 1992) works essentially in 2D, apart from 

including one ground reflection. Terrain height variation is not included, and for indoor 
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applications, ceiling effects are not considered. Only one wall transmission of a ray is 

included, and this path is not onward propagating. Currently MCS^ v2.0 for Windows® 95/ 

NT is on the market, and this incorporates improvements such as 3D cell modelling, including 

terrain height variations. Version v2.0 was not available for the research described here. 

The database describing the environment is a text file made up of coordinates speci

fying each building corner, an angle indicating the orientation of each comer, and a category 

for each wall section describing the electrical properties of the building material. Buildings, 

or internal walls and partitions, are thus described in 2D plan form as outlines. The number of 

wall sections and comers must not exceed 500 within the cell radius, which can be chosen as 

either 500 or 1000 metres. So the complexity and detail of real buildings is reduced to a sim

plified 2D outline. Rooftop diffraction is not included, with walls being freated as infinitely 

high. For the indoor case, walls are also freated as infinitely high, with no ceiling. Items such 

as steel fluorescent light units, which may be sfrong reflectors, cannot be included. Detail 

such as fiirniture, although many wavelengths in size, is not included in this study. 

Note that as the name implies, MCS"* was not marketed for indoor use, being tar

geted at outdoor microcell simulation. 

4.1.6 Wall Types and Estimated Electrical Properties 

The electrical properties (permeability, permittivity, conductivity, attenuation) used 

for the building wall materials are, at best, an approximate estimate. Windows within walls 

are difficuh to include, except by the token gesture of modifying the average electrical param

eters. In the case of internal partition walls, the elecfrical parameters are also in doubt, espe

cially where the wall construction is non-homogeneous, such as with steel framed 

plasterboard walls. Some researchers have tackled this problem by "optunizmg" electrical 

properties used in the ray fracing model, until the simulation gives the best match to measured 

values {Ref[4.2], Ref[4.6], Ref[4.12]}. Many workers use a single set of elecfrical parameters 

for the entire map, irrespective ofthe actual building materials. 

The estimates below (Table 4.1) are based on anechoic chamber measurements done 

by other workers at the University of Bristol, and from results in Ref[4.20]. These values have 

been used for both MC^™ and X-Ray simulations for the indoor route, while the campus 

courtyard routes use values for a single building material, namely solid reinforced concrete. 
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TABLE 4.1 Wall Types and Properties 

Description 

reinforced concrete, half height 
windows 

solid reinforced concrete 

plasterboard and steel frame 

plasterboard and timber frame 

metal 

timber door 

Conductivity 
S 

5E-4 

5E-3 

5E-2 

5E-3 

9E6 

3E-4 

Relative 
Permittivity 

3 

2.7 

3 

2.7 

1 

2 

Surface 
Roughness 

m 

2E-3 

2E-3 

lE-3 

lE-3 

0 

lE-3 

Wall 
Thickness Attenuation 

m dB 

0.3 

0.3 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.03 

6 

12 

4 

2 

100 

1 

4.1.7 Measurements 

The objective of this section is to investigate (i) how the ray fracing solution varies as 

the number of onward propagating reflections, wall fransmissions and diffractions are varied, 

and (ii) how accurately the ray tracing simulations predict delay spreads over these specific 

routes, using simplified environment databases. 

Measured receiver power, or path loss values, are not available as the channel 

sounder was primarily intended for time dispersion measurements, and has not been cali

brated for power measurements. Hence no attempt has been made to compare measured and 

simulated power values, although this could be done in the future. 

Results from two different ray tracing software programs, X-Ray and MCS^^ , have 

been compared with measured values of rms delay spread, for one route inside a building (see 

Figures 4.1, 4.3, 4.4), and two different routes in an outdoor university campus courtyard 

area (see Figures 4.1,4.18, 4.20, 4.25). All measurements were made with the 1890MHz VUT 

channel sounder in indoor mode, which gives 10 ns, or 3 metre, resolution. Indoor measure

ments were undertaken in the Engineering Faculty buildmg (D Block), on the Footscray cam

pus of Victoria University of Technology. Outdoor measurements were performed withm the 

Footscray campus, in a courtyard area completely enclosed by a compact collection of build

ings of irregular shape. 

Indoor measurements were done on the top floor, called "Level 7", ofthe Engineer

ing School. This is an L-shaped building, with a cenfral corridor, extending approximately 70 

mefres in the longer wing (see Figure 4.3). Side passages, large lecttire rooms and labs, and 

small offices open off the main corridor. In the ray tracing plan, with the exception of door

ways into some ofthe lecture rooms, only the corridor outiines are included. 

The building has six floors, and is consfructed of reinforced concrete, and clad in 

brick. The floors are suspended reinforced concrete, and 2.4 mefre high false ceilings of 
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courtyard area 

D Block Engineering Faculty ' 

FIGURE 4.1 Victoria University of Technology Footscray campus - aerial view showing 
measurement locations 

plaster acoustic tiles hang on metal rods and a light framework of galvanized iron angles, con-

cealmg a myriad of cabling. The mtemal partition walls m most cases are plasterboard, with 

either traiber or galvanized steel framing. The outside walls have large areas of aluminium 

framed windows, extending from the cedmg to approximately halfway down the wall. Vari

ous styles of internal windows are used, typically located in the upper one third ofthe walls. 

Internal doors are made of timber. 

Indoor measurements were taken with the fransmitter in a single location, in a side 

corridor which serves as a lift lobby (see Figures 4.3,4.4). A single location non-lme of sight 

(NLOS) measurement was performed in a nearby large lecture room, in addition to die route 

widi the receiver following the main corridor. Most of this route was NLOS, apart from a 

short section adjacent to the lift lobby. 

4.1.8 Single Point Measurement 

For botii the single point and route measurements, the fransmitter was located in a 

wide side corridor, opposite steel lift doors, as shown in Figure 4.2. Measurements were taken 

over a small area m a lectiire tiieafre, widi die receiver moved randomly between each of 9 

measurements widiin a 5 wavelengdi radius of die initial pomt. Rms delay spread values var

ied between 21 ns and 33 ns, widi an average value of 26 ns, and standard deviation of 4 ns. 

The ray fracing plot from MCS"^ is shown in Figure 4.2, and diis gave a delay spread of 32 ns. 
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which was 23% or 6 ns greater than the average measured value of 26 ns 

ENGINEERING SCHOOL 
Single location raytrace 

mis Delay Spread = 32 nS 

-4J-

-Tf-

I 
-n -

10 metres 

FIGURE 4.2 Single point ray tracing 

4.1.9 Corridor Route 

At each measurement point, between 3 and 6 stationary measurements were taken, 

repositioning the receiver antenna randomly after each measurement within a radius of 

approximately 2 wavelengths from the mitial position. Measurements were done on Sunday 

evening, when the campus and the building were almost deserted, thus avoiding effects from 

people moving about. . 

,B 

receiver route 
TT 

B 

10 metres 

FIGURE 4.3 Receiver route along corridor 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the route used for indoor ray fracing simulations, and for 

measurements. The route distance was 68 mefres in the long section ofthe corridor (AA) and 

a further 32 metres around the comer into the shorter section of corridor (BB), for a total route 

distance of 100 mefres. X-Ray simulations were done for a number of combinations of reflec

tions, wall fransmissions and diffractions. Not all desired combinations could be simulated 

because of the tendency of the software to freeze with more demandmg sets of parameters. 

This work was done in 1996 when X-Ray was experimental research code. Since then Uni-
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versity of Bristol researchers have evolved unproved ray fracmg software packages, but die 

improved versions were not avadable for this study 

Looking back from near 
corner AB towards the 

start of the route 

Level 7 corridor, with trans
mitter location in side lift 

lobby 
transmitter 

FIGURE 4.4 D Block Level 7 corridor 

4.1.9.1 Convergence of X-Ray Simulations - Power 

As die number of reflections, wall fransmissions, and diffractions is increased, it 

would be expected that a ray fracing simulation should converge; that is, a stage would be 

reached where increasing the onward propagating ray limits would make no fiirther signifi

cant difference to the propagation solution. For the limited combinations of parameters used, 

this has not proved to be so, suggestmg that a much larger number of reflections, wall frans

missions and diffractions is necessary for convergence to occur. 

on 
TJ 
i _ 

n) ^ 
o 
i _ 

<l> 
> 
fS 
£ 
<D > 

-20 

-40 

-60 

-80 

-100 

distance along route (metres) 

FIGURE 4.5 X-Ray simulated receiver power for various combinations of reflections, 
wall transmissions, and diffractions 
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Figure 4.5 shows X-Ray sunidated relative receiver power values for all the combina

tions of parameters used. Numbers m square brackets in the legend represent the order of 

reflections, fransmissions and diffractions respectively. Apart from the section of the route 

between approximately 33 and 40 mefres, which corresponds to line of sight (LOS) in close 

proximity to the fransmitter, there is no obvious convergence. Note that for any power to 

reach very far into the short section of corridor (BB) around the comer, either 4 wall fransmis

sions must be allowed (there are 4 intervening walls), or at least 2 diffractions must be 

included. 

The spread in power values obtamed from the X-Ray simulations is shown in Figure 

4.6, which plots the median of die dB powers, and shows ± one standard deviation of dB val

ues at one mefre intervals along the route. 
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FIGURE 4.6 Median and standard deviation of X-Ray simulated receiver power in dB 
for all combinations of parameters used 

4.1.9.2 Convergence of X-Ray Simulations - Delay Spread 

A du-eshold of-15dB relative to die sfrongest ray has been set for the X-Ray runs, and 
die same tiireshold was used m calculating rms delay spreads from measm-ed power delay 
profiles. 

Figure 4.7 shows results when varymg die number of reflections, but widi zero wall 

fransmissions, and zero diffractions. No power can propagate very far beyond die comer into 

Section BB (68 to 100 mefres) of die corridor. Because power levels in tiiis section are low 

or zero, no delay spread values are produced. 
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20 40 60 80 

distance along route (metres) 

FIGURE 4.7 X-Ray mis delay spread for various numbers of reflections 

Rms delay spread values continue to increase in Figure 4.7 over most sections of die 

route as the number of reflections is increased up to the maximum value of 9 used here. The 

large change when going from 7 to 9 reflections suggests that even widi 9 reflections, die 

solution is still not converging. . 

3 refin, 0 trans, 0 diff. 
3refln, 1 trans, 0 diff. 
3refln,2trans, Odiff. 
3 refln, 4 trans, 0 diff. 

20 40 60 80 

distance along route (metres) 

100 

FIGURE 4.8 X-Ray rms delay spread for various numbers of wall transmissions 

In Figure 4.8, die number of reflections used is held constant at 3, no diffractions are 

used, but die number of wall fransmissions is varied from zero to 4. Quite different rms delay 

spreads are obtained when going from 2 to 4 wall fransmissions. Note that 4 wall fransmis

sions allows propagation beyond die 74 mefre point, into Section BB of die corridor, around 

the comer. 
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FIGURE 4.9 X-Ray rms delay spread for various numbers of reflections and 
diffractions 

In Figure 4.9, no wall fransmissions are allowed, but the number of reflections is 

either zero, 2, or 3, with eitiier 2 or 3 diffractions. Including diffractions tends to increase die 

delay spread over most sections of the route, and this was found to improve agreement with 

measured values (see Figure 4.15, Table 4.2). 

4.1.9.3 Comparison of X-Ray Values with Measurements - Delay Spread 

At a series of points along the route, several measxû ements of instantaneous delay 

spread were done within a radius of two wavelengths of each nominal position. The mean 

and standard deviations ofthe measured delay spreads are shown in Figure 4.10, in compari

son with four sets of simulated results.. 
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FIGURE 4.10 Measured rms delay spread 
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It is apparent that the measured delay spreads are much greater over most ofthe route 

than any values predicted by X-Ray. Particularly past 70 mefres, m Section BB beyond the 

cortidor comer, measm-ed values at some points are high, giving a large variation in delay 

spreads. 

Investigating this, measured power delay profiles with high delay spread values were 

examined to determine die maximum above-threshold excess delay, using a program called 

ELIPSE.EXE (see Appendix D). With this mformation, an elhpse can be plotted on the build

ing plan to show the maximum extent of possible reflectors {Ref[4.2I]}. In all cases for mea

surements showing high delay spreads, and also in many cases for more moderate delay 

spreads, the resulting scattering ellipse extended well beyond the D-Block Engineering Fac

ulty building plan used as the data base for ray fracing simulations. 

vutarea.skd 

FIGURE 4.11 Scattering ellipse for high delay spread measurements 

4.1.9.4 High Delay Spread Example 

In Figure 4.11, die scattermg ellipse extends beyond die Footscray campus (die 

ellipse approximates a circle because die foci are relatively close togetiier). In diis particular 

example, the receiver is located at 28.5 mefres along the route, just obscured from the frans

mitter by an intemal comer, but bodi fransmitter and receiver have a clear view of exterior 
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buildings at approximately the right distance to give the measured excess delay path of 860 

ns. Figm-e 4.13, covering Section AA ofthe corridor, shows the group of rays at 860 ns excess 

delay, scattered from outside the building. This excess delay is represented by the ellipse in 

Figure 4.11. 

S 
T3 

O 

"S o 

rays scattered from 
outside the building 

-95-

-100 

FIGURE 4.12 Measured average PDPs along corridor AA 

4.1.9.5 Medium Delay Spread Example 

At a point 46.8 mefres along the route, die four measurements taken gave an average 

delay spread of 30 ns, but maxunum excess padi length varied over individual measurements 

from 38 mefres to 110 mefres. Corresponding scattering ellipses are shown in Figure 4.13. 

vutareal skd 

FIGURE 4.13 Scattering ellipses for medium delay spread example 
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The smaller (blue) ellipse corresponds to a maximum excess path of 38 mefres, which 

indicates scattering withm the budding (because the ellipse does not include any external 

buddings or objects). Intersecting extemal buildings, the larger (red) elhpse shows that exter

nal scattering may be occurring, although multiple reflections within the buildmg are another 

but less likely possibdity. 

This demonsfrates that the building data base used for indoor ray fracing simulations 

must extend far beyond the plan of the building being studied, to include scattering from 

extemal objects and adjacent buildings. 

4.1.9.6 Applying a Range Limit 

To exclude rays arriving from scatterers outside the building, and beyond the area of 

the data base plan used for ray fracing, a range limit has been applied, and the delay spread 

values recalculated. A maxhniun range of 450 ns excess delay has been imposed, with all 

PDP values beyond this range set to zero. The excess half path corresponding to 450 ns is 75 

mefre, which should allow most ray paths within the budding to be included. PDPs with the 

range limit imposed, are shown in Figure 4.14. With the range limit applied, measured values 

show much better agreement widi the best X-Ray configuration, and also with MC5™ over 

most ofthe route. This is illusfrated in Figure 4.15, which shows the average measured delay 

spread value along the route, in comparison with the best X-Ray parameter configuration 

found, and widi EDX MC5™ 

^ '̂̂ essde/ay(us) 
'' ^.^^^ 

40 , ^ < •%^^ 

FIGURE 4.14 Measured average PDPs (Section AA) after range limit application 
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FIGURE 4.15 Delay spread from measurement and ray tracing 

Note that rays generated by MCS™ do not reach aroimd the corridor comer into Sec

tion BB beyond 73 mefre, so no delay spread value are generated for this section of the route 

(Figure 4.15).. 
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FIGURE 4.16 Comparison of measured and simulated rms delay spreads 

Figure 4.16 shows a plot of each measurement point as an XY coordinate, where the 

Xaxis value is the X-Ray simulated delay spread, and the Y axis value is die average mea

sured delay spread for the same point. 
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Points where the measured and simulated values agree lie on a 45 degree line. Points 

above the line represent locations with a measured value greater than the simulated value; 

conversely points below the line occur when the measured value is less than the simulated 

value. 

All X-Ray parameter values used are represented in Figure 4.16. The best parameter 

combinations, [2 reflections, 0 transmissions, 2 diffractions] and [3 reflections, 0 transmis

sions, 2 diffractions], are plotted with solid colour red and green symbols respectively, and 

cluster around the 45° line. The tendency for the simulated values to underestimate measured 

values for other parameter combinations is evident. 

To investigate the comparison in a quantitative way, an rms error measure is defined 

in EQ4.1. A similar mean square error is used in RefI4.2]. 

error. = 12-1 ^'^^mea.sured ^^XRay^ (EQ4.1) 

where ds^aswed ̂ n̂d ds^Ray are the respective measured and X-Ray simulated delay 

spreads over m measurement positions 

TABLE 4.2 rms error over measured route for various X-Ray 
configurations, and for EDX IVICS™ sorted from best to worst 

Simulator 

X-Ray 
X-Ray 

X-Ray 
X-Ray 

X-Ray 

MCS^ 

X-Ray 
X-Ray 
X-Ray 
X-Ray 

X-Ray 
X-Ray 

X-Ray 
X-Ray 

X-Ray 

number of 
reflections 

2 
3 
3 
4 
0 
4 

0 
9 
3 
5 
3 
7 
5 
3 
3 

number of 
transmissions 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

0 
0 
2 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 

number of 
diffractions 

2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 

3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

rms error 
(ns) 

8.5 
9.3 
9.3 
9.4 
12.6 
13.2 

13.3 
15.7 
16.2 
17.0 
17.4 
18.1 
21.7 
23.3 
23.4 

The best ray fracing configuration on this basis from the available choices, is X-Ray 

with 2 reflections, 0 fransmissions and 2 diffractions, with an rms error of 8.5 ns (Table 4.2). 

The average delay spread over the fiill measured route is 23.9 ns, and the average for the route 

in the long straight corridor (AA) is 23.3 ns. Ray tracing, using the "best" configuration (2 
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reflections, 2 diffractions) gives a mean delay spread in the long sfraight corridor (AA) of 

21.8 ns, only 6.5% lower than the measiu^ed average. The ray fracmg rms error is 8.5 ns, or 

36% ofthe measured mean. 

Cumulative disfributions of delay spread do not provide any mformation relating to 

particular points on the measurement route, but do give a picture ofthe range and distribution 

of delay spreads over the entfre route. Cmnulative distribution fimction (CDF) plots for Ihe 

long corridor Section AA for average measured rms delay spread, for the two best X-Ray con

figurations, and for EDX MCS™, are shown m Figure 4.17. Below 90% probability, the max

imum difference between the measured and X-Ray distributions is 5ns, while above 90% the 

difference reaches 9ns. For EDX MCS^^ below 90% CDF, die maximum difference between 

the measured andMC5™ disfributions is 1 Ins, while above 90% the difference reaches 18ns. 

100 

Delay spreads CDF for 
long corridor section of route 

X-Ray. 2 refln, 0 trans, 2 diff. 
X-Ray. 3 refln, 0 trans, 2 diff. 
EDX I^CS™ ray tracing 
average measured 

0 10 20 30 40 

rms delay spread (ns) 

50 

FIGURE 4.17 Distributions of average measured, X-Ray best configurations, and 
IVICS in the long corridor Section AA of route. 

4.1.10 Campus Courtyard Measurements 

Outdoor measurements were undertaken on die university campus, in a large court

yard area, completely surrounded by irregular shaped buildings, and complicated by slopmg 

ground levels, vanous elevated pedestrian bridges, frees, and irregular roof profiles and 

heights. None of tiiese factors could be included in die 2D ray fracing data bases used by 

MCS™ and X-Ray. 
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The two receiver routes, denoted nv and m, are shown in Figure 4.18. Some signifi

cant reinforced concrete elevated pedestrian walkways and supporting pillars, shown in Fig

ures 4.19 and 4.20, have been omitted from the ray trace database. Apart from the pillars, the 

2D ray fracing software catmot cope with the elevated stractures. The under-surface of these 

is between 4 and 5 mefres above ground level, but because ofthe change in ground level, is 

only about 2 mefres in elevation above the fransmitter. At the start of route nv, ground level is 

3 mefres below groimd level at the transmitter, and gradually rises along the route. The early 

part ofthe route is most influenced by the elevated walkways and lower ground level; in fact 

the route passes undemeath one elevated concrete walkway, and terminates within view of a 

new campus building to the east, which has not been included in the data base. A plantation of 

frees, also not included in the ray fracing data base, obstmcts the path over most ofthe route. 

VUT Footscray Campus 

ENGINEERING SCHOOL 
D BLOCK 

100 metres 

FIGURE 4.18 Campus plan, showing two outdoor routes in the courtyard area 

jg¥] overhead walkway 4 to 5 metres 
* ^ above ground - reinforced concrete 

FIGURE 4.19 VUT Campus showing overhead walkways 

Photos depicting the elevated stracttires suspected of mcreasing measured delay 
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spreads, are shown in Figure 4.20. These photos show how die real enviromnent has been 

very simplified ui the 2D rayfracing plan shown in Figure 4.18. 

overhead walkway 

^"-.* -^'-^XM^ 

trees between transmitter and route 

overhead walkway 

new building 

FIGURE 4.20 Victoria University of Technology campus route nv, showing overhead 
structures 

4.1.10.1 Convergence of X-Ray Simulations on Route nv - Power 

Difficulties with the X-Ray program restricted simulations for this route to just three 

runs, with parameter combinations of [reflections,fransmissions,diffractions] equal to [3,0,0], 

[3,2,0], and [3,0,1]. 

Resulting simulated power values along the route are shown in Figure 4.21. 
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position along route (metres) 

FIG URE 4.21 X-Ray simulated receiver power for route nv 

In the ray fracmg plan, all waUs have been assigned a nominal tiuckness of 0.3 mefre. 

Where buildings are simply shown as an outiine plan with no intemal stmcture, which is the 

case in this sttidy (see Figure 4.18), X-Ray freats the building as hollow and empty, and die 

additional path loss for fransmission tiirough the entire building is calculated as two wall 

losses. The start of route nv is separated from the fransmitter position by two walls, so die 

simulation which mcludes two wall transmissions shows a high power level for the initial part 

ofthe route. This over-estimate is a resuh of shnplification of tiie buildmg data base, resulting 

in buildings bemg freated as empty hollow shells. Rays will pass tiurough such buildmgs if 

two wall fransmissions are allowed. Infroducmg mtemal walls would prevent this. 

Insufficient combinations of parameters are available to draw any conclusions about 

convergence. However, including one order of diffraction fills in the power drop-outs which 

occur for the [3,0,0] case. 

4.1.10.2 X-Ray Simulations on Route nv- Delay Spread 

The general frend for X-Ray configuration [3,0,1] follows measured values over die 

second half of die route (Figure 4.22), but deviates considerably at die start of die route, 

where overhead sttucttires which were not included in die 2D ray fracing data base inttiide 

into die propagation environment. Trees obscure most of die route, but have also not been 

included in the ray fracing plan. 
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FIGURE 4.22 X-Ray and measured rms delay spread for route nv 

4.1.10.3 MCS™ Simulations on Route ni^- Delay Spread 

MCS™ predicts the measured delay spread well over die last third ofthe route (Figure 

4.23), but underestimates the eariier sections, as X-Ray also does. 

160 

140 

error bars are 
. ± one standard deviatbn MCS™ [4,1,1] 

average measured 

20 40 60 

position along route (metres) 

80 

FIGURE 4.23 IVICS™ and measured mis delay spread for route nv 

The rms error measure defined in EQ.4.1 has been used to compare measured and 

smiulated delay spreads, witii die resuh shown in Table 4.3. The average of all measured 

delay spread values over the whole route is 100.9 ns, and die best rms error value of 53.7 ns, 

obtamed with X-Ray [3,0,1], is 53% ofthe overall average. 
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TABLE 4.3 rms error values for route nv 

Ray tracing 
simulation 

X-Ray [3,0,1] 

MCS™[4,1,1] 

X-Ray [3,2,0] 

X-Ray [3,0,0] 

rms error 
(ns) 

53.7 

62.4 

66.0 

67.6 

Finally, the overall route delay spread CDFs are compared in Figure 4.24, and on this 

basis, together with the rms error values shown in Table 4.3, die X-ray [3,0,1] simulation is 

judged to be the best approximation to the measured values. 
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FIGURE 4.24 Distributions of average measured, X-/?ay and H/ICS™ ray tracing delay 
spreads for route nv 

4.1.10.4 Convergence of X-/?ay Simulations on Route m - Power 

Parameter combinations of [3,0,0], [3,1,0], and [3,0,2] were used in X-Ray simula

tions for route m, with results depicted in Figure 4.26. All of route m is LOS, and agreement 

between the power sunulations with different parameter combinations is better than 1 dB over 

die first half of die route, and widiin ±4 dB over die remainder of die route. At position 42 

mefres, a power peak occurs as die receiver passes close to die fransmitter. 
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FIGURE 4.25 The location of route m 
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FIGURE 4.26 X-Ray simulated receiver power for route m 

4.1.10.5 X-Ray Simulations on Route m - Delay Spread 

This route is all LOS, and passes close to the fransmitter at the 43 mefre point. 
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FIGURE 4.27 X-Ray and measured rms delay spread for route m 

The X-Ray simulation with 3 reflections and one diffraction [3,0,1] fracks measured 

values, except for the section of route just after the fransmitter (46 to 62 metres), and the sec

tion around 80 mefres where the average measured delay spread peaks to 77 ns (Figure 4.27). 

80 -J measured 
EDX MCS™ [4,1,1] 

error bansf are 
±1 standard deviation 

0 20 40 60 

distance along route (metres) 

FIGURE 4,28 MCS™ and measured rms delay spread for route m 

Figure 4.28 above, shows little apparent agreement between MCS^M and measured 

delay spread values. 

Table 4.4 gives die rms error (defined in EQ4.1) based on all measured values. On 

diis test, die best result is produced by X-Ray with die [3,0,1] configuration, widi an rms error 

of 18.4 ns. The average of all measured delay spreads for die entire route is 17.9 ns, and in 

comparison to diis, die rms error values for all ray fracing attempts are large. The rms error 
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value for X-Ray [3,0,1] is 103% ofthe whole route average measured delay spread. 

TABLE 4.4 rms error values for route m 

Ray tracing 
simulation 

X-Ray [3,0,1] 

X-Ray [3,2,0] 

X-Ray [3,0,0] 

MC5^[4,l,l] 

rms error 
(ns) 

18.4 

20.0 

21.6 

30.1 

It is also noticeable that ray fracing residts produced by MCS™ differ dramatically 

from those produced by the different configurations of X-Ray. 

The CDFs of delay spreads over the whole route have been plotted in Figure 4.35. 
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FIGURE 4.29 Distributions of average measured, X-Ray and MCS™ delay spreads over 
route m. 

4.2 Multipath Propagation Between Floors 

4.2.1 Introduction 

For diis section, die fransmitter was sittiated on die top floor (Level 7) of die Engi

neering Faculty D Block buildmg, located m a large lecttire room, one mefre inside a row of 

east facmg outside wmdows witii a view to adjacent campus buildings. Propagation between 

floors in D Block via reflected padis from otiier campus buildings was dius a possibdity. A 

plan of die campus is shown in Figure 4.18, and a plan of Level 7 Building D, indicating die 
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new fransmitter location and the receiver route is shown in Figure 4.30. 

Lower floors of the building (Levels 5, 4 and 3) have the same corridor plan, and 

measurement locations on these levels were confined to the cenfral corridor. The fransmitter 

remained m the same position on Level 7 for all measurements on lower floors. An open 

doorway cormected the lecture room housing the fransmitter with the centtal corridor. 

Measured PDPs were processed to identify the individual rays, widiin the resolution 

of the sounder (see programs RAYS, RAYSORT and RAYBIN in Appendix D). The distribu

tion of rms delay spreads was found to be quite different for the fransmitter floor, compared 

with the lower floors, where delay spreads were up to 8 times as large. On the lower floors, 

typically a number of rays arrived ahead ofthe sfrongest ray. 

Disfributions of the number of rays per PDP for different thresholds are given for 

each floor. The average total number of resolvable rays per PDP was found to be proportional 

to the threshold, and this held for all floors, although the constant of proportionality varied, 

with up to 2.5 times as many rays per PDP on the lower floors, compared with Level 7. 

The distribution of rays in time and amplitude bins is also shown for each floor. 

LEVEL? Building D 
Receiver Route along Indoor Corridors 

end ,LJ 
transmitter 

windows windows 

door 

start*-• 
-rdr- -JJr- -4Jr-

u 
L7PLANW.PRE 

• receiver route 
TT IT -̂ T-

~L 
10 metres 

FIGURE 4.30 Level 7 route, showing transmitter location near windows 

Figure 4.31 gives the cumulative distribution of delay spreads on Level 7, for the two 

different ttansmitter locations; tiie window location used for tiiis section, and die lift lobby 

location used for the ray fracing validation measurements in tiie previous section. The disfri

butions are very sunilar apart from the high delay spread tail, where die lift lobby location 

gives higher values. 
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FIGURE 4.31 Delay spread CDFs for different transmitter locations - Level 7 

Cumulative distributions of delay spread for the four different floors are shown in 

Figure 4.32. Curves for die lower floors. Levels 3, 4, and 5 are broadly similar, and exhibit 

much higher values of delay spread (approximately 8 tunes as high), than for Level 7, the 

floor where the fransmitter is located. 

TABLE 4.5 Delay spread on different floors, with transmitter on Level 7 

rms delay spread (ns) 

median 
< 95% 

Level 7 

24 
135 

Levels 

260 
430 

Level 4 

210 
440 

Level 3 

180 
290 

The worst case on Level 5 has a delay spread of 475 ns, and the PDP for this delay 

spread shows a 0 dB path delayed by 1 p,s. A 1 |.is delay requfres a return path length differ

ence of 300 mefre, corresponding to a reflection from an extemal object at 150 mefre. Such 

paths have already been discussed in Section 4.1.9.3. For comparison, measurements in three 

different high rise buildmgs are discussed in Ref[4.22], with overall median delay spreads in 

die range 70 to 90 nS, and maxunum rms delay spreads of 440,507 and 1470 ns. In all cases 

these maximums also occurred when the fransmitter and receiver were on different floors. 
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FIGURE 4.32 Delay spread CDFs for different floors of building 

4.2.2 Delay Spread Versus Path Loss 

Figures 4.33 and 4.34 plot the logarithm of delay spread versus path loss factor for 

Levels 7 and 5. The path loss factor is the attenuation required in series with a back-to-back 

cable cormection between die fransmitter output and receiver input to achieve the same 

sfrongest-path power at the receiver output. Hence it is related to path loss, but does not 

include allowance for antenna gains. 

A general frend for delay spread to increase with path loss factor is evident, but is 

weakly correlated. 

rms Delay Spread vs. Path Loss 
Level 7 Building D 
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FIGURE 4.33 Delay spread versus path loss factor - Level 7 with transmitter on the 
same floor 
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For Level 7, where the fransmitter and receiver were on the same floor (median delay 

spread 24 ns), the linear regression correlation factor between the common logarithm of 

delay spread and dB padi loss factor is a low 0.3 (Figure 4.33). 

Level 5, two floors below the fransmitter, and a much more dispersive environment 

(median delay spread 260 ns) gives a correlation coefficient of 0.47. The plot (Figure 4.34) 

features a cluster of points with low delay spread from 10 to 30 ns, and path loss factors 

between -95 dB and -110 dB, and a high delay spread cluster (200 to 500 ns) at higher padi 

loss factors, between -105 dB and -130 dB. The low delay spread cluster are likely to repre

sent rays fravelling dirough floors or via stair wells within the buildmg, while die high delay 

spread cluster represent scatterers outside the buildmg. 

rms Delay Spread vs. Path Loss 
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FIGURE 4.34 Delay spread versus path loss factor - Level 5 with transmitter two floors 
above 
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4.2.3 Average Delay versus Delay Spread 
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FIGURE 4.35 Average delay versus delay spread - Level 7 

Average delay and delay spread tend to be related {Ref[4.23]}. For the same floor. 

Level 7 (Figure 4.35), a linear regression with a correlation coefficient of 0.7 has the equa

tion: 

D - 14+0.72 ds nanoseconds avg rms (EQ 4.2) 

where D^^is the average excess delay and ds^j^ is the rms delay spread 

For the more dispersive Level 5, two floors below the fransmitter, average delay is 

not even approximately linearly related to delay spread. The linear regression line on Figure 

4.36 has a low correlation coefficient of 0.32. 
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FIGURE 4.36 Relation between average delay and delay spread - Level 5 

However, the cluster of points near the origm (Figure 4.36) does follow a linear frend, 

with a correlation coefficient of 0.71, given by the equation: 

Davg ~ 1 -7 + 1 03 ds^^^ nanoseconds (EQ 4.3) 

These rays are likely to be short path through-floor or stairwell rays, as discussed ear

lier. 
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What sort of PDP results in an average delay several times greater than the delay 

spread, such as shown in Figure 4.36? The following example provides one answer. 

Test power delay profile No.3 
OdB 

0 100 200 300 400 500 GOO 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 

Sairple lumber (2ns per sample) 

(a) 

& 
a 

Test power delay profile Ho A 
OdB 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 

Sample numbei (2ns per sample) 

(b) 

FIGURE 4.37 Illustrating a PDP witii high Dgyg/ds^^s ratio 

For the calculation of average delay, the first above-threshold ray (threshold = -15dB) 

is taken as the zero tune origin. In Figure 4.37(a), the -14dB ray at sample 1 becomes the time 

reference, and the average delay value is high because of die powerful cluster of rays between 

samples 500 and 800. However die early -14dB ray does not have much influence on the 

delay spread, because of the concenfration of sfrong rays around sample 500. The average 

delay is 1106 ns, and the rms delay spread is 317 ns, a ratio of 3.49. Figure 4.37(b) is tiie same 

as (a) except for the disappearance of die early -14dB ray; now the -6dB ray at sample 400 

becomes the time origin for the average delay calculation, which reduces markedly, to 348 ns. 

The delay spread falls a little, to 280 ns, giving a ratio of 1.24. 

A characteristic of propagation to Level 5 is the presence of a number of rays preced

mg die sfrongest ray, givuig PDPs of die type typified by Figure 4.37(a). Propagation on 

Level 7 (the same floor as the fransmitter) or in typical outdoor sittiations, gives PDPs more 

like Figure 4.37(b), where die first arriving ray is generally also die sfrongest ray. 

4.2.4 Number of Rays in Each Power Delay Profile 

A path or ray is defined as any sample in tiie profile with two prior monotonically 

increasmg samples, and two monotonically decreasmg samples followmg. The total number 

of padis (widiin die 10ns time resolution ofthe channel sounder) between -l^is and +5 us, 

including the sfrongest patii, are counted for tiueshold levels of -5, -10, -15, -25 and -30dB, 

and plotted as cumulative distributions in Figure 4.38 for Levels 7, 5, 4, and 3. If die noise 

floor for a particular PDP is higher tiian tiie dureshold level chosen, tiien only rays above die 

noise floor have been counted. Median and maximum numbers of rays are tabulated m Table 

4.6. 

A simdar approach to tiiis has been applied to outdoor propagation in Ref[4.24]. 
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FIGURE 4.38 CDF of number of rays in one PDP on Levels 7 ,5 ,4 and 3 

Table 4.6 summarises some statistics for numbers of rays at different thresholds, and 

on diflerent floors. 

TABLE 4.6 Number of rays per PDP 

-5dB median 

-lOdB median 

-15dB median 

-20dB median 

-5dB maximum 

-1 OdB maximum 

-15dB maximum 

-20dB maximum 

Level 7 

2 

3 

5 

7 

7 ^ 

13 

17 

24 

Level 5 

2 

5 

10 

16 

12 

23 

30 

41 

Level 4 

2 

6 

10 

17 

15 

29 

43 

48 

Levels 

2 

6 

15 

20 

9 

22 

36 

43 

Plotting the average total number of above-threshold rays per PDP, as a fimction of 

threshold level, and as a fimction ofthe floor or level in the building, gives Figure 4.39. As 

the threshold is reduced, the number of rays comprising the PDP increases because weaker 

rays are being added to the aggregate. 
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Number of Rays vs. Threshold and Floor 
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FIGURE 4.39 Average total rays per PDP vs. threshold, and building floor 

Figure 4.39 suggests that for the higher thresholds (-5dB, -lOdB, etc.) the average 

total number of rays per impulse response is proportional to the dB threshold value. Replot

ting the data in Figure 4.40 shows this more clearly: . 

-5 -10 -15 -20 

threshold (dB) 

25 

FIGURE 4.40 Approximations to average total rays per PDP 

With OdB threshold, one ray (die OdB ray) will always be present. Level 7 shows a 

close approximation to a hnear relationship, and with lower floors the relationship is approx

imately hnear down to du-esholds in die -15dB to -20dB area, but witii a steeper slope. The 

Imear approximation for Level 5 is accurate to within 1.4dB down to -20dB threshold, and 

Level 3 is witiiin 1. IdB down to -20dB. The Level 4 approximation is a close fit to - l5dB, but 

departs by 3.3dB at -20dB. 
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When searching for rays in the PDP, a noise threshold is applied, based on an esti

mate ofthe actual noise in the profile, plus a safety factor margin. Rays with power values 

below the noise threshold are not counted, which places an upper lunit on the total number of 

valid rays in a particular PDP, reached when the threshold falls to the noise floor. As the 

threshold hits the noise floor for an increasmg number of PDPs, the mean total number of rays 

per PDP will tend to a saturation value; this is the cause ofthe curves in Figure 4.40 tending 

to flatten out at high numbers of rays. The effect is more pronounced for building levels 

below the transmitter, where the signal level is weaker, raising the relative noise floor. 

Proportionality between mean total number of rays and threshold implies that the 

PDP shape is a falling exponential in terms of linear power, or linear in terms of dB power, 

and that the average number of rays per unit excess delay is constant. 
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FIGURE 4.41 Exponential power delay profile 

Figure 4.41 shows a continuous PDP, made up of a conglomerate of uniformly tune-

spaced rays, and widi a power profile that increases, then decreases, exponentially. The slope 

for die rising part ofthe curve is a,j^dB/ns (a positive quantity), while the slope for the fall

ing portion is ap^g dB/ns (a negative quantity). T^j^has a negative value. 

If the ray density is r rays/ns before the peak, and p rays/ns after the peak, for a 

threshold of -JFdB (where Wis positive): 

total number of rays = -rT +pT (EQ 4.4) 

but T 
neg 

W 

neg 

and 7 , = 
pos 

w 
pos 

hence total number of rays = fF f - ^ + - ^ J (EQ 4.5) 

showmg that die total number of rays is proportional to W, tiie dB tiu-eshold. 
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4.2.5 Number of Paths Sorted Into Power and Time Bins 

Each ray found is sorted into a time and power bin. Each time bin is 200 ns wide, with 

four time bins preceding the sttongest ray (the time reference), and six time bins following the 

strongest ray. Note tiiat the strongest ray (0 ns, OdB), to which the PDP is normalized, is 

excluded fi-om the count. All other rays within the section of the PDP between -400 ns and 

+1200 ns (relative to the OdB ray), are included. 

Because the time bins are much larger dian the resolution ofthe sounder, it is possi

ble for more than one ray to be sorted into each bin. Each time bin is subdivided into four 

5dB wide power bands; 0 to > -5 dB, < -5 dB to > -10 dB, etc. down to -20 dB. This gives a 

total of 40 bins, and each ray can only be counted in one bin. 

Histograms ofthe average number of rays or paths per PDP m each bin are shown in 

Figure 4.42. Significant numbers of rays arrive ahead ofthe sttongest path, especially on the 

lower floors, because of attenuated wall and floor ttansmission rays arriving ahead of sttonger 

rays from outdoor reflectors or diffractors. In outdoor propagation measurements, it is 

unusual to see much activity prior to the sttongest path. 
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time bin (us) 
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FIGURE 4.42 Average number of rays per PDP sorted by power and delay 
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4.3 Conclusions 

The ray ttacing model X-Ray was tested over an indoor route, and two outdoor court

yard routes, usmg different combmations of numbers of reflections, wall fransmissions and 

diffractions. Testing with all combinations of these parameters was not possible because of 

software limitations. For the mdoor route, fourteen different combinations were used, while 

only three combinations were used for each outdoor route. Over LOS sections ofthe routes, 

smiulated receiver power values converged well, to witiiin several dB, irrespective of die 

parameter combmation used. Over NLOS sections of routes, simulated receiver power varied 

by large amounts, typically 20 to 30 dB, but much greater at some pomts. Signals did not 

reach into the end section ofthe indoor route (BB, Figure 4.3) which is around two 90° cor

ners from the ttansmitter, unless 2 diffractions, or 4 wall fransmissions were mcluded. 

Measured delay spreads were compared withX-Ray and MCS^ (vl .0) simulated val

ues, using an rms error measure, and using plots of cumulative distributions. Measurements 

indoors revealed scattering originating outside the building, giving high values of delay 

spread. Ray fracing sunulations were confined by the building plan to intemal scattering. By 

applying a range limit to the measured signals, good agreement with X-Ray was obtained pro

vided that 2 diffractions and 2 or 3 reflections were used. 

Delay spreads on the outdoor LOS route m agreed reasonably well with the X-Ray 

model using 1 diffraction and 3 reflections. MCS^^ performed poorly, although the problem 

of not being able to define a threshold window makes comparisons using MCS^^ almost 

meaningless. 

Most of the outdoor route nv was NLOS. Over the last 65% of the route, delay 

spreads agreed well with X-Ray using 3 reflections and 1 diffraction. The initial portion ofthe 

route gave measured delay spreads consistently much higher than simulated ray tracing val

ues. The area contained complex structures which could not be included in the ray ttacing 

plan, and this combined with intervening trees and foliage provides a possible reason for the 

discrepancy. 

TABLE 4.7 Comparison between measured and ray tracing delay spreads 

route 

indoor 

outdoor nv 

outdoor m 

average of all measured 
delay spreads 

24 ns 

101ns 

18 ns 

X-Ray 
rms error 

8.5 ns 

53.7 ns 

18.4 ns 

MCS™ 
rms error 

13.2 ns 

62.4 ns 

30.1 ns 

For best results, it has been found that ray ttacing models must utilise 2 to 3 reflec

tions, and 1 or 2 onward -propagating orders of diffraction. If ray fracing models are applied 

indoors, the database plan should extend well beyond the building, to include extemal scatter

ers. 
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In view ofthe uncertainty in the estimates used for building material electrical prop

erties, simplifications and omissions made with ray tracing plans, and the 2D limitation ofthe 

ray fracing software, it is perhaps surprising that ray fracing simulations can produce usefiil 

estimates of delay spreads. 

Propagation measurements between floors of a muhi-floor building show a marked 

increase (approximately eight-fold) in delay spread values on floors other than the fransmitter 

floor. On other floors there is also an increase in the number of rays, and a tendency for atten

uated rays to arrive ahead ofthe strongest ray. The early attenuated rays are posttilated to be 

fairly direct internal rays arriving through floors or via stairwells, while the strongest ray 

arrives via reflection or diffraction external to the building. 

The number of rays in a PDP was found to be proportional to the threshold used, 

implymg that on average the PDP is exponential with a uniform number of rays per unit 

excess delay. 
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Chapter 5: Outdoor Measurements 

5. INTRODUCTION 

An outdoor wideband muhipath propagation measurement program 

at l.89GHz under Australian conditions was the major motivation and objec

tive ofthe original proposal for this thesis project. At that stage (1992) no 

other Australian wideband outdoor propagation data had been published, and 

this is still beheved to be the case at the completion of the research (June 

2000). 

Initial results of measurements covered in this chapter were pre

sented at the IEEE 44th. International Vehicular Technology Conference 

VTC'94, Stockholm, Sweden, in June 1994 {Ref[5.1]}, and a complete sum

mary was presented at the lEE 10th. International Conference on Antennas 

and Propagation ICAP'97, Edinburgh, UK, in Aprd 1997 {RefI5.2]}. The 

concept of Propagation Signatures infroduced in this chapter will be pre

sented at the lOth. Virginia Tech Symposium on Wireless Personal Commu

nications, Blacksburg Virginia, USA, in June 2000 {Ref]^5.3]}. 

Following on from the work on indoor measurements presented in 

Chapter 4, this chapter describes outdoor wideband propagation measure

ments at 1890 MHz undertaken in the Ausfralian capital cities of Adelaide, 

Melboume, Canberra and Sydney. Variuos environments within these cities 

were measured, and both high and low transmitter anterma positions have 

been used. The portability feature ofthe backpack channel sounder receiver 

has been exploited to gain access to shopping arcades and narrow pedesfrian 

lanes in Melboume, where vehicles are prohibited, and frolley mounted test 

equipment would be too unwieldy. 

The channel sounder has been used in the outdoor resolution mode, 

with a chip rate of 25 MHz, and bandwidth of 50 MHz, giving a resolution of 

40 ns, equivalent to a path length difference of 12 mefres. Onmidhectional 

vertically polarised antennas were used, in most cases with a discone as the 

transmitting antenna and a halfwave antenna for the receiver {see Appendix 

C: Antennas}. 

The receiver was carried either m a car, or on foot m backpack mode. 

During each measurement, the receiver was stationary. At most measurement 

locations, several measurements were obtained, with small random changes 

(of a few wavelengths) in position between each measurement. 
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Detailed maps and tables showing all measurement locations may be 

found in Appendix E: Measurement Locations. 

Multipath effects can be summarised in a number of different ways, 

as discussed and defined in Chapter 2. The parameters used in this chapter 

are the rms delay spread, mean delay, the maximum delay or I5dB delay 

window, and the Kfactor. 

Noise and low level spurious signals distort the calculation of time 

dispersion parameters {see Chapter 2, section 2.8}, and to avoid this an arbi-

frary amplitude threshold is applied, where all samples less than the threshold 

are set to zero. The threshold chosen is -15 dB relative to the sfrongest ray. 

Probability distributions for the rms delay spread, the average delay, 

the 15dB delay window, and K factor, are presented. Median rms delay 

spread values rangmg from 52 to 1200 ns have been found. 

A novel graphic summary ofthe distribution of multipath rays over 

power and excess delay bins, termed the Propagation Signature, is infro

duced in this chapter. This shows a vivid pictorial fingerprint or signature of 

the multipath propagation excess delay statistics for a particular environment. 

5.1 Adelaide 

Adelaide has a population of over one million, and is the capital ofthe state of South 

Ausfralia. It is situated on the flat alluvial plains ofthe Torrens River, with the Adelaide Hills 

to the east. 

Measurements were performed in the downtown city area, which consists of a rectan

gular grid of wide free-lmed sfreets with medium to high buildmgs, and also in North Adelaide, 

a suburban area with predommantly single storey buddings. North Adelaide measurements 

were centred on the six storey Hotel Adelaide. 

One set of tests at the Hotel Adelaide was done with the fransmitter anterma protmding 

from a first floor window facing south. Although this would function as a low antenna from 

the viewpoint of a receiver to the north ofthe hotel, the aspect across the Torrens valley to the 

south and the downtown area was quite elevated, so this case has been classed as a high an

tenna. Measurements were also done with the fransmitter on the flat roof of the hotel, six sto

reys up, with unobstmcted views m all directions and clearly falling into the high antenna 

category. In the city cenfre, the fransmitter was set up in Victoria Square, with the antenna on 

a 5 mefre tripod mast, amongst taller frees. Victoria Square is a large free covered garden 

square at the intersection of King William Sfreet mnning north-south, and Wakefield Sfreet 

mrming east-west. Measurements were confined to the vicinity of these two streets. Apart 
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from obsti^ction by frees, line of sight conditions existed in the north-soudi dttection, but not 

in the east-west direction, because the fransmitter was in the north section ofthe Square and 

offset from Wakefield Sfreet. 

FIGURE 5.1 Victoria Square transmitter site 

5.1.1 Hotel Adelaide, First Floor 

Measurements were made between the Torrens River and the Hotel Adelaide, with the 

fransmitter antenna protruding from a first floor window on the south side ofthe budding. Ad

ditional measurement positions were located in the downtown city area, using the same frans

mitter site. 

5.1.2 Hotel Adelaide, Sixth Floor Roof 

The roof of the hotel is flat, apart from a small services structure in the cenfral part, 

and a low parapet around the edge. Cellular base station antennas, and other pomt-to-point mi

crowave antennas are located on the roof Hotel Adelaide is the highest building in the vicinity, 

with a commanding outlook over the flat terrain, and over buildings of one to three floors, to 

the northern sector. To the south, the ground falls away to the Torrens Lake, then rises to die 

northern edge ofthe downtown city business area. 

5.1.3 Adelaide - Victoria Square 

Measurements extended along King Wdliam Sfreet, both north and south of Victoria 
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Square, and east of the Square along Wakefield Sfreet. The fransmitter antenna was on a 5 

mefre mast amongst taller frees, m Victoria Square (Figm-e 5.1}. 

5.1.4 Adelaide - Results 

5.1.4.1 rms Delay Spread 
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FIGURE 5.2 Adelaide - CDFs of rms delay spread 

Cumulative disfributions fimctions (CDFs) of rms delay spread are shown in 

Figure 5.2. Whilst die Victoria Square site gives die highest median value, die first floor frans

mitter location exhibits a smaU group of measurements witii high value delay spreads. 

5.1.4.2 Average Delay 
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5.1.4.3 15dB Delay Window 

The 15dB delay wmdow was infroduced in Chapter 2 as a measure of time dispersion, 

and is the time between the first and last rays in the power delay profile (PDP) which are great

er than or equal to -15dB. This is simdar to the lOdB power window. 
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5.1.4.4 KFactor 
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5.2 Melboume 

Melbourne is the caphal ofthe state of Victoria, and with a population of over three 

million is the second largest city in Ausfralia. The city cenfre is laid out with wide boulevards 

on a square quarter mile grid, with a "little" street midway along each block. Narrow lanes and 

a number of mdoor arcades fiirther subdivide the grid. Buildings are a mix ofthe old, only a 

few floors high and constructed of masonry and brick, and the recent, towering to over fifty 

storeys, and built of steel and concrete and glass. Measurements in central Melboume were 

done in the downtown city area, in pedesfrian malls, lanes, and indoor arcades, using the port

ability offered by the backpack sounder. Further measurements were done three kilomefres 

from the cenfre, in North Fitzroy, an iimer suburban area with 19th. century residential terrace 

housing comprising a mix of one and two storey dwellings. 

In the city cenfre, soundings were done in the Bourke Street Mall area, and in two hi

door sfreet level shopping arcades, each about one hundred and twenty mefres long. For the 

arcade measurements, the fransmitter was in a car boot with the car at a kerbside parking meter, 

approximately one hundred and fifty metres to the side ofthe arcade enfrances. The fransmitter 

antenna was mounted on a towbar mast, three metres above ground level. The car mounted 

fransmitter, m a different location, was also used for Bourke Sfreet measurements. A university 

building in Flinders Sfreet was used for the third set of city measurements, with the fransmitter 

on a 13th. floor balcony. While this was above many ofthe rooftops of older buildings, it was 

still well below many nearby high buildings. The concrete canyons of small sfreets and lanes 

below were all non-lme of sight, but with scope for rooftop diffraction. 

In North Fitzroy, a two storey terrace house located in Delbridge Sfreet near the top 

of a slight hill, was used as a base station site. One series of soundings was done with the frans

mitter antenna on the upper floor front balcony, while a 3 metre mast on the rooftop was used 

for the second run. The rooftop anteima had a clear view over all nearby roofs, while the bal

cony location was below the prevailing roof lines. 

The receiver was carried in a car, with a halfwave roof-mounted antenna. The car was 

stationary for each measurement, and at each position several power delay profiles separated 

by a few wavelengths were logged. Measurements m the other cities were all car based. 

5.2.1 Melboume - Bourke Street Mall, and Flinders Street 

The receiver was carried as a backpack, and all measurements were obtained on foot

paths, or in narrow laneways with no vehicle access, and in building recesses. 

5.2.2 Melboume - City Arcades 

Using the receiver m the backpack configuration allowed access to two typical city 
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shopping arcades, consistmg of indoor ground floor shops. The arcades have large open en

frances to Bourke Sfreet, and extend for the length of half a city block. 

5.2.3 Melboume - Delbridge Street Balcony 

The antenna projected from a residential balcony at first floor level, below the sur

rounding roof lines (Figure 5.6). The receiver was carried in a car, widi the halfivave antenna 

about 300 mm. above the vehicle roof 

FIGURE 5.6 Antenna on Delbridge St-eet balcony, looking north east 

5.2.4 Melboume-Delbridge Street Roof 

The antenna was mounted on a 3 mefre mast, on the roof of a two storey residential 

building, placmg the antenna above die surrounding roof line. Three and a half kilomefres to 

tiie south, high city office buildings were visible (Figure 5.7). 

FIGURE 5.7 Roof antenna at Delbridge Street 
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5.2.5 Melboume - Results 

5. 2.5.1 rms Delay Spread 
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FIGURE 5.8 Melbourne - CDFs of rms delay spread 

5. 2.5.2 Average Delay 
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5.2.5.3 15dB Delay Window 
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High antenna positions produce high 15dB delay window values for a small percent

age ofthe PDPs, up to 9.9 ps for the Delbridge Sfreet roof fransmitter site, and 17.6 fAS for the 

Flinders Sfreet thirteenth floor site (Figiue 5.10) 
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FIGURE 5.11 Melbourne 15dB delay window with detail at lower delays 

The distributions for diese sites indicate longer delays at all probability levels greater 

than 50%, compared witii the low antenna measifrements. More detail at lower delays is shown 

in Figure 5.11, where the time axis is expanded. City arcades show die lowest delays at prob-
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abilities over 30%, and also exhibit tiie lowest delay spreads of all die Melboume measure

ments. The majority of city arcade PDPs show a 15dB delay wmdow between 200ns to 300ns, 

corresponding to excess patii lengtiis between 66 and 100 mefres, which is of die same order 

as the size ofthe arcades. 

5. 2.5.4 K Factor 
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FIGURE 5.12 Melbourne - CDFs of K factor 

5.3 Canberra 

Canberra, serving as the Ausfrahan capital since being established in 1927, is the 

smallest ofthe cities in this study, with a population of about one quarter of a million. The city 

cenfre has wide free-lined sfreets with low rise buildings. Measurements were performed in 

the city cenfre, using a 5 mefre mast on a small hill (City Hdl) at the edge ofthe area surveyed. 

A suburban low rise uidusfrial estate (Dundas Court), and a hilly suburban residential 

area (O'Connor) were also measifred. The industrial estate is located on flat ground, ringed 

with hills, and die fransmitter antenna was sited on a 4 mefre mast, on the flat roof of a two 

storey building, overlookmg all the adjacent rooftops. 

Figure 5.13 shows the fransmitter site at City Hill. 
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FIGURE 5.13 City Hill transmitter site 

5.3.1 Canberra - O'Connor Residential Area 

O'Cormor has undulating winding sfreets, predominantly single storey detached hous

ing, and many sfreet and garden frees. The suburb is adjacent to the Black Mountain nature re

serve to the west 

5.3.2 Canberra - Dundas Court 

Dundas Court is within a small light mdustrial and commercial area with a regular grid 

of sfreets, covering an area approximately 500 mefres by 1000 mefres. To the north, across a 

main road, a similar size shopping cenfre and car park is located. These areas are on flat 

ground, in a valley running north-soutii. Surrounding residential estates, and open grassland 

rise up the sides ofthe valley to the west and east. 

The flat roof of a two storey computer company was used as the fransmitter site, witii 

tiie antenna on a 4 mefre mast (Figure 5.14). Other buddings in the indusfrial estate had similar 

roof lines, givmg the antenna a clear view of surrounduig housing areas and die hills beyond. 

Nearby sfreets m the industrial estate were shadowed by buildings. 
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FIGURE 5.14 Roof-top antenna - Dundas Court 

5.3.3 Canberra - Results 

5. 3.3.1 rms Delay Spread 

Cumulative disfributions for the three measurement sites are given in Figure 5.15. 
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5.3.3.2 Average Delay 
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5. 3.3.3 15dB Delay Window 

The 15dB delay window distributions are given m Figure 5.17. 
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5. 3.3.4 K Factor 
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5.4 Sydney 

Sydney measurements were done on the north side of Sydney Harbour at McMahons 

Point, a hilly area suffering sfrong reflections from distant city buildings across the harboiu", 

and in the main city area with the fransmitter looking toward the city from the 23rd. floor of 

the University of Technology Sydney, a prominent high building south ofthe city cenfre. The 

north side ofthe harbour situation in Sydney is unusual. The topography is steep and hilly, even 

inducting sections of cliff, and it is possible to have receiver locations which, although close 

to the fransmitter, are deeply shadowed, but with good visibihty to die high rise city skylme 

across the harbour, giving sfrong rays delayed by 5 |xs to 10 p,s. 
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FIGURE 5.19 View from North Sydney (McMahons Point) across Sydney Harbour to the 
high-rise city. 
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FIGURE 5.20 McMahons Point transmitter site in relation to the city 

view from the transmitter 
south towards the city 

view north from McMahons 
Point towards the transmitter 

FIGURE 5.21 McMahons Point transmitter site, on 4th. floor balcony 

At McMahons Point, the fransmitter antenna projected from the fourth floor balcony 

of an elevated apartment buildmg, with commanding views to the east and the south across wa

ter to the Sychiey Harbour bridge, and the city business cenfre with numerous high rise build

ings. Steep terrain below the fransmitter together with other buddings, heavily shadowed die 
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direct path for close receiver positions near the water edge. In these cases, both fransmitter and 

receiver had clear views across the harbour to high-rise city builchngs, approximately 1 to 1.5 

km. distant, giving sfrong specular reflections with excess delays in the range 5}xs to lOfxs. 

The relatationship of the McMahons Pomt area to the main city business district is 

shown by the map in Figure 5.20. 

5.4.1 Sydney - University of Technology Sydney 

The University of Technology budding is a large multi-storey (approximately 30 

floors) structure which dominates the siurovmdmg area. The Department of Electrical Engi

neering occupies the 23rd. floor, which was used as the fransmitter site for this measurement 

session. The building has sealed windows, so the fransmitter halfwave antenna was situated in 

a vacant office, close to a glass window with a north view towards the cenfral city area. 

5.4.2 Sydney - Results 

5. 4.2.1 rms Delay Spread 
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5.4.2.2 Average Delay 
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5.4.2.3 15dB Delay Window 
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5. 4.2.4 K Factor 
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5.5 High And Low Antennas 

Transmitter anteimas are categorized as "high" or "low", a relative term depending on 

whether the antenna is above or below the prevailmg roof levels in the area. Some cases are 

not clear cut, for example, the buildmg at 300 Flmders Sfreet m Melboume. Although the an

teima was on the 13th. floor and above some roof levels, it was also below odiers. Also because 

ofthe south-facing balcony location part way up the building, the antenna was shadowed to the 

nordi by the building itself In Sydney, the 4th. fl<x)r balcony location at McMahons Point was 

only part way up the budding, but because ofthe very elevated outlook to the south and east 

across die harbour, this has been classed as a "high" antenna (see Figure 5.21). Thus all ofthe 

Sydney measiu-ements have been classed as high antenna cases. 

The 1st. floor antenna in the Hotel Adelaide in North Adelaide has been classed as a 

"high" antenna because to the south it overlooked the Torrens valley and the city. On the other 

hand, for locations close to the hotel, it should probably be classified as a low antenna. The 

Boifrke Sfreet Mall and the Bourke Sfreet Arcade measiuements used a low antenna, approxi

mately 3 mefres above groimd. Victoria Square in cenfral Adelaide is also a low antenna case. 
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5.6 A Novel Graphic Propagation Environment Signature 

5.6.1 The Presentation Problem 

Presentation of the large amount of data collected during propagation measurement 

sessions poses a dilemma. Each environment area may be characterised by hundreds of PDPs, 

which show wide individual variations. While individual PDPs are interesting to examine, 

these scarcely convey the overall statistical picture. Averaging a number of profiles to produce 

an average PDP over an area loses a lot of the available information. Single parameter mea

sures, such as rms delay spread, average delay, delay window and K factor, provide useful 

summaries of signal time dispersion. Distribution plots of these single parameter measures, as 

shown in earlier sections of this chapter, give a valuable quantitative picture ofthe area statis

tics, and the spread and maximum values of these measures. But in addition, there remains a 

need to present a concise picture of muhipath activity. 

5.6.2 The Propagation Signature 

A novel graphic summary ofthe distribution of multipath rays over power and excess 

delay bins is introduced in this section. This gives a vivid pictorial signature or fingerprint of 

the multipath propagation excess delay statistics for a particular environment. Akin to a con

tour map, an example ofthe Propagation Signature is shown below in Figure 5.26(b). 

Ray probability 

0-1.25% 
1.25%-2.5% 
2.5% - 5% 
5%-10% 
10%-20% 
20% - 30% 
30% - 40% 
40% - 50% 
> 50% 

10 

time (us) 

(b) 

FIGURE 5.26 Presentation example - distribution of rays over time and power bins 
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Normalized PDPs are analysed using RAYSORT (see Appendix D: Software Summa

ry). Individual rays are identified, and sorted into both power and excess delay bins. The time 

bins are 0.5^s wide, and range from -4.5^s to +25^s. Power bins are 2dB wide, and extend 

from OdB to -30dB. Thus there are 59 time bins and 15 power bins, giving a matrix of 885 bins. 

Not all PDPs acquired during a measurement campaign have 30dB dynamic range, so to allow 

more of die measured data to be utilised, the power range has been reduced to 24dB(l2 bins 

2dB wide), resulting in 708 bins. Profiles with less than 24dB dynamic range are discarded. 

Other measures calculated in this chapter (rms delay spread, etc.), which used a threshold of 

-l5dB, included some noisier profiles which have been excluded fi-om the signatures. 

Rays from each PDP analysed accumulate in the appropriate bins. Finally, die number 

of rays m each bin is divided by the total number of PDPs, giving the average number of rays 

per PDP in each bin. Prior to identilymg rays and sorting these into bins, each PDP had been 

normalised to the strongest ray, which furnished the origin for power (OdB) and excess delay 

time (0 p,s). Of course, the strongest ray may not be the first to arrive, so the normalisation 

scheme can resuh in rays with negative excess delays. Remember that the time scale is relative 

to the strongest ray, not the direct path. By definition, the [0 to 0.5 ^s, 0 to -2dB] bin will have 

an average number of rays/bin of >1. The average number of rays/bin can be interpreted as the 

probability of a ray occurring in that particular bin. If the 'probability' exceeds 1, this simply 

implies more than I ray/bm on average. Even though the channel sounder allows up to twelve 

resolvable rays per 0.5 î s time bin, apart from the origin bin, cases of more than one ray/bin 

on average have seldom been found. 

A 3D mesh plot of ray probability (z axis) versus the power, time bin mafrix (xy axes) 

is generated, with z ranges depicted with a diffused colour band legend. The graph plotting 

software performs linear interpolations between bins, and colour diffusion effectively provides 

fiirther interpolation. Data for power bin [0 to -2dB] is labeled "OdB" etc., with the final [-22 

to -24dB] bin labeled "-22dB". 

A conventional view ofthe resulting mesh plot is shown in Figure 5.26(a). Notice the 

origin bin ray with value z=l (this is clipped to I). The conventional oblique 3D view always 

obscures part of the plot, no matter which viewing angles are chosen. However, viewing the 

plot from vertically above, with "perspective" turned off, results in the contour map style pre

sentation shown in Figure 5.26(b). Colour banding is assigned on a non-linear scale, to show 

more detail for low ray probabilities. The result is a distinctive, informative and aesthetically 

pleasing signature ofthe propagation environment. 

In the following figures, all the outdoor measurements previously described in this 

chapter are re-presented in Propagation Signature form. 
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FIGURE 5.27 Adelaide propagation signatures 

Adelaide signatures are shown in Figure 5.27. From the Adelaide Hotel fransmitter lo

cations, tall city buildings are from 1.4 km to 3.5 km (4.5 ;j.s to 11.5 ju,s) to the south. With the 

antenna on the roof, measurements were made to the north ofthe hotel, moving away from the 

city, and also in the city itself The strong direct path predominates, with no powerful paths at 

large excess delays. Some activity occurs at 3 |i,s, -lOdB, some at 8 ^s, at -16 to -22dB, at 19 

|is, and at -12 to -24dB. All these excess delays may be explained by reflections from tall city 

buildings. 

Locating the transmitter antenna protruding from a 1st floor window on the south (city 
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facing) side ofthe hotel, and with the receiver moving through the Torrens valley and into the 

city area, gives strong multipath activity at excess delays of 2.5 p,s, 4 p.s, and 10 to 12 p.s. The 

long excess delays range between -2 to -24dB, and could occur with the receiver in the Torrens 

valley via a reflection from the north edge ofthe city. Some paths at -4.5 jus are also present. 

The final measurement location, with a low transmitter antenna in Victoria Square, is 

notable for negative excess delay paths, some at relatively high power levels, up to OdB. These 

range from -1 p,s to -3.5 p,s, and represent the first arriving ray, showing that the strongest ray 

is arriving by a more indirect path. There is only slight low power activity at excess delays 

greater than 6 p,s 
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FIGURE 5.28 Melboume City propagation signatures 
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Figure 5.28 shows signatures for Melboume city. The city arcade measurements dis

play little time dispersion, similar to indoor environments, which in effect the arcades are. 

Bourke Sfreet Mall measurements, with a very low transmitter antenna, indicate some 

strong paths at up to 1.5 p.s (excess path of 450 metres), and lower power paths at 8 fxs (-l6dB 

to -24dB) and 15.5 p-s (-22dB). Flinders Street measurements, with the transmitter antenna 

high above street level (13th floor) but still below many city rooftops, show time dispersion of 

approximately 5 |xs, with some low power paths up to 10 p,s. 
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FIGURE 5.29 Melboume suburban propagation signatures 

Inner suburban measurements based in Delbridge Sfreet (see Figures E.9 and E.IO, 

Appendix E) gives a signature with little dispersion and no large excess delays with the below-

rooftop low transmitter antenna (balcony). Raising the transmitter antenna above rooftop level 

increases time dispersion markedly (Figure 5.29). Rays are present at 9.5 |J,s (-8dB), equivalent 

to an excess path of 2.9 km, and at 13.5 (xs and 18 ^s. The sfraight line distance from the Del-

bridge Street transmitter to the comer of Lonsdale and Swanston Streets in the city area, is 3.1 

km. For a receiver location in Johnston Street, the excess path to city buildings in Lonsdale 
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Street is 3.3 km, equivalent to 11 |j,s. Excess paths across the whole city may produce excess 

delays over a range of approximately 5 (is to 22 [is. The city skyline (see Figure 5.7) is thus at 

the correct distance to explain rays at long delays in the Delbridge Street roof signature. 
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FIGURE 6.30 Canberra propagation signatures 

Figure 5.30 illustrates signattires resuhing from Canberra measurements. The City Hill 

signafrire shows cases where the first arriving ray is not die sfrongest. Some rays with excess 

delays to 25 ^s are present at powers up to -l6dB, and at -lOdB with excess delay of 22.5 ^s. 

A map ofthe measurement locations is shown in Figure E.l 1, Appendix E. O'Connor (see Fig-
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ure E.l2, Appendix E) is a hilly suburban area. Rays are evident at 5 ^s (-8dB) and 10 ps 

(-20dB) with nothing at longer excess delays, although this signature has been formed from a 

small number of PDPs, and may not be fully representative ofthe area. 

The Dundas Court signafrire represents a valley hemmed by hills, and shows some 

sfrong rays at up to 13 )j,s excess delay. The signature also displays cases where the strongest 

ray is not the earliest arrival. Figure E.13 Appendix E, shows the measurement locations. 
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FIGURE 5.31 Sydney propagation signatures 

The McMahons Point signature comprises measurements clustered around Blues 

Point, shadowed below cliffs from the elevated 4th floor McMahons Point transmitter location 

(see Figures 5.19, 5.21). Because ofthe heavy shadowing, many ofthe reflected paths are as 

strong or stronger than the direct ray. Specular reflectors abound, including the metal Sydney 

Harbour bridge sfructure, Luna Park across Lavender Bay, and high-rise city buildings on the 

south shore ofthe harbour. The signature shows strong rays between 0 and 4.5 [is, with the 

longer delays corresponding to the north end ofthe bridge, about 700 metres distant. There are 

other rays at 8 }xs (-IdB to -6dB), 9.5 [is, 10 p-s, 11 p.s, 12p,s, 13 |a.s, 17.5 jxs and 20 p.s. 
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The excess path correspondmg to the northern edge ofthe high-rise city on the south 

side ofthe harbour is approximately 10 ^is. The south edge ofthe city (University of Technol

ogy Sydney building, just south ofthe downtown city area) could give excess paths ranging up 

to about 26 ^is, so any rays with excess paths in the range 10 |is to 26 ^s may be caused by 

high-rise city buildings. This environment is the most dispersive of any measured in Australia, 

and there is considerable evidence that in many cases, the strongest ray is not the first arrival. 

5.7 Results Summary 

Figure 5.32 illustrates rms delay spread values for all the measurement areas. Median, 

maximum, and the value not exceeded in 90% of locations are plotted. 

Results are summarised in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, which give rms delay spread, and mean 

delay values, not exceeded m 25%, 50% and 90% of cases, and also the maximum values of 

these parameters observed during the tests. The maximum sfraight line separation between 

transmitter and receiver for each transmitter location is listed. 

Any power delay profiles not exhibiting at least 20 dB signal above the noise floor 

were discarded prior to calculation ofthe results presented in this chapter. 
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FIGURE 5.32 Comparison of delay spread statistics 
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TABLE 5.1 Summary of results for high antennas 

CITY 

Melboume 

Adelaide 

Canberra 

Sydney 

LOCATION 

Flinders Sfreet 

Delbridge Sfreet roof 

Hotel Adelaide 1st floor 

Hotel Adelaide roof 

City Hill 

Dundas Court 

McMahons Point 

University of Tech. Sydney 

Largest 
Range 
used 

(metres) 

500 

1200 

2000 

2500 

1500 

1600 

1800 

% probability < value(ns) 

rms delay spread 

25% 

110 

70 

37 

44 

79 

85 

517 

123 

50% 

215 

130 

134 

130 

193 

197 

1260 

430 

90% 

690 

470 

1380 

350 

700 

1250 

2740 

880 

max 

1410 

3600 

4840 

2130 

2770 

4950 

4050 

1450 

mean delay 

25% 

100 

60 

33 

36 

75 

53 

364 

138 

50% 

220 

118 

117 

92 

190 

176 

1880 

380 

90% 

390 

420 

1000 

360 

800 

1200 

4620 

1190 

max 

510 

1540 

4860 

1140 

1520 

3750 

6560 

2110 

TABLE 5.2 Summary of results for low antennas 

CITY 

Melboume 

Adelaide 

Canberra 

LOCATION 

Arcades 

Bourke Sfreet Mall 

Delbridge Sfreet balcony 

Victoria Square 

O'Connor 

Largest 
Range 
used 

(metres) 

300 

800 

650 

1500 

1400 

% probabiHty < value(ns) 

rms delay spread 

25% 

40 

60 

42 

76 

81 

50% 

52 

96 

110 

263 

110 

90% 

100 

180 

300 

920 

350 

max 

120 

480 

580 

1490 

1450 

mean delay 

25% 

62 

75 

33 

54 

58 

50%. 

85 

104 

112 

173 

93 

90% 

160 

280 

270 

980 

390 

max 

210 

1260 

490 

1830 

530 

5.8 Conclusions 

Results presented in this chapter cover the outdoor measurement program in Ausfralia, 

which has constituted a major objective of this thesis research project. 

As no other wideband measurements for Ausfralia have been published to date, an at

tempt will be made in this section to put measured resuhs into context by surveying published 
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overseas measurements. 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarize a range of published overseas results, sorted approxi

mately into order of mcreasing rms delay spread. Table 5.5 explains the abbreviations used in 

the preceding tables. Results from this chapter, highlighted with red outlines, have been insert

ed into the tables in positions according to median delay spread values. 

Several problems arose m this attempt to summarize other published work. Methods 

and equipment used varied widely, and have not always been fully described. In most cases, 

full disfributions of delay spread values were not given. In some cases, only median (50% 

CDF) values have been given; in other cases 90% CDF values were given, or maximum values, 

or a range of values were listed. Because the shape ofthe delay spread distribution is environ

ment-dependent and quite variable (as is evident from disfributions presented in this chapter), 

h is difficuh to do more than very approximately sort measurements which are based on dif

ferent statistics. 

Most ofthe published measurements were made usmg omnidirectional vertically po

larised antennas. However, in some cases, one ofthe antennas (fransmitter or receiver) was di

rectional in the horizontal plane, which would tend to reduce the influence of muhipath effects, 

leading to smaller values of delay spread. Some measurements were also obtained using om

nidirectional antennas with gain in the vertical plane, and a downtihed pattem {Ref[5.9]}. 

The most serious inconsistency in the published results is the variation of threshold 

level used when calculating delay spreads. This topic was covered in detail in Chapter 2 (see 

section 2.8.1, rms Delay Spread Sensitivity to Threshold). In a few cases the threshold is spec

ified relative to the strongest ray {Ref[5.2], Ref[5.10], Ref[5.12], RefI5.25], RefI5.30]}. In 

many other cases, the threshold is related hi some way to the noise floor, making delay spread 

values equipment-dependent. Some authors indeed fail to mention a threshold, infroducing 

even more uncertainty into the question of how delay spreads were calculated. The -15dB 

threshold adopted in this thesis precludes the very high values of maximum delay spread re

ported in some publications. In spite of these problems, the reported measurements have been 

ranked approximately in order of mcreasing delay spread.The Ausfralian measurements reside 

in the cenfre half of the list, displaying neither very small nor very large exfremes of delay 

spread. 

Melboume and Canberra measurements made using a low antenna fit into the second 

quarter ofthe list (median delay spreads between 52 and 118 ns), amongst measurements in 

overseas chies in urban microcells usmg low antennas. The remaining Melbourne and Canber

ra measurements, made with high antennas, and the high antenna Adelaide measurements 

(median delay spreads between 130 and 215 ns) are comparable with urban area high antenna 

measurements from a group of cities including SanFrancisco, Brooklyn, Cleveland, The 

Hague, and Tokyo. Victoria Square Adelaide measurements (median delay spread 263 ns), al

though classified here as a low antenna case, also fit into this area. 

With a median delay spread of 430 ns, Sydney University of Technology results group 
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with other high antenna urban measurements made in cities such as Bristol, Dublin, Cleveland, 

and Ottawa. The most dispersive Australian location, Sydney Harbour (median delay spread 

1.26 jLis) is comparable with results from New York, Aalborg, Birmingham, Vancouver, and 

Swiss chies with adjacent mountains. 

The work presented in this chapter has described an extensive outdoor measurement 

program undertaken in four Australian cities, under a variety of propagation environments. 

Comparing these results with published measurements for a variety of overseas cities and con

ditions, places the Australian results within the middle region of delay spread values. 

A new method of summarizing data to illustrate the time dispersive nature of a propa

gation environment, the Propagation Signature {ref[5.3]}, has been introduced, and applied to 

the Australian measurements. The propagation signature has been used to explain excess delay 

paths in relation to scattering objects in the measurement environment. 

TABLE 5.3 Australian measurements compared with other published results 

Author 

Wepman 
Arovyjolu 
Arowjolu 
Furuno 
Arovyjolu 
Davies 
Davies 
Davies 
Moriyama 
Arowjoiu 
Davies 
Kausche 
Kausche 
IWARTIN 
iVIARTIN 
iVIARTIN 
MARTIN 
Ichitsubo 
Furuno 
Nche 
MARTIN 
MARTIN 
MARTIN 
Devasirvatham 
Blackard 
Feuerstein 
Devasirvatham 
Jorgensen 
Ichitsubo 
Devasirvatham 
Feuerstein 
Van Rees 
MARTIN 
MARTIN 
Ichitsubo 
MARTIN 
Blacl<ard 
MARTIN 
de Week 
Feuerstein 
Sousa 
Davies 
Jorgensen 
Salous 
Seidel 

Ref 

5.25 
5.24 
5.24 
5.20 
5.24 
5.19 
5.19 
5.19 
5.17 
5.24 
5.19 
5.21 
5.22 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.31 
5.20 
5.27 
5.2 
5.2 
5.2 
5.16 
5.15 
5.29 
5.16 
5.30 
5.31 
5.7 
5.29 
5.6 
5.2 
5.2 
5.31 
5.2 
515 
5 ? 
5 9 
5.29 
5.28 
5.19 
5.30 
5.32 
5.13 

Freq 
MHz 

1850 
1800 
1800 
2600 
1800 
1870 
1870 
1870 
2600 
1800 
1870 
1800 
1800 
1890 
1890 
1890 
1890 
2598 
2600 
1800 
1890 
1890 
1890 

850 
1900 
1900 
1900 
1900 
2598 

850 
1900 

910 
1890 
1890 
2598 
1890 
1900 
1890 
1050 
1900 

910 
1870 
1900 
1808 

942 

Ant 
(m) 

8.7 
5 
7 

low 
7 

lov^ 
lov/ 
low 

9 
5 

high 
6 
6 

low 
low 
low 
low 

7 
low 
20 

high 
high 
high 

6 
3.7 
3.7 

6 
ns 
7 
9 

8.5 
50 

high 
high 

30 
high 
13,3 
low 
210 
13.3 
high 
high 

ns 
ns 

var 

W 
dB 

-20 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

NF+ 
NF+ 
NF+ 

ns 
ns 

NF+ 
ns 
ns 

-15 
-15 
-15 
-15 
ns 
ns 
ns 

-IS 
-15 
-15 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

-14 
ns 
ns 
ns 

fixed 
-15 
-15 
ns 

-15 
ns 

-15 
NF+6 

ns 
var 

NF+ 
-14 
ns 

var 

rms delay spread 
60% 
(ns) 

20 
21 
22 

29 

36 
36 

51 
51 
52 
96 
110 
110 
118 

120 

i'ib 
130 
134 
135 
137 
137 
140 
160 
160 
175 
177 
190 
193 
197 
200 
215 
258 
263 

276 
310 

350 
353 
400 

90% 
(ns) 

90 
110 
120 

210 

100 
180 
350 
300 
160 

470 
350 
1360 

240 

700 
1250 
330 
690 

920 
800 

1000 

max 
(ns) 

2000 
219 
224 
200 
276 

190 
94 

216 
216 
120 
480 
1450 
580 

300 
700 
3600 
2130 
4840 
243 
1012 
1012 
233 

640 
732 
900 

2770 
4950 

1410 
1859 
1490 

1860 
6300 

1120 
19000 

City 

Denver 
Liverpool 
Liverpool 

Liverpool 
Bristol 
Bristol 
Bristol 
Mushashino 
Liverpool 
Bristol 
Munster 
Munster 
Melbourne 
Melbourne 
Canberra 
Mefboume 
Yokosuka 

Liverpool 
Melbourne 
Adelaide 
Adelaide 
Brooklyn 
SanFrancisco 
SanFrancisco 
Brooklyn 
Cleveland 
Tokyo 
Red Bank 
SanFrancisco 
The Hague 
Canberra 
Canberra 
Tokyo 
Melbourne 
SanFrancisco 
Adelaide 
Lucerne 
SanFrancisco 
Toronto 
Bristol 
Cleveland 
Dublin 
4 cities 

Environment 

flat niral cell 
LOS microcell dense urban 
LOS microcell dense urban 
NLOS rectilinear streets 
NLOS microcell dense urban 
chemistry quadrangle microcell 
Woodland Rd. microcell 
Tyndall Av. microcell 
dense residential 2 storey 
NLOS microcell dense urban 
suburban residential 
LOS, micrDcell urban, 3-5 storey buildings 
LOS, microcell urban, 3-5 storey buildings 
inside city arcades 
Bouri^e St. Mall, urt)an highrise 
O'Connor suburban, hilly 
Delbridge St. balcony, urban/suburban 
LOS street microcell residential 
LOS rectilinear streets 
urban miaocell, 9 storey buildings 
Delbridge St. roof, suburban, distant skyscrapers 
Hotel Adelaide roof, urban highrise skyline 
Hotel Adelaide Istfloor, urban highrise skylirie 
urban microcell, buildings to 4 storeys 
LOS microcell 
urban microcell 
urban microcell, buildings to 4 storeys 
rural 
LOS street microcell urban 
suburban microcell, 3 storey, distant 10 storey 
urban microcell 
suburtian 
City Hill, urban, 4 storey 
Dundas Court, commerdal, suburban, nearby hills 
LOS street microcell urban 
Flinders St. city highrise 
LOS microcell 
Victoria Square, city highrise 
mountainous 
urban microcell 
suburban 
urban city centre 
suburban 
urban city centre 
urban 

DIr 
Ant 

Rng 
max 
(m) 

5000 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

500 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

300 
800 

1400 
650 
400 

ns 
200 

1200 
2500 
2000 

200 
ns 

1300 
200 

ns 
300 
800 

1200 
2200 
1500 

300 
500 

ns 
1500 
5600 
2000 
2000 

ns 
ns 
ns 

6500 

Res 
(ns) 

IOC 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
5C 
5C 
5C 
40 
ns 
5C 
ns 
ns 
4C 
4C 
4C 
4C 
33 
ns 
33 
4C 
4C 
4C 
25 
ns 

100 
25 

20C 
33 
25 

100 
20C 

4C 
4C 
33 
40 

40 
20C 
100 
IOC 

5C 
20C 

14 
50C 

(continued) 
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TABLE 5.4 Australian measurements compared with other published results (continued) 
Author 

MARTIN 
Bultitude 
Bultitude 
Bultitude 
Takeuchi 
Jorgensen 
Bultitude 
Sousa 
Turkmani 
Wepman 
Bajwa 
Rappaport 
Seidel 
Morgensen 
Jorgensen 
Ichitsubo 
Ichitsubo 
Morgensen 
Cox 
Seidel 
MARTIN 
Morgensen 
Mohr 
de Week 
Driessen 
Bajwa 
de Week 
de Week 
Rappaport 
Mohr 
de Week 
de Week 
deWeck 
Rappaport 
Rappaport 
Mohr 
de Week 
de Week 
de Week 
Driesseri 

de Week 
de Week 
de Week 
de Week 

Re^ 

5 ? 
5 10 
5 1 0 
5 10 
5B 
5 30 
5 10 
5?R 
5 14 
5?5 
5 5 
511 
5 13 
5 17 
5.30 
5.31 
531 
5.12 
5.4 
5.13 
5.2 
5.12 
5.26 
5.9 
5.18 
5.5 
5.9 
5.9 
5.11 
5.26 
5.9 
5.9 
5.9 
5.11 
5.11 
5.26 
5.9 
5.9 
5.9 
5.18 

5.9 
5.9 
5 9 
5 9 

Freq 
MH7 

1890 
910 
91 n 
910 
400 

1900 
910 
910 
880 

18,50 
4.-Hfi 
89? 
94? 
910 

1900 
2598 
2598 

910 
910 
942 

1890 
910 

2000 
1050 

910 
436 

1050 
850 
892 

2000 
1050 
1050 
1050 
892 
892 

2000 
850 

1050 
1050 

910 

900 
900 
900 
900 

Ant 
(m) 

high 
4 8 
R? 
8 5 
?7 
ns 

3 7 
high 

35 
103 

36 
10 
20 
.•iO 

ns 
30 
30 
32 

120 
23 

high 
24 
28 

360 
ns 
28 

140 
80 
21 
28 

210 
110 
140 
35 
43 
60 

170 
ns 

220 
ns 

W 
dB 

-15 
-25 
-25 
-25 
ns 

-14 
-25 
var 
ns 

-20 
ns 

var 
ns 

-20 
-14 
ns 
ns 

-20 
ns 
ns 

-15 
-20 
ns 

NF+6 
var 
ns 

NF+6 
NF+6 

var 
ns 

NF+6 
NF+6 
NF+6 

var 
var 
ns 

NF+6 
NF+6 
NF+6 

var 

rms delay spread 
60% 
(ns) 

430 
460 
490 
530 
560 
600 
670 
710 
750 
750 
815 
1000 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1100 
1200 

1260 
1300 
1320 

1480 
1500 

2000 
2020 

2500 
2500 
2590 

3600 
6800 

90% 
(ns) 

880 

2700 
1800 

2740 

4000 

4600 
4900 

6100 
7100 
7700 

9100 
10000 
10000 

max 
(ns) 

1450 
2130 
2940 
2150 
1680 

1230 
2600 
6000 
1700 
1800 

25500 
2900 
4800 

4300 
3300 
5400 
4050 
5500 
1600 

23000 
2600 

7000 
2800 

7500 
13500 
3200 

21000 

100 
1000 
2500 
5000 

6ity 

Sydney 
Ottawa 
Ottavira 
Ottawa 
Kyoto 
Cleveland 
Ottawa 
Toronto 
Liverpool 
Denver 
Birmingham 
SanFrancisco 
Frankfurt 
Aalborg 
Cleveland 
Yokosuka 
Tokyo 
Aalborg 
New Yori< 
Stuttgart 
Sydney 
Aalborg 
Munich 
Stockmatt 
Vancouver 
Birmingham 
Yvome 
Berne 
Greenbelt 
Munich 
Lucerne 
Stans 
Yvome 
Washington 
Oakland 
Munich 
Krattigen 
Geneva 
Vevey 
Vancouver 

COST 207 
COST 207 
COST 207 
COST 207 

Environment 

University of Technology 23rd floor, aty highrise 
urt)an 
urban 
urban 
urban 
urban city centre 
urban 
urban 
urban 
urtsan high rise cell 
suburtian 
urban, surrounding hills 
urijan, skyscrapers 
urtian, 6 Sorey buildings 
urban 
urban circular microcell 
urban circular microcell 
urban, 6 storey buildings 
urban macrocell, skyscrapers 
suburban, some 4 storey, distant hills 
McMahons Point, city highrise across hartxjur 
urbari, 6 storey buildings 
NLOS urban macrocell, roof level antenna 
mountainous 
urban, surrounding high mountains 
urban 
mountainous 
mountainous 
residential multistorey, office, hilly 
receiver rural next to freeway 
mountainous 
mountainous 
mountainous 
urban 
urban, surrounding mountains 
NLOS urban to 6 storeys, distant high buildings 
mountainous 
mountainous 
mountainous 
bridge, sunTjunding high mountains 

rijral 
typical urban 
typical poor urban 
typical poor hilly and mountainous 

Olr 

Ant 

dir 

dir 

dir 

dir 

dir 

dir 

dir 

dir 
dir 

Rng 

(m) 

1800 

ns 
ns 

960 
ns 
ns 

1000 
ns 

5000 
3000 
5000 

ns 
3000 

ns 
1000 
1000 
3000 
2500 

ns 
1600 
3000 

ns 
7000 

ns 
3000 
4600 
5500 
4000 

ns 
5600 
7000 
4600 

ns 
12000 

ns 
6500 
4600 

12900 
ns 

Res 

(ns) 

40 

ns 
ns 

600 
200 

ns 
100 
100 
100 
100 
500 

ns 
1000 
200 

33 
33 

1000 
100 

ns 
4C 

1000 
100 
200 
100 
100 
200 
150 
500 
100 
200 
200 
200 
500 
500 
100 
150 
200 
200 
100 

TABLE 5.5 Explanation of abbreviations used in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 

Table entry 

Ref 

Ant 

WdB 

Dir Ant 

Rng max (m) 

Res (ns) 

Meaning 

reference (see section 5.10) 

transmitter antenna height (metres) 

high = above surrounding roof levels 

low = below surrounding roof levels 

threshold in dB relative to strongest path (eg. -15), or as otherwise shown 

ns = not specified 

NF+ = noise floor plus a margin 

NF+6 = noise floor plus 6 dB 

var = variable, usually related to the noise floor 

dir = antenna(s) directional in azimuth. 

no entry = omnidirectional antennas (may have gain in the vertical plane) 

maximum distance from transmitter to receiver (metres) 

channel sounder time resolution in nanoseconds 
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Chapter 6: RAKE Diversity 

6. INTRODUCTION 

Measured propagation data may be employed to answer questions of 

system performance in real radio environments, without the limitation of 

simplifying assumptions inherent to a lesser or greater extent in analysis 

using channel models. 

In this chapter, some ofthe measurements described in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5 are applied to provide insights into choosing the diversity order 

for code division multiple access (CDMA) systems. 

Based on wideband propagation measurements in three different out

door environments, and indoor measurements in a multi-floor building, the 

relationship between the number of RAKE receiver {Ref];6.18]} 'branches', 

'fingers' or 'tines' and the proportion ofthe total incident time-dispersed sig

nal power utilised in the receiver is examined, for various system band-

widths. 

Wide band propagation measurement data with a resolution of 40 ns 

for the outdoor environments, is filtered to produce channel sounding power 

delay profiles corresponding to system RF bandwidths of 1.25, 2.5, 5, 8, and 

16 MHz. Indoor measurement data with a higher resolution of 10 ns is fil

tered to equivalent RP bandwidths of 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 MHz. 

The number and power levels of all resolvable rays are found, and 

the aggregate power in the strongest n rays, where n ranges from 1 to 10, is 

calculated as a fraction of the total profile power. Resuhs show how much 

received power is discarded as a result of using a lunited number of tines, 

providing a guide for choosing the optimum number of tines for wideband 

systems. 

A simple empirical model is proposed, which shows that the effec

tive number of RAKE tines or branches is proportional to the square root of 

the system bandwidth, and proportional to the square root of the median 

instantaneous rms delay spread. A pre-publication copy ofthe author's paper 

on this work {Ref[6.11]} was sent in March 1997 to Jan-Erik Berg at Erics-
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son Radio Systems AB, Stockholm, prompting a theoretical simulation study 

in Sweden {Ref[6.13]} which showed broad agreement with the author's 

conclusions, and became an input document to EURO-COST 259 (European 

Cooperation in the Field of Scientific and Technical Research), and possibly 

contributed to the choice of wideband CDMA as a third generation system. 

The Ericsson group also applied a similar analysis to some of their own prop

agation measurements {Refl6.14]}. 

Papers on aspects of this chapter were presented by the author at the 

8th. IEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio 

Communications PIMRC'97, Helsinki, Finland, September 1997 

{Ref[6.11]}, and at the 3rd. ACTS Mobile Communications Summit, Rhodes, 

Greece, in June 1998 {Reft6.15]}. Ideas described in this chapter have also 

led to publications by Ericsson research staff (Ref 6.13], Ref[6.14]}. 

6.1 Multipath Diversity 

In free space, only a tiny fraction of a communications system's radiated power is 

intercepted by the receiver antenna, with the rest being lost in other directions. Typical mobile 

radio Personal Communication Systems (PCS) operate in a cluttered urban environment 

where propagation conditions are far removed from the free space case, and where multipath 

propagation is the norm. Indeed, without multipath effects, cellular mobile communication 

systems could not function. Often no line of sight path (LOS) exists, and the receiver depends 

upon the multipath signal consisting of time-dispersed rays arriving via reflection, refraction 

and diffraction mechanisms. 

Indoor PCS or Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) radio systems operate in an 

enclosed environment, with windows to external scatterers. If no LOS path exists, the receiver 

relies on muhipath signals from inside the building, or from outside scatterers. 

6.2 RAKE Receivers 

Wide band CDMA systems using RAKE receivers {Refi;6.18]} are able to exploit 

muhipath propagation to benefit from path diversity. Using more than one path, or ray, 

increases the signal power available to the receiver and, with suitable combining, improves 

the received signal-to-noise power ratio, reduces fading, and eases the power control problem. 

RAKE receivers also offer other attractive possibilities, such as macrodiversity (the 

ability to access two base stations simultaneously) which allows soft handover to be imple

mented, greatly reducing the likelihood of dropped calls {Ref[6.16]}. 
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Third generation mobile systems approaching standardisation include CDMA tech

nology with RF bandwidths ranging from 1.25 MHz to 20 MHz.{ Ref[6.1]}. In the USA, the 

IS-95 standard (1.25 MHz) is established, and is now being installed in Ausfralia. In Europe, 

examples of wide band CDMA research have included the UK Department of Trade and 

Industry/Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council DTI/EPSRC LINK-CDMA 

project (8 MHz) which resulted in a working test-bed {Ref[6.2]}, and the Research and 

Development in Advanced Communications Technologies in Europe (RACE) CoDiT project, 

subsequently ftirther developed into a mobile test-bed. Recently, wideband CDMA known as 

WCDMA, has been selected by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

(ETSI) as the basic radio access system for third generation Universal Mobile Telecommuni

cations Standard (UMTS) services {Ref [6.3]}. The basic chip rate for WCDMA is 4.096 

MHz, with carrier spacing of 5 MHz. 

RAKE receivers suffer from high complexity, which increases with the number of 

tines utilised. How does the designer choose the best number of tines, bearing in mind 

increasing complexity and cost, and the trend to diminishing benefit, as the number is 

increased? This chapter studies one aspect ofthe question, by examining the utilisation ofthe 

available signal power as the number of tines is increased. 

As system bandwidth is increased, the time resolution ability increases, showing 

more detail in the power delay profile. Each resolvable time bin becomes more deterministic 

with increasing bandwidth, because the number of interfering rays confributing to the bin 

reduces; in the limit with infinite bandwidth (such as can be simulated using a ray fracing 

approach) each bin contains a single ray, and small scale fading vanishes, leaving only large 

scale fading (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1). Ref[6.8] models fading reduction with bandwidth 

increase using ray fracing simulation. The topic is also treated in Ref[6.5], Ref[6.6], Ref[6.7], 

Ref[6.9], Ref[6.10], and Ref[6.12]. For example, as the bandwidth increases from 1.25 MHz 

to 20 MHz, Ref[6.10] shows an mcrease in Kfijaor fro"^ '6 dB to 6.7 dB in the dominant 

branch. Later branches or rays show a smaller increase in /y&cfĉ  Fadmg reduction as band

width increases is further improved by exploiting internal diversity, where the sfrongest time 

bins undergo maximal ratio combining. 

6.3 Propagation Data 

Measured wideband propagation data is used for this analysis. Outdoor data was 

obtained in the cities of Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney A full description of these meas

urements is given in Chapter 5 and Appendix E. Indoor measurements were made in the Vic

toria University of Technology Engineering building known as 'D' Block. Measurements 

made in this building are described in detail in Chapter 4. 

Omnidirectional vertically polarised antennas were used, usually with a discone as 

the fransmitting antenna and a halfwave antenna for the receiver. 
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6.4 Measurement Environments 

Adelaide measurements were done in North Adelaide, a suburban area with predomi

nantly single storey buildmgs. The transmitter was located on the flat roof of the Hotel 

Adelaide, six storeys high, with unobstructed views in all directions. 

Melboume measurements were done three kilomefres from the city cenfre, in North 

Fitzroy, an mner suburban area with residential terrace housing, comprising a mixture of one 

and two storey dwellings. A two storey terrace house near the top of a slight hill was used as 

a base station site, with the fransmitter antenna on the upper front balcony, and below the pre

vailing roof lines. 

Sydney measurements were done in the main city area with the fransmitter overlook

ing the city from the 23rd. floor of the University of Technology Sydney, a prominent high 

building to the south ofthe city cenfre. 

Indoor measurements were performed in the Victoria University of Technology engi

neering building, known as D block. This buildmg has been well described in Chapter 4. 

6.5 Receiver 

For all outdoor measurements, the receiver was carried in a car, with a half wave 

omni-directional roof mounted antenna. The car was stationary for each measurement, at 

locations scattered throughout the measured area, rather than following an equally spaced 

measurement route. 

Indoor measurements were performed with the receiver on a stationary frolley, moved 

along a route between measurements. Instantaneous impulse responses were used for all 

resuhs presented in this chapter (and for all results in this thesis unless otherwise indicated), 

without any averaging. Table 6.1 shows a summary of outdoor propagation data. 

Table 6.1 Outdoor propagation data 

City 

Melbourne 

Adelaide 

Sydney 

Location 

Delbridge St. (balcony) 

Hotel Adelaide (roof) 

University of Tech. Syd
ney 

Max. 

Range 

(metres) 

650 

2500 

1800 

% probability < value (ns) 

rms delay spread 

25% 

42 

44 

123 

50% 

110 

130 

430 

90% 

300 

350 

880 

Max. 

580 

2130 

1450 

average delay 

25% 

33 

36 

138 

50% 

112 

92 

380 

90% 

270 

360 

1190 

Max. 

490 

1140 

2110 

6.6 Filtering 

Filtermg data collected using a wideband channel sounder is equivalent to repeating 

the measurements several times using a series of sounders with reduced bandwidths, but with 
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the advantage that the charmel has not altered between bandwidth changes. 

A chaimel impulse response measured with infinite bandwidth would show every 

possible ray arriving at the receiver. As the bandwidth is restricted, the peaks ofthe impulse 

response broaden, and each resolved ray consists of the three dimensional vector addition of 

an increasing number of closely spaced paths. The measured baseband wideband impulse 

response in-phase and quadrature components, appended with zero samples before and after, 

are filtered in the time domain using a maths software package (MATLAB®). The fltfilt fimc

tion {Ref[6.17]} is used with a 2-pole Butterworth lowpass filter. This function performs dig

ital filtering with zero phase or time shifts, by running the data through the filter in the 

forward direction, then reversing the filtered sequence and running it back through the filter. 

This process doubles the filter order, and cancels any phase or time shifts. After fdtering, die 

power delay profile (PDP) is calculated, and the peak power is normalised to 0 dB. The sys

tem RF bandwidth as defmed by this filtering process is twice the low pass filter cutoff fre

quency. All bandwidths referred to in this chapter are RF system bandwidths. 

Figure 6.1 shows part of an outdoor mode PDP before additional filtering, and with 

fdtering, for system bandwidths of 1.25 MHz and 8 MHz. 

CQ 

0) 

o 

-10 

-20 

-30 

-40 "T" 

0 

No filter 
Filter 1.25 MHz 
Filter 8 MHz 

1 2 3 4 

Excess Delay (uS) 

FIGURE 6.1 Filtered power delay profile (file sydb18) 

6.7 Thresholds 

Filtering reduces die dynamic range of die signal, because of a reduction in process

ing gain, so prior to filtering, a du-eshold is applied to I and Q values in the following way: 

(i) die PDP using unfiltered data is formed, and a du-eshold is applied, (ii) dien any 

power samples below die tiu-eshold are used to identify die constitiient I and Q components, 

which are set to zero prior to die filtering process, (iii) a second tiireshold is dien applied to 

the filtered PDP. 
Generally bodi tiiresholds have been set at -20dB relative to die sfrongest ray. Conse-
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quently, any ray contributing less than 1% ofthe sfrongest ray power is discarded. This 

affects the calculation of both total power and the cumulative power ofn rays, but as the work 

in this chapter is based on a level of -IdB, or 79.4% of the total power, the effect of die 

thresholds is msignificant. 

6.8 Tine Power and Total Power 

Impulse response excess delay is measured between -1 jis and +25 ^s relative to the 

sfrongest peak. Dynamic range ofthe measurement before filtering, that is, the power differ

ence between the peak power and the noise floor, is typically between 30 dB and 40 dB. Data 

with insufficient dynamic range is discarded. Ally peaks in the filtered power delay profiles 

are identified. A peak is defined as a sample preceded by two increasing samples, and fol

lowed by two decreasing samples. 

After the PDP has been reduced to a list of peak values, the total profile power Pfctd 

is calculated as the sum of all peak powers. The sfrongest n peaks are identified, and the 

cumulative sum of these peak powers is calculated for values of« between 1 and 10. The sum 

of peak powers in the strongest n peaks is called the tine power P„ where n is the number of 

tines, and resuhs are given in terms ofthe ratio of tine power to total power, Pug^ 

''^Pi^Pthreshold^^^^Pi=^ 

-tp. total PDP power P^^^^^ = 2^P. (EQ 6.1) 
1 

n 

tine power P^ = ^P^ where P^ are the strongest peaks in descending order 
1 

P^ 
receiver power utilised is the ratio /*„_yĝ  = — — (EQ 6.2) 

total 

6.9 Outdoor Results 

Results for two of the three different environments are plotted in Figures 6.2 to 6.5, 

as cumulative disfributions at two different bandwidths, 1.25 MHz and 8 MHz. The axes have 

been kept the same for this family of plots, to faciUtate comparison. 

The vertical axis gives the probability that the power ratio Pyj^^ is greater than die 

^used value on the horizontal axis. A family of curves for the first ten strongest rays, n=l to 

n=\0 is shown. The n=3 curve, for example, is the curve for three tines, using the combined 

power ofthe three sfrongest rays. 
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FIGURE 6.2 Melbourne -1.25 MHz bandwidth 

At 1.25 MHz bandwidth, Figure 6.2 shows (for example) 95% probability that more than 95% 
ofthe total power is contained in just one tine. 
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FIGURE 6.3 Melbourne - 8 MHz bandwidth 
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FIGURE 6.4 Sydney -1.25 MHz bandwidth 
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FIGURE 6.5 Sydney - 8 MHz bandwidth 

Comparing Figures 6.2 and 6.3 shows that as the bandwidth increases, more tines 

must be utilised to capture the same proportion ofthe total profile power. Figure 6.3 (8 MHz 

bandwidth) shows 95% probability that more than 95% of the total power is contained m die 

6 sti-ongest tines, compared with 1 tine for 1.25 MZ bandwidth. Similarly, die much more dis

persive Sydney environment shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 shows that the total power is 
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spread over an even higher number of tines. 

6.10 Number of Tines Plots 

To illustrate the effect of bandwidth more clearly, the data for the three different out

door measurement environments is plotted in a different manner in die following graphs. Fig

ure 6.6 (Melboume), Figure 6.7 (Adelaide) and Figure 6.8 (Sydney). These plots show the 

worst case power ratio Fused ^t 95% of locations, or in other words for 95% of the power 

delay profile data. Fused ^^ greater than or equal to the values plotted. The plots are con

structed from data shown on the cmnulative distribution plots, such as Figure 6.2 to Figure 

6.5. On the graphs in Figures 6.6 to 6.8, Fused is expressed in decibels, where 0 dB corre

sponds to complete utilisation ofthe profile power, and -IdB corresponds to utilisation of 

79.4%) ofthe profile power. 

The odier variables are bandwidth, with values of 1.25 MHz, 2.5 MHz, 4 MHz, 8 

MHz and 16 MHz, and the number of tines used, ranging between 1 and 10. 

The graphs clearly illusttate the increase in the number of tines required for a fixed 

power ratio Fused ^ the system bandwidth is increased. This comes about from the increase 

in time resolution in die power delay profile ofthe channel impulse response with greater sys

tem bandwidths. Melboume and Adelaide results are similar, which is in line with the simdar 

rms delay spreads obtained with these measurements. Sydney is a much more dispersive case, 

with rms delay spreads over three times greater, and this is reflected in Figure 6.8. 

MELBOURNE 
Delbridge Balcony 

3 4 5 6 7 

Number of Tines Used (n) 

FIGURE 6.6 Number of tines - Melbourne 
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FIGURE 6.7 Number of tines - Adelaide 
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FIGURE 6.8 Number of tines - Sydney 

The number of variables mvolved, and wide variations in die channel unpulse 

response, comphcates the presentation of results in a meaningfijl way. Environmental factors 

are very evident, widi die results for die Sydney measurements being noticeably different. 
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with a much higher number of rays with significant power, compared with the less dispersive 

Melboume and Adelaide data. Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, based on the 95%) cumulative distri

bution level, give clear insight into the effect of bandwidth. 

Fused values presented here will only be worse (i.e. less) in 5%) of cases. A similar 

presentation is used by Allpress {Ref[6.7]}, who describes repeated measurements with a var

iable chipping rate sounder over short sections of three streets m centtal Bristol, UK. Chip 

rate was set at 1.25 MHz, 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz and 20 MHz, with the measurements 

repeated at each rate. A graph is presented based on the average of measured data, showing 

the percentage of total muhipath power used, as a function of combined diversity order, and 

shows that a maximum of three tines utilised 80%) or more ofthe total power even at the high

est chip rate. Overall conclusions in Ref[6.7], based on the sounding work, and studies using a 

CDMA testbed, suggest that with chip rates below 5 MHz there is little advantage in using 

multipath diversity, and that to benefit from multipath diversity, chip rates should be 10 MHz 

or greater. However, the Bristol work was based on a limited set of measurement locations, all 

performed in a similar propagation environment. 

6.11 Initial Tine Number Model - Outdoor 

Tabulating the -1 dB level from Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 to give the number of tines 

required to keep P^^g^ greater than -1 dB (or 79% of total profile power) in 95% of cases, 

results in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 Number of tines versus bandwidth - outdoor data 

Number of tines required to give P^^^^ > - 1 dB in 95% of cases 

Propagation 
Location 

Melboume 

Adelaide 

Sydney 

System Bandwidth 

1.25 MHz 

1 

1 

2 

2.5 MHz 

2 

2 

3 

4 MHz 

2 

2 

4 

8 MHz 

2 

3 

6 

16 MHz 

3 

3 

8 

A very simple empirical model results from the above table, and serves as guideline 

for the number of tines which should be considered for internal diversity in a CDMA RAKE 

receiver in outdoor environments. 

Where a is an environment factor, with a = 1 for medium dispersion environ

ments, such as suburban areas, and a = 2 for higher dispersion channels, such as downtown 

high-rise city areas with a high base station antenna, and BW,^jj^ is the system RF band

width in MHz, the number of tines N^.^^^ (rounded to the nearest integer) is given by: 
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^tines = a • V ^ . MHz 
(EQ 6.3) 

Applying Eq.6.3 gives the results shown in Table 6.3, comparing the number of tmes 

calculated from the model, with (in square brackets) the number derived from measured data. 

Table 6.3 Number of tines from the model compared with outdoor data 

NOTE: square 
brackets [ ] show 
measured results 

Melboume OC = 1 

Adelaide a = 1 

Sydney a = 2 

Â  . number of tines from Simple Model 

1.25 MHz 

1[1] 

2 [2] 

2.5 MHz 

2 [2] 

3 [3] 

4MHz 

2 [2] 

4 [4] 

8 MHz 

3 [2] 

3 [3] 

6 [6] 

16 MHz 

4 [3] 

8 [8] 

6.12 Indoor Results 

A sunilar approach to the outdoor work was used. Impulse responses were measured 

in indoor mode at the much higher resolution of 10 ns, and the propagation measurement data 

was filtered to produce channel sounding power delay profiles correspondmg to system RF 

bandwidths of 5, 10, 20, 30, and 50 MHz. The power delay profiles cover the excess delay 

range of-1 |is to +5 |J.s (Remember that negative excess delay simply means that the sttong

est ray is not the first). 

The measurement data was found to fall mto two broadly similar groups, which have 

been called Group 1 and Group 2. 
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6.12.1 Group 1 Plot 
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FIGURE 6.9 Level 7 D Block-LOS 
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Numter of Tines used (n) 

FIGURE 6.10 Level 7 D Block - NLOS and LOS 
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Level 6 D Block NLOS 

Number of Tines used (n) 

FIGURE 6.11 Level 6 D Block - NLOS 

Group I plots include all Level 7 (same floor as the ttansmitter) and all Level 6 (the 

floor below the ttansmitter ) measurements. Some measurements on Level 7 are LOS, some 

are NLOS, and a third group are mixed NLOS and LOS. All measurements on lower floors 

are of course NLOS, because the ttansmitter remained on Level 7. 

Group 2 plots, which show much higher values of tome dispersion, mclude all meas-

luements from the lower floors. Level 5, Level 4 and Level 3. 

Level 7 D Block NLOS 

1 r 
4 5 6 7 8 

Numberof Tines used (n) 

10 

FIGURE 6.12 Level? D Block-NLOS 
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6.12.2 Group 2 Plots 

Level 5 D Block NLOS 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

Number of Tines used (n) 

FIGURE 6.13 Level 5 D Block - NLOS 

Level 4 D Block NLOS 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

Number of Tines used (n) 

FIGURE 6.14 Level 4 D Block - NLOS 
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Level 3 D Block NLOS 
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FIGURE 6.15 Level 3 D Block - NLOS 

6.13 Initial Tine Number Model - Indoor 

The two groupings of similar data indicate that a model with two environment value 

constants should be sought. Figure 6.16 is used to obtain the environment constant values. 
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FIGURE 6.16 Finding environment constants for the indoor model 

Figure 6.16, where the munber of tines is plotted against the square root ofthe band

width, illusttates how the measwed results fall into two distinct groupings. The sttaight Imes 

of best fit give values for the environment constants. Some leeway exists because the number 

of tines must be an integer, and values calculated from the model are roimded up or down. 

The indoor model is: 

^tines = « / B ^ MHz 
(EQ 6.4) 

where a = 0.5 for Group 1, and a = 1.1 for (jroup 2 

Tables 6.4, and 6.5 show a comparison of the predicted number of tines with the 

measured data. 

Table 6.4 Number of tines - Group 1EVDOOR - model [measured] 

Group 1 

Measurement 

Level 7 (LOS) 

Level 7 (NLOS, LOS) 

Level 7 (NLOS) 

Level 6 (NLOS) 

System bandwidth (MHz) 

5MHz 

1[1] 

1[1] 

1[2] 

2 [2] 

lOMHz 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

20MHz 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

30MHz 

3 [3] 

3 [3] 

3 [3] 

3 [2] 

50MHz 

4 [3] 

4 [3] 

4 [5] 

4 [3] 
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Table 6.5 Number of tmes - Group 2 INDOOR - modelfmeasured] 

Group 2 

Measurement 

Level 5 (NLOS) 

Level 4 (NLOS) 

Level 3 (NLOS) 

System bandwidth (MHz) 

5MHz 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

2 [2] 

lOMHz 

3 [3] 

3 [4] 

3 [4] 

20MHz 

5 [5] 

5 [5] 

5 [4] 

30MHz 

6 [6] 

6 [8] 

6 [6] 

50MHz 

8 [10] 

8 [13] 

8 [11] 

Resuhs at 50 MHz bandwidth diverge from the model, while at lower bandwidths, 

agreement between the model and measured values is within one tine (except for Level 4, 30 

MHz). The departure above 30 MHz suggests that the simple model should be restricted to a 

maximum system bandwidth of 30 MHz. 

6.14 Model Summary 

A summary ofthe initial models derived in this chapter, with their ranges of applica

tion, are given in Table 6.6. 

Table 6.6 Summary of model application 

Model 

^,nes = ^-^JBW^^ 

^tines = ^-N^^Mm 

^Unes=i-ipff'MH. 

^anes = 2-07BfF^^, 

Bandwidth 
Range 

lMHz-30MHz 

lMHz-16MHz 

IMHz - 30MHz 

IMHz - 16MHz 

Environment 

Indoor - same floor or adjacent 
floor, LOS and NLOS 

Outdoor - suburban/urban with 
moderate dispersion, median rms 
delay spread 120 ns 

Indoor - location > two floors from 
transmitter, NLOS, scattering from 
outside structures. 

Outdoor - urban high rise with high 
dispersion, median rms delay spread 
430 ns 

median 
rms delay 

spread 

24 ns 

124 ns 

103 ns 

437 ns 

6.15 Incorporating Delay Spread 

Combining the instantaneous rms delay spread values within each envhonment group 

results in the distribution plots shown in Figure 6.17 (below). Median values are listed in 

Table 6.6. 

It may be observed from Table 6.6 that an approximate relationship is apparent 

between the environment factor a and the overall median instantaneous rms delay spread 

^^rredicn in nanoseconds, namely: 

« = ^-W^'median (EQ 6.5) 
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The form of EQ.6.5 is chosen in die spirit of an approximate relationship which ties 

in with the mitial models developed so far (hence the square root), and which is easy to 

remember and apply (hence die 0.1 coefficient), in order to satisfy the requirements of a 

"rule-of-thumb" model. It will be demonsfrated shortly that in spite of these liberties, the final 

model gives results of usefiil accuracy, especially considering the statistical basis of the 

model and the wide spread of measiu'ement conditions used to obtain mput data 

100 

10 100 

rms delay spread (ns) 
1000 

FIGURE 6.17 Distribution of rms delay spreads for each model environment factor 

.Comparing the values given by EQ.6.5 with the original empirical values gives agreement 

Table 6.7 Comparison of a values from EQ.6.5 with empirical values 

^met&Mt 

24 ns 

124 ns 

103 ns 

437 ns 

a 
empirical 

0.5 

1.0 

1.1 

2.0 

a from 
EQ.6.5 

0.49 

1.11 

1.01 

2.09 

% 
difference 

-2% 

+11% 

-9% 

+4.5% 

equal to or better dian 11% (Table 6.7), aldiough diere is an anomaly around die 100 ns 

region. 
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6.16 Final Tine Number Model 

Combining the mitial outdoor and indoor tine number models, together with EQ.6.5, 

gives a single model which covers all the environments, both indoor and outdoor, considered 

in this chapter. 

The final model, expressmg the number of tmes required to utilise power to within 

-1 dB ofthe total profile power in 95% of locations, in terms of median rms delay spread in 

nanoseconds, and system bandwidth in MHz, is given by EQ.6.6: 

^tines = 0-1 Jd^mediar.BWj^H. (^Q 6-6) 

6.17 Comparisons - Models and Measurements 

6.17.1 Comparison with the Ericsson Model 

In Ref[6.12], Andres Alayon-Glazunov and Jan-Erik Berg (Ericsson Radio Systems) 

have simulated the wideband charmel to determine the number of RAKE fingers needed to 

capture a given percentage of the total signal power, for different delay spreads and system 

bandwidths. The wideband chaimel model was based on the following assumptions: 

(i) the average power delay profile falls exponentially with increasing excess delay 

(ii) delay tunes of rays arriving at the receiver are exponentially distributed 

(iii) fading of each tap is Rayleigh distributed 

(iv) the phase of arrivmg rays is uniformly distributed 

They found that the number of fingers or tines required is a fimction ofthe product of 

delay spread and system bandwidth, and to capture 80% (or -1 dB) ofthe profile power, the 

number of fingers required is (equation 3.6 in Ref[6.12]): 

Nnnes = 0.0386 (ds^^^BW^^)0-595 (EQ 6.7) 

The original equation has been adjusted to put the delay spread in units of nanosec

onds, and to use the nomenclature of this chapter. Comparing this equation with EQ.6.6 

shows that they are quite simdar, differing by less than one tine up to N(f„gs= 20, as illusttated 

in Figure 6.18. 

When comparing these models, some differences in the way the parameters are 

defmed should be kept in mind. Delay spreads in the simulations {Ref[6.12]} appear to be 

smgle values, with the simulations averaged over a set of power delay profiles with the same 

delay spread, while the Martin model proposed in this chapter is based on die median delay 

spread of a collection of measurements with a widely varying range of delay spreads, calcu

lated using a -15 dB threshold (see Chapter 2, Section 2.8). The proposed Martin model is 
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also based on worst case power ratios at 95% of locations. 

Perhaps of more interest than the good agreement in Nfifj^between the models, is die 

fact that the curves (Figure 6.18) show the same general shape, indicatmg that the dependence 

on the square root ofthe product of delay spread and system bandwidth proposed m the Mar

tin model, is supported by the theoretical model using widely employed wideband channel 

assumptions. 

Number of tines for 80% power 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

rms delay spread (us) x bandwidth (MHz) product 

FIGURE 6.18 Comparison of /Ifertfn and Ericsson models 

6.17.2 Comparison of Models with Outdoor Measured Data 

Figure 6.19 compares die measured outdoor Adelaide, Melboume and Sydney 

results widi the Martin model and the Ericsson model. In die region around 2 to 3 tines, die 

Ericsson model looks better, aldiough when rounded to die nearest mteger, die difference 

between bodi models and measurements is a maximum of one tine. At higher tine numbers, 

the Martin model gives better agreement with die (Sydney) measurements. 

Six smgle measurement results are given in Ref[6.14], at bandwiddis of 1.25 MHz 

and 5 MHz, for rms delay spreads of 230 ns, 760 ns, and 6050 ns, and are compared widi die 

Ericsson model in die same paper. These do not agree widi eitiier model, giving a number of 

tmes approximately half tiiat predicted by die models. Delay spread was calculated widi a 

tiireshold "set to about 6 dB above the noise level", which would be expected to give higher 
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delay spreads than with a -15 dB threshold (which the Martin model is based on). To obtain a 

meaningfiil comparison, a large number of measurements should be used, rather than just six. 

10 
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FIGURE 6.19 Comparison of models with outdoor measured data 

6.17.3 Comparison of Models with Indoor Measured Data 

Figure 6.20 shows the comparison between indoor measured results and the models. 

The measured points show good agreement with the Martin model, with the Ericsson model 

underestimating the number of tmes required. Points for 24 ns, 50 MHz, Group 1, (x axis = 

1.2) are divergmg from the model, but by restricting the model to a maximum bandwidth of 

30 MHz (see section 6.12) these pomts are excluded. Group 2, 103 ns, 50 MHz points also 

diverge from the model, but are excluded by the 30 MHz restiiction. 
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FIGURE 6.20 Comparison of models with indoor measured data 

6.18 Conclusions 

A very simple empirical model has been foimd to give a good match to the measured 

results, and serves as a guideluie for the number of tmes which should be utihsed for mtemal 

diversity in a CDMA system. 

The number of tines required is proportional to the square root of the product of 

median mstantaneous rms delay spread and system bandwidth. The model agrees well with 

both indoor and outdoor measurements made under a variety of propagation conditions, with 

median rms delay spreads varying from 24 ns to 437 ns, and at system bandwidths up to 16 

MHz in the outdoors and 30 MHz for die indoor case. 

In the propagation environments studied in this chapter, it appears that there is no 

benefit in using multi-path diversity with narrow band 1.25 MHz CDMA systems. To benefit 

from diversity, bandwidths of at least 4 MHz are indicated. This may not be the case in some 

urban environments (e.g. some USA cities), where very high rms delay spreads ofthe order of 

10p,S have been reported, and where raultipatii diversity may benefit even narrow band 

I.25MHz CDMA systems. However, even though urban Sydney looks very similar to a typi

cal high-rise American city, the Austtalian measurements used in this paper have not pro

duced rms delay spreads greater than approximately 2\\&. 
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The Martin model proposed in this chapter has triggered fiirther study and simulation 

work at Ericsson Radio Systems (Stockhohn), which has generated publications to ETSI 

influencing the choice of emerging third generation wideband personal communications 

standards. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

Each chapter has ended with discussion and conclusions, so these will not be restated 

here. The channel sounder developed for this project has proved to work well. The back-to 

back tests, and comparisons with the sliding correlator simulations described in Chapter 3 

demonsttate the performance ofthe sounder. 

Originally this project was envisaged to comprise the development of a channel 

sounder, and a program of outdoor measurements to characterise the virgin Australian propa

gation environment at around 2GHz. These goals were successfiiUy met some time ago, and 

since then interesting side issues have been pursued, such as the sliding correlator simulation 

in Chapter 3, the concept of propagation signatures in Chapter 5, and the interesting relation

ship between the number of usable RAKE tines, the system bandwidth and the median instan

taneous rms delay spread discussed in Chapter 6. 

7. 2 Future Work 

The immediate plan is to move the channel sounder to the 2.4GHz ISM band, as the 

specttum used to date is now being auctioned at very high prices. 

Based on experience gained with the original sounder, together with the proliferation 

of RF parts now available to work around 2.4GHz, h would be possible to build a much 

smaller and lighter sounder to continue to exploit the advantages of portability. GPS condi

tioned clocks which surpass even rubidium oscillators in stability offer mterestmg scope for 

outdoor measurements with high long term stability. 

To support work in our research group on smart antennas and space-time processing, 

there is a need to obtain angle of arrival data in the Melboume environment. An atttactive 

method is to use a rotatmg narrow beam directional antenna as done elsewhere (e.g. Nortel in 

the UK, Ref[7.1]), and ideas for buildmg such a system are progressing. 

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) high data rate indoor systems offer rich 

scope for propagation work, together with novel solutions for antenna arrangements to meas

ure the correlation between permutations of antenna pairs. 
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Appendix A: Transmitter Hardware 

A. INTRODUCTION 

In this appendix, details of the channel sounder ttansmitter 

hardware design and development are documented. 

Some of the hardware is similar for both the ttansmitter and 

the receiver. For example, interdigital bandpass filters, frequency 

synthesized sources, rubidium oscillators, and pseudo-noise (PN) 

generators, are used in both the ttansmitter and receiver, although the 

frequency synthesizers operate at different frequencies. 

Local oscdlator synthesizers, rubidium oscillators, and PN 

generators will be covered in this appendix. Bandpass filters are cov

ered in Appendix B - Receiver Hardware. Antennas are covered in 

Appendix C - Antennas. 

These appendices include detailed circuit schematics, and a 

description ofthe development and characterization ofthe hardware 

blocks which comprise the channel sounder instrumentation. 

FIGURE A.I Transmitter electronics 
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A.1 Frequency Standards 

Rubidium oscillators are used ui the ttansmitter and the receiver to provide very stable 

atomic frequency standards, sufficiently stable to allow both units to stay synchronized for sev

eral hours. The oscillators are made by the BallEfratom Division, part of Ball Aerospace Sys

tems Group, Colorado USA. The model used is the M-lOO Military Rubidium Oscillator. Being 

a military specification model, the urtit is rugged and well suited to portable field use. The spec

ifications are summarised in Table A.I: 

TABLE A.1 M-100 rubidium oscillator specifications 

Parameter 

Output 

Frequency 

Input Power 

Input Voltage 

Warm-up time 

Warm-up current 

Input Voltage Sensitivity 

Short-Term Stability 

(Allen Variance) 

Long Term Drift 

Phase Noise 

Harmonics 

Spurious (non-harmonic) 

Adjustment Range 

Size 

Weight 

Specification 

sinewave 0.5V,+30%,-10% Vnre 

10MHz±5E-ll 

18W at 26V DC, 25°C ambient, after warm -up 

22.5V to 32V DC 

<10 minutes at 25°C ambient 

<1E-11 for ±10% supply voltage change 

3E-11 T 1 second 

IE-11 T 10 second 

3E-11 T 100 seconds 

approx. 2E-10 per year 

-130 dBc/Hz at 100 Hz offset 

-140 dBc/Hz at IkHz offset 

< -30 dBc 

< -80 dBc 

3E-9 

3.94x3.90x4.81 inches 

4 lbs.(1.81 kgm.) without heatsink 

A.2 UHF Frequency Synthesizers 

In the ttansmitter a signal source at 1890 MHz, phase locked to die 10 MHz frequency 

reference, is required to serve as the carrier, and in the receiver a phase locked source at 1690 

MHz is required as the first local oscillator. Both these sources are buiU to the same design, die 

only difference being the setting ofthe loop divider. The syndiesizer is based on a design for 

a low noise single loop synthesizer described in ReflA.l]. This design claims a novel featiire, 

usmg an additional op-amp ahead of die normal active loop filter. The extra opamp converts 
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the differential phase-frequency comparator (PFC) output to smgle ended, and allows the ac

tive filter op-amp to be used single-ended with the non-inverting input grounded. Claimed ad

vantages are: (a) eliminates noise pick-up and feedforward via the high impedance non-

inverting input ofthe active filter which is now grounded, (b) added reference frequency sup

pression because of cancellation in the differential amplifier, (c) more flexible design, by in

troducing an extra degree of freedom; the loop gain can be altered without altering the active 

filter parameters, and (d) improved buffering between the PFC and the active filter and the low 

driving point impedance seen by the active filter input, allowing lower impedance active filter 

components. 

Advanced CMOS 74AC logic devices are claimed to have the best low noise charac

teristics of available logic families {Ref[A.l]}, and are used for the dividers and the PFC. 

r 
BUFFER & 

LOOP 
FILTER 

PHASE 
FREQUENCY 

COMPARATOR 

REFERENCE 
FREQUENCY 
200KHZ 

_ J 

PROGRAMMABLE 
DIVIDER 

CONTROL 
VOLTAGE 

VOLTAGE 
CONTROLLED 
OSCILLATOR 

^ ^ — 4 PAD — J 

^ ^ ^ ^ — PAD ^ ^ — 

OUTPUT 

— • 

AMPLIFIER 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator Board 

FIGURE A.2 Phase lock loop block diagram 

A.2.1 Loop Bandwidth and Phase Noise 

Inside the loop bandwidth, negative feedback action ofthe phase lock loop (PLL) acts 

to counteract phase jitter, and tends to keep the vohage conttolled oscillator (VCO) phase con

stant, reducing phase noise to an extent limited by PFC phase noise, reference frequency source 

phase noise, and noise confributions by other circuitty in the PLL. Outside the loop band

width, the PLL is too slow to improve the VCO phase noise, which remains the same as for 

an unlocked VCO. So for low phase noise, a high loop bandwidth is desirable, up to the point 

where the residual PLL phase noise becomes greater than the inherent phase noise ofthe VCO. 

The tradeoff is that a wide loop bandwidth reduces attenuation of comparison frequen

cy noise, giving larger spurs at ± the comparison frequency (and harmonics) in the output spec

trum. In some applications, other factors such as loop lock time, will influence the choice of 

loop bandwidth. Phase noise and spurious signals (principally sidebands at the phase compar

ison frequency), are the major issues with PLL specfral purity. 
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A.2.2 Prescalers 

Programmable divider speed is limited by currently available technology, which will 

not operate fast enough to count at 1890 MHz, so for any UHF synthesiser, a prescaler divider 

is required. These are now available at low cost in silicon, for input frequencies up to beyond 

2.5 GHz. The prescaler divides by a fixed ratio, or in the case ofthe dual-modulus prescaler, 

by either P or (P+1) depending on the logic level applied to a mode-select pin. Dual-modulus 

prescalers are available in various F/(P+1) ratios, including 8/9, 10/11, 16/17, 32/33, 64/65, 

and 128/129. 

A.2.3 Fixed Prescaling 

If the PLL output frequency is fyco, the phase-comparison frequency is f„„p, the ref

erence frequency isf^p the synthesiser frequency step size is^^^^, and the reference divider ra

tio is R, the prescaler ratio is P and the programmable divider ratio is M, then: 

fcon,p-Y (^°^-^) 

fvco-PMfco.p (EQA.2) 

as M can increment m steps of 1, then the frequency step size is given by: 

Jstep ~ "Jcomp {c.Q A.3) 

For example, if fyco = 1890 MHz, andf„p = 0.2 kHz, with P = 64, then the phase com

parison frequency f,„p equals i/,,,^ or 3.125 kHz. 

A.2.4 Dual-Modulus Prescaling 

Two programmable counters, M and A operate in parallel, and count to Mand A. With 

A<M, the dual modulus prescaler divides by (P-\-l) mitially, until the A counter fills, when 

the prescaler switches to divide by F for the remaining (M-A) counts. So the overall division 

ratio is B where: 
B = (P+1)A+ {M-A)P 

hence B = PM-i-A (EQ A.4) 

So /^^^ = (PM + A)/^„^^ (EQA.5) 

A can increment in steps of Ix 4̂ ^̂ ^ = /̂ ^̂ ^ which for the example values, gives a 

phase comparison frequency of 0.2 MHz. This illustrates the advantage ofthe dual-modulus 

scheme in giving af,„p value equal tof,,^, and P times greater than with a fixed prescaler, for 
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example 200 kHz instead of 3.125 kkHzHz in the above example (Section A.2.3). For a given 

loop bandwidth and step size, better attenuation of phase comparison frequency sidebands by 

the loop filter will occur. 

If ̂ =0, the prescaler ratio is P at all times, and if A=M, the prescaler ratio is (F+1) at 

all times. These values represent the usable lower and upper limits for ̂ . Each value of Mgives 

a range of (F+1) frequency steps, from which one is chosen by the 'fine tuning' action ofthe 

A value. When M>P, some ofthe values in adjacent ranges are repeated, increasingly so as M 

becomes greater. For example if the desired output frequency is 1882 MHz with f^mp =0.2MHz, 

this can be obtained with either M=147 and A=2, M=146 and A=66, or M=145 and ^=130. 

While the scheme works for values of yl up toA=M, there is no point in providing more capac

ity in the A counter than for a maximum value ^=P-7, which would then resfrict the possibil

ities for 1882 MHz to M-147, A=2. For P=6A, the A counter needs 6 bits. Because 

programmable counter integrated circuits come in 4 bit blocks, in this design both A and M 

counters are 8 bits in length. 

A.2.5 Minimum Divider Ratio 

A minimum value M = M„,,;„„„ exists, below which not all frequency step values will 

be obtainable. 

The top frequency ofthe lowest range occurs when: 

fij - Pi^minimum'^^maximum ~ ^'^minimum'^ minimum 

The bottom frequency ofthe next range up occurs when the divider ratio is: 

B^ = P(M • • + 1 ) as A = 0 
2 ^ m i n i m u m ' 

we want one count increment between these two values, that is: B^-B; = \, giving: 

P^minimv^m^^minimum^ ^ = ^ ( ^ m m i m u m + D 

hence 

M . . =P-l (EQA.6) 
minimum 

giving a minimum divide ratio of 

minimum 
P(P_1) (EQA.7) 

A.2.6 Loop Design 

The design of PLLs is well covered in the literattire, with the some ofthe most usefiil 

information condensed in semiconductor company application notes {RefIA.2], ReflA.3], 

RefIA.4], Ref[A.5]}. The standard loop is the second order loop, although most second order 

— — ^_g 
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loops (including the design used here) are only approximately so because of one or more fiir-

ther-out high frequency poles, either intentionally infroduced to reduce phase comparator 

spurs, or simply due to sttay capacitancce. 

INPUT Ri 

O ^/\/^—* 

FIGURE A.3 Loop filter 

If K^ volt/radian is the PFC gain, Ky^n radian/sec/voh is the VCO gam, K is the 
amp 

buffer amplifier voltage gain, and Rl, R2, C are the loop filter components shown above, then: 

^^^VCO^amp 
^ 2 (EQ A.8) 

R2 2L 
Q)„C 

(EQ A.9) 

^n = 
9 VCO amp 

BCR\ 
(EQA.10) 

? = 
(0^R2C 

(EQA.11) 

where co„ is the loop natural frequency in radian/second, ^ is the damping factor, and 

B is the loop divider ratio. Using these equations, the 1890 MHz design summary (derived 

from a spreadsheet calculation) is shown below: 

Loop Filter Design Greg Martin 29/3/94 tile PLLFILT.WKS 

PARAIVIETER VALUE 

Ttiis section calcuiates natural frequency and 
damping factor for an existing design 

Kvco rad/sec/volt 584000000 
Kphi phase detector 0.8 
Kamp amplifier gain 10 

Output Freq (Hz) 1.89E+09 
Reference Freq (Hz) 200000 
Ratio N 9450 
Capacitor CnF -joOO 

Input R(R1) ohm 560 
Feedback R (R2) ohm 68 

Fn loop natural freq (Hz) 4729.0558 
Damping factor 1.0102304 

FIGURE A.4 Loop filter design at 1.89 GHz 
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The same components and loop filter are used for the 1690 MHz design employed in 

the receiver, but because ofthe different loop divider ratio, loop parameters are slightly differ

ent. 

TABLE A.2 PLL parameters 

Natural Frequency cô  

Damping Factor L, 

PLL Frequency 

1.69 GHz 

4.7 kHz 

1.01 

1.89 GHz 

5.0 kHz 

1.07 

A.2.7 Open Loop Bode Plot 

Using a linear model for the phase lock loop, and analysis with SPICE, the open loop 

Bode plot including all the significant higher frequency poles can be obtained, and from this 

the phase margin is found. The VCO input capacitance is specified as < 50 pF, and diis will 

only have a minor effect as it is shunted with 1330 pF (see Figures A.S and A.9). 

The phase margin at 1890 MHz is 37° and at 1690 MHz it is 33°. Without the LC low 

pass filter which adds a double pole at 67 kHz, die RC filter (3.9K and 1330 pF) which has a 

pole at 30.7 kHz, and die pole at 142 kHz due to die 2.2 nF m die buffer amplifier, die phase 

margins would increase to 80° and 81° respectively. However, some sacrifice in phase margm 

is worthwhile as a fradeoff to reduce phase comparison frequency spurs, and the final circutt 

values are the result of extensive experiment and testuig to reduce noise and spurious output. 

150 -100 

1e+0 1e+1 1e+2 1e+3 1e+4 1e+5 

Frequency (Hz) 

FIGURE A.5 Open loop Bode plot for 1890 MHz phase locked loop 
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A.2.8 Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

A commercial surface mount wideband VCO, model C-600M manufactured by 

Z Communications, Inc. USA. is used. Specifications are given in Table A.3. 

TABLE A.3 VCO specifications 

Parameter 

Tuning range 

Phase noise @ 10 kHz offset 

Harmonics (typical) 

Power out into 50Q 

Tuning voltage 

Supply voltage 

Supply current 

Value 

1200 MHz - 2400 MHz 

-98 dBc/Hz 

-10 dBc 

+10 ±2.5 dBm 

0 to 26 voh 

5 vohs 

35 mA 

During the development ofthe synthesizer, a problem occurred with the VCO. Over 

part ofthe tuning range, a sfrong subharmonic appeared, at half of the frequency, but almost 

the same power as the normal output. To prevent this happening, the output must feed via the 

muiimum possible length of microstrip into a 50Q T pad. Grounding ofthe package is impor

tant, and it is flow-soldered to the ground plane, with numerous surrounding through-pms to 

the underside ground plane. 

2.05 

C600M VCO Measured Frequency 
versus Tuning Voltage 

7 8 9 10 

Tuning Voltage (volts) 

FIGURE A.6 Z-Com C-600M measured VCO transfer function 

A.2.9 Circuit Schematics 

As mdicated in the block diagram (Figure A.2), the synthesiser is built on three sepa-
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rate circuit boards, and also housed in three separate tinplated steel boxes, interconnected with 

coaxial cable. Separate boxes proved necessary to reduce spurious components to below -60 

dBc. 

t~t~T"T"T~t~'• 

A divider kUUkU 
I 11 I I I I I 
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SW-DIP8 

vcc C O — ^ ^ t » l ^ v l ^ o 
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lOOKRl 
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2SuF 

^ M u u u u 
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QO 
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Q3 
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PO 
PI 
P2 
P3 

CEP 
CET 
CLK 
PE 
MR 

0 0 

01 
Q2 
0 3 
TC 

12 

ICl MC12034B 
IC2 74AC163 
1C3 74AC163 
IC4 74AC04 
IC5 74AC163 
IC6 74AC163 
IC7 8 way DIP switch 
IC8 8 way DIP switch 

FIGURE A.7 PLL programmable counter schematic 
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FIGURE A.S Phase frequency comparator and loop filter 

FIGURE A.9 VCO and output amplifier 

A.2.10 Synthesizer Performance 

In this section the performance ofthe synthesizers is shown, m terms of phase noise 

and specfrum plots. 

TABLE A.4 UHF synthesiser performance 

Parameter 

Phase noise at < 200 Hz to 5 kHz offset 

Phase noise at 50 kHz offset 

PFC frequency spurs at ± 200 kHz 

Other non-harmonic spurious 

Output power into 50Q. 

Value 

-76 dBc/Hz 

-98 dBc/Hz 

-70 dBc 

< -80 dBc 

5 dBm ± 2 dBm 
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FIGURE A.10 PLL phase noise 

Measured PLL single sideband phase noise was obtained from a spectrum analyser 

plot (Figure A. 12) and corrected for a bandwidth change of 100 Hz to 1 Hz by adding -20 dB, 

to give dBc/Hz values. This is not an accurate measurement, but gives a guideline figure 

{Ref[A.6]}. Attempts to measure the VCO phase noise yielded values 30 to 40 dB worse than 

the manufacturer's data, but it is likely that the tuning voltage used was noisy and driftmg, 

making the measurement invalid. The VCO data curve plotted above (Figure A. 10), is from 

the manufacturer's specifications. Taking the manufacturer's specification for the rubidium os

cillator phase noise, and correcting this for the frequency scale-up factor of 1890/10 by adding 

45.5 dB, gives a lower bound for PLL noise performance, which can never be better than the 

reference frequency noise. Phase jitter introduced by the frequency divider, which divides the 

10 MHz reference down to 200 kHz before it is applied to the loop, plus jitter from the dividers 

within the loop, the phase noise contribution from the PFC, and noise from the loop op-amps, 

will all contribute to the final phase noise characteristic. 
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FIGURE A.11 Spectrum of 1890 MHz synthesizer at 10 MHz span 
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FIGURE A.12 Spectrum of 1890 MHz synthesizer at 40 kHz span 
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FIGURE A.13 Spectrum at 1890 MHz showing ± 200 kHz spurs 
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FIGURE A.14 Spectrum at 1690 MHz showing ± 200 kHz spurs 

A.2.11 Future Improvements 

Although the performance of these signal sources has been adequate for all channel 

sounder measurements (demonstrated in Z?ac^-iac^ evaluation; see Chapter 3) to date, with ex

perience gained developing the synthesizers it has become apparent that an improved design 
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would be possible. 

These are essentially fixed frequency sources (unless a substantial move to a different 

part of the band is wanted), so a 200 kHz step size is unnecessarily small. A larger step size 

would ease the problem with PFC frequency spurs, and would reduce (or eluninate) logic noise 

in dividing down from the 10 MHz rubidium oscillator. A 10 MHz step size should be used, 

provided the PFC will operate at this speed. 

Since these synthesizers were buih, low cost synthesiser chips have appeared on the 

market with inbuilt dual-modulus prescalers. A good example is the National Semiconductor 

PLLatinum™ family, including the LMX2320 (2 GHz) and LMX2325 (2.5 GHz) devices. 

The addition of a loop filter and a VCO, and some method of serial programming the divider 

settings at each power-up, results in a complete PLL. These chips have an inbuilt reference di

vider with a mmimum divide ratio of 3, so a 2.5 MHz step size (reference divide ratio of 4) is 

the maximum possible using a 10 MHz reference, still a big increase on 0.2 MHz. 

Having an inbuih prescaler is a significant advantage, because the problem of prescal

er modulus switching delays has been solved within the chip. The modulus change must hap

pen in less than one clock period ofthe VCO frequency, or in less than 0.6 nanoseconds at 1890 

MHz. 

A better VCO is another area for major improvement. The octave bandwidth ofthe 

C-600M is not required. Generally, narrow band VCOs have lower phase noise than wide band 

types, because higher Q reactive networks can be used. The measured sensitivity of the C-

600M of approximately 93 MHz/voh, means that 100 Hz change in output frequency occurs 

with a tuning vohage change of just 1.1 microvohs, so very low loop noise voltage levels must 

be maintained. Narrow band VCO circuits at 1890 MHz, usmg high Q ceramic or coaxial 

transmission line resonators can be buih with a tuning range ofthe order of 20 MHz for a tun

ing voltage change of 20 volts, or 1 MHz/voh sensitivity, and such VCOs would be much more 

appropriate in this application. 

A.3 VHF Synthesizer 

Sliding correlation requires two pseudo-noise (PN) sequences clocked at slightly dif

ferent rates. The receiver clock at 100 MHz is generated by multiplying the 10 MHz reference. 

The other clock has a slight frequency offset, for example 100.02 MHz, and is produced by a 

VHF synthesizer locked to the 10 MHz reference. At the time of development, h was thought 

that the muhiplier would be simpler and use less power than the synthesizer, and so the muhi-

plier was used in the portable receiver. 

A Motorola CMOS type MC145152 parallel input PLL is the basis ofthe synthesizer, 

and allows the frequency to be set with a single 8 pole DIP (dual in-line package) switch. The 

VCO uses a MCI648 ECL (emitter-coupled logic) oscillator chip with an LC (inductance-ca

pacitance) tank circuit, and a MCI2017 dual modulus 64/65 divider acts as a prescaler. The 
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reference frequency is divided down to 40 kHz (see Figure A. 19) externally, then divided fur

ther by 8 to give a PFC frequency, and a step size, of 5 kHz. The DIP switch allows setting of 

the synthesizer frequency in 5 kHz steps in the vicinity of 100 MHz. For outdoor mode mea

surements with a 25MHz chip rate, the synthesizer is set to 100.02 MHz, (M=312, ̂ =36) which 

after division by 4 gives a chip rate of 25.005 MHz. Indoor mode measurements are done with 

the synthesizer set to 100.005 MHz (M=3I2, ^=33). 

Loop Filter Design 

PARAMETER VALUE 

This section calculates natural frequency and 
damping factor for an existing design 

Kvco rad/sec/volt 33000000 
Kphi phase detector 0.8 
Kamp amplifier gain 1 

Output Freq (Hz) lE+08 
Reference Freq (Hz) 5000 
Ratio N 20004 
Capacitor C nF 150 

Input R (Rl) ohm 22000 
Feedback R (R2) ohm 15000 

Fn loop natural freq (Hz) 100.6513 
Damping factor 0.711441 

FIGURE A.15 PLL design parameters 

In addhion to the active lead-lag loop filter, a higher frequency pole is contributed by 

the RC lowpass filter. The poles formed by the 0.1 uF capacitor (CI3) across the op-amp out

put, and by the 100 kQ together whh the VCO varicap capacitance are at over 100 kHz, and 

so have a negligible effect. See Figure A. 17. A SPICE analysis ofthe open loop transfer func

tion gives the Bode plot shown in Figure A. 16, with a loop phase margin of 66°. 

The output from the VCO is attenuated by a capacitive divider, giving -16 dBm into a 

50n load. 
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FIGURE A.16 Open loop Bode plot for 100 MHz phase locked loop 
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FIGURE A.17 VHF Synthesizer circuit schematic 
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A.3.1 Performance 

Measuring the output spectrum on an HP3589A analyser, and correcting for the reso

lution bandwidth, gives an estimate for the single sideband phase noise as a function of offset 

frequency, and a plot of this is shown below (Figure A.18). 
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FIGURE A.18 VHF synthesizer single sideband phase noise 

The first reference frequency spurs, at 5 kHz offset, are at -43 dBc. Other spurious sig

nals in the frequency offset range >5 kHz up to 50 kHz, are at < -62 dBc. Lower spur and spu

rious levels would be desirable. In a future improved version ofthe hardware, use of a voltage 

controlled crystal oscillator as the VCO will be mvestigated. To change the offset frequency 

when switching channel sounder modes, two separate PLL sources are proposed. 

A.4 Frequency Dividers 

Reference frequencies of 200 kHz and 40 kHz are requhed for the synthesizers, and 

these are obtained by dividing the 10 MHz rubidium oscillator output by 50 and 250 respec

tively. At the input the sinusoidal 10 MHz signal is AC coupled, and then level shifted by add

ing a positive DC voltage to bring it into the operating range ofthe Schmitt trigger mverter 

ICIA (Figure A. 19). Low noise advanced CMOS series 74AC logic is used. The divider is 

housed in a tinplate steel box, with its own (external) 5V linear regulator. In the receiver, the 

40 kHz output is not required, and this stage ofthe divider is disabled. 
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FIGURE A.19 Frequency divider circuit schematic 

A.S PN Generator 

A.5.1 Design 

The PN generator has the following features: 

1. Operates with a low level clock of non-critical waveshape. 
2. Maximum chip rate is over 100 MHz. 
3. The chip rate is switchable to equal the input clock rate, or 1/2,1/4,1/8, or 7/75 of the 
input clock rate. 
4. The sequence length is switchable between 2047, 1023, 511, or 255 bits. 
5. Logic is included to prevent lock-up in the all zero state. 
6. A trigger pulse output is generated for each completed sequence, and this automati
cally adjusts as the sequence length is changed. 
7. A start pulse input allows the option of starting the sequence in a known state, for syn
chronising die sequence with another PN generator, or for using a windowed portion of 
the sequence. 

Parameters are varied by altering the circuit configuration using fast muhiplexers. 

Hence parameters may be switched by switching address logic to the muhiplexers, over non-

critical long cables, without degrading the circuit speed. 
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FIGURE A.20 Variable length PN generator - block diagram 

Clock breakthrough, resuhing in spectral lines at muhiples ofthe clock frequency sit-

tmg in the nulls ofthe spectrum, can be a problem with PN generators. 

A.5.2 Circuit Techniques 

Maximal length PN sequences are generated by a binary shift register with the input 

provided by the modulo-2 addition of two or more outputs from shift register stages. Only cer

tain feedback connections generate maximal length sequences, and tables of these cormections 

are available {Ref [A.7]}. Three different chcuit arrangements are possible: 

1. Simple type, as described above. 
2. Modular type, where the modulo-2 adders are inserted between shift register stages. 
3. Syncopated register generators. 

The shortest period possible for the PN chip is equal to the sum ofthe toggle time of 

a register stage plus gate delays in the modulo-2 adder plus any feedback path delay. For two 

feedback taps, the simple shift register generator with one modulo-2 adder is the fastest possi

ble configuration. When the number of feedback taps exceeds two, extra layers of modulo-2 

adders are required, adding extra delay in the feedback path and reducing the maximum speed. 

In this case, the modular type is a better choice, because the maximum adder delay with mul

tiple feedback taps is equivalent to a single modulo-2 adder. The syncopated generator uses 

modulo-2 addition of two half-rate sequences, clocked with clocks 180° out of phase. The idea 

can be extended to more than two sequences. Speed is limited by register rise and fall times, 

and the performance ofthe final modulo-2 adder. 
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The syncopated generator is a way of squeezing more speed out of marginal technol

ogy, but a better solution is simply to use faster integrated circuits. The ever increasing speed 

of ̂ 57C (application-specific integrated circuit) chips is becoming attractive for the realisation 

of a single chip PN generator. Already devices with maximum clock speed over 100 MHz are 

available at low cost. 

A.5.3 Logic 

With high speed as a goal, it is sensible to use the fastest available logic family. Emit

ter-coupled logic (ECL) is still the fastest available, although it is both difficuh to obtam and 

expensive in small quanthies. Motorola MECLIOKH series ECL is used in the PN generator. 

Typical gate propagation delay is 1 ns, with rise and fall tunes of 1.5 ns, with a maxi

mum toggle frequency of 250 MHz (faster ECL families are also available). Outputs are open 

emitter and can be wire-ored. External pull-down resistors are required, and help reduce chip 

heating by taking some dissipation off the chip. Supply voltages of-5.2 volt and -2 volt are 

used. Complementary outputs are available, and may simplify some logic designs. Noise mar

gins are small (150 mV) so overshoot and ringing must be well conttolled to avoid glitches. 

A.5.4 ECL Techniques 

The high speed of ECL logic signals has several implications for layout and circuit 

techniques adopted. Time delays through the intercormecting wiring can become significant. 

Sixty millunettes of track on epoxy board is equivalent to one gate delay, so ttacks should be 

kept short and direct. The interconnectmg ttacks behave as ttansmission Imes, and if these are 

not properly terminated, muhiple reflections will resuh in severe ringing which may cause 

multiple ttiggering, or glitches, in subsequent gates. Crosstalk between ttacks can also be a 

problem. RF layout techniques with a ground plane should be used. Interconnecting ttacks are 

designed as microstrip transmission lines. The open emitter outputs of ECL have an impedance 

of about 7 ohms when high, and a high impedance, determined by the pull-down resistor, when 

low. Several approaches can be taken to the problem of terminatmg the fransmission Imes be

tween gates. The gate outputs may be terminated at the chip at the mput of the ttansmission 

line, or at the input ofthe driven gate at the output end ofthe line, or at both ends {ReflA.3]}. 

The generator described here is buih on double-sided epoxy circuit board, with the 

component side used entirely as a ground plane. Tracks are designed as 100 ohm microsttip, 

and kept as short as possible. All single interconnections are terminated at the far end with a 

pull-down resistor of 100 ohms, going to -2 volts. This voltage is used rather than -5 volts, to 

reduce power consumption and chip dissipation. Where an inter-connection goes to more than 

one input, if the connections are sequential, only the far end ofthe line is pulled down with 100 

ohms. Where, for layout convenience, a line goes off in two different directions, each end is 
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terminated with a 220 ohm pull-down. This is a compromise, but works well enough. Some 

inter-connections cannot be routed on the single layer, and are wired with a "Vero " pen (point-

point wiring). The numerous pull-down resistors are wired to a -2 voh bus, which is construct

ed using stick-on microsttip (effectively forming a third layer), on the ttack side ofthe board. 

A.5.5 Power Supplies 

The PN generator was originally designed to run from -8 vohs, with inbuih Imear reg

ulators to supply -5.2 and -2 volts. However, in the channel sounder, the PN generators are 

operated from -5 volts provided by a DC converter. The -5.2 volt internal regulator is bypassed, 

but the -2 voh regulator is retained. Total supply current at -5 volts is 0.92 amps. 

A.5.6 Feedback Paths 

The simple shift register generator circuit configuration is used. Each sequence length 

other than 255, can be produced with one modulo-2 addition, or a single two-input EXOR gate. 

The 255 sequence needs two layers of gates. 

An 11 stage shift register is used, long enough to generate the longest sequence. Feed

back paths for the shorter sequences are tapped off earlier stages. Tappings used are shown be

low:. 

TABLE A.S PN generator feedback tappings 

Sequence 
Length 

2047 

1023 

511 

255 

Number 
of 

Registers 

11 

10 

9 

8 

Feedback 
from 

Stages 

9,11 

7, 10 

5,9 

2, 3, 4, 8 

MC10H174P 
MUX 

input pin 

10 

12 

11 

13 

MUX Address 

A 

1 

1 

0 

0 

B 

1 

0 

1 

0 

Switch 
Position 

1 

2 

3 

4 

A muhiplexer selects the feedback path, thus determining the sequence length gener

ated. For the shorter sequences, the later stages ofthe shift register merely add a constant time 

delay, allowing the output to always be taken from the last stage ofthe register. ECL chips con

taining 4 shift register stages (MC10H141P) are available, so to obtam 11 stages, three inte

grated circuhs must be used. The twelfth stage is used as an output buffer. 

A.5.7 Address Switching 

To select different sequence lengths, the address lines ofthe muhiplexer m the feed

back path are switched. Required addresses for the particular muhiplexer inputs used are given 
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in Table A.5. A swhch wiring scheme using a 2-pole 4-position switch is shown in the main 

circuh schematic (Figure A.25). As ECL inputs include 50 KQ. pull-down resistors on the chip, 

open-circuhed inputs are low. An 1N4148 diode to ground produces a voltage level of about 

-0.8 voh (the forward voltage drop ofthe diode), and this serves as an ECL high signal. 

A.5.8 Input Clock 

Input clock signal amplitude and waveshape are not critical. The clock is produced by 

either a synthesizer or a muhiplier, and is not ECL compatible, so the input clock signal is con-

dhioned by a preamplifier to interface with the ECL stages. This design uses a Plessey SL952 

amplifier/luniter followed by a DC level shift to interface the input clock. 

pins 12,13,14 Ground 

plns1,2, 5, 6, 7-5V 

luF, InF bypass to ground I lOOuF 
2 volt 

pin 3 n/c 

FIGURE A.21 Clock preamplifier and ECL translator 

The schematic for this chip is not available, but it is believed to be a balanced differ

ential amplifier with series/shunt feedback stages, followed by emitter follower buffers. Nor

mally this IC operates from +5 volts, but by groundmg the 5 volt rail, and connecting all the 

ground connections to -5 volt, the output can be made almost ECL compatible. The bandwidth 

ofthe device is approximately 1 GHz, so stability may be a problem, and layout is critical. One 

side ofthe differential input (pin 11) is grounded via a 10 ohm damping resistor, recommended 

in a Plessey Application Note to improve stability whh an unbalanced source. The chcuh of 

the SL952 preamplifier is shown in Figure A.21. Tests using a 20 MHz sinusoidal input source 

at -22 dBm gave an approximately square wave output, with a high level of-1.1 volt, and a low 

of-2.4 volt. Increasing the input level to -10 dBm gives an output swing from -1.0 to -2.7 volts, 

and 0 dBm input gives -0.9 to -2.9 volt. This signal will drive some ECL chips directly, but is 

not reliable with all devices, so a DC level shifting network has been added at the output. 

A.5.9 Variable Chip Rate 

The chip rate is variable under control of a front panel switch. After preamplification 

by the SL952, the clock signal goes to a 4-stage binary counter (MC10178P), and the divided 

outputs, plus the input, are taken to an MC10H164P 8-line muhiplexer. Multiplexer outputs 
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are selected by switching the address lines. If the input is 100 MHz, this gives 100, 50,25,12.5, 

and 6.25 MHz selectable chip rates. A block diagram is shown in Figure A.22. 

CLOCK 

MC10178P 
CLK Counter 

QO Q1 Q2 Q3 

XO XI X2 X3 X4 

MC10H164P 
2 Multiplexer 

Address 

Output Clock to 
PN Generator 

FIGURE A.22 Block diagram - variable clock 

A.5.10 All Zero State 

Past experience with a sunple PN generator showed that sequence dropout, caused by 

the register getting into the all-zero state did happen occasionally, and was very mconvenient, 

requiring manual resetting. In this design, if the all- zero state occurs, a 1 is added into the feed

back path to restart the sequence. Combinational logic is used to detect the all-zero state. 

There are other ways of detecting the all-zero state and restarting. If a counter equal in 

length to the number of shift register stages is incremented on every clock pulse, and reset each 

time the PN output is " 1 " , the counter will never fill unless the PN generator falls into the all-

zero state. Then the counter output can be used to preset one or more ofthe PN shift register 

stages, or inject a " 1 " into the feedback path to restart the PN sequence. Another method is to 

drive a diode charge pump and RC network from the PN output. If the all-zero condition oc

curs, the capacitor will discharge, hence the sequence can be restarted. The occurrence of an 

all-zero state will necessarily disrupt synchronism of the PN generator if it has been started 

simultaneously with another PN generator. 

A.5.11 Synchronisation Pulse 

A synch pulse is produced with a length equal to the sequence length, and the leading 

edge coincides with one unique pattern ofthe sequence. The synch pulse is automatically ad

justed if the sequence length is altered, using another multiplexer. The unique state detected 

to produce the synch pulse is shown in Table A.6, and has been chosen to allow some ofthe 

logic, already in place to detect the all zero state, to contribute to synch pulse generation, re-
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ducing the hardware outlay. 

TABLE A.6 PN Generator Synch Patterns 

Sequence 

Length 

2047 

1023 

511 

255 

Number of Register 

Stages 

11 

10 

9 

8 

Synch 
Pattern 

11110000000 

1110000000 

110000000 

10000000 

A.5.12 Start Pulse 

The MC10H141P four bit universal shift register is controlled by the SI and S2 mputs, 

to either shift right, shift left, load parallel data from the D inputs, or stop shifting. The normal 

operating condition in this design is shift left, with SI high, and S2 low. To start, or restart, 

from a known initial condition, SI is taken low for more than one clock period, presettmg the 

register with whatever data is present on the D (preset) lines, which can be hard wired in any 

desired state. When SI goes high, the sequence will start from the preset state. For example, 

if all the D mputs are high, the sequence will start from the all-ones state on the next positive 

clock edge after SI goes high. 

Integrated Circuits 

ICl SL952 Wideband Amp/Limiter 
IC2 MC10178P ECL Binary Divider 
IC3 MC10HI64P ECL Multiplexer 

p i n s l 2 5 6 7 8 9 t o - 5 V 
pins 12 13 14 to GROUND 
pin 3 NC 

pins 1,16 GROUND 

pins 3,5,6,7,9,11,12,14 NC 

pin 8 -5V 

pins 1,16 GROUND 

pins 2,12,13,14 NC 

pin 8 -5V 

FIGURE A.23 PN generator clock and power supply schematic 
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A.5.13 Evaluation 

For all but the shortest sequences it is very difficult to judge the satisfactory perfor

mance of the PN generator by looking at a time domain display of the output. Performance 

evaluation is best done in the frequency domain, using a spectrum analyser. The specttum is 

the ttansform of a series of rectangular pulses, and is ofthe form —^ . 

The envelope ofthe specttum generated is shown below. Note that this is plotted with 

a log amplitude scale, and linear frequency scale. The specttum has nulls at the fundamental 

and all harmonics ofthe chipping frequency, and is symmetrical about zero frequency 

Amplitude 
Spectrum Envelope 

FIGURE A.24 Spectrum showing clock spurs 

ICl 
IC2 
IC3 
IC4 
IC5 
IC6 
IC7 

ica 
IC9 

MClOHMl 
MC10H14I 
MCI0H141 
MC10H109 
MCIOH103 
MC10Hn4 
MC10H104 
MC10HH3 
MCI0H113 

IC10MC10H102 
IC11MC10H131 

NOTE: Bypuslng. supply anil 
clock conncctlow not shown. 

FIGURE A.25 PN generator circuit schematic 
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Firstly, examme the overall specttum. With a 25 MHz chippmg rate, and usmg a HP 

8562B Spectrum Analyser, suitable insttument settings are: Start Frequency= 0 MHz, Stop Fre

quency =100 MHz, Video Bandwidth =1 kHz, Averaging OFF, Attenuation= -40 dB, Relative 

Level =-10 dB, Vertical Scale= 10 dB/division. The display should look much like Figure A.24, 

with nulls at 25, 50, 75,100, 125 MHz, and with a smooth envelope which does not alter from 

sweep to sweep. Next, the fine detail ofthe specttum is examined. The envelope is acttially 

made up of a series of specttal lines, at frequency intervals given by the chippmg frequency 

divided by the sequence length. Examine the middle portion of the main lobe, and set the spec

ttum analyser to: Start Frequency 10 MHz, Stop Frequency 10.2 MHz; all other settmgs remain 

as previously specified. Over a small portion ofthe main lobe, the envelope amplitude will be 

nearly constant, and the specttum will appear as a series of peaks, as shown below m Figure 

A.26: 

Sequence Length A f 
2047 12.21 kHz 
1023 24.44 kHz 
511 48.92 kHz 
255 98.04 kHz 

FIGURE A.26 PN spectrum fine detail 

The frequency spacing between peaks is constant, with the values given. If the fre

quency spacing is greater than these values, it mdicates that the sequence is not maxunal 

length. With this design, another method of checking that the sequence is maximal length is to 

accurately measure the length ofthe synch pulse. For the 2047 sequence at 25 MHz, this should 

be 81.88 microseconds. 

A.5.14 Clock BreakThrough 

The appearance of spectral lines at multiples of the chipping frequency, and sitting 

right in the spectral nulls, is a commonly encountered problem. Dixon {Ref[A.7]} calls this ef

fect "code imbalance", or "code-rate spurious signals". This fauh is caused by an imbalance 

between the weighted values ofthe high and low output signals, which can be caused by un

equal durations of the high and low states, unequal rise and fall times, and unequal ringing 

(overshoot and undershoot) on the rise and fall edges ofthe output waveform. 
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For code balance, the following equation must be ttue: 

G.T Martin 

'^HishiG,,^,{c)dt = A,jG,^^{c)dt (EQA.12) 

where Ap^^ and/i /^are the amplitudes ofthe high and low signals respectively, and 

the G(c) are signal envelopes, xj is the duration of a high and X2r '^l is the duration of a low. 

high state 

0 volts 

low state 

FIGURE A.27 PN output waveform 

Ringing is influenced by the quality ofthe matchmg ofthe final shift register stage to 

the output ttansmission line, and if the matching is improved and the ringing reduced, the 

clock spurs will dimhiish. Using an addhional register stage as a buffer is an advantage, as the 

output does not need to drive any other logic gates, but just the output line. In this design, up 

to eleven register stages are needed, whereas twelve are available in the three MC10H141P 

4-bit registers used, allowing the twelfth stage to be used solely to buffer the output. The output 

is AC coupled, and the resistor configuration in the output network is chosen for minunum 

ringing without sacrificing much output voltage swing, with the output connected via coaxial 

cable to the 50Q. input of a 500 MHz oscilloscope (HP-183A ) . The edges appear slightly over-

damped, with no overshoot, but with a small amount of ripple following ttansitions. 

As the chipping frequency goes up, the clock spur problem gets worse, because rise 

and fall time imbalance is relatively more important, and any ringing also becomes more sig

nificant relative to the chip period. The final output network is shown in Figure A.25. Note 

that the DC blocking capachors insert a notch in the spectrum near zero frequency. 

Clock break through is so dependent on second order effects that the two nommally 

identical PN generators buih for this project, showed different performance figures (Table A.7) 

for this effect. 
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TABLE A.7 Measured clock break-through 

Clock break-through 
harmonic number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

PN Generator, and clock frequency 

No.l 

20 MHz 

-37.2 dB 

-25.5 dB 

-24.1 dB 

-30.3 dB 

-20.0 dB 

80 MHz 

-ll.OdB 

-13.4 dB 

-20.7 dB 

-10.0 dB 

-26.0 dB 

No.2 

20 MHz 

-18.6 dB 

-28.3 dB 

-24.6 dB 

-20.0 dB 

-17.0 dB 

80 MHz 

-12.3 dB 

-9.3 dB 

-8.3 dB 

-7.5 dB 

-27.2 dB 

Measurements were done at 20 and 80 MHz, rather than the 25 and 100 MHz clock 

frequencies finally chosen for channel sounder operation. Values in dB are relative to the max

imum value of the main specttum lobe. For the 20 MHz clock, the clock break through har

monic 1 refers to the spur at 20 MHz, harmonic 2 means 40 MHz, etc. For these tests, the clock 

input signal was a sinusoidal signal supplied by a high quality signal generator. The clock 

break through values were the same for both the case where (a) the clock signal was divided 

by the ECL binary divider, and (b) the clock signal bypassed the divider. For example, the re

sults did not alter if the clock input was 80 MHz not divided, or 160 MHz divided by 2; or in 

the case of the lower frequency clock, 20 MHz not divided, or 80 MHz divided by 4. 

Plotting clock break through in the first null as a function of clock frequency for PN 

Generator No.l gives the curve shown below in Figure A.28: 

"1 r 
40 60 80 

clock ft-equency (MHz) 
100 

FIGURE A.28 Clock break through at first null - PN generator No.1 
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FIGURE A.29 PN generator No.1 spectrum with 20 MHz clock 
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FIGURE A.30 PN generator No.1 spectrum with 80 MHz clock 

A.5.15 Maximum Chip Rate 

The maximum speed of operation depends on wiring and gate delays. This design op

erates to chipping rates of just over 100 MHz, before the shortest sequence (length 255) ceases 

to fimction. This sequence uses an extta layer of gates, and so would be expected to be the first 
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to fail. Other sequence lengths operate to over 120 MHz. The muhiplexer used to give the vari

able sequence length feature of course adds delay and limits performance, as also does the OR 

gate used for insertion of a ' 1 ' if the sequence falls into the all-zero state. To determine the 

maximum speed of operation, the specttum is observed as the chipping rate is gradually in

creased, until the specttum envelope becomes ragged and erratic. 

A.5.16 Acknowledgement 

The PN generator design was done by the author during a period of sabbatical leave in 

1991, at the University of Bristol Centre for Communication Research. The variable parameter 

feature was used by other researchers at the University of Bristol {Ref[A.8], Ref[A.9], 

Ref[A.10]}. 

A.6 Mixer 

Mini-Circuits SRA-2000 mixers are used as a bi-phase modulator in the ttansmitter, 

and as a down-converting mixer in the receiver. 

^ PN SIGNAL FROM 
FN GENERATOR 

FIGURE A.31 Double balanced SRA-2000 bi-phase modulator 

The PN signal is applied to the IF Out port, as the frequency response of this port ex

tends down to DC. The PN signal turns on alternate pairs of diodes, swapping the elecfrical 

connections of the two centre-tapped ttansformer windings, and so switching the phase by 

180°. This action is illusttated below: 

POSITIVE IF SIGNAL NEGATIVE IF SIGNAL 

Jd0^ .i<D^ 

FIGURE A.32 Bi-phase modulation acdon 

In the receiver, the circuh connections follow the port names, with the 1890 MHz 
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spread signal applied to the RF Port, the 1690 MHz synthesiser signal applied to the LO Port, 

and the 200 MHz centre frequency IF signal taken from the IF Fort. The mixer is mounted on 

a small piece of circuit board with a ground plane, and mounted in a 50 mm x 50 mm tinplated 

steel box, with short lengths of coax connecting to SMA connectors. The mixer case is soldered 

to the ground plane. Manufacturer's specifications and typical performance figures in the 1890 

MHz region for the SRA-2000 are summarised in Table A.S below: 

TABLE A.S SRA-2000 data 

Frequency response RF, LO 

Frequency response IF 

VSWRRF 

VSWRLO 

VSWR IF 

Conversion loss L0 = 4dBm 

Isolation LO - IF 

100 - 2000 MHz 

DC - 600 MHz 

<2.5 

<2.0 

<1.5 

7.9 dB 

>30dB 

A.7 Power Amplifier 

The power amplifier is a custom-built commercial unit manufactured by WESSEX 

Electronics, Bristol, U.K. It is a Class A amplifier with 10 watts (40 dBm) output, with very 

low spurious content. The input and output are protected with circulators, and the amplifier m-

corporates a large heatsink and a cooling fan. The device operates from 12V DC, which suits 

battery operation. The amplifier has been modified by the manufacturer to operate over the fre

quency range 1790 MHz to 1990 MHz. The. specifications and manufacturer's test sheet re

sults are listed in the following table (Table A.9): 

TABLE A.9 RF Power amplifier specifications, model No. ANP-01138, serial No. 
4310, WESSEX Electronics. 

Parameter 

case temperature 

gain 

gain variation with frequency 

input return loss 

output retum loss 

output power @P(-ldB) GCP 

frequencies, power) 

DC current @P(-ldB) GCP 

2nd harmonic 

3rd harmonic 

spurious signals 

DC supply 

Specification 

35+/-5°C 

40dBmin 

1.0 dB pp max. 

20.8 dB min. 

20.8 dB min. 

+40 dBm 

7.5A max. 

-50 dBc (min. freq) 

-50 dBc (min. freq) 

-80 dBc 

Test Result 

32°C 

43.0 dB 

0.9 dB pp. 

21 dB 

21.0 dB 

+40.9 dBm 

1.99 GHz 

5.9A 

-70 dBc across band 

-70 dBc across band 

-80 dBc noise floor 

+12V 
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A.S Power Supplies - Transmitter 

The rubidium oscillator requires a supply voltage of 22.5V to 32V DC, dictating the 

choice of battery arrangement as two 12 voh lead-acid batteries in series. One of these also sup

plies the 12 volt high current (up to 8 amp) requirement ofthe RF power amplifier, and is of 

larger capacity. A low dropout voltage, high current linear regulator is used to ensure that the 

RF power amplifier supply voltage will not exceed the specified value of 12 vohs, even if the 

battery voltage exceeds 12 vohs. Other voltages required by the ttansmitter elecfronics include 

-5 voh (PN generator), ±15 volts (UHF synthesiser), +15 volts (RF driver amplifier), +5 volts 

(reference frequency divider). These voltages are provided by a commercial DC-DC converter, 

a step-up switching regulator, and linear regulators. Front panel LEDs monitor the various sup

ply voltages, and will fade and then extinguish if supplies drop below preset thresholds. 

red ^ ^ Fl FUSE 
I • •—o ^«o—•—c/ \ lO-

n V G E L C E L L + 1 <!1 (I T 
BATFERY ^ Bl ^ H '^MP 

01 O.luF I 
blue 

D I 

1N5401 

diodes, bridge and fuse 
protect against reverse 
connection of batteries 

red 

§T1 
47 

12V Autamotivei + 
BATTERY _ B2 

RLll 
• * — o ^ o -

02 O.luF 
D2 -

lN540l' 

X 
black 

OV +24V 

- > 

• > 

+24V 

+12V 

GROUND 

DC-DC 

CONVERTER 

7 +15V 

7 OV 

7 -isv 

^ OV 

^ - s v 

FIGURE A.33 Transmitter power arrangements 

SI is the main power switch, with the high current supply switched by the relay RLl, 

controlled by SI. RLl is a heavy duty automotive horn relay, with hold-in current reduced 

from the normal 0.5A to 0.2A by a 47Q series resistor. A lOOOuF capacitor provides a low im

pedance path for the initial pull-in current. 

Fuses, and a 20A bridge connected as series-parallel diodes, protect agamst inadvert

ent reverse polarity connection of either battery. Batteries available to power the ttansmitter 

are listed in Table A. 10. 
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TABLE A.10 Batteries - transmitter 

Low capacity 

High capacity 

(one used) 

Make 

Yuasa 

Yuasa 

Yuasa 

Bosch 

Bosch 

Model 

NP7-12 

NPC38-12 

NP65-12 

SP360 

P450C 

Capacity 

7 AH 

38 AH 

65 AH 

340 CCA 

420 CCA 

A.8.1 Step-up Regulator For Driver Amplifier 

RF amplifier Mini-Circuits ZHL-1724HLN is used as a driver amplifier, and is speci

fied for a power supply of 15 volts at up to 725 mA. This is supplied by a step-up switching 

regulator running from 12 volts. The regulator includes a crowbar over-voltage protection ch-

cuh to protect the load. The crowbar triggers at 16.6 volts when the SCR (SI) clamps the output 

to ground and blows fuse Fl. Short fast over-vohage ttansients are clamped by the 16 voh ze-

ner at the output. An LC output filter reduces switching noise on the output to < 40mV peak-

peak. The regulator is housed in a tinplate steel box, with feed-through capacitors on the input 

and output lines. Input current at 12 volt is 0.9A. 

FIGURE A.34 Step-up switching regulator for the RF driver amplifier 

A.8.2 Low Dropout +12 volt Regulator 

A low-dropout voltage linear regulator ensures that the supply to the expensive RF 

power amplifier does not exceed the specified 12 voh level. Parallel power FETs with a low 

individual "on" resistance of 40mQ are used as the series regulator element, conttolled by an 

LM723 regulator. When dealing with high currents and low voltage drops, whing resistance 

becomes significant, so to obtain good regulation, a 4-wire arrangement is used, with low cur

rent vohage-sensing leads wired directly to the load, allowing the regulator to compensate for 

wiring voltage drops. The circuh arrangement is shown in Figures A.35, and A.36. 
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LM723 

+ 
Vrer^-k^ 

Regulator 

lOK 

WIRE RESISTANCE 

LOAD< 

load 

HIGH CURRENT REGULATOR VOLTAGE SENSING 

FIGURE A.35 High current regulator block diagram 

+24V 

-dh. 
& 
v+ vc 

Vout 

VREF 

LM723 
CL 

NI 

CS 

INV 

GND COMP 
13 680 pF 

22K * 

1 

VIN 

HhiL 

_4J BUZllFl 

rC 

LOW DROPOUT VOLTAGE HIGH CURRENT 12V REGULATOR 

- ^ VOUT 

- ^ V+ Sense 

• > 

V- Sense 

FIGURE A.36 High current 12V regulator 

Measured regulator performance is shown in Figure A.37. At 4 amp load, the dropout 

voltage is lOOmV, and at 10 amp load the dropout voltage rises to 600mV. Provided the drop

out voltage is exceeded, the load regulation is excellent, with an output voltage variation of less 

than lOmV for load variation between 0 and 10 amp. 
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12.7 
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o 
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FIGURE A.37 Low-dropout regulator performance 

If the input vohage falls below the mmimum mput voltage shown on the above graph, 

then the output voltage will fall correspondmgly. 

A.8.3 Supply Supervision 

Front panel LEDs monitor the health ofthe various supply voltages: 

Inputs from Power Supplies 

+ipj « g +1» -ISV .SV J2-HfromRj4idim,OsciU.W 

<7K 

i"' -k' 

_1N4H8 R6 

' 33K 

LI+ L2-

E D J U - L , RED J - , RED , RED , [ 

^^ ¥ ^ ¥ ^ '2k ^2k 

+12V +24V + I5V -15V -SV 

FRONT PANEL DISPLAY 

OSCILLATOR LXXK 

POWER SUPPLY SUPERVISION AND RUBIDIUM OSCILLATOR LOCK INDICATOR 

FIGURE A,38 Power supply supervision LEDs 
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Appendix B: Receiver Hardware 

B. INTRODUCTION 

This appendix contams detailed documentation of die design 

and characterization of die channel sounder receiver electronics 

(Figure B.l), and also serves as a handbook for die receiver. 

Some of die receiver electronics has aheady been covered in 

Appendix A - Transmitter Hardware; namely, rubidium osciUators, 

UHF frequency syntiiesizers, and PN generators. These components 

are used in bodi die transmitter and die receiver. 

Appendix B documents die design of die remaining sections 

of die receiver, including die low loss interdigital bandpass filters 

(also used m die ti-ansmitter), a low noise amplifier, die frequency 

multipher electi-onics, Bessel lowpass active filters, and power sup

ply arrangements. 

Low noise 
amplifier Bandpass Alter 

LO synthesizer \ PN Generator 
xlO, x20 multiplier 

FIGURE B.1 Receiver electronics 

B.1 Receiver Portability 

The VUT channel sounder has been designed to be self contained and portable, giving 

great flexibility for use in pedestrian and indoor/outdoor areas such as city arcades and shop

ping centres. The portability feature has been described in Chapter 3 - Channel Sounding. Pic

tures of the receiver in backpack configuration are shown m Figure B.2. Since these early 
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photos ofthe channel sounder, the anteima has been lowered to just above head level. 

FIGURE B.2 V(yrchanne/sounder receiver and data acquisition equipment in portable 
backpack configuration 

B.2 Bandpass Filter 

At the input to the receiver, immediately following the antenna, a bandpass filter is re

quired to band-limit the input signal for the wideband low noise amplifier, to reduce the risk 

of overload by sfrong out-of-band signals with consequent intermodulation distortion. 

ANTENNA 

cable and 
connectors 
attenuation 

NcdB 

BANDPASS FILTER LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER 

Output 

passband loss = Nbp dB Noise Figure Na dB 

FIGURE B.3 Front end noise considerations 

The total receiver noise figure ̂ ^̂ cg/ver is the sum ofthe input amplifier noise figure 

and the insertion losses ahead ofthe amplifier. 
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N = N +N -t- N 
receiver c bp^ '^a 

G.T Martin 

(EQB.1) 

hence for a low noise figure h is important to keep the insertion loss A'̂ p̂of the band

pass filter as low as possible, and this is a primary design goal. 

B. 2.1 Losses 

Bandpass filters consist of a cascade of coupled resonators. Insertion loss is dependent 

on the unloaded Q ofthe resonators, which is proportional to the ratio of stored to dissipated 

energy in the filter reactive elements. Energy is lost as heat m dissipative dielectrics, and in 

resistive losses in conductors. Dielecfric loss can be eliminated by doing away with the lossy 

dielecfric, using air instead. 

Resistive losses can be minimised by using high conductivity metals. Resistivhies of 

several metals are given in Table B.l below {from Ref[B.l]. 

TABLE B.l Resistivity of metals 

Material 

silver (pure) 

silver (normal) 

copper 

copper (oxygen-free) 

gold 

aluminium 

Composition 
% weight 

Ag 99.999+ 

Ag 99.325 Au 0.675 

Cu 99.99+ 

Cu 99.95 

Au 99.999+ 

resistivity 
(annealed) 
IxOmetre 

0.0147 

0.0150 

0.0158 

0.0153 

0.0219 

0.0274 

% increase 
relative to silver 

0% 

2.04% 

7.48% 

4.08% 

48.98% 

86.4% 

Examination of this table should dispel the popular notion that gold is a better conduc

tor than copper. The physical state ofthe metal is also important. For example, the resistivity 

of hard-drawn copper is about 2.6% greater than that of annealed copper, and elecfroplated 

metals have higher resistivities still. 

B. 2.1.1 Skin Effect 

In a round conducting wire, flux generated by current flow forms concentric circles 

centered on the axis ofthe wire. The inner flux circles link less ofthe total current than flux 

chcles close to the surface, so inductance due to flux linkage is greater at the centi-e ofthe wire 

than near the surface. At high frequencies, this effect concentrates current flow near the surface 

ofthe conductor, producing the skin effect. The skin depth is the peneti-ation depth where the 

current density has reduced to \ ofthe surface value. Skin depth 5 is proportional to the square 

root ofthe resistivity, and for copper at frequency/ Hz is given by Ref[B.2]: 
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5 = 66040 j ^ microns (EQ B.2) 

At 1890 MHz, the skin depth is a mere 1.52 microns, so the current is concenfrated 

very close to the surface. High frequency resistance is much higher than the DC resistance be

cause only a small portion ofthe conductor cross-section is used. For a long sfraight circular 

conductor of diameter d, the high frequency resistance is given by: 

R =-R, (EQ B.3) 

2.1.1.0.1 Surface Roughness 

If the high frequency surface currents have to traverse rough ridges, akm to a ploughed 

field, the effective resistivity is increased. For an rms surface roughness of Â ^̂  the effective 

resistivity p̂ ^̂  is given by Ref[B.3]: 

P 7t ^ 5 ^ 

If A > 5 then p ^̂ -> 2p for rough surfaces. For example, if the rms roughness is 
rms cjj 

2.2 times the skin depth, then the effective resistivity reaches 90% ofthe maximum given by 

EQ B.4. 

2.1.1.0.2 Electroplated Finishes 

Silver plating is often specified for conductors carrymg RF current in the belief that 

this will reduce losses and raise the circuit unloaded Q, because at room temperature silver has 

the highest conductivity of any material. However, the opposite result is more likely, with RF 

losses increasing. Pure silver has a DC conductivity only about 5% higher than pure copper, 

and as the RF resistance is proportional to the square root of the DC value, the advantage at 

best is only 2.5%, a minor gain. Plated deposits can have quite different physical properties 

from those ofthe pure wrought metal, and generally have much higher resistivities. Resistivity 

values for plated silver in the range 0.0159 to 1,3 micro-ohm mefre have been reported 

{Ref[B.4]}. Commercial silver plating processes aim to produce a bright deposit requhing no 

further buffing, and so use brightening or grain-refining agents m the platuig solution. These 

compounds are deposited with the silver, reducing the conductivity. The crystal structure, 

banding or layering ofthe deposit, and intemal sfresses in the plated film, all tend to reduce the 

conductivity. 

Atmospheric sulphides tarnish the silver plate, so it is common practise to add a final 

protective layer, such as a very thin flash layer of gold or rhodium, as these materials do not 

oxidise. At microwave frequencies, the skin depth is so small that most ofthe RF current will 

flow in the protective flash coating rather than in the underlying silver. If a protective coating 

is used, a low-loss insulating varnish is preferable. The best material for RF conductors, apart 

from pure silver, is pure annealed copper, polished to a smooth surface finish, and not plated. 
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B. 2.1.2 Radiation 

Another filter loss mechanism is radiation, where unshielded filter resonators may act 

as an antenna array, increasing the filter insertion loss. A shielded sfructure can overcome this 

loss mechanism. 

2.1.2.0.1 Losses versus Filter Order 

Bandpass fiher insertion loss IL^ in dB as a fiinction of loaded Q (Qi), resonator 

loaded Q (Q^), and filter order NQ^^S^ is given by Ref[B.5] : 
un-

thB = 
4 . 3 4 2 , ""'^or.er 

Q,. / != 1 
(EQ B.5) 

The gn values (Figure B.4) are normalised parameters for a prototype low pass filter 

of order iV,^^ with a cutoff frequency of 1 radian and terminations of 1 ohm, and give induc

tance values in henries and capacitance values in farads. Tables of g values can be found in 

filter design handbooks. 

g(N-3) 

g(N-2) 

g(N-l) 

g(N) g(N+i; 

FIGURE B.4 Prototype low pass filter parameters 

For Butterworth filters of up to order A f̂y-(̂ = 10, g values {Ref[B.6]} are Hsted in Ta

ble B.2 below: 

TABLE B.2 1 

N 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

g(T) 

1.4142 

1.0000 

0.7654 

0.6180 

0.5176 

0.4450 

0.3902 

0.3473 

0.3129 

Butterworth low pass parameters g(0)=g(N+1)= 

ff(2) 

1.4142 

2.0000 

1.8478 

1.6180 

1.4142 

1.2470 

1.1111 

1.0000 

0.9080 
.... ... 

?(3) 

1 

1.0000 

1.8478 

2.0000 

1.9318 

1.8019 

1.6629 

1.5321 

1.4142 

^(4) 

1 

0.7654 

1.6180 

1.9318 

2.0000 

1.9616 

1.8794 

1.7820 

^(5) 

1 

0.6180 

1.4142 

1.8019 

1.9616 

2.0000 

1.9754 

^(6) 

1 

0.5176 

1.2470 

1.6629 

1.8794 

1.9754 

^(7) 

1 

0.4450 

1.1111 

1.5321 

1.7820 

=1 

?(8) 

1 

0.3902 

1.0000 

1.4142 

^(9) 

1 

0.3473 

0.9080 

?(10) 

1 

0.3129 

I. 
2.8284 

4.0000 

5.2264 

6.4720 

7.7272 

8.9878 

10.252 

11.518 

12.785 
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The loaded Q (Qi) is the ratio of centre frequency to bandwidth 

TABLE B.3 Loaded Q 

Centre frequency 
(MHz) 

1890 

Bandwidth 
(MHz) 

50 

200 

Loaded Q 

Ql 

37.8 

9.45 

2.0 

sr1.5 -OQ 
T3 

(A 
in o 
- J 
c 
o 

1.0 -

- O - BW = 50MHz, Q = 750 
- Q - BW = 50MHz, Q = 1250 
^ A - BW = 50MHz, Q = 2000 
^ V - BW = 200MHz, Q = 750 
-O- BW = 200MHz, Q = 1250 
-O- BW = 200MHz, Q = 2000 

/ 
/ 

/ cr 

- 0.5 -

0.0 

FIGURE B.5 Filter insertion loss versus bandwidth, unloaded Q, and order A/̂ yQ^ 

The plot in Figure B.5 (from EQ.B.5) gives useful msights uito the requirements for a 

low insertion loss filter. For example, for a filter of order iV^^ ĵ̂  = 7, and a bandwidth of 50 

MHz centered on 1890 MHz, if the insertion loss is required to be less than 1 dB, then reso

nator unloaded Qs must be greater than 1457. 

B. 2.2 Filter Technologies 

Possible technologies for filters at 1890 MHz include: 

(i) ceramic filters 
(ii) microstrip and stripline filters 
(iii) helical filters 
(iv) comb-line filters 
(iv) interdigital filters 

If the primary design goal is low insertion loss, filters using solid dielecti-ics should be 

avoided, and fiher resonators should use the highest conductivity metal available. 
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B. 2.2.1 Ceramic Filters 

Microwave ceramic dielectrics have low loss and a high dielectric constant, leadmg to 

filters of compact size and fairly good efficiency. Unloaded Q for a quarter wave coaxial ce

ramic resonator at 2 GHz is typically 600 {RefIB.7]}, and for a 7th. order filter with bandwidth 

of 50 MHz and centre frequency 1890 MHz, the insertion loss calculated using EQ.B.5 is 

2.5 dB. Specialised manufacfriring facilhies are required to fabricate these devices. Commer

cial filters with frequency specifications suitable for the channel sounder have an insertion loss 

of over 2 dB, which is unacceptably high. 

B. 2.2.2 Microstrip and Stripline Filters 

Disadvantages of microsfrip fihers mclude high insertion loss because of dielectric 

losses, difficulty in accurately fabricating the narrow gaps required by narrow band designs, 

and the problems of radiation and proximity effects. If sufficiently accurate etchmg or milling 

facilhies are available, the filters are easy to produce. However the filters generally are fixed 

once consfructed, and cannot easily be fine-tuned for optunum response. To be practicable, the 

filter must be housed in a shielded enclosure, as some ofthe field exists m the space above the 

board, and this complicates the design. 

Microsfrip fihers with suitable parameters for the channel sounder have been found to 

have insertion loss in the region of 4 dB. In Ref [B.8], Cohn describes a design method for 

edge-coupled bandpass sfripline filters, which eases gap tolerance requirements compared with 

end-coupled filters. An example of a 6 resonator filter cenfred on 1200 MHz with 200 MHz 

bandwidth is given. A prototype constructed using sfripline, with 0.5 inch spacmg between 

ground planes, polystyrene dielecfric and copper foil strip resonators was described. After 

some trial-and-error adjustment ofresonator lengths by cutting foil, the final filter had a cenfre 

frequency of 1207 MHz and an insertion loss of 0.7 dB. This class of filter, using halfwave 

resonators, will produce narrow spurious passbands at twice the frequency ofthe first passband 

centre frequency, with even slight mistuning, which is a further disadvantage {Ref [B.9]}. 

B. 2.2.3 Helical Filters 

These filters use fransmission line type resonators in the form of helical coils, ground

ed at one end, and loaded with an adjustable variable capacitance screw at the open end. The 

resonators are mounted in cavities (usually square), and are coupled via apertures in the shield

ed enclosure, with the coupling factor depending on the size, shape and position ofthe aperture. 

Adjustment screws may also be used for fine adjustment ofthe apertures. The input and output 

ports are coupled to the end-most helixes using either magnetic loops, capacitive coupling or 

direct taps. Helical filters are compact and provide low-loss performance in the range 30 MHz 

to IGHz, although commercial versions are also manufactured for higher frequencies. 

One problem is susceptibility to mechanical vibration, because the helix is attached 
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at one end only, and behaves like a long spring. The addition of dielecfric supports can im

prove the rigidity, but infroduces the penalty of dielecfric losses {Ref [B.3]}. 

B. 2.2.4 Combline Filters 

Combline and interdigital filters are families of coupled resonant line filters, with 

some atfractive advantages. The comb-line filter consists of a series of rectangular or round 

transmission line resonators, with the same short-circuit and open-circuit reference planes. If 

the resonators are 90 degrees or quarter wavelength in length, the magnetic and electric fields 

couplmg adjacent resonators cancel, resuhing in an "all-stop" filter. By reducing the length of 

the resonators, and loading the open ends with lumped capacitance, the fields are unbalanced 

and magnetic coupling occurs. 

The resonators may be reduced in length to 45 degrees, or even 30 degrees, resulting 

in a physically smaller filter, but with a decrease in unloaded Q, and increased msertion loss. 

A reduction from 90 to 45 degrees results in halving the effective unloaded resonator Q. An 

advantage of shorter resonators is to move the first spurious passband further out, to four tunes 

the design passband in the case of - resonators. Alternatively, quarter wave resonators may 
o 

be used with aperttire coupling. Kurzrok {Ref [B.I 1]} gives graphs showing the coupling ef

fects of different apertures. Matthaei {Ref[B.12]} gives a design method for bandwidths of up 

to 15%, and Pregla {Ref[B.13]} discusses filters which add some lumped capacitive coupling 

between resonators. 

B. 2.2.5 Interdigital Filters 

Interdigital filters consist of TEM-mode quarter wave resonators between ground 

planes. The sfructure is similar to the combline filter, but with the important difference that ev

ery alternate resonator is grounded at the opposite end. This alternation ofthe sense ofthe res

onators resuhs in strong couplmg, allowing larger spacmgs between resonators, easing 

manufacturing tolerances, and also allowing wide bandwidth filters to be realised. Resonators 

are 90 degrees in length, and do not require capacitive loading, resulting m high unloaded Q 

values, and low insertion loss. In practice, the resonators may be shortened slightly (10%) to 

15%)), and a small amount of adjustable capachive loading added, to allow fine-tuning. Both 

comblme and interdigital filters suit self-supporting consfruction without using a solid dielec

fric, eliminating dielectric losses. They also allow larger diameter resonators and larger spacing 

between resonators and ground planes (compared with say microsfrip filters), and these factors 

also contribute to higher unloaded Q and lower insertion loss {Ref[B.14] }. An exact analysis 

of interdigital and related filters is given in Ref[B.15], while Ref[B.16] and Ref^B.H] present 

approximate design methods. 
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B. 2.3 Filter Design 

After reviewing the various filter possibiHties, the interdigital filter configuration was 

selected as the best solution for the channel sounder filters, for the following reasons: 

(i) rigid self-supporting stiiicture not requiring dielecti-ic support, eliminating dielectric 
losses. 
(ii) fiilly enclosed shielded stmcture, eliminating radiation losses, EMC problems, and 
proximity effects. 
(iii) transmission line resonators may be made with a large diameter and with large 
ground plane spacing, increasing the unloaded Q. 
(iv) manufacturable with normal machine shop tooling, without needing specialised 
facilities. 
(v) a high manufacturing tolerance is not required. 
(vi) fine-tuning adjustments can be easily incorporated, allowing tunmg for optimum 
performance. 
(vii) the fust spurious passband is at over 3 times the design centre frequency, and usu
ally well mto the stop-band of amplifiers following the filter. 

The design method used is based on Dishal's approximate method, described in 

Ref[B.17]. This paper simplifies earlier design methods in two significant areas; (a) all reso

nator rods are of the same diameter, and (b) instead of using two extra non-resonant rods to 

couple the input and output, direct tappings near the ground ends ofthe first and last resonators 

are used. 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

TOP(PLAN)VIE 

FIGURE B.6 Plan view showing filter dimensions 

The design problem is to determine the filter dimensions required to give a certain co

efficient of coupling K between adjacent rod resonators. Dishal uses Honey's approximation 

{Ref[B.18]} for the narrow band case (bandwidth < 10%) for coupling between two rods: 

4 
Jl 

/^7lC^1 

In coth [2I 
Tnd 

In coth 1̂ 4̂ ^ J 

(EQ B.6) 

where the dimensions are defined in Figure B.6, with d the rod diameter, h the enclo

sure width and C the axial spacing between adjacent parallel resonator rods. The ratio d/h is 
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called the normalised rod diameter, and C/h is the normalised rod spacmg, and K is almost a 

linear function of both these ratios. This linear approximation is: 

\ogK = - 1 . 3 7 [ x J + 0.91^^ • 0.048 (EQ B.7) 

and from this the resonator spacing C is given by: 

h ( 

= T37r 
^" 9 l f^ 1-0.048-log/^l (EQ B.8) 

if A: is the normalised coefficient of coupling, fo is the cenfre frequency, and the band

width is BW^(jig, then K is given by: 

K = k 
BW^dB 

L fc 
(EQ B.9) 

0 -• 

For normalised end wall spacing e/h < 0.7, the unpedance Zg ofthe end resonators, 

ignoring the effect ofthe adjacent rod, is given closely for small percentage bandwidths, by: 

= ,,3.o.E(|),a„.(Hj (EQ B.10) 

The tanh term may be evaluated as a function of exponential terms: 

tanhz = exp (z) - exp (-z) 
exp (z) + exp (-z) (EQB.11) 

Filter design data gives the normalised q values for the resistively loaded first and last 

resonators. These q values are denormalised to give values: 

Q-q 
< f ^ 

(EQB.12) 

Tapping a resistive load R distance / from the grounded end of a resonator length L 

(L = 71/4) where 1<0.2L results m a singly-loaded Q value given by: 

1 
^ ^ ' ^ V . 2(nl 

^" [-21 

(EQB.13) 

rearranging to give /: 

4Zo2 L = i a r s m | . : ^ ^ (EQ B.14) 
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B. 2.4 Filter Design Parameters: 

A seventh order (A^^rj^ = 7) Butterworth filter response has been chosen, as a com

promise between skirt steepness, and size, complexity and insertion loss. Tables ofthe norm

alised k and q parameters for various filter responses are given in ReftB.19], and the relevant 

values are reproduced below (Table B.4). Note the symmetry, with qj = q? , k,2 = k^j 

^23 = ^56 aî d ks4 = k^s which results in physical symmetry about the centre line of the filter. 

TABLE B.4 Butterworth normalised parameters A/crb^= ^ 

qi 

0.445 

kl2 

1.34 

q2 

oo 

k23 

0.669 

qs 

oo 

^34 

0.528 

q4 

oo 

^45 

0.528 

qs 

oo 

k56 

0.669 

q6 

oo 

kff7 

1.34 

q7 

oo 

qs 

0.445 

B. 2.5 Filter Design: 

The filter enclosure width is nominally one quarter wavelength ofthe centte frequen

cy, and the resonators are made 90% of a quarter wavelength. The 10% gap allows for brass 

screws to provide fine tuning by adjustable capacitive loading to the ends ofthe resonators. To 

calculate filter dimensions, the design steps are as follows: 

1. Decide on the filter order N, and response type (e.g. Butterworth, Chebyshev...) 

2. From filter tables {Ref [B.19]}, determine the normalised values for k and q. 

3. Enclosure width L equals the centre frequency quarter wavelength. 

4. Resonator rod length equals 0.9Z. 

5. Calculate the fractional bandwidth BW = (BWs^/fo) 

6. Choose a resonator rod diameter d. 

I. Choose the enclosure depth h. Keep (d/h) < 0.5. 

8. Denormahse k to give K (EQ.9) 

9. Denormalise the end resonator q to give Q (EQ. 12) 

10. Calculate inter-rod spacing C, usmg EQ.8. Repeat for other k values. 

II. Choose the end wall spacing e. 

12. Calculate Zo from EQ. 10 

13. Calculate /, the tap position from ground, using EQ.14. For a 50Q. system, 7? = 50 

Note that imperial rather than mefric units are used, because copper stock is still man-

ufacttired and sold in imperial sizes. These design steps are easily performed by settmg up a 

spreadsheet with the formulas required. 
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B. 2.6 Experimental Filters 

A number of filters were manufactured and tested to determine corrections necessary 

to the approximate design method, and to experiment with some of the practical aspects of 

manufacture and feed arrangements. Filters were made with copper rod, tube, sheet and bar, 

tin-plated steel sheet, and copper-clad epoxy cfrcuh board. Resonators ranged hi diameter from 

0.083 inches to 0.5 inches, and filter orders A ĉrdb- of 5, 7, and 8 were fried. Magnetic loop 

and direct tapping feed arrangements were fried. 

B. 2.6.1 Tinplate Filter 

An NQf^= 5 filter was made using copper wire (diameter 0.083 inch) for the resona

tors, and folded and soldered tinplate (tin plated steel) for the box. Tools requfred were a sheet 

metal guillotine and a bender, an electtic drill, and a heavy-duty soldermg iron. No great pre

cision was used. This filter performed well considering the crude consfruction, and could be 

tuned to the correct cenfre frequency, with passband flatness better than 0.4 dB (Figure B.7). 

Bandwidth shrinkage of 16% occurred, with a measured bandwidth of 33.5 MHz, compared 

with the design value of 40 MHz. The insertion loss was 2.3 dB, atfributed at the time to the 

lossy tinplate steel used for the enclosure. Later experiments with feed arrangements suggest 

that perhaps the filter loss could have been improved by using a different feed tapping position. 
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FIGURE B.7 Tinplate experimental filter 

B. 2.6.2 Circuit Board Filter 

A filter was made usmg single-sided epoxy circuit board for the enclosure, and 5/16 

inch copper ttibe for the resonators. The circuh board was cut in a guillotme, and then soldered 

together, with the copper side innermost, to form the enclosure. Because of differential expan

sion, considerable distortion ofthe circuh board occurred during soldering. The resuhing 5th. 
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order filter had an insertion loss of < 0.7 dB, but h was not possible to tune for a flat passband, 

and this construction method was abandoned, because of circuh board warping. 

B. 2.7 Centre Frequency 

Dishal's approximate design method stipulates that the enclosure width should be a 

quarter wavelength at the cenfre frequency, and the resonator length be 90% ofthe enclosure 

width. It was found that while this worked with small diameter resonators (diameter = 0.083 

inches, length - 1.405 inches, length/diameter ratio = 12.6 ), when using large diameter reso

nators (for example, diameter - 0.5 inches, length =1.405 inches, length/diameter ratio = 2.8) 

the cenfre frequency was markedly reduced. 

The effect is shown for four different resonator diameters in Figure B.8, which plots 

the ratio ofthe quarter wavelength frequency for the actual resonator length, to the measured 

centre frequency with the filter tuned for the best bandpass response shape, against the reso

nator rod diameter. 

cr 
(D 

•^ 1.35 

O 

CD 

> 
ro 
I 

i _ 
(D 

ro 
cr 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

resonator rod diameter (inches) 

FIGURE B.8 Effect of resonator rod diameter 

For the smallest diameter rod, the ratio is equal to the expected 111% (reciprocal of 

90%), but as the rod diameter increases, a further correction to the length is required to obtain 

the deshed centre frequency. For the 0.3125 inch rod ( 5/16"), the ratio from the graph is 1.183, 

so for the correct centre frequency the rod length should be 1/1.183 or 84.5% ofthe enclosure 

width. This is a further reduction of 6.1% from the nominal 90% length. The effect may be con

sidered as an end effect, or as increased capacitive loadmg because ofthe larger end area. 

B. 2.8 Other Effects - Bandwidth Shrinkage 

Some bandwidth shrinkage, where the measured bandwidth is less than the design 

bandwidth, was found to occur, and seems to depend on all filter variables. Matthaei 

{Ref[B.9]} mentions bandwidth shrmkage, and attributes h to the various approximations 
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used in deriving design equations, stating a figure of 7% from experience. An empirical cor

rection adjusts for this effect. 

B. 2.9 Other Effects - Tap Position 

The feed point has a strong effect on both the insertion loss, and the ability to tune the 

filter to give a flat passband response. Experhnents with prototype filters show that the opti

mum tap position occurs further up the end resonator (a larger / value) than given by EQ.B. 14. 

If the tapping method changes the feed impedance from 50 ohms, a different tapping position 

would be required to give the best match. 

B.2.10 Filter Tuning 

Each resonator has a 6BA brass tuning screw aligned with the axis of the resonator, 

with the position of the screw altering the capacitance between the open end of the rod and 

ground. Using these, the cenfre frequency ofthe filter can be pulled a long way, up to 165 MHz 

in the case of one ofthe 7 resonator 5/16" rod experimental filters. At the lower end ofthe 

cenfre frequency range, both passband response shape and insertion loss are worse, and the tun

ing adjustment also becomes more critical. 

Best performance is obtained when the filter dhnensions are such that the wanted cen

tre frequency can be set with minimum profrusion ofthe capachive tuning screws mto the filter 

enclosure. Under these condhions, screw settings are much less touchy, because one screw 

phch is a relatively smaller percentage ofthe total screw to resonator gap than is the case when 

the screws are very close to the resonators. 

Screws run in threads tapped mto the copper enclosure frame, and external lock-nuts 

are provided. After final tunmg, and with lock-nuts tightened, quick-drying lacquer (nail var

nish) is used to seal the screw positions. 

After some practice, with a network analyser displaying the frequency response, tun

ing is not difficuh, even though all the tuning adjustinents interact. A systematic tunhig method 

is described by Dishal {Ref[B.20 ]}, but is not necessary if modern insfrumentation is avail

able. 

B. 2.11 Filter Construction 

Filters are consttucted using high conductivity annealed copper. Such material is dif

ficuh to solder, as h conducts heat away from the heat-source very effectively. Most ofthe con

struction problems which had to be solved were related to assembly techniques, and soldering 

methods, which would work without causing heat distortion and misalignment of filter parts. 

Side frames for the enclosure were made from 5/8" by 3/16" rectangular copper bar. 
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Top, bottom and ends were made as four separate pieces. The top and bottom pieces were 

drilled right through to take the resonator rods before assembly. End pieces were attached with 

brass screws, using tapped holes in the ends ofthe top and bottom pieces, and then soldered. 

Y 

copper end plug 

5/16" copper tube 

stepped end of tube 

DETAIL OF FILTER RESONATOR 

FIGURE B.9 Filter construction detail 

Resonator rods were made from 5/16" copper tube. The bottom 3/16" of each piece of 

tube was turned down to remove 10 thou. (0.01 inch) of material, forming a stepped cylinder 

with a tight push fit into the enclosure bars. The step prevents the tube falling through the bar 

during soldering when clearances mcrease. Copper end plugs were made for each tube, also 

stepped so that the visible part ofthe plug was the same diameter as the outside ofthe tube (Fig

ure B.9). Using tube rather than rod for the filter reduces the filter weight, and makes soldering 

easier by reducing the heatsink effect. With soUd rod, it is almost unpossible to solder input 

and output tappings to the end resonators. 

End bars were drilled to take SMA stub contact panel jacks (such as Radio Spares part 

RSI 11-526) and four holes were drilled and tapped for 2 mm. mounting screws. Before the 

SMA connectors were finally mounted, the protrudmg dielectric was trimmed to be flush with 

the inner surface ofthe enclosure. To connect from the SMA centre conductor to the tapping 

point on the resonator, a 5 mm wide strip of thin soft copper sheet, tapered at the SMA end, 

was soldered using a high-capacity iron (such as an arc-heated "Scope" soldering iron). The 

SMA connector is best poshioned shghtly closer to the ground end ofthe resonator than the 

tapping point. 

Soldering ofthe filter components was done usmg an oxy-acetylene torch, and a low 

melting point silver solder. Figures B.ll and B.12 show detail ofthe consfruction. 
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Assembly steps are as follows: 

1. solder the end plugs into the resonator tubes. 
2. solder tubes into the top and bottom bars. 
3. do a preliminary polish of the tubes and inner surface of bars. 
3. screw end bars to top and bottom bars. 
4. solder joints between bars. 
5. clean and polish joints. 
6. solderapieceof copper sheet to one side of the enclosure frame. 
7. driU and tap closely spaced 2 mm. holes to attach copper sheet to other side of 

enclosure frame. 
8. polish interior of the filter. 
9. mount SMA coimectors, solder feed taps. 
10. install tuning screws. 
11. screw side plate on, and tune and test filter. 
12. if desired, the second side plate can also be soldered before the final tune. 

B.2.12 50 MHz Fitter 

FILTER DESIGN G.T.Martin 

Bandpass Filter Design - Round Rods, Butterworth 

centre freq. MHz 
width of box L inch 
rod length inch 

bandwidth SdB MHz. 
rod diameter d inch 
box depth h inch 
norm, coupling k 
denorm K 
rod spacing c inch 
end spacing e inch 
Zo 
norm, q of end rod 
denormalised Q 
tap length 1 inch 

k l2 
1890.0000 

1.5613 
1.4051 

55.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
1.3400 
0.0390 
0.8285 
0.5000 

55.2333 
0.6180 

21.2367 
0.1829 

THIS IS A L U POLE DESIGN FOR 50 0 
ql=q7, kl2=k67, k23=k56, k34=k45 

Filter uses 5/16 inch rod.' 

k23 
1890.0000 

1.5613 
1.4051 

55.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
0.6690 
0.0195 
0.9661 

k34 
1890.0000 

1.5613 
1.4051 

55.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
0.5280 
0.0154 
1.0130 

HMS, AND IS SYMMETRICAL. 

k45 
1890.0000 

1.5613 
1.4051 

55.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
0.5280 
0.0154 
1.0130 

NOTE: width reduced 6%to 1.47 inch, and rod length reduced 6% to 1.32 inch. 

FIGURE B.10 Filter design spreadsheet - 50 MHz bandwidth 

FIGURE B.l 1 Filter with top plate removed (connector taps Incomplete) 
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50 MHz BANDPASS at 1890 MHz 

CM 
CO 

SMA 

0.5 ' 0.828 ' 0.966 ' 1.013 all dimensions are In Inches 

6.613 

G.T.Martin 

FIGURE B.12 Side elevation of 50 MHz filter, showing dimensions 

B.2.13 200 MHz Filter 

FILTER DESIGN G.T.Martin 

Bandpass Filter Design - Round Rods 

centre freq.MHz 
width of box L inch 
rod length inch 

bandwidth SdB MHz. 
rod diameter d inch 
box depth h inch 
norm, coupling k 
denorm.K 
rod spacing c inch 
end spacing e Inch 
Zo 
norm, q of end rod 
denormalised Q 
tap length 1 inch 

k12 
1890.0000 

1.5613 
1.4051 

210.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
1.3400 
0.1489 
0.5630 
0.5000 

55.2333 
0.6180 
5.5620 
0.3634 

THIS IS AbZd POLE DESIGN FOR 50 0 
q1=q7, k12=k67, k23=k56, k34=k45 

Filter uses 5/16 inch rod. 

Butterworth 
k23 

1890.0000 
1.5613 
1.4051 

210.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
0.6690 
0.0743 
0.7006 

k34 
1890.0000 

1.5613 
1.4051 

210.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
0.5280 
0.0587 
0.7475 

HMS, AND IS SYMMETRICAL. 

NOTE: width reduced 6% to 1.47 inch, and rod length rec 

k45 
1890.0000 

1.5613 
1.4051 

210.0000 
0.3125 
0.6250 
0.5280 
0.0587 
0.7475 

uced 6% to 1.32 inch. 

FIGURE B.13 Design spreadsheet for the 200 MHz filter 
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O 
SMA^ 

200 MHz BANDPASS at 1890 MHz 

SMA 

0.5 ' 0.563' 0.700 ' 0.747 all cJImensions are in inches 

5.020 

G.T.Mattin 

FIGURE B.14 Side elevation ofthe 200 MHz filter 

Figure B.13 shows the design spreadsheet for 200 MHz filters. The spreadsheet con

tains the design formulas and correction factors, allowing new designs to be rapidly generated. 

Figure B.14 shows a dhnensioned drawmg ofthe filter. 

B. 2.14 Measured Performance for 50 MHz Filter 
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FIGURE B.15 Measured frequency response for 50 WIHz filter (serial 001) 
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10 n s / REI^ 0 s a 4 6 . 8 0 3 ns 

START 1 7 0 0 . 0 0 0 000 MHz STOP 2 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 OOO MHz 

FIGURE B.l6 Group delay for 50 MHz filter (serial 001) 

B.2.15 Group Delay 

The group delay t^^. of a network with a phase shift (^ at frequency / is: 

delay 
3^ 
df 

(EQ B.15) 

If phase increases linearly with frequency, the group delay is constant and the network 

is described as linear-phase. A linear-phase filter in the tune domain causes a constant signal 

delay, but there is no distortion ofthe waveform shape. In the chaimel sounder, any variation 

of group delay across the passband will blur the resolution in the time domain. 
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FIGURE B.17 Measured passband group delay for 50 MHz filter (serial 001) 
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The passband is defined as 50 MHz (1865 MHz to 1915 MHz) because the first spec

trum nulls in the pseudo noise signal with a 25 MHz chipping rate are at these frequencies. 

Group delay tends to peak in the vicinity ofthe cutoff frequencies (Figure B.l 6), and the more 

abrupt the cutoff, the worse the group delay characteristic becomes. The shape ofthe bandpass 

group delay response is proportional to the dissipative insertion loss as a fiinction of frequency 

{Ref [B.5]}. Average group delay in the passband is 30.9 ns, with a standard deviation or rms 

delay of 6.2 ns. Maximum peak-peak group delay or maximum differential group delay is 21.7 

ns over the whole passband, reducing to 5 ns over the central 2/3 ofthe band (Figure B.17). As 

the differential group delay across the passband is only a little over half the irdierent resolution 

ofthe channel sounder, the resolution should not be noticeably degraded. 

See Chapter 3 for characterisation ofthe time domain impulse response ofthe band

pass filters, and an evaluation ofthe effect on channel sounder performance. 

B. 2.16 Measured Performance for 200 MHz Filter 

CHI S21 log MAG 10 dB/ REF 0 dB 1; -. 1627 dB 

EaGTM 
FINA- TUNE; 

Cor 

Avg 
IB 

HO 1 

START 1 500.000 000 MHz STOP 2 300.000 000 MHz 

FIGURE B.l8 Measured frequency response for 200 MHz filter (serial 001) 
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FIGURE B.19 Passband detail (1 dB/division) for 200 MHz filter (serial 001) 

B. 2.17 Summary of Measured Filter Performance 

TABLE B.5 Measured filter performance 

Filter 

50 
MHz 

200 

MHz 

Serial 
No. 

001 

002 

001 

002 

Centre 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

1890.1 

1890.1 

1893.1 

1893.7 

Bandwidth 
(MHz) 

50.7 

49.8 

215.6 

204.4 

Insertion 
Loss 
(dB) 

0.75 

0.76 

0.16 

0.68 

Average 
Group Delay 

(ns) 

30.9 

30.9 

-

8.1 

Differential 
Group Delay 

(ns) 

21.7 

21.5 

-

3.4 

rms 
Group Delay 

(ns) 

6.2 

6.1 

-

1.1 

The group delay for the first 200 MHz filter (serial 001) was not measured. The first 

(serial 001) 200 MHz filter shows excellent performance, with a very flat passband and low 

insertion loss of 0.16 dB (Figures B.l 8 and B.19). The second version of this filter was nomi

nally identical, but had a higher insertion loss. The reason for this is not known, but may pos

sibly be a poor solder joint, or a tooling mark. However, to keep these figures in perspective, 

the insertion loss is still low at 0.68 dB. The lower loss filter is used in the receiver front end, 

which is the more crhical location because ofthe effect on noise figure, while the serial 002 

version is used in the transmitter prior to the final power amplifier, where the insertion loss 

does not matter greatly. 
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B.3 Low Noise Amplifiers 

B. 3.1 Stage One 

A commercial wide band low noise amplifier model ZEL-1724LN manufactured by 

Mini-Circuits is used as the fi-ont end amplifier . 

TABLE B.6 ZEL-1724LN specifications 

Frequency range (MHz) 

Noise Figure (max) (dB) 

Gain (mmimum) (dB) 

Maximum output power (dBm) IdB comp. 

Maximum no-damage input power (dBm) 

Intercept pomt (dBm) 

hiputVSWR 

Output VSWR 

DC voltage (vohs) 

DC current (mA) 

1700-2400 

1.5 

20 ± 1.0 

+ 10 

+ 13 

+ 22 

2.5 

2.5 

15 

70 

Measured frequency response ofthe particular unh used is shown below (Figure B .20). 
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START 1 000.000 000 MHz STOP 3 000.000 000 MHz 

FIGURE B.20 Frequency response of ZEL-1724LN low noise amplifier 

A 10 dB attenuator was used before the amplifier during measurement to prevent am

plifier overload. The measured gain at 1890 MHz is 25.1 dB. Gam flahiess is better than 0.1 

dB over a 200 MHz band centered on 1890 MHz (Figure B.20). 
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B. 3.2 Stage Two 

Stage two ofthe RF amplifier uses two MMICs, an HP INAO-3184, followed by 

MiniCircuits MAR-6. The circuh schematic is shown in Figure B.21. 

T ,T, T 
100 nF 100 nF I +12V 

RFC - ^ 
RFC ^ 1000 pF chip 

I 4700 pF feed-througli 

SMA OUTPUT 

FIGURE B.21 Circuit schematic of low noise amplifier 

When the ground plane surface-mount board was tested, the fi-equency response was 

well behaved, with gain decreasing slowly with frequency. However, after the board was m-

stalled in a tuiplate steel box, the fi-equency response became very peaky, indicating a tendency 

to instability caused by couplmg from output to input, in the context ofthe high wide band gain 

of 40dB. Considerable experimentation with shielding and grounding was needed to solve this 

problem, and restore the boxed frequency response to be the same as h had been for the bare 

circuh board. An internal tinplate cover was soldered to the ground plane to completely en

close the first stage, and the location of earth braid sfraps between the circuh board ground 

plane and the main box was found to be important. Measured response ofthe final boxed am

plifier is shown below (Figure B.22). 
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FIGURE B.22 Measured response of boxed INA low noise amplifier 
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Gain at 1890 MHz is 39.8 dB, gain at 1790 MHz is 0.8 dB higher, and at 1990 MHz 

gain is 1.1 dB lower. The INA-03184 noise figure is specified as < 3 dB at 1.9 GHz. This has 

a negligible effect on the system noise figure, because of gain from the previous stage. 

B.4 Frequency Multiplier 

In the receiver, a signal source at 100 MHz is required to serve as the PN generator 

clock, and a source at 200 MHz is required as a second local oscillator to translate the IF signal 

down to baseband. Both these sources have to be phase-locked to the 10 MHz rubidium refer

ence, and low phase noise and low spurious content is also desirable. The 10 MHz reference 

has very low phase noise (see Appendix A.l), and by multiplymg this signal, the phase noise, 

although mcreased by the multiplication factor, will still be better than is possible with a syn

thesizer. With a synthesizer, the reference phase noise is also multiplied by the same amount, 

and in addition VCO phase noise is added, and is likely to be the major component. A syn

thesizer using a very high Q (and hence narrowband) VCO, such as a crystal VCO would be 

an alternative solution, with the benefit of low spurious output. 

A drawback ofthe muhiplier approach is that it is hard to suppress harmonics, and sub-

harmonics, of the output frequency. The multiplier solution has been adopted in the channel 

sounder receiver. Multiplier action is based on operating a transistor in a non-linear mode 

(Class-C is used here), which generates a harmonic comb ofthe input frequency. Tuned am

plifiers then select the desired harmonic. A balanced configuration which tends to cancel even 

harmonics is used to muhiply by an odd integer, and single ended circuits which suppress odd 

harmonics are used for frequency doubling {Ref [B.21]}. A block diagram ofthe multiplier is 

shown below, followed by the complete circuit schematic (Figures B.23, B.24). 

10 MHz 
INPUT 

SMB 

f7\ ? x5 

Multiplier SO MHz Amplifier 

Multiplier 200 MHz Amplifier 200 MHz Amplifier 

FIGURE B.23 Muldplier block diagram 
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x5 MULTIPLIER 
Ql 
2N2222 

FIGURE B.24 Multiplier 100 MHz and 200 MHz - circuit schematic 

200 400 600 800 
Frequency offset (Hz) 

1000 

FIGURE B.25 Phase noise versus frequency offeet at 200 MHz 

Phase noise measured close to the 200 MHz output signal is plotted in Figure B.25. 

The method of measurement, from a specfrum analyser plot, is only approximate. The rubid

ium frequency standard 10 MHz output has a phase noise specification of-130 dBc/Hz at 

100 Hz offset. The above curve gives -93 dBc/Hz at 100 Hz offset. Allowing a factor of 13 dB 
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increase in phase noise for multiplication by 20, makes the rubidium standard phase noise 

equivalent to -117 dBc/Hz for 100 Hz offset at 200 MHz. Measured multiplier phase noise is 

24 dB worse. Part of this is phase noise confributed by the muhiplier and amplifier stages, and 

part may be due to the approximate measurement method. Spurious and unwanted harmonic 

output levels are shown in Table B.7. 

TABLE B.7 Muldplier spurious outputs 

Harmonics 

2 

3 

other spurious 

lOOMHz 

-29 dBc 

-57 dBc 

<-41 dBc 

200 MHz 

-26 dBc 

-45 dBc 

< -46 dBc 

B.5 Besse/Integrators 

Low pass filters are used to integrate the I and Q signals, followmg the mixers where 

the cross correlation ofthe delayed received signal with the slow PN sequence occurs. Bessel 

filters have the property of constant group delay m the pass band, and are chosen for the mte-

gration role, to avoid distortion of thne mformation in the received signal. In the frequency 

domain, Bessel filters have a gradual roll-off, a frade-off for the deshable Imear phase property. 

To act effectively as antialiasing filters for the following analogue to digital conver

sion, 8 pole filters are used. The role and performance of these filters has been covered in detail 

in Chapter 3, section 3.2.10. The 8 pole filters are designed as a cascade of four 2- pole Sallen-

Key non-inverting active filter stages, buih around the low noise TL074 quad op-amp mtegrat-

ed circuh. This type of filter was also used in the University of Bristol channel sounder. 

To suh different possible chip rates, five filters were buih for each charmel, with nom

inal -3dB cutoff frequencies of 15 kHz, 3 kHz, 1.5 kHz, 750 Hz and 187 Hz. All these filters 

are fed m parallel from a 60 dB gam stage, which uses a low noise NE5534 operational ampli

fier. 

All filter outputs are muhiplexed via an analogue muhiplexer, and the desired output 

is selected by addressmg the muhiplexer using a binary code selected with a five position front 

panel rotary switch. 

Each output drives two unity gain buffers. One buffer output goes to the data logging 

equipment, and the other drives the I^-HQ^chcuh. The frill circuh schematic is shown below 

(Figure B.26). 
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FIGURE B.26 Bessel integrators circuit schematic 

B. 5.1 Design of Bessel filters 

Pole pairs for an 8 pole Bessel fiher are given in Table B.8 {Ref[B.22]} 

TABLE B.8 8 pole Sesse/filter parameters 

COo 

5.655 

5.825 

6.210 

6.959 

Q 

0.506 

0.560 

0.711 

1.226 

For an 8 pole filter, 1% deviation of group delay from the zero frequency value occurs 

at a frequency (0=5.22, and the -3 dB frequency is co=3.17. If the -3 dB frequency is 3 kHz, 

frequency must be scaled by 

at 4.94 kHz. 

3000x271 ^ ^̂ ^g ^ j ĵ̂ gĵ  ^o/g ^g| deviation will occur 
3.17 

The design steps are as follows: 

1. For each stage, look up oOg and Q values (Table B.8) 

2. Scale (denormalise) COQ 

3. Choose C2 
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4. Calculate C1 > 4C2Q ,̂ then choose C1 

C I (On 

5. Solve for R2; where R2 = 

6. Solve for Rl; where Rl = 

Q ^VL Q 
ClWn 

-4C1C2(0„ 

2C1C2(0„ 

1 

R2CI C2(£), 0 

7. Repeat for the other 3 stages. 

R1 

o-^wv-
C1 

-o 

R2 
C2 

Sallen-Key 2 pole active filter stage 

Component values may easily be calculated with a short spreadsheet program, giving 

design values and nearest preferred values. The results are shown in Table B.9. 

Figures B.27,28,29, and 30 show simulated performance for the exact design compo

nent values, and performance using nearest preferred component values. 

TABLE 9. Bessel filter component values 

Stage 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Freq(Hz) 

15,000 

15,000 

15,000 

15,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

1,500 

1,500 

1,500 

1,500 

750 

750 

750 

750 

187 

187 

187 

187 

Cl(pF) 

330 

330 

330 

330 

330 

330 

330 

330 

470 

470 

470 

470 

4700 

4700 

4700 

4700 

4700 

4700 

4700 

4700 

C2(pF) 

270 

220 

150 

47 

270 

220 

150 

47 

330 

330 

220 

68 

3300 

3300 

2200 

680 

3300 

3300 

2200 

680 

Rl(Ka) R2(Ka) 

design values 

13.0 

13.95 

18.17 

26.04 

65.02 

69.76 

90.89 

130.2 

83.7 

102.3 

133.1 

185.3 

16.74 

20.46 

26.62 

37.1 

67.0 

81.5 

106.5 

148.3 

30.53 

32.92 

32.61 

57.84 

152.65 

164.58 

163.07 

289.2 

272.5 

210.18 

213.2 

394.4 

54.5 

42.04 

42.63 

78.9 

218.0 

167.4 

170.6 

315.6 

Rl(Ka) R2(KI2) 

nearest preferred 5 % 

13 

13 

18 

27 

68 

68 

91 

130 

82 

100 

130 

180 

16 

20 

27 

36 

68 

82 

110 

150 

30 

33 

33 

56 

150 

160 

160 

300 

270 

220 

220 

390 

56 

43 

43 

82 

220 

160 

180 

330 
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10Hz 100Hz 1KHz 

Frequency 

10KHz lOOKHz 

FIGURE B.27 Bessel integrators frequency response {SPICEsimulations) 

400uS 

10Hz 100Hz IKHz 

Frequency 

lOKHz lOOKHz 

FIGURE B.28 Bessel integrators group delay (SPICE simulations) 
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FIGURE B.29 Bessd integrators group delay {SPICE simulations) 
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FIGURE B.30 Group delay en-or with nearest preferred value components for 3 kHz filter 
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B. 5.2 Frequency Response and Gain Matching 

100 1000 

Frequency (Hz) 

10000 

FIGURE B.31 Besse/ Integrators measured frequency response 

A HP3589A Network Analyser allowed die performance of die baseband amphfier 

and Bessel filters to be measured sufficiently accurately to compare the gam and group delay 

matching ofthe I and Q channel filters. The analyser had a source impedance of 50n, and al

lowing for the 50Q mput resistance ofthe baseband amplifier, the expected passband gam was 

60dB - 6 dB = 54 dB. Measured frequency responses are shown in Figure B.31. 

The difference in the dB gain of the I channel and the Q channel, for each filter, is 

shown in Figure B.32. 

All gain difference curves he within +0.15 dB and -0.1 dB inside die filter passband, 

and for die 3 kHz filter, which is die filter used for aU measurements presented m diis diesis, 

the gam matchmg is better than ±0.04 dB over the filter passband. 
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FIGURE B.32 Measured difference in dB gains, I Channel - Q Channel 

B.5.3 Group Delay 

A linear phase or constant group delay response m the filter passband is deshable to 

avoid signal distortion in the time domain. To preserve fidelity of the complex signal, good 

matching of group delay between the I and Q channels is required. Tabulated measurements 

for all filters are presented in Table B. 10, together with curves of group delay matching, and 

phase matching, for the 3 kHz filters (the filters used for all the charmel sounding measure

ments to date. 

TABLE B.10 Measured filter group delay 

Filter 

1.5 kHz 

3kHz 

15 kHz 

I Channel 

Group Delay 

341.6 uS 

176.7 uS 

35.94 uS 

Frequency 

1509 Hz 

3020 Hz 

15070 Hz 

Q Channel 

Group Delay 

342.5 uS 

177.5 uS 

36.29 uS 

Frequency 

1509 Hz 

3020 Hz 

15070 Hz 

Difference 

-0.26% 

-0.41% 

-0.97% 

Group delay is substantially constant to well beyond die nominal filter -3 dB frequen

cy, for example to 6 kHz for the 3 kHz cut-off filters. Measured group delays show small rapid 

variations with frequency, butdiese are an artifact ofthe measurement setup. The phase varies 

smoothly with frequency, and so it follows that the group delay must also be a contmuous and 

slowly varymg function of frequency. In the plot below (Figure B.33), showing percentage dif-
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ference of group delay between chaimels, a running average with 8% aperture has been used 

to remove the small rapid erratic fluctuations of delay difference. 

2.00 

2000 8000 10000 4000 6000 

Frequency (Hz) 

FIGURE B.33 3 KHz filters, measured phase difference I and Q channels 
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FIGURE B.34 3 kHz filters, measured % delay difference I and Q channels 
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B.6 |2+OnDisplay 

A squarer and adder circuit produces an I'̂ +Q^ output from the receiver I and Q sig

nals, and allows the channel power delay profile to be displayed on a portable oscilloscope dur

ing a measurement session, or for demonsfration purposes. Two multiplier integrated chcuits 

type SGI495 are used, each with the X and Y inputs tied together to produce X .̂ The squared 

signals are added and converted to a single-ended output with an op-amp. Plotting the output 

from this circuit on a log scale against input on a log scale, results m a characteristic which is 

linear over three decades of output voltage (lOmV to lOV), but departs from linear behaviour 

over the next two lower decades (0.1 mV to lOmV). However, this is of little concern for dis

play purposes. The circuh schematic is shown in Figure B.36, and measured performance is 

shown in Figure B.37. 

The fact that the power display is linear is a drawback, because in practise only about 

20 dB dynamic range can be seen on the oscilloscope. An improved design using more accurate 

squarers, and a log summing circuh to give a logarithmic output, has been designed, but not 

yet implemented. 

Another useful way of displaymg the receiver output on an oscilloscope is to form a 

XY polar display with the I and Q outputs. Overload of either the I or Q channel is immediately 

obvious, and the display gives an indication ofthe extent of muhipath activity. 

1. AMPLIFIER CURKENT BALANCE 
2.+OUTPUTKXY 
3. YK FACTOR ADJUST 
4.+Y INPUT 
5. +Y INPUT OAIN ADnjST 
6. -Y INPUT GAIN ADJUST 
7. VEE 
8.-Y INPUT 
9.+X INPUT 
10. +X INPUT GAIN ADJUST 
11 -X INPUT QAM ADJUST 
12.-X INPUT 
13. XK FACTOR ADJUST 
U. OUTPUT KXY 

FIGURE B.35 I^Q^ squarer and adder circuit 
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FIGURE B.36 I^Q^ squarer and adder performance 

B.7 Power Supplies-Receiver 

As with the transmitter, the 24 volt requirement ofthe rubidium oscillator is met by 

using two 12 voh sealed lead-acid batteries (SLA) in series to power the receiver. Two Yuasa 

NP7-12 7 amp-hour batteries are mounted m a compartment in the base ofthe receiver box. A 

3-pin DIN socket allows connection of an extemal battery charger, without removing the bat

teries. 

Other voltages required in the receiver are produced by a step-down switching regula

tor (+12 volts), and two commercial DC-DC converters. A ZUS152405 provides -5 volts, and 

a ZUW252415 gives ± 15 volts. 

A fear with switching supplies is that harmonics ofthe switching noise will interfere 

with sensitive RF or IF stages in the receiver. To reduce this possibility, all the switching sup

plies are housed in a heavy gauge tinplated steel box, with additional extensive LC low-pass 

filtering added on the input side, and on all outputs. No evidence of problems with noisy sup

plies have been found while using the channel sounder. Details ofthe filtering are shown be

low in Figure B.37. 
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FIGURE B.37 Receiver switching supplies 

The 12 volt supply powers the analogue to digital data acquisition DaqBooklOO unh, 

while mamtaining equal load on the two batteries. Peak-peak ripple and noise on the 12 voh 

output with 0.6A load is <10mV, and <15mV with 1.2A load, while for the -5V supply at lA 

load the figure is <5mV. 

A panel of indicator LEDs monitors the level ofthe various supply voltages. The ch-

cuit schematic is the same as for the transmitter (see Figure A.38, Appendix A). 

Figures B.38 and B.39 show the general power supply arrangement for the receiver. 

Fuses and diodes are included to protect agamst inadvertant incorrect reverse polarity connec

tion ofthe 12 volt SLA batteries. 
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FIGURE B.38 Receiver power supply arrangement 

Switch-on is controlled by two toggle switches. SWl switches power to the rubidium 

oscillator which is switched on first to allow warm-up, taking 3 to 5 mhiutes. After the fre

quency reference is locked, indicated by a LED illuminatmg, the rest ofthe receiver is swhched 

on using SW2. 

Durmg a measurement session, the main receiver can be switched off (provided the 

system is being used in a mode not requiring PN synchronisation) to conserve battery power 

while moving between different measurement regions, leaving the rubidium oscillator run

ning. 
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FIGURE B.39 Receiver power supply tagstrip 

When using the receiver in a vehicle, the battery charger plug may be used to connect 

an addhional set of extemal batteries in parallel with the intemal batteries, to increase the op

erating time. 

B.8 Modifications to Synchronise PN Sequences 

B. 8.1 Introduction 

If the PN sequences in the transmitter and receiver are initially synchronised, a time 

reference pomt for the commencement ofthe impulse response measurement is available. To 

synchronise the sequences, a cable is connected between the two PN generators, which are held 

in the "all ones" state until a synchronous start signal via the cable. Subsequently the cable may 

be removed, and the sequences will continue to have a defined timing relationship. 

As already discussed in Chapter 3, the synchronising scheme adopted here resets both 

PN sequences periodically, with the reset period less than the sliding correlation thne for the 

whole sequence length. This reset process is syncopated by the mbidium clocks, and occurs 

after a preset number of clock pulses, determined by switch settings on programmable 

counters. 

Resetting before the conelator slides through the entire sequence length effectively 

"windows" the measurement time, allowing the impulse response measurement repethion rate 

to be mcreased (almost up to the reciprocal ofthe window time span), but retains the ambiguity 

time ofthe full PN sequence length. Each time the PN sequence is reset, a new time origin is 

created, allowing absolute path delays to be measured. 

The modification requires the addition of a TTL to ECL interface to the PN generators, 

and provision of programmable counters, clocked by the rubidium frequency sources, in both 

transmitter and receiver. Provision for a synchronising cable, and a reset switch is also made. 

Adding a distance-measuring wheel allows impulse response measurement data to be 

collected automatically at fixed increments of route distance. Making the wheel shaft encoder 
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counter adjustable allows the choice of various distance increments for gathering data. 

In this secfion, chcuh schematics ofthe counters, and other addhions to the electron

ics, are documented and described. 

B.8.2 PN Counter 

The schematic is shown in Figure B.40. A cascade of 74F163 16-bh counters give a 

minimum count of 256, corresponding to a period of 25.6|a,s with the 100ns clock. By setting 

DIP switches to increase the count, the output period can be mcreased to 1.678 seconds, in 

steps of 25.6|is. 

The counter output from the final stage is taken from the ripple carry out (RCO) pin. 

The RCO signal is not designed to fimction as a counter output, and is plagued with glhches. 

To eliminate these, the RCO pulse is NOR gated with the clock pulse m IC12A, giving a 50ns 

wide output pulse coinciding with the low half of the clock pulse. A D-flipflop (IClOB) is 

clocked by the RCO output pulse, with the D input set by the wheel trigger electronics. The 

output of this goes high on the next RCO pulse after the wheel trigger signal, and triggers a 

monostable (ICl 1), which generates a 20|j.s (approximately) output pulse, used to trigger the 

data acquisition system 
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tynA PN gencraton 
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Programmable Counter - Channel Sounder 
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OTWER D9 PINS OND-I, +iV-S 

FIGURE B.40 PN counter 

B. 8.3 PN Preset 

The RCO out pulse (50ns wide) goes via a TTL to ECL mterface (Figure B.41), and 
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asynchronously presets all the shift register stages ofthe PN generator to " 1 " . When the pulse 

is removed, the PN generator restarts from the "all ones" state on the next clock edge. This re

start will happen simuhaneously m the fransmitter and the remote receiver, within the Ihnita-

tions of rubidium clock drift, and phase differences of the PN counter clocks, and the PN 

generator clocks. 

MC10124 
INPUT from SMB 

1 

• > 

> 

OUTPUT to MC 1 OH 141 preloads 

TTL to ECL translator. 
v c c +5V to pins 8, 6, InF bypass 
VEE -5,2V to pin 8, 1 nF bypass 
GND to pin 16. 
AU other pins N/C. 

Built on a small board tnounted 90 degrees to the top 
ground plane ofthe PN generator clock/divider board. 

TTL to ECL INTERFACE 

FIGURE B.41 TTL to ECL interface for presetting PN generator 

B.8.4 Reset Switch 

During development ofthe PN synchronisation modification, a problem became ap

parent. Origmally, the reset was mtended to be synchronous for both PN generators. But with 

the phase variation between the rubidium clocks, it was possible for the transmitter sequence 

to start before the receiver sequence, placing the main correlation peak prior to and outside the 

correlation window. Even if the peak was inhially just within the window, rubidium clock 

drifts may eventually move h outside the window. Path delay pushes the correlation peak mto 

the wmdow, but for mdoor measurements where path delays are small, the problem had to be 

overcome. 

The solution was to infroduce a small delay of approxhnately 70ns to the fransmitter 

reset, which ensured that the correlation peak ofthe shortest path always fell within the corre

lation window, even at one metre fransmitter-receiver spacing. The delay is provided by an RC 

network (4.7KQ and 47pF) followed by a Schmitt frigger buffer. A similar network, with a 

longer time constant, eliminates switch contact bounce. 

B. 8.5 Other Modifications 

The PN counters require buffered lOMHz rubidium clocks, so addhional buffered 

clock outputs have been provided. See Figures B.42 and B.43. 
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FIGURE B.42 Modified receiver divider 
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FIGURE B.43 10MHz buffer 

B. 8.6 Wheel Trigger 

A 12 inch BMX type bicycle wheel is connected to an optical encoder, which produces 

147 pulses for each mefre of fravel. The pulses are coimted, and coimter outputs can be decoded 

for different count lengths by altering DIP switches. Nineteen bits of counter output are avail

able on a DB25 connector, with the 2-way toggle switch set on "manual". A cfrcuit schematic 

is shown in Figure B.44. 

Using the wheel trigger, measurements may be automatically mitiated at precisely 

fixed mcrements of distance as the receiver moves along a route. Figure B.45 depicts the equip

ment in operation. 
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FIGURE B.44 Wheel trigger electronics 

FIGURE B.45 Receiver on a trolley - with wheel trigger 

B. 8.6.1 Auto Setting 

Witii die toggle switch on "auto", die counter is reset after a count lengtii determmed 
by DIP switch settings. 
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Counter reset causes the following operations to occur: 

8. Sets the RS latch U1 OB (LATCH 1), which triggers monostable U11, giving an output pulse on pin 
13 (DB25). The latch output is available on a 5 pin DIN socket, and the reset line to all latches is 
also brought out to the 5 pin DIN. 

9. Clocks a divide-by-2 stage UlOA; the output of this is a a square wave and appears on the 5 pin 
DIN, and also operates a yellow LED indicator on the front panel ofthe wheel trigger unit. This 
output pulse is used to initiate data acquisition from the channel sounder. 

10. The divide-by-2 stage clocks a further divide-by-2, and the output of this appears on pin 11 (DB25). 

11. Sets U15B (LATCH 2), and the output of this is on pin 12 (DB25). LATCH 2 stays set until a high 
reset signal is applied to pin 12 (DB25), or until the front panel reset push button is pressed. 

The front panel reset push button does the following: 

1. operates a red LED on the front panel 
2. resets LATCH 1 (UlOB) 
3. resets the divide-by-2 and divide-by-4 stages (UlOA and U15A) 
4. resets both binary counters (UI and U2) 

B. 8.6.2 Manual Setting 

With the toggle switch on "manual", the counters continue to count until a manual re

set occurs. Counter capacity allows approximately 3.6 km of travel before the counter fills. 

When output Q7 of the second counter (U2) goes high, a red front panel "overflow" LED 

lights. In manual mode, the divide-by-2 and divide-by-4 stages (UlOA, U15A) are not operat

ed. LATCH 1 and LATCH 2 are not operated. This setting allows distance to be logged if re

quired. 

B. 8.6.3 Wheel Counter Settings (Auto) 
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FIGURE B.46 Range switch (CI, C2) settings 
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TABLE B.l 1 DIP switch aliases for CI , C2 settings 

Resolution 

high 

medium 

low 

8 POLE DIP SWITCH 

8 

Ql 

Ql 
Q9 

7 

CLK 

Q8 

Q8 

6 

Q7 

Q7 

Q7 

5 

Q6 

Q6 

Q6 

4 

Q5 

Q5 

Q5 

3 

Q4 

Q4 

Q4 

2 

Q3 

Q3 

Q3 

1 

Q2 

Q2 

Q2 

NOTE: The "OFF" DIP switch setting corresponds to " 1 " 

B. 8.6.4 Examples 

To set the trigger distance to approximately 50 mm, note that one wheel clock pulse 

corresponds to 6.8 mm of travel. So to get 50 mm increments, the required divide ratio is 

50/6.8 = 7.3. Choose the nearest divide ratio of 8, which will give a distance increment of 

6.8x8 = 54 mm. Because ofthe divide-by-two stage, the DIP swhches are set to divide by 4 to 

give a total divide ratio of 8. The divide by 2 stage can be taken into account by basing the cal

culation on a step increment of 13.6 mm. For a divide ratio of 4, set the DIP switch to 

11111101; position 2 is the only switch set to "0". 

TABLE B.12 Example DIP switch settings 

Distance 
step (mm) 

13.6 

54.4 

108.8 

1006.4 

10009.6 

Divide 
by 

1 

4 

8 

74 

736 

Resolution 

high 

medium 

medium 

medium 

low 

DIP SWITCH 

8 

Ql 
on 

Ql 
on 

Ql 

on 

Ql 

off 

Q9 

off 

7 

CLK 

off 

Q8 

on 

Q8 

on 

Q8 

on 

Q8 

on 

6 

Q7 

on 

Q7 

on 

Q7 

on 

Q7 

on 

Q7 

off 

5 

Q6 

on 

Q6 

on 

Q6 

on 

Q6 

off 

Q6 

off 

4 

Q5 

on 

Q5 

on 

Q5 

on 

Q5 

on 

Q5 

off 

3 

Q4 

on 

Q4 

on 

Q4 

off 

Q4 

on 

Q4 

on 

2 

Q3 

on 

Q3 

off 

Q3 

on 

Q3 

off 

Q3 

on 

1 

Q2 

on 

Q2 

on 

Q2 

on 

Q2 

on 

Q2 

on 

B.8.7 PN Preset Counter 

This has a fixed minimum divide ratio of 256, multiplied by a programmable divide 

ratio of 16 bits or m other words 65536, giving a maximum divide ratio of 16777216. With the 

10 MHz input clock, the maximum output divide period is 1.6777216 seconds. 

To program the counter, divide the desired ratio by 256, convert the result to binary, 

and set the DIP switches accordingly (switch "ON" gives a "1"). 
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Note that the least significant bit is at the left hand end of each switch, the reverse of 

the way binary numbers are normally written. 

Example: 

Divide by 524288/256 = 2048 = 0000 1000 0000 0000 

Switch settings for this example are shown below in Table B.13. 

TABLE B.13 PN counter DIP switch settings 

L 
S 
B 

1 

0 

2 

0 

3 

0 

4 

0 

5 

0 

6 

0 

7 

0 

M 
S 
B 

8 

0 

L 
S 
B 

1 

0 

2 

0 

3 

0 

4 

1 

5 

0 

6 

0 

7 

0 

M 
S 
B 

8 

0 
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Appendix C: Antennas 

C. INTRODUCTION 

Two different types of vertically polarized antenna have 

been constiucted for the channel soundmg measurement program: 

1. discone omnidirectional 

2. halfwave (ground independent) omnidhectional 

Dimensioned drawmgs, measured hnpedance matching 

plots, and measured polar patterns are shown in this appendix. 

Polar patterns were measured in an anechoic chamber at the 

Centre for Communications Research, University of Bristol. Thanks 

are due to Dr. Geoff Hilton ofthe University of Bristol, for develop

ing the excellent automated antenna measurement system in use at 

Bristol, and for instruction and assistance m makmg the measure

ments. 

C. 1 Discone Antenna 

70 mm dia 

1 1 
\ / 

N type connector 

discone.pre 

FIGURE C.1 Discone antenna - cross section view 

Discone antennas provide good matching over a very wide bandwidth, and a close 

approximation to an ideal omnidirectional pattern. The antenna is ground-independent, and 

has the same gain as a halfwave dipole. Construction is not difficult, apart from the fabrica

tion of a cone from copper sheet. The design was based on equations and mformation fi-om 

Ref [C.l], [C.2], [C.3], [C.4]. The antenna was buih on a panel-mounting N-type 50Q con

nector (see Figure C.l), with the spacing between the truncated cone and the disc determined 
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empirically to give the best match over frequencies around 1.9 GHz. This constiuction 

method is a a convenient technique patented by T.Rappaport and described in Ref.[C.5], 

although at the time this antenna was developed, the author was unaware of Rappaport's pre

vious work. 

C.1.1 Discone Antenna Matching 

The wide matching bandwidth of the discone is illusttated by the measured VSWR 

plot shown in Fig C.2. VSWR is <1.5 between 1.5GHz and 3GHz, and at 1.89GHz, the 

VSWR<1.1 
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FIGURE 0.2 Discone - measured VSWR 
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C.1.2 Discone Antenna - Polar Pattem in Azimuth 

1890 MHz Discone Antenna 
azimuth (horizontal plane) patterns at 1790MHz, 1890MHz, 1990MHz 

0 

30 330 

60 
-4 - C9 

300 

-10 -10 
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1790 MHz E1 magnitude 
1890 MHz El magnitude 
1990 MHz El magnitude 

1 5 0 ^ 

G
ai
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-
- -8 

J 

- -6 

- -4 

- _ 2 

180 

270 

240 

210 

file discfreq.jnb 

FIGURE 0,3 Discone azimuth polar pattern at three frequencies 

Figure C.3 shows tiiat the horizontal patism is omnidhectional withm ±0.5dB over a 

200MHz bandwidth (1790MHz to 1990MHz), which is die bandwiddi of die sounder in 

indoor mode. Part of tiiis variation is caused by die measurement setiip. In elevation (Figure 

C.4), die pattem maxunum is close to die horizontal, and deep nulls occur vertically above 

and below die antenna. The slight asymmetiy below die antenna is tiiought to be due to die 

coaxial feed cable, and the support stiaicture used during testmg. 

Measured at 1890 MHz, die discone gain was 2.5±0.5 dBi. A dim halfwave dipole 

has a dieoretical gain of 2.15 dBi. The gam measurement was done in die anechoic chamber 

by comparing the discone with a calibrated horn. 
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C.1.3 Discone Antenna - Polar Pattem in Elevation 

1890 MHz Discone Antenna 
elevation (vertical plane) patterns at 1790MHz, 1890MHz, 1990MHz 

90 

180 -

270 

FIGURE 0.4 Discone elevation pattern at ttiree frequencies 

FIGURE 0.5 Discone on test in die anechoic chamber at the University of Bristol 
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C.2 Halfwave J Antennas 

A vertical halfwave antenna, fed from a shorted quarter wave open wire section, 

forms the omnidirectional ground-independent "J antenna", described m Ref.[C.6]. The feed 

pomt along the quarter wave line is adjusted to give a good match at the operating frequency. 

A balun should be used for the ti^ansition from coax to the quarter wave matching sec

tion, but in the antennas built for this project the balun was omitted. The coaxial feeder is con

nected dhectly to the quarter wave section, using small copper clamps. Adjusting the position 

ofthe clamps alters the shunt capacitance between them, and gives fiirther fine adjustment of 

matching (Figure C.6). 

The polar pattem varies from omnidhectional by up to ±3dB, probably because ofthe 

vmbalanced feed arrangement. 

17 mm 

Smm diameter copper rod 

50 ohm coax 

FIGURE 0.6 Halfwave 1890MHz J antenna 

C.2.1 Halfwave J Antenna Matching 

Figure C.7 shows measured matching, witii die VSWR<2 from 1860MHz to 

2095MHz. Slight retiming was required to move this down to cover 1.79GHz to 1.99GHz. 

Two of diese antennas are in use. One is mounted in a section of plastic plumbing 

pipe and fitted widi a magnetic base, for use on die roof of a car (see Figure C.9). The otiier is 

used on die receiver widi die backpack or die fl-oUey, but has also been used as the ttansmitter 

antenna in Sydney, for die McMahons Pomt and the University of Technology Sydney meas-

uremenfcs. 
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FIGURE 0.7 Halfwave J antenna - measured VSWR 

C.2.2 Halfwave Antenna - Polar Pattem in Azimuth 

1890 MHz Roof Mount Half Wave Antenna 
azimuth (horizontal plane) patterns at 1865MHz, 1890MHz, 1915MHz 

0 

90 270 

180 

FIGURE 0.8 J antenna azimuth polar pattern at three frequencies - roof mount model in 
plastic tube 
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Over die 50MHz bandwidth required for die sounder in outdoor mode, die roof mount 

model is omnidirectional widim ±1.5dB. In elevation, botii J antennas show maxunum gam in 

the horizontal direction. 

J antenna without 
cover 

FIGURE 0.9 J antenna - roof mount version 

C.3 Antenna Mounting 

Various mounting arrangements for the fransmitter and receiver antennas have been 

used dvuing the measurement program. The discone antenna has an offset mountmg bracket, 

with a stepped-diameter alummium socket, allowmg it to mount on any diameter tube used 

with the tow bar mount, or the portable mast. The bracket offset allows the stiff low-loss 

coaxial cable to run vertically below the anterma, without the need for sharp bends. 

C.3.1 Backpack Receiver Unit 

A halfwave J antenna attached to an aluminium tube chps to the side of the receiver 

housing, placing the antenna just above head level (see Figure B.2, Appendix B). 

C.3.2 Vehicle Roof Mount - Magnetic Base 

Initially, vehicle based measurements used a halfwave J antenna mounted on an alu

mmium tube attached to the rear door of the car and protiiiding vertically through the open 

window, to position the antenna just above roof level. Later the magnetic base halfwave J 

antenna has been used, mounted on the car roof (Figure C.9). 
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C.3.3 Camera Tripod Mount 

A 2 mefre length of aluminium tube was adapted to attach to a camera ttipod, provid

ing a mounting for the fransmitter antenna. The tube may be positioned horizontally, to pro-

tmde out of hotel windows, or over the edge of balconies, to position the anterma outside the 

budding Ime (see Chapter 5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.21), or used vertically to form a short 

mast (see Chapter 5, Figiue 5.7). 

C.3.4 Car Tow Bar Mount 

A fitting was made to bolt to a car tow bar, to attach alumirtiimi tubing to form a two 

section telescoping mast with adjustable height ranging from approximately 2 to 4 mefres. 

This has been used with the fransmitter m a car boot, for low anteima city measurements. 

An illusfration of this in use is shown in Figure CIO below. 

FIGURE 0.10 Tow bar mount in use 
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C.3.5 Portable Mast 

A lightweight portable mast was designed and buih specifically for use with the chan

nel sounder. The mast disassembles into lengths of aluminium tube and angle, and packs mto 

a 2 mefre long canvas "cricket bag" which is easily carried. Assembly ofthe mast using wing 

-nuts may be done in a few minutes, without tools. Foot pads on each leg are adjustable in 

height over a range of approximately 250 mm, to level the mast. 

Initially the mast consisted of three sections of telescoping aluminium tube, achieving 

a height of approximately 5.6 mefres. Later an additional section was added, allowing anterma 

heights of up to 7.5 mefres. The mast may use one, two, three or four ofthe 2 mefre sections, 

giving a range of heights. 

Small sandbags are available to weight the outer ends of the fripod legs to improve 

stability in windy conditions. 

This mast has been used extensively (see Chapter 5, Figures 5.1, 5.13, 5.14) 

19.05 mm Al tube 

22.23 mm Al tube 

25.4 mm Al tube 

SIDE ELEVATION 

PLAN VIEW , 
legs 120 d ^ spacin 

25 mm Al square tube 

25 X 25 mm Al channel 

adjustable 
JL legs 

The mast can be used at 2m, 4m, and 6m heights. 

FIGURE 0.11 Portable light weight mast 
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Appendix D: Software 

D. INTRODUCTION 

A number of Pascal software programs and MATLAB 

scripts have been written in the course of this project, to collect chan

nel sounder measurements, then to process, sort, filter, summarise, 

and model propagation parameters. Some of this software is summa

rised and described m this appendix. Where a program has evolved 

through a number of versions, only the latest or the most representa

tive is described, although in some cases other versions are summa

rised in brief tabular form, where these versions serve a different 

purpose. This appendix also serves as a handbook for using the soft

ware. 

Software listings are not included, because to do so even 

usmg small 8 point type would require over 70 additional pages. 

D.1 DAQ3 

TABLE D.l DAQ3 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

DAQ3 

Driver for DaqBook A to D unit, to collect I and Q data from the 
channel sounder. 

10/11/94 

-

-

filebase, start number, samples/second/channel, number of samples/ 
channel( 12,000 maximum). Hh the ENTER key to mhiate the meas
urement. 

filebaseS.BIN (S is the file number, which automatically mcrements) 

C:\greg\prop 
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D.2 C0NVRTG2 

TABLE D.2 00NVRTG2 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

CONVRTG2 

removes DC offsets from I and Q values. Finds the largest power 
sample, then stores this as I,Q sample pair 500. Takes 499 sample 
pahs before sample 500, and 2500 after. 

1/11/94 

filebaseS.BIN (S is the file number) 

C:\greg\prop 

filebase, start number, number of files. 

filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) 

C:\greg\process 

D.3 DELAYG4 

TABLE D.3 DELAYG4 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

DELAYG4 

Calculates average delay and rms delay spread for each PDP. Oper
ates on a batch of files. Skips missing files. 

20/8/96 

filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) 

C:\greg\process 

filebase, start file number, fmal file number, sample tune (ns), 
threshold before peak: dB relative to OdB (-dB), threshold after peak: 
dB relative to OdB (-dB), range after peak (nS), 

filebase.RMS 

C:\greg 

D.4 AVERAGEG, AVERAGEA 

D.4.1 AVERAGEG 

The output file @fdebaseN.DAT is a binary file in the same format as other .DAT 

files, with 3000 pairs of I,Q values, except that the square root ofthe average power value at 

each normalised sample time is stored in the 1 value, with the corresponding Q value set to 

zero. The word filebase refers to any chosen generic name for a family of files. In this pro

gram the name must be no longer than 6 characters to stay within the DOS requirement of 

filenames no longer than 8 characters. A text output file @filebaseN.ASC is also produced 

for plotting the average PDP. This file has 3000 rows and two columns of numbers, the first 
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column being time in |is in increments of the sample time, and the second column is power 

values normalised to OdB. The file is normalised so the maximum ray (0 dB) occurs at zero 

time in row 500. During one run of AVERAGEG, a number of batches of .DAT files can be 

separately averaged, and the output files produced are numbered consecutively N==l, N=2, 

etc. 

TABLE D.3A AVERAGEG 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

AVERAGEG 

averages PDPs (linear power values are averaged). Output ampli
tudes are normalised relative to OdB. 

23/3/96 

filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) 

*\greg\process * means specify drive letter 

filebase, start number, fmal number, sample time(nS) 

@filebaseN.DAT (N is sequence number ofthe output file, incre
mented by 1 for each group of files averaged during one session) 

@filebaseN.ASC (text file for plotting PDP graph) 

*\greg\process 

*\greg\graph 

D.0.1 AVERAGEA 

This differs from AVERAGEG in requiring a Gain Factor to be entered before each 

batch of .DAT files is averaged. Amplitude and power values in the output files are then given 

in absolute rather than normalised terms, with values that relate to the path loss. This allows 

groups of PDP measurements all taken m nominally the same location to be averaged, and 

compared with the average PDP in another location where the Gain Factor used during the 

measurements may be different. 

The Gain Factor is defined as: 

Gain Factor = -130+ Xmitter Atten. + Rec Gain Factor 

XmitterAtten is the setting in dB ofthe swhched attenuator preceding the Transmitter 

RF power amplifier, and the Rec Gain Factor is 0 for 60 dB receiver baseband gain, 10 for 

50 dB and 20 for the 40 dB setting. The Gain Factor added to the amplitiide ofthe strongest 

ray in dbV gives a Path Loss Factor, which is related to the path loss, but does not include 

antenna gains 
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TABLE D.4 AVERAGEA 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

AVERAGEA 

averages PDPs (linear power values are averaged). Output ampli-
mdes are in Gain Factor terms 

13/8/96 

filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) skips missing files 

*\greg\process * means specify drive letter 

filebase, start number, final number, sample time(ns), gain factor 

&filebaseN.DAT (N is sequence number ofthe output file, incre
mented by 1 for each group of files averaged during one session) 

&filebaseN.ASC (text file for plotting PDP graph) 

*\greg\process 

*\greg\graph 

D.1 PL0TG2 

The PLOTG series of programs allow rapid plotting of a sequence of PDPs on the 

screen, to quickly review a set of measurements. The option of generating a text file to use in 

a graph plotting program or spreadsheet is provided. PLOTG plots from 0 to -50 dB on the 

vertical axis, and from sample 1 to sample 3000 on the horizontal axis (blue curve). The 

amplitude ofthe peak ray (which is normalised to 0 dB) is listed m dBV, and an indication of 

the noise floor is given. 

PL0TG2 adds a second curve in a confrasting colour (magenta) which shows an 

expanded section ofthe PDP from sample 400 to sample 1000. PL0TG3 plots the part ofthe 

PDP between sample 475 and 625. PL0TG4 plots from sample 475 to 625 but with a linear 

vertical axis from -5 voh to +5 voh. Both the I channel (blue curve) and the Q channel (red 

curve) are plotted. PLOTG5 is the sunilar to PLOTG4, but is designed to work with data pro

duced by a different A to D unh (Pico ADCIOO). Fmally, PL0TG6 is sunilar to PL0TG3, 

except that the horizontal axis is scaled from -50 ns to 250 ns, assuming 2 ns/sample. 
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TABLE D.5 PL0TG2 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

PLOTG2 

plots a PDP graph on screen from 0 dB to -50 dB and from sample 1 
to sample 3000 (blue curve), and also an expanded section ofthe 
PDP from sample 400 to sample 1000 (magenta curve). Normalised 
data with 0 dB at sample 500. 

1/11/94 

.DAT files. Will do a sequence of files 

C:\greg\process 

filebase, starting file number, number of files 

.ASC text file for plotting a graph (optional) 

C:\greg\propgraf 

D.2 RAYS, RAYS1, RAYS20 

RAYS searches through the entire PDP and identifies all resolvable signal paths or 
9 2 rays. Operating on the I +Q PDP, a ray is defined as a localised peak in the curve, where the 

preceding two samples are monotonically hicreasing, and the followmg two samples are 

monotonically decreasing. This gives a minimum interval between successive peaks or rays, 

of four sample intervals. Indoor measurements (chip rate 100 MHz) with a theoretical resolu

tion of 10 ns have been recorded at 2 ns/sample, so four sample intervals equals 8 ns, while 

outdoor measurements (chip rate 25 MHz) with a theoretical resolution of 40 ns have been 

done at 10 ns/sample, and four sample intervals equals 40 ns. On the assumption that the first 

and last sections ofthe data file are likely to be noise, the linear power average ofthe first 100 

samples is calculated, and this is also done for the last 100 samples. The lower ofthe two 

power averages is taken as a "noise floor". An arbifrary noise floor threshold of five times the 

noise floor (or 6.9 dB greater) is used to allow for impulsive noise, and any power sample less 

than this threshold is set to zero. A higher threshold can be added when the program is run. 

D.2.1 .PTH File 

Each input file produces a filebaseS.PTH file, which lists all the "negative" rays 

(those arriving before normalised time zero) and all the "positive rays" (those arriving after 

time zero), in terms of normalised time, and normalised power. A coarse histogram of ray 

parameters follows. Each column is a time bin of width 100 samples, starting at bm-4 and 

going to bin+6. Bin -4 covers samples >100<200. Column 5 is time bin+1, which covers 

>500<600 and omits the normalised zero time 0 dB ray. Row 1 covers the power bin of 

> -5dB, row 2 covers <-5dB >-10dB, row 3 covers <-lOdB >-15dB, and row 4 covers 
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< -15dB >-20dB, all relative to the sfrongest ray which is normalised to OdB. This is followed 

by a table which sorts rays into amplitude bins, irrespective of time, where each bin is 5 dB 

wide. The final table sorts rays into time bins, irrespective of amplitude, where each bin is 100 

samples wide, that is 200 ns for 2 ns/sample, or 1 us wide for 10 ns/sample. Note that 

RAYS20 does not produce .PTH files. 

D.2.2 .RAY File 

filebase.RAY summarises ray powers for each file, without regard to excess delay. 

Each row of data represents one PDP file. All power levels are normalised so the sfrongest ray 

is 0 dB. The first 6 columns give the number of rays > -5 dB, >-10 dB, >-15 dB, >-20 dB, 

>-25 dB, >-30 dB respectively. 

The second 6 columns give the number of rays between the power intervals of < 0 to 

> -5 dB, < -5 to > -15 dB, < -15 to > -25 dB, < -20 to > -25 dB, < -25 to > -30 dB respectively. 

D.2.3 .STS File 

filebase.STS is a summary of statistics for all input files, in a table with 16 rows and 

6 columns. Row 6 represents the sfrongest ray, with all quanthies for this ray normalised to 

zero. Row 5 represents the first "negative" ray, that is, the first ray adjacent to, but arriving 

before, the sttongest ray. Movmg fiuther mto negative time, the next resolvable ray is called 

the second "negative ray", and is summarised in row 3. Rows 1 and 2 give data for the 5th. 

and 4th. negative rays. Row 7 has data for the first "poshive" ray (the first resolvable ray 

arriving after the sfrongest ray), and the remaining rows cover the next nine "poshive" rays. 

The first column is the standard deviation ofthe excess delay for all rays ofthe same 

type, e.g. first "poshive" ray, across all the input files. Column 2 is the average excess delay, 

and column 3 the average power in dB (where the linear normalised powers of all the mdivid-

ual rays ofthe same type are averaged then converted to a dB value). 

Column 4 is equal to column 3 plus 25 dB. Columns 5 and 6 give standard deviation 

values for ray power, calculated two different ways: 

Column 5: 

standard deviationindB = i n . i . „ f̂  , Hnear power standard deviation ̂  fPQ D 1) 
'" V linear power mean ) \I-\J.U.I) 

Column 6: 

standard deviation in dB = tO • log,Q • (linear power standard deviation) (EQ D.2) 
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TABLE D.6 RAYS 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RAYS 

identifies and sorts rays in the PDP 

13/1/97 

filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) skips missing files 

limited to a maximum of 200 files 

*:\greg\process * means specify drive letter 

filebase, start number, fmal number, sample tune(nS), ray threshold 
relative to OdB (-dB) 

filebaseS.PTH list of rays m each PDP 

filebase.PKE 

filebase.PT average and std.dev of times for poshive rays 

filebase.PA average and std.dev of amplitudes for positive rays 

filebase.NT average and std.dev of times for negative rays 

filebase.NA average and std.dev of amplitudes for negative rays 

filebase.STS summary of ray statistics 

filebase.RAY summary of numbers of rays above various power 
thresholds, and between power thresholds, for each file. 

*:\greg\rays 
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D.2.4 Example of a filebaseS.PTH Output File 

positive rays 
TIME 

us 
0.000 
0.016 
0.032 
0.048 
0.074 
0.098 
0.142 
0.190 
0.228 
0.260 
0.288 
0.324 
0.354 
0.378 
0.394 
0.418 
0.438 
0.492 
0.528 
0.828 
0.844 
0.942 
0.954 
0.974 
1.028 
1.066 
1.082 
1.330 
1.386 
1.906 
3.440 

Power 
dB 
0.0 
-3.4 
-6.6 
-4.9 
-5.6 
-13.4 
-7.0 
-29.4 
-16.9 
-20.8 
-19.6 
-18.7 
-29.7 
-19.9 
-25.5 
-37.0 
-32.5 
-34.9 
-32.8 
-36.0 
-32.2 
-28.0 
-27.6 
-28.2 
-37.0 
-35.0 
-35.6 
-37.1 
-37.0 
-35.9 
-37.9 

negative 
TIME 
us 
0.016 

-0.094 
0.162 
-0.188 
0.460 
-0.542 
-0.686 
-0.702 
-0.786 
-0.824 
-0.840 
-0.854 
-0.870 
-0.884 
-0.940 
-0.958 

rays 
Power 
dB 

-2.4 
-35.8 
-35.3 
-38.9 
-36.3 
-37.9 
-33.6 
-33.2 
-33.0 
-28.1 
-27.3 
-28.6 
-33.4 
-37.2 
-37.0 
-32.7 

0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 this is a coarse histogram of ray parameters. Each 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 column is a time bin of width 100 samples, starting at bin-4 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 and going to bin+6. Bin-4 covers samples >100<200 
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 Column 5 is time bin+1, which covers >500<600 and omits 

the normalised zero time 0 dB ray. 
Row I covers the power bin of > -5dB, row 2 covers 
<-5dB>-10dB, row 3 covers <-10dB^-15dB, and row 4 
covers <-15dB>-20dB, all relative to the strongest ray which 
is normalised to OdB. 

no.paths > -5dB = 4 
no.paths>-10dB = 3 
no.paths >-15dB= 1 
no.paths > -20dB = 4 
no.paths > -25dB = 1 
no.paths > -30dB = 9 

sorts rays into amplitude bins, irrespective of time, 
where each bin is 5 dB wide. 

no.paths in 
no.paths in 
no.paths in 
no.paths in 
no.paths in 
no.paths in 
no.paths in 
no.paths in 
no.paths in 
noise floor 

time bin -1 = 1 
time bin +1 = 7 
time bin +2 = 7 
time bin +3 = 0 
time bin +4 = 0 
time bin +5 = 3 
time bin +6 = 0 
time bin +7 = 0 
time bin +8 = 0 
=-39.14 dB 

sorts rays into time bins, irrespective of amplitude, 
where each bin is 100 samples wide, that is 200 ns 
for 2 ns/sample, or 1 us wide for 10 ns/sample. 

Filename c:\greg\rays\db71.pth 
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D.2.5 Example of a filebase.PKE Output File 

0 0 0 50 114 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 36 213 0 0 0 3 0 
2 0 4 17 305 3 0 0 26 0 
9 15 29 29 340 35 3 5 49 5 

this is a coarse histogram of ray parameters. Each 
column is a time bin of width 100 samples, starting at bin-4 
and going to bin+6. Bin-4 covers samples >100<200 
Column 5 is time bin+1, which covers >500<600 and omits 
the normalised zero time 0 dB ray. 
Row 1 covers the power bin of > -5dB, row 2 covers 
<-5dB>-10dB, row 3 covers <-10dBS-15dB, and row 4 
covers <-15dB^-20dB, all relative to the strongest ray which 
is normalised to OdB. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 1.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.01 0.00 0.02 0.10 1.74 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 
0.05 0.09 0.17 0.17 1.94 0.20 0.02 0.03 0.28 0.03 

this is a repeat ofthe above table, but with each 
figure divided by the number of files. 

no.paths > -SdB = 
no.paths >-10dB = 
no.paths > -15dB = 
no.paths > -20dB = 
no.paths > -25dB = 
no.paths > -30dB = 

no.paths in time bin -1 
no.paths in time bin +1 
no.paths in time bin +2 
no.paths in time bin +3 
no.paths in time bin +4 
no.paths in time bin +5 
no.paths in time bin +6 
no.paths in time bin +7 
no.paths in time bin +8 

338 
252 
362 
638 
977 

1226 

= 206 
= 1395 
= 334 
= 34 
= 20 
= 332 
= 25 
= 21 
= 34 

D.2.6 Example of Part of a filebase.RAY Output File 

2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
6 
3 

3 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
6 
2 
3 

4 
7 
5 
5 
4 
8 
6 

5 
4 
4 
5 
4 
3 
8 
2 
7 

8 
11 
8 
5 
5 
11 
10 

6 
6 
8 
6 
8 
4 
11 
4 
10 

11 23 
18 47 
16 36 
13 41 
11 33 
31 45 
35 40 

23 28 
18 54 
34 41 
15 31 
17 29 
6 14 
31 32 
7 36 
34 35 

25 
47 
38 
41 
56 
45 
40 

28 
54 
41 
31 
29 
14 
32 
37 
35 

2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
6 
3 

3 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
6 
2 
3 

2 
5 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 

2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
4 

4 
4 
3 
0 
1 
3 
4 

1 
2 
4 
1 
4 
1 
3 
2 
3 

3 
7 
8 
8 
6 

20 
25 

17 
12 
26 

9 
9 
2 

20 
3 

24 

12 
29 
20 
28 
22 
14 
5 

5 
36 
7 

16 
12 
8 
1 

29 
1 

2 
0 
2 
0 

23 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

Each row of data represents one PDF file. 
The first 6 columns give the number of rays 
> -5 dB, >-10 dB, >-15 dB, >-20 dB, >-25 dB, 2-30 dB 

The second 6 columns give the number of rays between 
the power intervals of < 0 to > -5 dB, < -5 to > -15 dB, 
< -15 to > -25 dB, < -20 to > -25 dB, < -25 to > -30 dB 
respectively. 

Any ray with power less than the "noise floor" is ignored. 
Apart fi-om this, all rays are counted; the threshold level 
specified does not apply for this output file. 

filename c:\greg\rays\db7.ray 
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D.2.7 Example of a filebase.STS Output File 

Time 
std.dev. 

us 

0.192 
0.238 
0.256 
0,137 
0,109 
0.000 
0.007 
0,088 
0,121 
0,220 
0.597 
0,612 
0,753 
0.486 
0,834 
1,318 

filename 

Time 
average 

us 

-0,562 
-0,415 
-0.280 
-0.114 
-0.066 
0.000 
0.021 
0,050 
0,080 
0,124 
0,271 
0,356 
0,434 
0,461 
0,705 
1.231 

Power 
average 

dB 

-15.1 
-17.5 
-11.8 

-7,8 
-5,4 
00,0 
-5,0 
-8,2 
-9.8 

-11.5 
-12.6 
-13.6 
-15.0 
-14.9 
-14,9 
-16,0 

c :\greg\ray s\db7. sts 
actual number of files = 175 

Power 
avg+25dB 

dB 

9,9 
7,5 
13,2 
17,2 
19,6 
25,0 
20,0 
16,8 
15,2 
13,5 
12,4 
11,4 
10,0 
10,1 
10,1 
9,0 

Power 
std,dev 

2,7 
1,6 
3,8 
3,9 
3,0 
0.0 
2.5 
3.3 
3.2 
3.7 
4.5 
3,3 
3,1 
3,2 
2,6 
3,1 

Power 
std,dev 
relative 

-15,8 
-21,1 
-10,4 

-6,1 
-5,5 
0,0 

-6,0 
-7,7 
-9,4 

-10,2 
-10.1 
-12,9 
-14.8 
-14,5 
-15,7 
-15,8 

fifth "negative" ray 
fourth "negative" ray 
third "negative" ray 
second "negative" ray 
first "negative" ray 
strongest ray (normalised to time=0, power=0 dB) 
first "positive" ray 
second "positive" ray 
third "positive" ray 
fourth "positive" ray 
fifth "positive" ray 
sixth "positive" ray 
seventh "positive" ray 
eighth "positive" ray 
ninth "positive" ray 
tenth "positive" ray 

D.2.8 Example of part of a filebase.PA Output File 

-6,8 
-5.5 

-16.7 
-7,0 

-4,4 
•13,6 
-6,6 

•12,7 
-1,8 -14,4 

-5.7 
•15.9 
•12,6 
•13,0 
-8.6 

-7,7 
•19,5 
•15,4 
-2.3 

•16,1 

-2,6 -10,4 
-16,1 -17,1 
-10,6 -9,4 
-16,6 -17,6 
-17,3 -17,3 

-14.8 
-17.4 
-17.6 
-19.3 
-17.2 

•15.8 
•19.2 
•16.4 
•18.6 
•18,9 

•19,0 -19,8 
•16,7 -15,2 
• 18,7 -20,0 
•19,9 -17,1 
•17,9 -18,7 

first 10 "positive" rays for file 166 
first 10 "positive" rays for file 167 
etc. 

-12.1 -18.7 -9.8 -11,3 -13.4 -17,2 -19,8 -19,3 -12,0 -19,0 
-6,5 -18,2 -13,4 -20,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
-3,7 -8,7 -11.9 -6,5 -1.6 -4,5 -15.2 -15.8 -13,6 -16,4 
-1,7 -14,5 -16,3 -10.9 -16,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
-3.2 -0.9-12.3 -6,2 -7,2 -6,3 -6.7-18.6-15.6-15.7 first 10 "positive" rays for file 175 

-5.0 -8.2 -9,8 -11,5 -12,6 
2.5 3.3 3,2 3,7 4.5 
-6,0 -7,7 -9,4 -10,2 -10,1 

13,6 -15,0 -14.9 -14.9 -16.0 
3.3 3.1 3.2 2.6 3.1 

12.9 -14.8 -14,5 -15,7 -15,8 

average power for all files 
standard deviation of power for all files 
relative standard deviation of power for all files 

4,5 
0,989 

-10,5 
4,6 
0,989 

-11,9 
4,3 
0,949 

-13,8 
4,2 
0,870 

-15,1 
3,9 
0,797 

-15,3 
3,6 
0,638 

-16,4 
3,1 
0,452 

-16,3 
3,2 
0.288 

-16,0 
2,9 
0,186 

-17,1 
2,7 
0.124 

filename c:\greg\rays\db7.pa 
actual number of files = 175 
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D.2.9 Example of Part of a filebase.PT Output File 

0.020 0.030 0.040 0,072 0,090 0,108 0,134 0,154 0,308 0.454 first 10 "positive" rays for file 166 
0.010 0,078 0,106 0,114 0,166 0,368 0,828 1.696 1.712 2.244 first 10 "positive" rays for file 167 
0.020 0.030 0,044 0.056 0,068 0,084 0,106 0,154 0,616 3,038 etc, 
0,018 0,050 0,058 0,078 0,114 0,140 0,186 0,600 1.122 1.224 (NOTE: all times in ps) 
0.010 0.028 0.038 0,052 0,072 0,090 0,104 0.250 0.812 3.026 
0.024 0.036 0.058 0.084 0.122 0.302 0.374 0.756 0.972 1.592 
0.024 0.040 0.092 0.104 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000 0,000 
0,012 0,028 0,042 0,054 0,066 0,080 0.110 0,136 0,146 0,264 
0,028 0,064 0,072 0,088 0,118 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 
0.018 0,030 0,044 0,060 0,084 0,112 0,120 0,220 0,292 0,306 first 10 "positive" rays for file 175 

0,021 0,050 0,080 0,124 0,271 0,356 0,434 0,461 0,705 1,231 average times for each ray 
0,007 0,088 0,121 0,220 0,597 0.612 0,753 0.486 0.834 1,318 standard deviation for each ray 
filename c:\greg\rays\db7,pt 
actual number of files =175 

D.2.10 Example of Part of a filebase.NA Output File 

-19,5-19,4-19,1 0,0 0,0 file 166, power of first 5 "negative" rays 
-1,4 -2,4 -5,3 -19,0-18,5 file 166, power of first 5 "negative" rays 
-5.7 -20,0 -19,3 -16,4 0.0 etc. 
-9.1 -12,0 -19,3 -17,1 -10.6 
-2.9 -0.9 -15,8 -19,7 0.0 
-6.3 -0,7 -17,9 0,0 0,0 
-2,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
-3,1 -4,9 -19,8 -17,8 -16,6 

-18,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
-15.5-15,0-17,4 -14.1-14.5 file 175, power of first 5 "negative" rays 

-5.4 -7.8 -11,8-17,5 -15,1 average power for all files 
3,0 3.9 3.8 1.6 2.7 standard deviation ofpower for all files 
-5,5 -6,1 -10,4 -21,1 -15,8 relative standard deviation of power for all files 

-8,9 -12,7 -15,2 -17,8 -16,3 
6,6 6.7 5.0 1,6 3,0 
0,616 0.232 0.107 0.056 0,034 

filename c:\greg\rays\db7,na 
actual number of files = 175 
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D.2.11 Example of Part of a filebase.NT Output File 

-0.238 
-0,014 
-0,014 
-0,028 
-0,028 
-0,020 
-0,008 
-0,020 
-0,394 
-0,020 

-0,400 
-0,036 
-0,116 
-0,042 
-0,052 
-0,034 
0,000 
-0,036 
0,000 
-0,100 

-0,728 
-0,044 
-0,514 
-0,166 
-0,066 
-0,238 
0,000 

-0,144 
0,000 
-0,684 

0,000 
•0,334 
-0,714 
-0,224 
-0,822 
0,000 
0,000 

-0.244 
0.000 

-0.708 

0.000 
•0.786 
0,000 
-0,288 
0,000 
0,000 
0,000 
-0,730 
0,000 
-0,718 

first 5 "negative" rays for file 166 
first 5 "negative" rays for file 167 
first 5 "negative" rays for file 168 
etc, 
(NOTE: all times in |Xs) 

first 5 "negative" rays for file 166 

-0.066 -0,114 
0,109 0,137 

-0,280 -0,415 -0,562 
0,256 0.238 0,192 

average times for each ray 
standard deviation of time for each ray 

filename c:\greg\rays\db7,nt 
actual number of files = 175 

TABLE D.7 RAYS1 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RAYSl 

identifies and sorts rays in the PDP. Based on RAYS but modified to 
produce a .DMD file with data for trial model. 

4/2/97 

filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) skips missing files 

limited to a maximum of 200 files 

*:\greg\process * means specify drive letter 

filebase, start number, fmal number, sample tmie(ns), ray threshold 
relative to OdB (-dB) 

filebaseS.PTH list of rays in each PDP 

filebascPKE 

filebase.PT average and std.dev of times for positive rays 

filebase.PA average and std.dev of amplitades for positive rays 

filebase.NT average and std.dev of times for negative rays 

filebase.NA average and std.dev of amplitudes for negative rays 

filebase. STS summary of ray statistics 

filebase.RAY 

filebase.DMD 

*:\greg\rays 
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TABLE D.8 RAYS20 

Program Name RAYS20 

Purpose identifies and sorts rays m the PDP. Based on RAYSl but modified 
to use the first 10 negative rays (instead of 5), and the first 20 posi
tive rays (instead of 10). 

Revision date 27/3/97 

Input files filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) 

limited to a maximum of 170 files 

skips missing files 

Input file directory *.' \greg\process means specify drive letter 

Input information filebase, start number, fmal number, sample time(nS), ray threshold 
relative to OdB (-dB) 

Output files Note: .PTH files are not produced 

filebase.PKE 

filebase.PT2 average and std.dev of times for positive rays 

filebase.PA2 average and std.dev of amplimdes for poshive rays 

filebase.NT2 average and std.dev of times for negative rays 

filebase.NA2 average and std.dev of amplitudes for negative rays 

filebase.STS summary of ray statistics 

filebase.RAY 

filebase.DM2 

Output directory *:\greg\rays 

D.3 RAYSORT 

RAYSORT sorts a number of power delay profiles (PDP) into an array of thne and 

power bins. This allows a three dimensional plot with axes of power, time, and the average 

number of rays per PDP m each bin. 

Input consists of standard .DAT 3000 sample PDP files, and the program looks for 

these files in the directory *:\greg\process where the drive letter * (e.g. C or D) must be spec

ified when the program starts. The mput filebase name must be specified, together with the 

initial file number, and the final file number. A power level threshold must also be specified. 

Output consists of a single file called filebase.SUR and written to C:\greg\rays. This 

is a text file in array form with 60 rows and 17 columns. Each row is a time bin, with the first 

column giving the upper time label in microseconds for that bin. Each tune bin covers 50 

samples. Thus if samples are in 2ns steps, each time bin is 100ns or 0.1|j,s, and the first bin 

covers -l.Ojts to -0.9ps. The eleventh bin covers 0 to +0.1 |xs, and always includes the normal

ised OdB ray at zero time for each PDR There are 60 time bins. Each column after the first 

represents a power bin in 2dB steps. There are 15 bins ranging fi-om [OdB to -2dB] to [-28dB 

to -3OdB]. The seventeenth column counts all the samples below the threshold or below 
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-30db, whichever is higher. 

TABLE D.9 RAYSORT 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RAYSORT 

Identifies rays and sorts these mto power and tune bms, for a number 
of normalised PDPs. 

30/1/97 

filebseS.DAT (S is the file number) skips missing files 

*:\greg\process 

filebase, start number, fmal number, sample tune(nS), ray threshold 
relative to OdB (-dB) 

filebase.SUR 

*:\greg\rays 

D.4 RAYBIN, RAYBIN1 

RAYBIN finds all the rays in a PDP, then sorts these into time bins which are 20 sam

ples wide, and calculates statistics for each time bin. A total of 30 thne bins are used, so only 

the central portion ofthe PDP is covered.Sorts rays mto 20 sample wide time bins, with 10 

time bins before zero time, and 20 bins after. RAYBIN also calculates power and thne aver

ages and standard deviations for the average ray in each thne bin, and the probability of a ray 

bemg present in the time bin. 

BIN NUMBER 

Time Bin 1 
Time Bin 2 
Time Bin 3 
Time Bin 4 

Time Bin 10 
Time Bin 11 
Time Bin 12 

Time Bin 27 
Time Bin 28 
Time Bin 29 
Time Bin 30 

SAMPLES 

001 to 319 
320 to 339 
340 to 359 
360 to 379 

480 to 499 
501 to 519 
520 to 539 

820 to 839 
840 to 859 
860 to 879 
880 to 3000 

TIME(Ji,s) 
2 ns/sample 
-1.00 to-0,36 
-0,36 to -0,32 
-0,32 to -0,28 
-0,28 to -0.24 

-0,04 to 0,00 
0,00 to 0,04 
0,04 to 0,08 

0,64 to 0,68 
0,68 to 0,72 
0,72 to 0,76 
0,76 to 5,00 

TIMEfOs) 
10 ns/sample 
-5,00 to -1,80 
-1,80 to -2.00 
-2,00 to -2,20 
-2,20 to -2,40 

-0,20 to 0,00 
0,00 to 0,20 
0,20 to 0,40 

3,20 to 3,40 
3,40 to 3.80 
3,80 to 4,00 
4,00 to 25,00 

includes all initial 
samples 

sample 500 is not 
included 

includes all remaining 
samples 

NOTE: 1. The normalised 0 dB strongest ray (sample 500) is not included. 
2. The first time bin also includes all earlier rays. 
3. The last time bin also includes all later rays. 
4, Time bins are 40 ns wide for Indoors, and 200 ns wide for Outdoors. 
5, The bins do not overlap; times have been rounded in the above table for simplicity. 
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D.4.1 .TBNFile 

filebascTBN is the output file, and can be used as an input data file for channel mod

elling programs such as RMSIM20. The file contains one row for each ofthe 30 time bins, 

and a row for the zero time normalised 0 dB sfrongest ray. The first column is the power of 

the average ray, followed by columns for the standard deviation ofpower, excess delay time 

ofthe average ray, the standard deviation of this delay, and finally, the probability of a ray 

occurring in the time bin. The probability of ray occurrence is calculated by dividmg the total 

number of rays found in a time bin, by the total number of PDPs. If the "probability" is 

greater than 1, this means that on average, there is more than one ray per PDP m that particu

lar time bin. Only rays greater than the user specified threshold, or the noise threshold, which

ever is greater, are included. If no rays occur in a time bin, the average power is listed as -99 

dB. 

D.4.2 RAYBINl 

With RAYBIN, time bins 1 and 30 are "catch-all" bms for all rays outside the time 

bin range. If many such rays exist, the average power in bins I and 30 can be high. RAYBINl 

covers a wider section ofthe PDP by using time bins which are 50 samples wide (100 ns for 

indoor measurements, and 500 ns for outdoor measurements). The 10 negative time bms now 

cover all the samples in the negative time region, and the 20 positive bins cover to an excess 

delay of 2 [is (indoor), or 10 |is (outdoor). Thne bin 30 is still a catch-all bm for all fiirther 

rays. The output file has the same form as the .TBN files, but uses a different extension, 

filebase.TBC 

TABLE D.10 RAYBIN 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RAYBIN 

Sorts rays into 20 sample wide time bins, with 10 tune bins before 
zero time, and 20 bins after. Calculates power and time averages and 
standard deviations for the average ray in each time bin, and the 
probability of a ray bemg present in the time bin. 

29/4/97 

filebaseS.DAT (S is the file number) skips missing files 

*:\greg\process * means specify drive letter 

filebase, start number, final number, sample time(ns), ray threshold 
relative to OdB (-dB) 

filebase.TBN 

*:\greg\rays 
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D.4.3 Example of a filebase.TBN Output File 

-8,4 
-10,4 
-11,0 
-11,3 
-8,3 
-99,0 
-14,0 
-99,0 
-5,2 
-4,7 

0.0 
-5,9 
-7,8 
-10,9 
-12,5 
-11.1 
-11.1 
-11,8 
-11,5 
-10,1 
-13,1 
-12,3 
-11,7 
-99,0 
-99,0 
-99,0 
-9.8 
-8.9 

-10,4 
-10,7 

-8,8 

2,8 
3,1 
2,3 
2,0 
3,3 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
2,8 
2,7 
0,0 
3,4 
3,4 
2,5 
0,8 
1,6 
2,5 
0,4 
0,0 
3,1 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
2,1 
4,1 
2,0 
2,5 
3,7 

-880,8 
-340,0 
-292,0 
-261,0 
-216,7 

0,0 
-135,0 

0,0 
-61,0 
-23,7 

0,0 
25,8 
56,8 
94,0 
134,0 
182,5 
222.0 
273.0 
284.0 
352,0 
386,0 
408.0 
448,0 

0,0 
0,0 
0,0 

626,0 
659,5 
698.2 
742.0 
959.4 

151,1 
14,7 
10,1 
9,2 
7,7 
0,0 
1,0 
0,0 

11,8 
6,5 
0,0 
7,4 

11,2 
10,7 
9.1 
8.2 
7.1 
1.0 
0.0 
2.0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0.0 
8,2 
13,1 
11,5 
7,3 
70,9 

filename c:\greg\rays\dba5,tbn 
actual number of files = 20 

1.200 
0.150 
0,300 
0,300 
0,150 
0,000 
0,100 
0,000 
0,500 
0.700 
1.0 
1.150 
1.100 
0.650 
0.250 
0.200 
0.150 
0.100 
0.050 
0,100 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0,000 
0,000 
0,000 
0,200 
0,400 
0,650 
0,350 
3,350 

Time bin 1 
Time bin 2 
etc. 

Zero time 0 dB normalised ray 

Time bin 30 

NOTE: Column 1 is average power in dB 
Column 2 is the standard deviation ofpower 
Column 3 is the average excess delay 
Column 4 is the standard deviation of excess delay 
Column 5 is the probability of a ray occurring in the time bin 

D.5 ELIPSE 

ELIPSE operates on a batch of files, to calculate the maxunum above-threshold 

excess delay half path length in metres for each file. The threshold is specified in dB relative 

to the strongest ray in the PDP. Standard .DAT input files are used. The output text file lists 

the input file number, the amplitude of the strongest ray in dBV, the maximum excess delay 

in ns, and the maximum half excess path in metres. The transmitter and receiver poshions 

form the foci ofthe scattering ellipse. Knowing these positions, and the half excess path, the 

scattering ellipse can be plotted. 
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FIGURE E.1 Maximum excess delay scattering ellipse 

In Figure E.l, if the transmitter is located at A, with the receiver at B, the shortest 

path is AB. If the maximum above-threshold path length is AC-KCB=AD+DB, the maximum 

above-threshold half excess path is BD. Knowledge ofthe positions of A and B (the foci of 

the ellipse) and the length BD which locates a point on the ellipse, uniquely defines the 

ellipse. 

TABLE D.10A ELIPSE 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

ELIPSE 

exammes PDPs and fmds the first and last above-threshold rays, in 
effect finding the maxunum excess delay for the threshold used. 
From this the half excess path length in metres is calculated, provid
ing data to plot the maxunum excess delay scattering ellipse. 

27/7/98 

.DAT files. Will do a sequence of files, skips missing files 

* :\greg\process 

hard drive letter *, filebase, startmg file number, fmal file number, 
sample time (ns), path threshold relative to 0 dB (dB) 

filebase.ELI, a text file listing file number, strongest ray (dBV), max
unum excess delay (ns) and half excess path (metre) 

* :\greg\area 

D.l RMSIM Family 

Includes RMSIM(14/l/97), RMSIM2(25/l/97), RMSIM20(28/3/97), 

RMSIM20A(29/3/97), RMSIM20B(29/3/97), RMSIM20T(l/5/97). 

These programs take summarised statistics obtained from measured PDPs (such as 

produced by RAYSl, RAYS20, RAYBIN and RAYBINl) and attempt to randomly generate 

a large number of typical PDPs. If this approach was valid, the cumulative distribution of rms 
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delay spread from a large number of simulated PDPs would be expected to match that 

obtamed from a large number of measured resuhs. Many assumptions are built into the simu

lation programs. Average rays are assumed to have a log normal power distribution, and a 

normal excess delay distribution. Mean power, and the standard deviation ofpower, and mean 

delay and the associated standard deviation, form the input data for random normal distribu

tion generators to produce a ray. Repeating this for the sequence of average rays, or alterna

tively the average ray from each time bin, produces a Monte Carlo simulation of a PDP. Each 

ray produced this way is retained or discarded corresponding to the probability of occurrence 

obtained from the measured data. The rms delay spread, and the average delay, are then cal

culated for the simulated PDP. Repeating this a large number of times allows a distribution of 

shnulated rms delay spreads to be obtained. 

RMSIM2 results from modifying RMSIM so that after the 0 dB ray has been reached, 

if a ray is discarded by the probability test, no further rays are generated. The procedure called 

Delays used in RMSIM is replaced by a version called Delays2. Further versions are summa

rised in Table 13. 

Attempts to use these methods to generate simulated power delay profiles based on 

statistically condensed parameters derived from measurements were unsuccessfiil, in the 

sense that the cumulative distribution function of rms delay spreads of simulated PDPs did 

not give a good match with the distribution of measured delay spreads. 
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TABLE D.11 SUMMARY OF SIMULATION PROGRAMS 

Version 

RMSIM 

RMSIM2 

RMS1M3 

RMS1M4 

RMS1M20 

RMS1M20A 

RMS1M20B 

RMSIM20T 

Output 
Files 

.MC2 

.M02 

.MC3 

.M03 

.MC4 

.M04 

.MCS 

.M05 

.MCS 

.M05 

.MCS 

.M05 

.MCS 

.M05 

Description 
(unless otherwise noted, changes flow through to later versions) 

the origmal simulation algorithm 

modified so that followmg the fu-st poshive ray that fails the proba
bility test, all higher number positive rays are set to zero i.e. 
neglected 

Works back fi-om positive ray 10 (the ray with the highest delay), 
until a poshive ray is found which passes both the threshold and 
probability test. Then only earlier rays than this are used m the delay 
calculations 

Poshive rays are treated as for RMSIM3. To fmd the first ray, the 
search is started at the fost arriving (i.e. furthest removed from zero 
time) negative ray, movmg forward ui tune until a ray is found which 
passes the threshold and probability tests. This is then designated as 
the fu-st ray, and mean delay and rms delay spread are calculated 
from this pomt. 

Based on 10 negative rays and 20 positive rays 

Removes the restriction which prevented smiulated negative rays 
crossmg into the positive area, and simulated positive rays moving 
into the negative area. 

Removed the code which neglects fiirther rays once a zero probabil
ity ray is found. Otherwise this is the same as RMSIM20B 

Based on RMSIM20B, but uses rays data obtained by sorting rays 
mto time bins (data from RAYBIN program). When choosing the 
first ray to use as the reference for excess delay, probability as well 
as threshold is considered. 

TABLE D.12 RMSIM2 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RMSIM2 series 

Uses a Monte Carlo method, using simplified statistics from meas
ured data, to simulate a large number of PDPs. 

2S/1/97 

.DMD, .DM2, .TBN, or .TBC 

specified by user 

name for output files 

.MTC power and time for each ray m each smiulated PDP 

.MOD mean delay and rms delay spread for each simulated PDP 

*:/raymodel * means specify drive letter 
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D.2 RAKE Family 

This group of Turbo Pascal programs and MATLAB scripts allows measured propa

gation data to be filtered to various narrower RF bandwidths, effectively creating power delay 

profiles measured with a series of narrower bandwidth channel sounders. 

The application of this soflAvare is described in detail in Chapter 6. 

Power delay profiles are searched to identify all resolvable rays, and then the ratio of 

the power available in the first n rays (n ranging from 1 to 10) to the total power, is calculated. 

Different versions use either a 3rd order Butterworth filter, or two passes through a 2nd order 

Butterworth fiher using the MATLAB filtfdt fimction. In all cases, the data is padded with 

leading and trailing zero samples, then following the filtermg process the peak value of the 

PDP is realigned with sample 500, to remove time delays infroduced by the filter. 

The followmg tables (TABLES D.M to D.25) summarise the properties ofthe RAKE 

software. 

TABLE D.13 RAKE Turbo Pascal FILES SUMMARY 

Name 

BINFILE 

BINFILEM 

RAKE 

RAKEMAT 

RAKE
MATX 

RAKE
MATC 

ASCMAT 

Output 
Files 

.PDP 

.SQL 

.DES 

.RKE 

.DES 

.RKE 

.RKE 

.RKE 

.ASC 

Description 

calculates the PDP t +Q from .DAT files, and saves the result in a 
binary file. 

calculates the voltage delay profile Vr + g and stores the result in 
an output file using Turbo Pascal single precision, where each real 
number uses 4 bytes. 

sorts rays in a PDP into descending order ofpower, then calculates 
the total PDP ray power, and the proportion of total power used if 
1, 2, 3, 9, 10 tines are used 

processes single precision .FLT filtered files produced by MATLAB 
and sorts rays in a PDP into descending order ofpower, then calcu
lates the total PDP ray power, and the proportion of total power used 
if 1, 2, 3, 9, 10 tines are used. 

based on RAKEMAT, except that .DES files are not produced, and h 
will cope with PDPs where the total number of rays < 10 

modified from RAKEMATX to read files with extension .FIQ pro
duced by MATLAB when filtering I and Q values separately. 

takes files with an optional extension (e.g. .FLT or .FIQ) containmg 
/ 2 2 

v/ + Q values written m Turbo Pascal smgle precision real num
bers (4 bytes/number) or the equivalent MATLAB float precision, 
and produces normalised PDP values in an ASCII file suitable for 
graph plottmg. 
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TABLE D.14 MATLAB SCRIPTS SUMMARY 

Name 

gtmfilt.m 

gtmdata.m 

gtmdatff.m 

gtmclean.m 

gtmhhes.m 

Output 
Files 

.FLT 

.FIQ 

.FIQ 

.FIQ 

.FIQ 

Description 

filters voltage delay profiles with 3rd order Butterworth filter using 
cutoff frequencies of 0.62S, 1.25, 2.S, 4, 8 MHz. 

filters I and Q samples separately, usmg a 3rd order Butterworth fil
ter and cutoff frequencies of 0.625, 1.25, 2, 4, 8 MHz. 

filters 1 and Q samples separately, using a 2nd order Butterworth fil
ter and the filtfih function, effectively givmg a 4th order filter. Cutoff 
frequencies of 0.625, 1.2S, 2, 4, 8 MHz. are used. 

applies a user-specified threshold to the PDP, then filters I and Q 
samples separately, usmg a 2nd order Butterworth filter and the filt
fih function, effectively givuig a 4th order filter. Cutoff frequencies 
of 0.625,1.25, 2, 4, 8 MHz. are used. 

version of gtmclean.m for mdoor measurements, with filter cutoff 
frequencies of 2.5, 5, 8, 16, 32 MHz. 

TABLE D.15 BINFILEM 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

BINFILEM 

/ 2 2 

calculates the voltage delay profile «// + 2 and stores the result in a 
bmary output file using Turbo Pascal smgle precision, where each 
real number is stored in 4 bytes. This format can be read correctly by 
MATLAB (Turbo Pascal real numbers normally use 6 bytes/number, 
and this format carmot be used by MATLAB version 4) 
21/2/97 

filebaseS.DAT S is the file number (skips missing files) 

*:\greg\process * means specify drive letter 

filebase, starting file number, fmal file number, disc drive letter 

filebaseS.SGL 

*:/greg/bin 
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TABLE D.16 RAKE 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RAKE 

sorts rays in a PDP mto descending order ofpower, then calculates 
the total PDP ray power, and the proportion of total power used if 
1, 2, 3, 9,10 tines are used 

copes with a total number of rays less than 10 

the threshold value is applied to the .RKE file, but not to the .DES 
files 

24/2/97 

filebaseS.DAT S is the file number (skips missing files) 

*:\greg\process * means specify drive letter 

filebase, starting file number, final file number, disc drive letter 

sample time (ns), path threshold relative to 0 dB 

filebaseS.DES list of power and times for each ray, for each PDP 

filebase.RKE power ratio verses number of tines used 

*:\greg\rake 

TABLE D.17 RAKEMATX 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RAKEMATX 

processes single precision .FLT fihered files produced by MATLAB 
and sorts rays in a PDP into descendmg order ofpower, then calcu
lates the total PDP ray power, and the proportion of total power used 
if 1,2, 3, 9, 10 tmes are used. Note that .DES files are not pro
duced, and h will cope with PDPs where the total number of 
rays< 10 

26/2/97 

NfilebaseS.FLT N relates to the filter cutoff frequency 

mput files are generated by MATLAB usmg gtmfih.m 

*:\greg\bin 

filebase, starting file number, fmal file number, disc drive letter 

sample tune (ns), path threshold relative to 0 dB 

Nfilebase.RKE N relates to the filter cutoff frequency 

Note: .DES files are not produced 

*:\greg\rake 
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TABLE D.18 RAKEMATC 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

RAKEMATC 

modified from RAKEMATX to read files with extension .FIQ pro
duced by MATLAB when filtermg 1 and Q values separately. 

16/8/97 

NfilebaseS .FIQ N relates to the filter cutoff frequency and S is the 
file number 

mput files are generated by MATLAB using either gtmdata.m, 
gtmdatff.m, gttnclean.m, or gtmhires.m 

*:\greg\bin 

filebase, starting file number, fmal file number, disc drive letter 

sample tune (ns), path threshold relative to 0 dB 

Nfilebase.RKE N relates to the filter cutoff frequency 

Note: .DES files are not produced 

* :\greg\rake 

TABLE D.19 ASCMAT 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

ASCMAT 

takes files with an optional extension (e.g. .FLT or .FIQ) containing 

V/̂  + g^ values written in Turbo Pascal smgle precision real num
bers (4 bytes/number) or the equivalent MATLAB float precision, 
and produces normalised PDP values m an ASCII file suitable for 
graph plottmg 

time values (us) are in column 1, power values (dB) in column 2 

24/2/97 

NfilebaseS.* N relates to the filter cutoff frequency and S is the 
file number 

*:\greg\bm 

filebase, starting file number, fmal file number, disc drive letter 

filebaseS.ASC 

*:\greg\ascii 
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TABLE D.20 gtmfilt.m (MATLAB script) 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

gtmfilt.m 

fihers voltage delay magnimde profiles with 3rd order Butterworth 
filter using cutoff frequencies of 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 4, 8 MHz. 

26/2/97 

filebaseS.SGL S is the file number (skips missing files) 

C:\greg\bin 

filebase, starting file number, final file number 

NfilebaseS.FLT S is the input file number 

N=l filter cutoff frequency of 0.625 MHz, RF bandwidth 1.25 MHz 

N=2 filter cutoff frequency of 1.25 MHz, RF bandwidth 2.5 MHz 

N=3 filter cutoff frequency of 2.5 MHz, RF bandwidth 5.0 MHz 

N=4 filter cutoff frequency of 4.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 8.0 MHz 

N=5 filter cutoff frequency of 8.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 16 MHz 

C:\greg\bin 

TABLE D.21 gtmdata.m (MATLAB script) 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

gtmdata.m 

filters 1 and Q samples separately, usmg a 3rd order Butterworth fil
ter and cutoff frequencies of 0.625, 1.25, 2,4, 8 MHz. 

16/8/97 

filebaseS.DAT S is the file number (skips missmg files) 

C:\greg\process 

filebase, starting file number, fmal file number 

NfilebaseS.FIQ S is the mput file number 

N=l filter cutoff frequency of 0.625 MHz, RF bandwidth 1.25 MHz 

N=2 fiher cutoff frequency of 1.25 MHz, RF bandwidth 2.5 MHz 

N=3 filter cutoff frequency of 2.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 4.0 MHz 

N=4 filter cutoff frequency of 4.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 8.0 MHz 

N=5 filter cutoff frequency of 8.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 16 MHz 

C:\greg\bin 
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TABLE D.22 gtmdatff.m (MATLAB script) 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

gtmdatff.m 

fihers I and Q samples separately, usmg a 2nd order Butterworth fil
ter and the filtfdt function, which gives two passes through the 2nd 
order filter. 

cutoff frequencies of 0.625, 1.25, 2,4, 8 MHz. are used. 

20/8/97 

filebaseS.DAT S is the file number (skips missing files) 

C:\greg\process 

filebase, starting file number, fmal file number 

NfilebaseS.FIQ S is the mput file number 

N=l filter cutoff frequency of 0.625 MHz, RF bandwidth 1.25 MHz 

N=2 filter cutoff frequency of 1.25 MHz, RF bandwidth 2.5 MHz 

N=3 filter cutoff frequency of 2.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 4.0 MHz 

N=4 filter cutoff frequency of 4.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 8.0 MHz 

N=S filter cutoff frequency of 8.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 16 MHz 

C:\greg\bm 

TABLE D.23 gtmclean.m (MATLAB script) 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

gtmclean.m 

applies a user-specified threshold to the PDP, then filters 1 and Q 
samples separately, using a 2nd order Butterworth filter and thefilt-
filt fiinction, which gives two passes through the 2nd order fiher. 

cutoff frequencies of 0.625, 1.25, 2, 4, 8 MHz. are used. 

26/8/97 

filebaseS.DAT S is the file number (skips missmg files) 

C:\greg\process 

filebase, starting file number, fmal file number 

NfilebaseS.FIQ S is the input file number 

N=l filter cutoff frequency of 0.625 MHz, RF bandwidth 1.25 MHz 

N=2 filter cutoff frequency of 1.25 MHz, RF bandwidth 2.5 MHz 

N=3 filter cutoff frequency of 2.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 4.0 MHz 

N=4 filter cutoff frequency of 4.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 8.0 MHz 

N=5 filter cutoff frequency of 8.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 16 MHz 

C:\greg\bm 
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TABLE D.24 gtmhires.m (MATLAB script) 

Program Name 

Purpose 

Revision date 

Input files 

Input file directory 

Input information 

Output files 

Output directory 

gtmhires.m 

applies a user-specified threshold to the PDP, then filters 1 and Q 
samples separately, using a 2nd order Butterworth filter and thefilt-
filt function, which gives two passes through the 2nd order filter. 

cutoff frequencies of 2.5,5, 8, 16,32 MHz. are used, intended for use 
with high resolution indoor measurements 

26/8/97 

filebaseS.DAT S is the file number (skips missing files) 

C:\greg\process 

filebase, starting file number, final file number 

NfilebaseS.FIQ S is the input file number 

N=l filter cutoff frequency of 2.5 MHz, RF bandwidth 5.0 MHz 

N=2 filter cutoff frequency of 5.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 10.0 MHz 

N=3 filter cutoff frequency of 8.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 16.0 MHz 

N=4 filter cutoff frequency of 16.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 32.0 MHz 

N=5 filter cutoff frequency of 32.0 MHz, RF bandwidth 64.0 MHz 

C:\greg\bm 
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Appendix E: Measurement Locations 

E -INTRODUCTION 

All outdoor measurement locations are documented m this 

appendix. In many cases, maps show transmitter and receiver posi

tions for the various measurement sessions. 

Often, several impulse response measurements were made in 

the close vicinity of each nominal receiver position, randomly mov

ing the receiver a few wavelengths between each measurement. List

ings document each of these measurements, and also give an 

indication ofthe received signal strength, and values for the instanta

neous rms delay spread, and for the average delay. 

Maps have been scanned from sections of street directory 

and motoring club maps. 
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E.1 Adelaide - Victoria Square 

Transmitter Location: Victoria Square, in the city cenfre. 
Transmitter Antenna: portable mast, approx. 5m above ground, discone antenna. 
Receiver: in a car with halfwave antenna above roof level 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 fxs 

O transmitter 
O receiver positions 

( — 
500 metre 

FIGURE E.l Adelaide - Victoria Square sHe, showing receiver locations 
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TABLE E.1 Adelaide - Victoria Square -filebase ad 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 

file dBV (ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

1 15.5 41 37 -125 Adelaide VicSq posi Wakefield opp Chancery La 
2 14.9 55 40 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos1 V\fel<efield opp Chancery La 
3 8.7 486 301 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos2 V\fel<efield Street 
4 12.2 80 67 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos2 V\fekefield Street 
5 2.1 478 463 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos3 V\feikefield W of Putney 
6 4.0 373 310 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos3 V\feikefield W of Putney 
7 4.1 627 496 -130 Adelaide VicSq pQs4 W&kefield E of Putney 
8 1.7 614 607 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos4 V\fakefield E of Putney 
9 1.3 323 149 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos5 V\feikefield W of Frome 
10 0.3 437 248 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos5 V\fakefield Wof Frome 
11 1,3 518 277 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos6 Wakefield E of Frome 
12 0.6 496 301 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos6 Wakefield E of Frome 
13 -1.4 8749 15161 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos7 V\fakerield E of East Trc 
14 -1.2 8659 15035 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos7 Wfekefield E of East Trc 
15 2.2 8570 14602 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos8 W&kefield SE East Trc 
16 3.6 8685 15395 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos8 \Afeikefield SE East Trc 
17 1.2 8816 14475 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos9 \Afakefield SW East Trc 
18 0.4 9005 15298 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos9 \/\fakefield SW East Trc 
19 -0.1 873 774 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos10 Wakefield W of Hutt 
20 -0.7 712 910 -130 Adelaide VicSq posi 0 \/\fekefieldW of Hutt 
21 1.4 963 1049 -130 Adelaide VicSq posll Wakefield E of Cardwell 
22 1.5 888 980 -130 Adelaide VicSq posll VAfakefield E of Cardwell 
23 1.7 932 1350 -130 Adelaide VicSq posI 2 V\feikefield W of Cardwell 
24 3.0 877 636 -130 Adelaide VicSq posI2 Wakefield W of Cardwell 
25 -0.0 1313 1031 -130 Adelaide VicSq posI 3 V\feikefield Street 
26 -1.5 1483 1456 -130 Adelaide VicSq posI 3 W&kefield Street 
27 0.1 1265 1140 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos14 V\feikefield SE of Frome 
28 -0.6 1303 1029 -130 Adelaide VicSq posi 4 V\fekefield SE of Frome 
29 0.4 625 466 -130 Adelaide VicSq posi 5 V\fekefield 50m W of Frome 
30 1.7 721 756 -130 Adelaide VicSq posi 5 Wakefield 50m W of Frome 
31 0.6 677 807 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos16 V\fakefield SWcnr Cypress 
32 0.0 695 581 -130 Adelaide VicSq posi6 VyfakefieldSWcnr Cypress 
33 4.6 496 301 -130 Adelaide VicSq post 7 \/\fekefieldW of Pulteney 
34 2.6 658 769 -130 Adelaide VicSq posI 7 Wakefield W of Pulteney 
35 13.0 37 27 -130 Adelaide VicSq posi 8 Wakefield Street 
36 10.3 187 92 -130 Adelaide VicSq posI 8 Wakefield Street 
37 9 4 31 37 -120 Adelaide VicSq posI 9 Wakefield opp Roper 
38 9.5 26 28 -120 Adelaide VicSq posi 9 Wakefield opp Roper 
39 12.6 28 29 -120 Adelaide VicSq pos20 Wakefield E of Chancery 
40 118 151 52 -120 Adelaide VicSq pos20 V\feikefield E Of Chancery 
4., 114 19 18 -100 Adelaide VicSq pos21 E of King William 
42 12.5 19 18 -100 Adelaide VicSq pos21 E of King William 
43 35 203 222 -120 Adelaide VicSq pos22 SE cnr Angas & King William 
44 2^2 291 259 -120 Adelaide VicSq pos22 SE cnr Angas & King William 
45 .,2 238 200 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos23 SE cnr Camngton & KingW 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

-2.3 526 478 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos23 SE cnr Carrington & KingW 
-3.5 797 535 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos24 KingW N of Halifax 
.50 905 636 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos24 KingW N of Halifax 
.,5 223 137 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos25 KingW S of Halifax 
4 1 169 72 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos25 KingW S of Halifax 
2 4 22 24 -125 Adelaide VicSqpos26 KingW N of Gilles 
07 379 111 -125 Adelaide VicSqpos26 KingW N of Gilles 
.19 703 376 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos27 NE cnr KingW & Gilles 
0.1 667 292 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos27 NE cnr KingW & Gilles 

55 -6.9 1249 1834 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos28 in RH turn lane KW at SouthTrc 
56 -6.3 1285 1594 -125 Adelaide VicSq pos28 in RH turn lane KW at SouthTrc 
57 9.5 1489 984 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos29 W side KW 50m N of Gilbert 
58 3.0 1479 1788 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos29 W side KW 50m N of Gilbert 
59 9.5 130 75 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos3Q W side KW 20m N of Sturt 
60 13.4 91 42 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos30 W side KW 20m N of Sturt 
61 8.4 882 365 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos31 Wside KW 10m S of Wright 
62 9.7 234 90 -130 Adelaide VicSq pos31 Wside KW 10m S of Wright 
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TABLE E.1 Adelaide - Victoria Square - filebase ad (conthiued) 

nie 
63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

dBV 
0.8 

1.9 

6.9 

7.2 

-5.4 

1.1 

3.2 

-1.4 

-2.0 

-1.7 

-1.6 

-4.8 

-1.1 

-1.2 

1.9 

0.5 

-2.4 

-1.9 

2.0 

1.9 

9.4 

9.7 

7.9 

9.9 

-1.0 

-1.5 

11.1 

9.1 

13.6 

9.4 

9.2 

9.4 

8.4 

9.6 

8.7 

3.8 

6.3 

5.2 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 
247 

162 

16 

14 

295 

94 

51 

239 

336 

73 

61 

343 

125 
94 

18 

43 

304 

332 

153 

125 

60 

40 

63 

27 

321 

399 

232 

273 

263 

306 

375 

103 

112 

96 

237 

14 

17 

15 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 
122 

78 

19 

16 

269 

60 

35 

186 

274 

60 

41 

205 

90 

104 

22 

39 

179 

173 

117 

65 

45 

35 

56 

26 

306 

336 

168 

219 

138 

211 

303 

59 

65 

59 

127 

16 

20 

17 

gam 
factor 
(dB) 
-100 

-100 

-100 

-100 

-100 

-100 

-100 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-100 

-100 

-100 

location of measurement 
Adelaide VicSq pos32 W side Victoria Square 
Adelaide VicSq pos32 W side Victoria Square 
Adelaide VicSq pos33 NW of Victoria Square 
Adelaide VlcSq pos33 NW of Victoria Square 
Adelaide VicSq pos34 NW cnr KW & Franklin 
Adelaide VicSq pos34 NW cnr KW & Franklin 
Adelaide VicSq pos34 NW cnr KW & Franklin 
Adelaide VicSq pos35 KW 20m S of Gilbert PI 
Adelaide VicSq pos35 KW20m S of Gilbert PI 
Adelaide VicSq pos36 KW 20m N of Hindley 
Adelaide VicSq pos36 KW20m N of Hindley 
Adelaide VicSq pos37 KW cnr Apollo PI 
Adelaide VicSq pos37 KW cnr Apollo PI 
Adelaide VicSq pos38 KW NE cnr Rundle Mall 
Adelaide VicSq pos38 KW NE cnr Rundle Mall 
Adelaide VicSq pos38 KW NE cnr Rundle Mall 
Adelaide VicSq pos39 KW SE cnr Rundle Mall 
Adelaide VicSq pos39 KW SE cnr Rundle Mall 
Adelaide VicSq pos40 King William St 
Adelaide VicSq pos40 King William St 
Adelaide VicSq pos41 KW NE cnr Grenfell 
Adelaide VicSq pos41 KW NE cnr Grenfell 
Adelaide VicSq pos41 KW NE cnr Grenfell 
Adelaide VicSq pos41 KWNE cnr Grenfell 
Adelaide VicSq pos42 KW 20m S of Grenfell 
Adelaide VicSq pos42 KW20m S of Grenfell 
Adelaide VicSq pos43 KW40m N of Pirie 
Adelaide VicSq pos43 KW 40m N of Pirie 
Adelaide VicSq pos44 KW20m N of Pirie 
Adelaide VicSq pos45 NE cnr Pirie & KW 
Adelaide VicSq pos45 NE cnr Pirie & KW 
Adelaide VicSq pos46 KW near Town Hall 
Adelaide VicSq pos46 KW near Town Hall 
Adelaide VicSq pos46 KW near Town HafI 
Adelaide VicSq pos46 KW near Town Hall 
Adelaide VicSq pos47 KW 40m N of Flinders 
Adelaide VicSq pos47 KW40m N of Flinders 
Adelaide VicSq pos47 KW 40m N of Flinders 
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E.2 Adelaide - Hotel Adelaide First Floor 

Transmitter Location: Hotel Adelaide, Brougham Place, Nortii Adelaide. 
Transmitter Antenna: on a boom outside 1st. floor window, facing soutii. Discone antenna. 
Receiver: in a car with halfwave antenna above roof level. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 |xs 

\_ 

E 
o 
o 

O transmitter 
O receiver locations 

FIGURE E.2 Hotel Adelaide - transmitter on first floor (map 1 

TABLE E.2 Adelaide - Hotel Adelaide first floor - filebase aq 

file 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

dBV 

8.8 
7.5 
1.5 
2.1 
-2.5 
-0.9 
6.4 
8.1 
5.9 
4.6 
5.1 
5.7 
0.4 
1.1 
6.2 
6.9 
4.4 
4.7 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

21 
60 
288 
264 
1381 
1460 
4841 
4711 
14 
12 
13 
13 
53 
1366 
107 
101 
43 
27 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

22 
37 
397 
361 
451 
511 
4385 
3797 
18 
14 
15 
15 
33 
427 
93 
92 
41 
26 
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gam 
factor 
(dB) 

-90 
-90 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 

June 

location of measurement 

Adelaide Hotel posi Brougham Place 
Adelaide Hotel posi Brougham Place 
Adelaide Hotel pos2 Palmer Place 
Adelaide Hotel pos2 Palmer Place 
Adelaide Hotel pos3 Palmer 20m N Pennington 
Adelaide Hotel pos3 Palmer 20m N Pennington 
Adelaide Hotel pos4 Montefiore Hill 
Adelaide Hotel pos4 Montefiore Hill 
Adelaide Hotel pos5 Montefiore Rd 
Adelaide Hotel pos5 Montefiore Rd 
Adelaide Hotel pos5 Montefiore Rd 
Adelaide Hotel pos5 Montefiore Rd 
Adelaide Hotel pos6 20m N War Memorial Drv 
Adelaide Hotel pos6 20m N War Memorial Drv 
Adelaide Hotel pos7 War Memorial Drv 
Adelaide Hotel pos7 \A^r Memorial Drv 
Adelaide Hotel pos8 War Memorial Drv 
Adelaide Hotel posS War Memorial Drv 
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TABLE E.2 Adelaide - Hotel Adelaide first floor - filebase aq (continued) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gain 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

5.6 
6.5 
4.0 
5.8 
1.7 
1.3 
1.6 
3.0 
2.4 
2.4 
5.2 
4.8 
6.7 
7.1 
6.4 
6.1 
6.6 
7.3 
3.2 
1.4 
-1.2 
0.4 
6.2 
6.9 
-0.2 
0.2 
4.6 
4.1 
1.5 
0.0 
5.1 
6.8 
6.5 
7.2 
12.0 
11.0 
-1.1 
-1.3 
1.1 
3.2 

1332 
1389 
1411 
1492 
690 
743 
797 
771 
448 
413 
207 
234 
55 
51 
35 
63 
57 
20 
24 
38 
214 
1121 
12 
12 
37 
32 
88 
100 
240 
273 
134 
126 
217 
216 
13 
15 
138 
134 
183 
157 

886 
958 
1031 
1266 
4861 
4844 
643 
562 
294 
283 
117 
115 
39 
34 
29 
43 
30 
22 
21 
41 
179 
1000 
14 
15 
179 
172 
54 
71 
373 
532 
150 
125 
231 
225 
14 
18 
105 
93 
324 
324 

-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-125 
-125 
-125 
-125 
-125 
-125 

Adelaide Hotel pos9 war Mem urv b tiiadium 
Adelaide Hotel pos9 War Mem Drv E Stadium 
Adelaide Hotel pos9 War Mem Drv E Stadium 
Adelaide Hotel pos9 War Mem Drv E Stadium 
Adelaide Hotel posi 0 King William S river 
Adelaide Hotel poslO King William S river 
Adelaide Hotel posi 1 Festival Theatre 
Adelaide Hotel posi 1 Festival Theatre 
Adelaide Hotel posi 2 KW 30m N North Trc 
Adelaide Hotel posi 2 KW 30m N North Trc 
Adelaide Hotel posi 3 KW 10m N North Trc 
Adelaide Hotel posi 3 KW 10m N North Trc 
Adelaide Hotel posi 4 KW 30m S North Trc 
Adelaide Hotel posi 4 KW 30m S North Trc 
Adelaide Hotel pos15 King William St 
Adelaide Hotel posi 5 King William St 
Adelaide Hotel posi 6 NE cnr KW & Rundle 
Adelaide Hotel pos16 NE cnr KW & Rundle 
Adelaide Hotel posi 7 IQng William St 
Adelaide Hotel posi 7 King William St 
Adelaide Hotel posi 8 SWcnrKW& Hindley 
Adelaide Hotel pos18 SWcnr KW& Hindley 
Adelaide Hotel pos19 Hindley opp BIyth 
Adelaide Hotel posi 9 Hindley opp BIyth 
Adelaide Hotel pos20 Hindley at Rosina 
Adelaide Hotel pos20 Hindley at Rosina 
Adelaide Hotel pos21 Hindley St 
Adelaide Hotel pos21 Hindley St 
Adelaide Hotel pos22 Hindley 10m E Montefiore 
Adelaide Hotel pos22 Hindley 10m E Montefiore 
Adelaide Hotel pos23 Montefiore 
Adelaide Hotel pos23 Montefiore 
Adelaide Hotel pos24 North Trc under Overpass 
Adelaide Hotel pos24 North Trc under Overpass 
Adelaide Hotel pos25 Nth Trc 20m E Montefiore 
Adelaide Hotel pos25 Nth Trc 20m E Montefiore 
Adelaide Hotel pos26 North Trc Casino 
Adelaide Hotel pos26 North Trc Casino 
Adelaide Hotel pos27 North Trc Pariiament 
Adelaide Hotel pos27 North Trc Parliament 
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0) 

E 
o o m 

O receiver locations 

FIGURE E.3 Hotel Adelaide - transmitter on first floor (map 2) 

E.3 Adelaide - Hotel Adelaide Roof 

Transmitter Location: Hotel Adelaide, Brougham Place, North Adelaide 
Transmitter Antenna: 3m above flat roof, 7th. floor level. Discone anterma. 
Receiver: in a car, with halfwave anterma above roof level. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 |xs 

TABLE E.3 Adelaide - Hotel Adelaide roof - filebase an 

file 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

dBV 

11.3 
9.6 
5.3 
5.5 
9.0 
10.4 
3.7 
3.2 
-1.2 
-0.5 
4.9 
4.9 
12.3 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

349 
343 
22 
19 
16 
16 
205 
198 
272 
247 
49 
39 
13 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

1123 
1141 
20 
20 
20 
18 
142 
127 
277 
192 
36 
29 
16 

Appendix E: Measurement Locations 

gam 
factor 
(dB) 

-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-110 
-125 

location of measurement 

Adelaide roof posi O'Connell St 10m S Archer 

Adelaide roof posi O'Connell St 10m S Archer 

Adelaide roof pos2 cnr O'Connell & Chapel 

Adelaide roof pos2 cnr O'Connell & Chapel 

Adelaide roof pos3 cnr O'Connell & Tynte 

Adelaide roof pos3 cnr O'Connell & Tynte 

Adelaide roof pos4 O'Connell Street 

Adelaide roof pos4 O'Connell Street 

Adelaide roof pos5 SW cnr O'Connell & Gover 

Adelaide roof pos5 SW cnr O'Connell & Gover 

Adelaide roof pos6 O'Connell Street 

Adelaide roof pos6 O'Connell Street 

Adelaide roof pos7 Terrace West 
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Wideband Propagation Measurements for Personal Communication Systems G.T. Martin 

TABLE E.3 Adelaide - Hotel Adelaide roof - filebase an (contmued) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
foctor 
(dB) location of measurement 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

12.5 

6.7 
5.6 
5.3 
5.5 
-0.3 
-1.5 

-2.0 

-2.2 

-0.2 

0.2 

3.1 

3.1 

12.1 

11.5 

5.8 

7.1 

-1.1 

-0.8 

8,9 

8.6 

10.9 

10.7 

0.5 

-0.1 

8.8 

7.9 
10.2 

7.1 

6.5 
11.3 

11.2 

2.9 
3.4 
4.0 
3.7 
9.7 
9.2 
-0.8 

-0.8 

5.2 

6.1 

9.2 
9.3 
-1.6 

-2.1 

2.6 
1.9 

2.8 

2.0 

-0.5 

-0.8 

2.5 

3.6 
5.7 

5.3 

4.4 

7.2 

7.3 

6.1 

7.3 

9.2 

7.1 

4.5 

13 

131 

138 

129 

96 
60 
69 

192 

192 

192 

161 

165 
161 

13 

16 

47 

38 

223 

219 

84 

88 

53 
49 
210 

223 

54 

63 
338 

82 

67 
16 

15 

539 
546 
168 

180 

92 

92 

166 

171 

204 

184 
16 

16 

288 

329 
54 

51 

52 

53 

124 

124 

100 

90 
16 

172 

33 

22 

22 

44 

39 

29 

46 
62 

15 

89 

107 

92 
63 
67 
75 

165 

169 

138 

125 

277 

269 
15 

18 

69 
69 
209 
192 

85 

92 
36 
36 
209 

239 

37 

46 
262 
54 

51 

18 

17 

425 

456 
282 

261 

135 

129 

235 

238 

146 

119 

19 

19 

239 
267 
43 
40 
35 
36 
163 

161 

70 

55 

19 

181 

25 

22 

23 

37 

32 

26 
36 
43 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-125 

-110 

-110 

-110 

-110 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-120 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

Adelaide roof pos7 Terrace West 

Adelaide roof pos8 Terrace West 

Adelaide roof pos8 Terrace West 

Adelaide roof pos9 cnr Travers & Ten-ace West 

Adelaide roof pos9 cnr Travers & Ten^ace West 

Adelaide roof poslO Wellington Square N 

Adelaide roof poslO Wellington Square N 

Adelaide roof posi 1 Wellington Square 

Adelaide roof posi 1 Wellington Square 

Adelaide roof pos12 Tynte Street 

Adelaide roof pos12 Tynte Street 

Adelaide roof posi 3 cnr Tynte St & Tynte PI 

Adelaide roof posi 3 cnr Tynte St & Tynte PI 

Adelaide roof pos14 Tynte Street 

Adelaide roof pos14 Tynte Street 

Adelaide roof posi 5 Nth Adel Primary School 

Adelaide roof posi 5 Nth Adel Primary School 

Adelaide roof pos16 Tynte Street 

Adelaide roof pos16 Tynte Street 

Adelaide roof pos17 cnr Tynte & Lefevre 

Adelaide roof pos 17 cnr Tynte & Lefievre 

Adelaide roof posi 8 Lefevre Street 

Adelaide roof posi 8 Lefevre Street 

Adelaide roof posi 9 Lefevre opp Archer St 

Adelaide roof posi 9 Lefevre opp Archer St 

Adelaide roof pos20 Ward Street 

Adelaide roof pos20 Ward Street 

Adelaide roof pos21 Kingston Trc 

Adelaide roof pos21 Kingston Trc 

Adelaide roof pos21 Kingston Trc 

Adelaide roof pos22 Jerningham Street 

Adelaide roof pos22 Jerningham Street 

Adelaide roof pos23 Finniss St opp Edith PI 

Adelaide roof pos23 Finniss St opp Edith PI 

Adelaide roof pos24 SE cnr Frome & Finniss 

Adelaide roof pos24 SE cnr Frome & Finniss 

Adelaide roof pos25 S cnr Edwin Smith Av & Frome 

Adelaide roof pos25 S cnr Edwin Smith Av & Frome 

Adelaide roof pos26 ESmith just S Pennington 

Adelaide roof pos26 ESmith just S Pennington 

Adelaide roof pos27 War Memorial Drive 

Adelaide roof pos27 War Memorial Drive 

Adelaide roof pos28 King William Street 

Adelaide roof pos28 King William Street 

Adelaide roof pos29 North Terrace 

Adelaide roof pos29 North Terrace 

Adelaide roof pos30 E side Gawler PI 

Adelaide roof pos30 E side Gawler PI 

Adelaide roof pos31 W side Gawler PI 

Adelaide roof pos31 W side Gawler PI 

Adelaide roof pos32 SWcnr North Trc & Gawler 

Adelaide roof pos32 SWcnr North Trc & Gawler 

Adelaide roof pos33 King William at Pirie 

Adelaide roof pos33 King william at Pirie 

Adelaide roof pos34 King William at Flinders 

Adelaide roof pos35 King William & Weymouth 

Adelaide roof pos35 King William & Weymouth 

Adelaide roof pos36 King William S Curie 

Adelaide roof pos36 King William S Curie 

Adelaide roof pos37 King William N Curie 

Adelaide roof pos37 King William N Curie 

Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 

Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 

Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 
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T A B L E E.3 Adelaide-

file 

78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 

dBV 

8.2 
8.6 
8.1 
8.8 
9.6 
9.5 
8.7 
8.6 
3.7 
4.1 
6.3 
5.4 
3.0 
5.2 
7.4 
7.6 
10.2 

10.4 

12.3 

12.4 

2.7 
2.1 
-0.9 

-1.4 

-0.6 

-0.5 

1.9 
0.8 
-1.6 

-0.7 

5.0 
5.2 
1.8 
1.4 
-1.4 

-1.3 

0.4 
-0.5 

-1.9 

-1.4 

-0.9 

2.9 
2.3 
3.4 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

28 
30 
29 
15 
29 
33 
30 
33 
245 
223 
138 
137 
97 
41 
269 
270 
223 
213 
137 
148 
188 
205 
261 
262 
766 
764 
329 
475 
545 
630 
139 
130 
78 
71 
350 
348 
381 
388 
357 
2126 

341 
140 
141 
49 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

26 
27 
25 
18 
26 
26 
25 
28 
169 
156 
54 
55 
54 
29 
113 
114 
127 
121 
80 
96 
238 
278 
183 
197 
417 
418 
183 
245 
333 
356 
99 
88 
44 
125 
439 
439 
550 
559 
856 
420 
190 
65 
72 
38 

Hotel Ad 

gain 
factor 
(dB) 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

(continued) 

location of measurement 

Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos38 KW20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos38 KW 20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos38 KW20m N of Curie 
Adelaide roof pos39 Montefiore overpass 
Adelaide roof pos39 Montefiore overpass 
Adelaide roof pos40 Festival Drive 
Adelaide roof pos40 Festival Drive 
Adelaide roof pos41 War Memorial Drive 
Adelaide roof pos41 War Memorial Drive 
Adelaide roof pos42 War Memorial Drive 
Adelaide roof pos42 War Memorial Drive 
Adelaide roof pos43 Main North Road 
Adelaide roof pos43 Main North Road 
Adelaide roof pos44 Main North Road 
Adelaide roof pos44 Main North Road 
Adelaide roof pos45 Main North & Thomgate 
Adelaide roof pos45 Main North & Thorngate 
Adelaide roof pos46 Main North & Carter 
Adelaide roof pos46 Main North & Carter 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos47 Main North & Penn PI 
Adelaide roof pos48 Main North & Gloucester 
Adelaide roof pos48 Main North & Gloucester 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
Adelaide roof pos49 Main North & Charibury 
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FIGURE E.4 Hotel Adelaide - transmitter on roof (map 1) 
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FIGURE E.5 Hotel Adelaide - transmitter on roof (map 2) 
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FIGURE E.6 Hotel Adelaide - transmitter on roof (map 3) 
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E.4 Melboume - Bourke Street Mall 

Transmitter Location: in car boot on north side of Bourke Street, 20m east of Queen Street. 
Transmitter Antenna: 2m mast on car towbar fitting. Discone antenna. 
Receiver: baclq)acls vmit with halfwave antenna 0.3m above head height 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 |j,s 

100 nnetres 
H N 

O Transmitter (300 Flinders St.) Q Transmitter (Bourke St.) 

O Receiver locations (300 Flinders St.) O Receiver locations (Bourhe St.) 

FIGURE E.7 Melbourne - Bourke Street mall, and Flinders Sireet transmitter sites 

TABLE E.4 Melbourne - Bourke Street mall - filebase bmr 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

1 13.4 59 94 -119 Bourke St posi Hardware Street 
2 7.3 123 75 -119 Bouri<e St pos2 cnr Hardware & Lt Bourke 
3 5.7 183 283 -125 Bouri<e St pos3 Lt Bourke 20m W Elizabeth 
4 16.2 26 52 -125 Bourke St pos4 NW cnr LtBouri<e& Eliz 
5 13.7 81 51 -125 Bourke St pos5 GPO arcade 50m N Mall 
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TABLE E.4 Melboume - Bourke Street mall - filebase bmr (continued) 

mis avg gain 
delay delay factor 

file dBV (ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

^ l ^ ^ 58 54 -119 Bourke St pos6 GPO arcade cnr Mall 
7 13.4 68 68 -119 Bourke St pos7 Mall recess W door Myer 
^ ' '2° 15 15 -119 Bourke St pos8 Mall 5m into lane opp Myer 
^ ^•° IO"" H I -119 Bourke St pos9 Mall Hungry Jacks recess 
^° •'3° 60 50 -119 Bourke St poslO Mall David Lawrence 
•''' ^ ^ 87 76 -119 Bourke St posi 1 NWcnr Mails Swanston 
••2 -3-1 90 117 -125 Bourke St p o s i 2 Swanston W I O O m N Mall 
•"3 ''•3 55 104 -125 Bourke St pos13 Swanston E 70m N Mall 
"•̂  "• 3 68 80 -125 Bourke St pos14 Swanston 50m S Mall 
••̂  • ' '2 117 183 -125 Bourke St pos15 Swanston mid Mall&Lt Collins 
" l ^ -2-6 37 36 -128 Bourke St posI6 Lt Collins 150m WSwanston 
17 -4.7 334 1264 -128 Bourke St pos I 7 Lt Collins mid B iz & Swanston 
18 -1.3 479 388 -128 Bourke St posI 8 Lt Collins 150m E Elizabeth 
••9 6.5 341 356 -128 Bourke St pos i 9 SE cnr Lt Collins & Eliz 
20 9.1 82 228 -125 Bourke St pos20 SW cnr Lt Collins & Eliz 
21 13 6 41 95 -119 Bourke St pos21 Eliz 50m S Mall in Galeria recess 
22 8.7 96 255 -119 Bourke St pos22 Eliz 10m S Mall 
23 8.7 96 255 -119 Bourke St pos22 Eliz 10m S Mall 
24 13.7 106 201 -119 Bourke St pos23 Galeria plaza W Of Eliz 
25 13.9 100 89 -119 Bourke St pos23 Galeria plaza W of Eliz 
26 8.3 132 225 -119 Bourke St pos23 Galeria plaza W of Eliz 
27 12.2 128 104 -119 Bourke St pos23 Galeria plaza W Of Eliz 
28 12.2 128 104 -119 Bourke St pos23 Galeria plaza W Of Eliz 
29 15.0 98 120 -119 Bourke St pos23 Galeria plaza W of Eliz 
30 12.9 129 125 -119 Bourke St pos23 Galeria plaza W of Eliz 

E.5 Melboume - 300 Flinders Street, 13th. Floor 

Transmitter Location: on 13th. floor outside balcony, facing south. 
Transmitter Antenna: 3m mast on balcony. Discone anteima. 
Receiver: backpack unit with halfwave antenna 0.3m above head height. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 jj,s 

See Figure E.7 above for the transmitter and receiver locations. 

TABLE E.5 Melboume - Flinders Street - filebase fer 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 

file dBV (ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

1 6.0 118 158 -119 Flinders pos i Flinders & Flinders Lane 
2 11.1 90 77 -119 Flinders pos2 SW cnr Eliz & Flinders Lane 
3 7.3 53 47 -119 Flinders pos3 Degraves 30m N Flinders 
4 5.9 26 25 -119 Flinders pos4 Degraves 100m N Flinders 
5 9.8 31 26 -125 Flinders pos5 Degraves 50m S Flinders Ln 
6 2.3 110 271 -125 Flinders pos6 Degraves & Flinders Ln 
7 -1.2 161 220 -125 Flinders pos7 Flinders Ln & Degraves 
8 -6.1 215 351 -125 Flinders pos8 Centre Place 2m from Fl Ln 
9 -9.7 8213 10143 -128 Flinders pos9 Centre Place 30m from Fl Ln 
10 -10.7 240 325 -128 Flinders poslO Centre Place Steps 
11 -9.8 415 303 -128 Flinders poslO Centre Place Steps 
12 -10.0 1773 515 -128 Flinders pos i 0 Centre Place steps 
13 -6.2 412 289 -128 Flinders pos11 Centre Wfeiy Collins end 
14 -6.9 565 352 -128 Flinders pos11 Centre V\fey Collins end 
15 -4.5 773 513 -128 Flinders pos12 Coltins near Center Way 
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TABLE E.5 Melboume - Flinders Street - filebase fsr (continued) 

file dBV 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 
(ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

-1.1 
-4.0 
-2.9 
-1.9 
-4.1 
-5.7 
-3.8 
0.9 
-0.5 
1.2 
0.4 
-3.1 
3.5 
12.9 
-4.7 

290 
686 
1037 
134 
180 
497 
558 
195 
389 
236 
197 
453 
100 
23 
1410 

202 
440 
992 
100 
165 
323 
391 
100 
331 
283 
205 
326 
173 
12 
385 

-128 
-128 
-128 
-128 
-128 
-128 
-128 
-128 
-125 
-125 
-125 
-125 
-119 
-119 
-119 

Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 
Flinders 

posi 3 Collins at QTB 
posi 3 Collins at QTB 
pos14 Collins & Manchester Ln 
posIS Manchester 100m N Fl Ln 
posi 5 Manchester 100m N Fl Ln 
posi 6 Manchester 80m N Fl Ln 
posi 7 Manchester 10m N Fl Ln 
pos18 Manchester 5m N Fl Ln 
posi 9 Flinders Ln opp Royston PI 
pos20 Flinders Ln & Royston 
pos21 Flinders Ln 50m E Eliz 
pos22 Flinders Ln 40m E Eliz 
pos23 NE cnr Fl Ln & Eliz 
pos24 Ft Ln & Staughton Alley 
pos25 Flinders Court 

E.6 Melboume - City Arcades 

Transmitter Location: in car boot in Bourke Street, 100m east of Russell Street. 
Transmitter Antenna: on car towbar fitting, 2.5m above groimd. Discone anteima. 
Receiver: backpack unit with halfwave anteima 0.3m above head height 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 p.s 

arcade.cdr 
100 metres 

H N 

ltfS& f 

FIGURE E.8 Melbourne - city arcades, showing measurement locations 
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TABLE E.6 Melboume - city arcades - filrbase acr 

file dBV 
rms delay 

(ns) 
avg delay 

(ns) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

7.1 
4.4 
0.0 
1.1 
0.6 
0.3 
-1.8 

0.2 
5.2 
-4.8 

1.7 
-4.1 

-2.3 

9.1 
-0.0 

7.3 
8.2 
7.3 
8.7 
2.0 
2.7 
-0.4 

10.3 

10.6 

4.3 
6.0 
8.9 
4.2 
13.7 

9.0 
9.8 
9.2 
13.5 

11.8 

103 
117 
83 
61 
41 
48 
68 
44 
104 
90 
45 
82 
62 
21 
35 
48 
53 
48 
32 
106 
45 
101 
17 
25 
78 
52 
33 
67 
38 
57 
53 
112 
40 
48 

159 
153 
111 
67 
85 
77 
77 
98 
209 
86 
53 
178 
79 
56 
103 
91 
64 
48 
108 
137 
93 
166 
59 
21 
104 
48 
81 
82 
73 
103 
44 
111 
49 
85 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

-119 Melboume posi Mid City Arcade 20m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume posi Mid City Arcade 20m N Bourke 
-119 Melbourne pos2 Mid City Arcade 30m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos3 Mid City Arcade 40m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos4 Mid City Arcade 50m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos5 Mid City Arcade 60m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos5 Mid City Arcade 60m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos5 Mid City Arcade 60m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos6 SWcnr Lt Bourke & Russell 
-125 Melboume pos6 Village Arcade 15m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos7 Village Arcade 20m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourî e 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bouf1<e 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-125 Melboume pos8 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos9 Village Arcade 40m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos9 Village Arcade 40m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos9 Village Arcade 40m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume posi 0 Village Arcade 30m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume posi 0 Village Arcade 30m N Bourke 
-119 Mefboume poslO Village Arcade 30m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume posi 0 Village Arcade 30m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume posi 0 Village Arcade 30m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos11 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume posll Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume posi 1 Village Arcade 25m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos12 Village Arcade 15m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos12 Village Arcade 15m N Bourke 
-119 Melboume pos12 Village Arcade 15m N Bourke 

E.7 Melboume - North Fitzroy Balcony 

Transmitter Location: 27 Delbridge Street, North Fitzroy. 
Transmitter Antenna: on boom over edge of 1st. floor balcony, about 5m above ground, 
halfwave antenna. 
Receiver: in a car with halfwave magnetic base antenna on roof. 
Sample time: 10 ns, Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 p,s 

TABLE E.7 Melboume - North Fitzroy balcony - filebase delbc 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(ns) location of measurement 

5.6 
7.5 
5.2 
-2.2 
1.2 

70 
24 
49 
42 
87 

57 
22 
33 
33 
66 

Appendix E: Measurement Locations 

-97 Fitzroy balcony pos1 cnr Delbridge & Park PI 
-97 Fitzroy balcony posi cnr Delbridge & Park PI 
-97 Fitzroy balcony posi cnr Delbridge & Park PI 
-97 Fitzroy balcony posi cnr Delbridge & Park PI 
-97 Fitzroy balcony posi cnr Delbridge & Park PI 
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TABLE E.7 Melboume - North Fitzroy balcony - filebase delbc (continued) 

file dBV 

rms avg gam 
delay delay factor 
(ns) (ns) (ns) location of measurement 

6 -2.9 163 199 -107 Fitzroy balcony pos2 cnr Delbridge & Rowe 
7 -0.3 82 64 -107 Fitzroy balcony pos2 cnr Delbridge & Rowe 
8 5.2 40 33 -107 Fitzroy balcony pos2 cnr Delbridge & Rowe 
9 3.2 46 34 -107 Fitzroy balcony pos2 cnr Delbridge & Rowe 
10 4.3 33 37 -107 Fitzroy balcony pos2 cnr Delbridge & Rowe 
11 5.3 16 19 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos3 NE cnr Delbridge & Falconer 
12 9.9 16 19 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos3 NE cnr Delbridge & Falconer 
13 11.5 14 16 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos3 NE cnr Delbridge & Falconer 
14 10.9 15 18 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos3 NE cnr Delbridge & Falconer 
15 -1.0 106 41 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos3 NE cnr Delbridge & Falconer 
16 -10.4 374 494 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos4 Rowe St near Michael 
17 -12.6 307 437 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos4 Rowe St near Michael 
18 -6.9 280 142 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos4 Rowe St near Michael 
19 -6.4 225 146 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos4 Rowe St near Michael 
20 -6.8 298 283 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos4 Rowe St near Michael 
21 -7.8 130 101 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos5 Rowe just NE Michael 
22 -3.8 15 18 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos5 Rowe just NE Michael 
23 0.2 13 15 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos5 Rowe just NE Michael 
24 0.5 77 38 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos5 Rowe just NE Michael 
25 -1.0 45 30 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos5 Rowe just NE Michael 
26 5.3 17 20 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos6 McKean N of Michael 
27 1.8 40 34 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos6 McKean N of Michael 
28 -4.4 111 133 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos6 McKean N Of Michael 
29 -6.2 112 120 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos6 McKean N of Michael 
30 -1.0 107 112 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos6 McKean N of Michael 
31 -6.0 133 135 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos7 Michael E Of Howe 
32 -11.3 116 145 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos7 Michael E of Howe 
33 -9.5 320 198 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos7 Michael E of Howe 
34 -14.9 581 395 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos7 Michael E Of Howe 
35 -5.8 153 137 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos7 Michael E Of Howe 
36 -6.1 181 106 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos8 NE cnr Michael & Queens Pd 
37 -9.1 388 274 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos8 NE cnr Michael & Queens Pd 
38 -3.6 162 94 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos8 NE cnr Michael & Queens Pd 
39 -7.9 288 226 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos8 NE cnr Michael & Queens Pd 
40 -1.7 144 90 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos8 NE cnr Michael & Queens Pd 
41 -5.6 117 44 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos9 Michael W side Queens Pd 
42 -5.3 262 130 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos9 Michael W Side Queens Pd 
43 -6.6 308 223 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos9 Michael W Side Queens Pd 
44 -6.7 296 183 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos9 Michael W side Queens Pd 
45 -7.8 311 269 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos9 Michael W side Queens Pd 
46 -1.6 14 17 -87 Fitzroy balcony poslO Queens Pd & Delbridge 
47 -3.0 37 27 -87 Fitzroy balcony poslO Queens Pd & Delbridge 
48 -5.8 96 58 -87 Fitzroy balcony poslO Queens Pd & Delbridge 
49 -5.8 94 56 -87 Fitzroy balcony poslO Queens Pd & Delbridge 
50 -5.0 44 22 -87 Fitzroy balcony posi 0 Queens Pd & Delbridge 
51 3.6 77 260 -97 Fitzroy balcony posi 1 McKean opp RunScotty 
52 3.9 87 255 -97 Fitzroy balcony pos11 McKean opp RunScotty 
53 4.2 99 269 -97 Fitzroy balcony pos11 McKean opp RunScotty 
54 4.0 107 260 -97 Fitzroy balcony posll McKean opp RunScotty 
55 4.0 81 273 -97 Fitzroy balcony posll McKean opp RunScotty 
56 -5.6 208 232 -117 Fitzroy balcony posI 2 McKean St 50m N Grant 
57 -4.1 195 234 -117 Fitzroy balcony posi 2 McKean St 50m N Grant 
58 -5.4 196 239 -117 Fitzroy balcony posi 2 McKean St 50m N Grant 
59 -4.5 169 214 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos12 McKean St 50m N Grant 
60 -4.8 187 240 -117 Fitzroy balcony posI2 McKean St 50m N Grant 
61 -8.7 233 150 -117 Fitzroy balcony posI3 cnr McKean & Grant 
62 -7.3 204 132 -117 Fitzroy balcony posI3 cnr McKean & Grant 
63 -8.6 222 170 -117 Fitzroy balcony posi3 cnr McKean & Grant 
64 -6,8 159 104 -117 Fitzroy balcony,posi3 cnr McKean & Grant 
65 -7.7 184 152 -117 Fitzroy balcony posi 3 cnr McKean & Grant 
66 1.1 217 241 -117 Fitzroy balcony pos14 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 
67 -1.1 221 294 -117 Fitzroy balcony posI 4 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 
68 0.3 206 390 -117 Fitzroy balcony posi 4 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 
69 1.4 186 430 -117 Fitzroy balcony posi4 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 
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TABLE E.7 Melboume - North Fitzroy balcony - filebase delbc (continued) 

file dBV 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 
(ns) (ns) (ns) location of measurement 

70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 

-0.3 

3.3 
3.0 
2.8 
4.0 
5.3 
2.0 

225 
23 
25 
30 
27 
12 
63 

253 
25 
26 
27 
25 
16 
35 

-117 

-77 
-77 
-77 
-77 
-77 
-77 

Fitzroy 

Fitzroy 

Fitzroy 

Frtzroy 

Fitzroy 

Fitzroy 

Fitzroy 

balcony pos14 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 

balcony pos15 Delbridge St below xmitter 

balcony posIS Delbridge St below xmitter 

balcony posi 5 Delbridge St below xmitter 

balcony posi 5 Delbridge St below xmitter 

balcony posi 5 Delbridge St below xmitter 

balcony pos15 Delbridge St below xmitter 

500 metre 

O transmitter 
O receiver positions 

FIGURE E.9 Melboume - Delbridge Street balcony receiver locations 

E.8 Melboume - North Fitzroy Roof 

Transmitter Location: 27 Delbridge Street, North Fitzroy. 
Transmitter Antenna: mast 3m above roof level, 2nd.storey. Discone antenna. 
Receiver: in a car with halfwave magnetic base anteima on roof. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25|js 
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0) 

E 

O transmitter 
• receiver locations 

FIGURE E.10 Melbourne - Delbridge Street roof measurement locations 

TABLE E.8 Melbourne - Delbridge Street roof - filebase delrf 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

6.8 
9.7 
5.6 
4.9 
4.6 
3.5 
-1.0 

-1.1 

-1.1 

0.5 
6.4 
6.7 
7.3 
6.6 
5.2 
2.0 
2.1 
-0.9 

-0.2 

0.1 
-3.3 

-1.3 

0.4 
-2.0 

65 
80 
93 
132 
111 
34 
57 
76 
77 
65 
142 
91 
89 
84 
122 
13 
63 
67 
76 
78 
297 
301 
347 
516 

78 
128 
118 
175 
119 
35 
54 
77 
78 
59 
120 
113 
117 
143 
115 
16 
51 
67 
81 
97 
473 
512 
550 
358 

-107 

-107 

-107 

-107 

-107 

-97 
-97 
-97 
-97 
-97 
-97 
-117 

-117 

-117 

-117 

-107 

-107 

-107 

-107 

-107 

-127 

-127 

-127 

-127 

Fitzroy roof pos1 Delbridge St & Park PI 

Fitzroy roof posi Delbridge St & Park PI 

Fitzroy roof posi Delbridge St & Park PI 

Fitzroy roof pos1 Delbridge St & Pafk Pi 

Fitzroy roof posi Delbridge St & Pari< PI 

Fitzroy roof pos2 Delbridge St & Rowe St 

Fitzroy roof pos2 Delbridge St & Rowe St 

Fitzroy roof pos2 Delbridge St & Rowe St 

Frtzroy roof pos2 Delbridge St & Rowe St 

Fitzroy roof pos2 Delbridge St & Rowe St 

Fitzroy roof pos3 Del St mid Rowe & Fateoner 

Fitzroy roof pos3 Del St mid Rowe & Fak»ner 

Frtzroy roof pos3 Del St mid Rowe & Falconer 

Frtzroy roof pos3 Del St mid Rowe & Falconer 

Frtzroy roof pos3 Del St mid Rowe & Fateoner 

Fitzroy roof pos4 Falconer opp Delbridge 

Frtzroy roof pos4 Falconer opp Delbridge 

Frtzroy roof pos4 Falconer opp Delbridge 

Fitzroy roof pos4 Falconer opp Delbridge 

Fitzroy roof pos4 Falconer opp Delbridge 

Frtzroy roof posS Falconer opp Mark 

Fitzroy roof pos5 Falconer opp Mark 

Frtzroy roof pos5 Falconer opp Mark 

Frtzroy roof pos5 Falconer opp Mark 
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TABLE E.8 Melboume - Delbridge Street roof - filebase delrf (continued) 

file dBV 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gain 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

-2.5 
10.2 
4.6 
2.5 
3.2 
4.5 
0.5 
2.8 
2.9 
-0.5 
2.2 
8.3 
7.9 
7.0 
6.4 
5.2 
7.9 
2.4 
-2,4 
7.3 
1.6 
3.8 
1.6 
2.8 
1.9 
2.2 
6.1 
5.6 
5.6 
5.8 
6.3 
6.1 
3.9 
2.6 
6.0 
7.5 
1.3 
6.8 
7.2 
7.9 
5.4 
-0.3 
-1.4 
1.1 
4.1 
3.4 
4.1 
0.6 
5.0 
5.8 
5.1 
5.1 
3,8 
4.6 
4.6 
3.6 
2,5 
-0,1 
2.9 
3.8 
1,7 
0,2 
5.6 
1.8 

437 
56 
181 
277 
192 
128 
327 
211 
245 
280 
289 
342 
516 
468 
436 
518 
315 
424 
562 
54 
333 
340 
368 
233 
320 
230 
92 
52 
79 
84 
97 
100 
209 
234 
57 
121 
108 
69 
56 
144 
74 
87 
70 
70 
16 
63 
92 
113 
77 
38 
85 
242 
170 
194 
195 
266 
330 
293 
358 
362 
301 
245 
142 
273 

385 -127 Fitzroy roof pos5 Falconer opp Mark 
53 -127 Fitzroy roof pos6 Alfred Crs near Falconer 
146 -127 Fitzroy roof pos6 Alfred Crs near Falconer 
251 -127 Fitzroy roof pos6 Alfred Crs near Falconer 
252 -127 Fitzroy roof pos6 Alfred Crs near Falconer 
310 -127 Fitzroy roof pos6 Alfred Crs near Falconer 
469 -127 Fitzroy roof pos7 Alfred mid Falconer & Rowe 
346 -127 Fitzroy roof pos7 Alfred mid Falconer & Rowe 
418 -127 Fitzroy roof pos7 Alfred mid Falconer & Rowe 
414 -127 Fitzroy roof pos7 Alfred mid Falconer & Rowe 
332 -127 Fitzroy roof pos7 Alfred mid Falconer & Rowe 
270 -127 Fitzroy roof pos8 cnr Alfred Crs & Rowe 

324 -127 Fitzroy roof pos8 cnr Alfred Crs & Rowe 
308 -127 Fitzroy roof pos8 cnr Alfred Crs 8. Rowe 
281 -127 Fitzroy roof pos8 cnr Alfred Crs & Rowe 
528 -127 Fitzroy roof posS cnr Alfred Crs & Rowe 
351 -117 Fitzroy roof pos9 Alfred mid Rowe & Grant 
254 -117 Fitzroy roof pos9 Alfred mid Rowe & Grant 
477 -117 Fitzroy roof pos9 Alfred mid Rowe & Grant 
27 -117 Fitzroy roof pos9 Alfred mid Rowe & Grant 
302 -117 Fitzroy roof pos9 Alfred mid Rowe & Grant 
627 -117 Fitzroy roof pos10 cnr Alfred Crs & Grant 
660 -117 Fitzroy roof poslO cnr Alfred Crs & Grant 
515 -117 Fitzroy roof posi 0 cnr Alfred Crs & Grant 
566 -117 Fitzroy roof posi 0 cnr Alfred Crs & Grant 
437 -117 Fitzroy roof posi 0 cnr Alfred Crs & Grant 
63 -117 Fitzroy roof posll cnr Alfred Crs & Jamieson 
38 -117 Fitzroy roof posll cnr Alfred Crs & Jamieson 
68 -117 Fitzroy roof posll cnr Alfred Crs & Jamieson 
61 -117 Fitzroy roof posll cnr Alfred Crs & Jamieson 
87 -117 Fitzroy roof posll cnr Alfred Crs & Jamieson 
94 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 2 cnr Jamieson & McKean 
172 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 2 cnr Jamieson & McKean 
238 -127 Fitzroy roof pos12 cnr Jamieson 8. McKean 
119 -127 Fitzroy roof pos12 cnr Jamieson & McKean 
120 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 2 cnr Jamieson & McKean 
83 -117 Fitzroy roof pos13 cnr McKean & Grant 
35 -117 Fitzroy roof posi 3 cnr McKean & Grant 
36 -117 Fitzroy roof posi 3 cnr McKean & Grant 
87 -117 Fitzroy roof posi 3 cnr McKean 8. Grant 
51 -117 Fitzroy roof posi 3 cnr McKean & Grant 
71 -107 Fitzroy roof pos14 McKean mid Grants Delbridge 
58 -107 Fitzroy roof pos14 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 
79 -107 Fitzroy roof pos14 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 
21 -107 Fitzroy roof pos14 McKean mid Grant 8. Delbridge 
45 .107 Fitzroy roof posi 4 McKean mid Grant & Delbridge 
143 -107 Fitzroy roof posi 5 McKean mid Del & Michael 
167 -107 Fitzroy roof posi 5 McKean mid Del & Michael 
83 -107 Fitzroy roof posi 5 McKean mid Dei & Michael 
33 .107 Fitzroy roof posi 5 McKean mid Del & Michael 
81 -107 Fitzroy roof posi 5 McKean mid Del & Michael 
246 -127 Fitzroy roof pos16 cnr Michael & McKean 
322 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 6 cnr Michael 8. McKean 
234 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 6 cnr Michael 8i McKean 
254 -127 Fitzroy roof pos16 cnr Michael & McKean 
363 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 6 cnr Michael & McKean 
409 -127 Fitzroy roof pos17 Michael mid McKean & Rowe 
427 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 7 Michael mid McKean & Rowe 
470 -127 Fitzroy roof pos17 Michael mid McKean & Rowe 
362 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 7 Michael mid McKean & Rowe 
359 .127 Fitzroy roof pos17 Michael mid McKean & Rowe 

167 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 8 cnr Michael & Rowe 
86 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 8 cnr Michael & Rowe 
267 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 8 cnr Michael & Rowe 
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TABLE E.8 Melbourne - Delbridge Street roof - filebase delrf (continued) 

file dBV 

rms avg gam 
delay delay factor 
(ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

89 -3,5 215 208 -127 Fitzroy roof posi8 cnr Michael & Rowe 
90 0.2 202 212 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 8 cnr Michael & Rowe 
91 -1,6 189 230 -127 Fitzroy roofposi 9 Michael opp Woodside 
92 3,7 128 157 -127 Fitzroy roof posI 9 Michael opp Woodside 
93 3,1 131 105 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 9 Michael opp Woodside 
94 -5,8 247 237 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 9 Michael opp Wbodside 
95 1,7 129 153 -127 Fitzroy roof posi 9 Michael opp Woodside 
96 -2.1 187 187 -127 Fitzroy roof pos20 cnr Falconer & Michael 
97 2.0 151 93 -127 Fitzroy roof pos20 cnr Falconer & Michael 
98 1,9 131 81 -127 Fitzroy roof pos20 onr Falconer & Michael 
99 -1.1 331 281 -127 Fitzroy roof pos20 cnr Falconer & Michael 
100 -1,4 223 180 -127 Fitzroy roof pos20 cnr Falconer & Michael 
101 -2,0 120 186 -127 Fitzroy roof pos21 cnr Scotchmer & Mark 
102 2,7 87 94 -127 Fitzroy roof pos21 cnr Scotchmer 8. Mark 
103 -3,1 113 109 -127 Fitzroy roof pos21 cnr Scotchmer & Mark 
104 -0,3 145 108 -127 Fitzroy roof pos21 cnr Scotchmer & Mark 
105 -1,3 160 168 -127 Fitzroy roof pos21 cnr Scotchmer & Mark 
106 2,8 229 216 -127 Fitzroy roof pos22 cnr St Georges & Scotchmer 
107 -1,1 579 385 -127 Fitzroy roof pos22 cnr St Georges & Scotchmer 
108 -1,2 534 388 -127 Fitzroy roof pos22 cnr St Georges & Scotchmer 
109 -1,9 485 364 -127 Fitzroy roof pos22 cnr St Georges & Scotchmer 
110 -0,4 132 227 -127 Fitzroy roof pos22 cnr St Georges & Scotchmer 
111 -4,7 743 289 -127 Fitzroy roof pos23 cnr Best & St Georges 
112 -5,5 883 382 -127 Fitzroy roof pos23 cnr Best & St Georges 
113 -4,1 704 277 -127 Fitzroy roof pos23 cnr Best & St Georges 
114 -8,0 1192 806 -127 Fitzroy roof pos23 cnr Best 8, St Georges 
115 0,5 95 134 -127 Fitzroy roof pos23 cnr Best & St Georges 
116 -4,1 1446 633 -127 Fitzroy roof pos24 cnr Best & Alfred Crs 
117 -9.4 2059 1537 -127 Fitzroy roof pos24 cnr Best & Alfred Crs 
119 -4.4 1981 1105 -127 Fitzroy roof pos24 cnr Best 8. Alfred Crs 
121 -1,2 2558 844 -127 Fitzroy roof pos25 Alfred Crs near Best 
122 -5,1 2493 917 -127 Fitzroy roof pos25 Alfred Crs near Best 
123 0,9 85 79 -127 Fitzroy roof pos25 Alfred Crs near Best 
124 -4,1 1501 396 -127 Fitzroy roof pos25 Alfred Crs near Best 
125 -2,1 1242 328 -127 Fitzroy roof pos25 Alfred Crs near Best 
126 7,1 14 16 -117 Fitzroy roof pos26 Brunswick St Cricket Ground 
127 8,0 64 43 -117 Fitzroy roof pos26 Brunswick St Cricket Ground 
128 5.7 37 26 -117 Fitzroy roof pos26 Bmnswick St Cricket Ground 
129 6.4 14 17 -117 Fitzroy roof pos26 Brunswick St Cricket Ground 
130 4.1 67 46 -117 Fitzroy roof pos26 Brunswick St Cricket Ground 
131 9.3 14 16 -127 Fitzroy roof pos27 Newry near Brunswick 
132 4.9 54 37 -127 Fitzroy roof pos27 Newry near Brunswick 
133 5.5 33 107 -127 Fitzroy roof pos27 Newry near Brunswick 
134 5.6 50 80 -127 Fitzroy roof pos27 Newry near Brunswick 
135 4.2 96 72 -127 Fitzroy roof pos27 Newry near Brunswick 
136 1.4 78 173 -127 Fitzroy roof pos28 Napier St near Newry 
137 4.1 66 127 -127 Fitzroy roof pos28 Napier St near Newry 
138 3.3 129 79 -127 Fitzroy roof pos28 Napier St near Newry 
139 4.5 92 120 -127 Fitzroy roof pos28 Napier St near Newry 
140 5.3 91 73 -127 Fitzroy roof pos28 Napier St near Newry 
141 8.9 105 204 -127 Fitzroy roof pos29 cnr Napier 8c Freeman 
142 3.9 220 191 -127 Fitzroy roof pos29 cnr Napier 8> Freeman 
143 8.9 90 67 -127 Fitzroy roof pos29 cnr Napier 8, Freeman 
144 6.6 123 195 -127 Fitzroy roof pos29 cnr Napier & Freeman 
145 5.2 171 199 -127 Fitzroy roof pos29 cnr Napier 8. Freeman 
146 8.8 31 26 -127 Fitzroy roof pos30 Freeman near l^apier 
147 11.5 27 28 -127 Fitzroy roof pos30 Freeman near Napier 
148 11.5 30 33 -127 Fitzroy roof pos30 Freeman near Napier 
149 11.1 26 27 -127 Fitzroy roof pos30 Freeman near Napier 
150 8,6 34 35 -127 Fitzroy roof pos30 Freeman near Napier 
151 3.9 199 352 -127 Fitzroy roof pos31 Freeman near Brunswick 
152 3,7 193 365 -127 Fitzroy roof pos31 Freeman near Brunswick 
153 10.4 180 100 -127 Fitzroy roof pos31 Freeman near Brunswick 
154 9.5 236 261 -127 Fitzroy roof pos31 Freeman near Brunswick 
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TABLE E.8 Melboume - Delbridge Street roof - filebase delrf (continued) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 

207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 

11.3 180 110 -127 Fitzroy roof pos31 Freeman near Brunswick 
-0,8 404 293 -127 Fitzroy roof pos32 Brunswick N York 
7,2 226 94 -127 Fitzroy roof pos32 Brunswick N York 
4,8 292 153 -127 Fitzroy roof pos32 Brunswick N York 
3,6 69 36 -127 Fitzroy roof pos32 Brunswick N York 
-3,2 592 560 -127 Fitzroy roof pos32 Brunswick N York 
3.2 71 32 -127 Fitzroy roof pos33 Brunswick S Queens Pd 
2,6 103 49 -127 Fitzroy roof pos33 Brunswick S Queens Pd 
1,4 160 113 -127 Fitzroy roof pos33 Brunswick S Queens Pd 
3.3 109 49 -127 Fitzroy roof pos33 Bnjnswick S Queens Pd 
2,8 130 72 -127 Fitzroy roof po833 Brunswick S Queens Pd 
-3,9 14 17 -127 Fitzroy roof pos34 Westgarth near Young 
-1,0 44 38 -127 Fitzroy roof pos34 Westgarth near Young 
-4,6 43 42 -127 Fitzroy roof pos34 Westgarth near Young 
-2,8 38 32 -127 Fitzroy roof pos34 Westgarth near Young 
1,3 24 20 -127 Fitzroy roof pos34 Westgarth near Young 
-4,6 205 185 -127 Fitzroy roof pos35 Cecil St near pool 

1,6 42 36 -127 Fitzroy roof pos35 Cecil St near pool 
4.8 59 45 -127 Fitzroy roof pos35 Cecil St near pool 
-0.1 78 83 -127 Fitzroy roof pos35 Cecil St near pool 
4.2 80 53 -127 Fitzroy roof pos35 Cecil St near pool 
-7.3 660 450 -127 Fitzroy roof pos36 Gore St near Cecil 
1.3 82 63 -127 Fitzroy roof pos36 Gore St near Cecil 
3.1 27 26 -127 Fitzroy roof pos36 Gore St near Cecil 
-2.4 414 231 -127 Fitzroy roof pos36 Gore St near Cecil 
2.5 642 264 -127 Fitzroy roof pos36 Gore St near Cecil 
-1.3 149 86 -127 Fitzroy roof pos37 Gore St N Cecil 
4.9 23 20 -127 Fitzroy roof pos37 Gore St N Cecil 
1.6 215 91 -127 Fitzroy roof pos37 Gore St N Cecil 
1.8 230 105 -127 Fitzroy roof pos37 Gore St N Cecil 
3.7 189 87 -127 Fitzroy roof pos37 Gore St N Cecil 
-0.9 16 19 -127 Fitzroy roof pos38 cnr Gore & Ken-
-8.6 294 219 -127 Fitzroy roof pos38 cnr Gore S. Ken" 
-9.8 395 358 -127 Fitzroy roof pos38 cnr Gore & Kerr 
-5.2 147 74 -127 Fitzroy roof pos38 cnr Gore 8c Kerr 
-6.5 3580 1064 -127 Fitzroy roof pos38 cnr Gore 8c Ken" 
-1.7 2140 572 -127 Fitzroy roof pos39 cnr Johnston & Smith 
0.2 119 116 -127 Fitzroy roof pos39 cnr Johnston 8c Smith 
1,2 97 150 -127 Fitzroy roof pos39 cnr Johnston 8c Smith 
2 6 77 175 -127 Fitzroy roof pos39 cnr Johnston 8c Smith 
7 5 198 84 -127 Fitzroy roof pos40 Smith St near Johnston 
7 5 93 64 -127 Fitzroy roof pos40 Smith St near Johnston 
8.2 42 38 -127 Fitzroy roof pos40 Smith St near Johnston 
.)Oo 23 23 -127 Fitzroy roof pos40 Smith St near Johnston 
10 8 13 15 -127 Fitzroy roof pos40 Smith St near Johnston 
,|,| 8 14 17 -127 Fitzroy roof pos40 Smith St near Johnston 
9 4 36 36 -127 Fitzroy roof pos40 Smith St near Johnston 
113 31 34 -127 Fitzroy roof pos41 Smith just N Argyle 
10.5 17 19 -127 Fitzroy roof pos41 Smith just N Argyle 
12.1 40 22 -127 Fitzroy roof pos41 Smith just N Argyle 

116 14 15 -127 Fitzroy roof pos41 Smith just N Argyle 
13 1 14 16 -127 Fitzroy roof pos41 Smith just N Argyle 
-0.4 452 285 -127 FiUroy roof pos41 Smith just N Argyle 
-2,8 420 315 -127 Fitzroy roof pos42 cnr Smith 8. Cecil 
-0.2 384 234 -127 Fitzroy roof pos42 cnr Smith 8c Cecil 
-0.2 340 153 -127 Fitzroy roof pos42 cnr Smith & Cecil 
-2,4 552 383 -127 Fitzroy roof p0s42 cnr Smith 8c Cecil 
4.1 95 72 -127 Fitzroy roof pos42 cnr Smith 8c Cecil 
2.9 160 121 -127 Fitzroy roof pos43 Smith 80m S Queens Pd 
9.4 16 19 -127 Fitzroy roof pos43 Smith 80m S Queens Pd 
9.7 39 41 -127 Fitzroy roof pos43 Smith 80m S Queens Pd 
9.1 43 30 -127 Fitzroy roof pos43 Smith 80m S Queens Pd 
6.3 116 74 -127 Fitzroy roof pos43 Smith 80m S Queens Pd 
-3.7 307 300 -127 Fitzroy roof pos44 Hodgkinson near Hilton 
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TABLE E.8 Melbourne - Delbridge Street roof - filebase delrf (continued) 

rms avg gam 
delay delay factor 

file 

219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 

dBV 

4.8 
-2.0 
1.0 
-1.7 
0.7 
-0.0 
2,0 
1,7 
2,3 
-6,0 
-4,6 
4.4 
-4.9 
2.0 
5.4 
5.9 
2.9 
0.5 
6.3 
2.2 
0,2 
-1,4 
4,9 
4,9 
5,5 
3.3 
2,3 
3.0 
-0,9 
0,8 
0,5 
-2.2 
-5.2 
-5,1 
-4,1 
-1,3 
2.3 
2.1 

(ns) 

92 
213 
129 
182 
173 
190 
223 
204 
197 
283 
232 
15 
265 
317 
83 
34 
206 
389 
51 
223 
349 
472 
220 
16 
112 
101 
116 
180 
98 
136 
122 
127 
174 
188 
99 
62 
63 
33 

(ns) 

49 
168 
94 
273 
381 
424 
295 
211 
142 
283 
311 
19 
391 
174 
56 
31 
105 
220 
21 
169 
359 
483 
407 
20 
75 
67 
82 
94 
51 
80 
60 
61 
144 
132 
79 
69 
48 
34 

(dB) 

-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 
-127 

location of measurement 

Fitzroy roof pos44 Hodgkinson near Hilton 
Fitzroy roof pos44 Hodgkinson near Hilton 
Fitzroy roof pos44 Hodgkinson near Hilton 
Fitzroy roof pos45 Hodgkinson near Gold 
Fitzroy roof pos45 Hodgkinson near Gold 
Fitzroy roof pos45 Hodgkinson near Gold 
Fitzroy roof pos45 Hodgkinson near Gold 
Fitzroy roof pos45 Hodgkinson near Gold 
Fitzroy roof pos45 Hodgkinson near Gold 
Fitzroy roof pos46 North Terrace 
Fitzroy roof pos46 North Terrace 
Fitzroy roof pos46 North Terrace 
Fitzroy roof pos46 North Terace 
Fitzroy roof pos47 North Trc near Hoddle 
Fitzroy roof pos47 North Trc near Hoddle 
Fitzroy roof pos47 North Trc near Hoddle 
Fitzroy roof pos47 North Trc near Hoddle 
Fitzroy roof pos47 North Trc near Hoddle 
Fitzroy roof pos47 North Trc near Hoddle 
Fitzroy roof pos48 North Trc roundabout 
Fitzroy roof pos48 North Trc roundabout 
Fitzroy roof pos48 North Trc roundabout 
Fitzroy roof pos48 North Trc roundabout 
Fitzroy roof pos49 Gold St mid gardens 
Fitzroy roof pos49 Gold St mid gardens 
Fitzroy roof pos49 Gold St mid gardens 
Fitzroy roof pos49 Gold St mid gardens 
Fitzroy roof pos49 Gold St mid gardens 
Fitzroy roof pos50 South Terrace W 
Fitzroy roof pos50 South Terrace W 
Fitzroy roof pos50 South Terrace W 
Fitzroy roof pos50 South TenBce W 
Fitzroy roof pos50 South Terrace W 
Fitzroy roof pos51 South Terrace E 
Fitzroy roof pos51 South Ten̂ ace E 
Fitzroy roof pos51 South Ten̂ ace E 
Fitzroy roof pos51 South Ten-ace E 
Fitzroy roof pos51 South Tencice E 
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E.9 Canberra - City Hill 

Transmitter Location: City Hill, north slope just below summit. 
Transmitter Antenna: on 5m mast in pine trees. Discone anteima. 
Receiver: in car with halfwave magnetic base anterma on roof. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 ^s 

1000 metres 

O transmitter 
O receiver positions 

FIGURE E.11 Canberra - City Hill measurement locations 
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TABLE E.9 Canberra - City Hill - filebase cane 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

1 0.6 1131 928 -120 CANBERRA City Hill posI City Hill car park 
2 4.0 1225 1170 -120 CANBERRA City Hill posi City Hill car park 
3 2.1 1261 1485 -120 CANBERRA City Hill posi City Hill car park 
4 5.9 21 18 -100 CANBERRA City Hill pos2Northboume 100m NAlinga 
5 5.1 16 14 -100 CANBERRA City Hill pos2Northboume 100m NAlinga 
6 5.3 30 26 -100 CANBERRA City Hill pos2 Northboume 100m N Alinga 
7 -0.1 11 13 -100 CANBERRA City Hill pos3 cnr Northbourne & Rudd 
8 -0.6 22 16 -100 CANBERRA City Hill pos3 cnr Northboume & Rudd 
9 2.1 29 24 -100 CANBERRA City Hill pos3 cnr Northbourne 8i Rudd 
10 1.6 26 23 -100 CANBERRA City Hill pos3 cnr Northbourne 8c Rudd 
11 -5.3 182 214 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos4 Gould 20m W Northboume 
12 -2.9 160 116 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos4 Gould 20m W Northboume 
13 -2.3 211 161 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos4 Gould 20m W Northboume 
14 4.5 75 66 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos5 cnr Northbourne 8c GoukJ 
15 5.1 46 32 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos5 cnr Northbourne 8c Gould 
16 8.2 31 28 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos5 cnr Northboume 8, Gould 
17 3.8 15 17 -110 CANBERRA City Hill pos6 Northboume 100m N Gould 
18 -0.3 15 16 -110 CANBERRA City Hill pos6 Northboume 100m N Gould 
19 3.2 14 16 -110 CANBERRA City Hill pos6 Northboume 100m N Gould 
20 -2.6 38 77 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos7 Greenway 20m W Northboume 
21 -4.3 43 250 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos7 Greenway 20m W Northboume 
22 -3.3 129 252 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos7 Greenway 20m W Northboume 
23 -4.1 81 76 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos8 cnr Wakefield & Northboume 
24 -3.6 67 123 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos8 cnr Wakefield 8c Northboume 
25 -8.5 153 106 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos8 cnr Wakefield & Northboume 
26 -4.2 44 44 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos9 cnr Wakefield & Northboume 
27 -4.3 50 75 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos9 cnr Wakefield 8c Northboume 
28 -5.3 57 61 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos9 cnr Wakefield 8c Northboume 
29 -4.2 132 266 -130 CANBERRA City Hill poslO Elourea 30m E Northboume 
30 -1.1 66 36 -130 CANBERRA City Hill poslO Elourea 30m E Northboume 
31 -4.0 127 379 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 0 Elourea 30m E Northboume 
32 -3.7 254 358 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 1 Cooyong 30m W Mont 
33 -9.0 494 607 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 1 Cooyong 30m W Mont 
34 -3.6 272 196 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 1 Cooyong 30m W Mont 
35 -3.2 353 410 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos12 Mont 100m S Cooyong 
36 -3.3 358 311 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos12 Mont 100m S Cooyong 
37 -7.0 323 483 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos12 Mont 100m S Cooyong 
38 1.9 264 723 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos13 Mont St 20m N Bunda 
39 -0.8 291 568 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posI 3 Mont St 20m N Bunda 
40 -1.1 399 804 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos13 Mont St 20m N Bunda 
41 -0,5 161 150 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos14 Nangari opp Rabaul 
42 -4,0 287 206 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos14 Nangari opp Rabaul 
43 -5,4 320 274 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos14 Nangari opp Rabaul 
44 2.0 129 111 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posI5 Nangari 10m WRabaul 
45 -0.9 185 149 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 5 Nangari 10m W Rabaul 
46 2.8 289 140 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 5 Nangari 10m W Rabaul 
47 9.0 133 127 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos16 cnr London & Constitution 
48 8.2 1040 863 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
49 4.8 1245 1132 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpari< opp Constrtution 
50 10.7 805 502 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posI 7 carpark Opp Constitution 
51 11.0 510 119 -130 CANBERRA City Hill p08l7 carpark opp Constitution 
52 10.2 735 318 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
53 6.0 1016 768 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
54 10.7 42 34 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
55 13.6 558 185 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi7 carpark opp Constitution 
56 9.6 305 116 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 7 carpark opp Constitution 
57 9.8 371 144 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
58 7.0 562 1099 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
59 8.6 554 1407 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
60 4.4 697 1383 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
61 7.6 459 1517 -130 CANBERRA City Hill posi 7 carpark opp Constitution 
62 10.0 347 1322 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos17 carpark opp Constitution 
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TABLE E.9 Canberra - City Hill -

file 

63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 

104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 

Anoendix E 

dBV 

10.1 
5.6 
8.3 
14.2 
15.1 
14.7 
4.6 
3.8 
8.0 
9.2 
6.4 
-2.5 
-3.7 
-7.8 
-2,1 
-2,5 
-2,3 
-6.4 
-2.2 
-5.0 
-2.5 
-3.5 
-2.3 
3.8 
10.3 
8.1 
2.2 
5.7 
4.9 
5.5 
3,9 
0,4 
3.2 
4.5 
3,5 
13,0 
14,8 
8,6 
12,1 
6,4 
10.0 
8,8 
10,6 
8.0 
11.4 
4.1 
7.2 
6.0 
2.8 
9.2 
2.7 
4.1 
9.7 
7,9 
5,1 
4,7 
8.2 
2.7 
1,9 
8,9 
9,4 
3.1 
11.2 
5.2 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

330 
706 
859 
48 
40 
49 
125 
100 
43 
41 
70 
466 
195 
429 
398 
413 
338 
1056 
578 
599 
532 
559 
582 
455 
59 
103 
642 
344 
401 
250 
462 
912 
650 
598 
2767 
193 
134 
254 
193 
314 
178 
256 
137 
89 
46 
151 
35 
133 
120 
80 
91 
129 
108 
94 
944 
806 
70 
620 
779 
62 
37 
577 
41 
88 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

140 
1422 
814 
43 
23 
39 
131 
89 
53 
39 
58 
307 
190 
373 
469 
468 
585 
928 
482 
666 
693 
851 
769 
282 
45 
92 
765 
668 
624 
667 
653 
993 
749 
593 
890 
436 
603 
605 
798 
712 
751 
817 
117 
129 
45 
136 
33 
157 
119 
54 
84 
122 
73 
62 
493 
385 
128 
354 
393 
47 
38 
246 
94 
138 

. Measurement Locations 

gain 
factor 
(dB) 

-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 

filebase cane (continued) 

location of measurement 

CANBERRA City Hill posi 7 carpark opp Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill posi 7 carpark opp Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill posi 7 carpark opp Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill posi8 cnr London & Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill posi 8 cnr London 8c Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill posi8 cnr London 8c Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill pos19 cnr Alara 8c Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill posi 9 cnr Alara 8c Constitution 
CANBERRA City Hill pos20 Constitution 50m W Coranden^k 
CANBERRA City Hill pos20 Constitution 50m W Coranderrk 
CANBERRA City Hill pos20 Constitution 50m W Coranderrk 
CANBERRA City Hill pos21 Moore 10m S Cooyong 
CANBERRA City Hill pos21 Moore 10m S Cooyong 
CANBERRA City Hill pos21 Moore 10m S Cooyong 
CANBERRA City Hill pos22 Moore 20m N Rudd 
CANBERRA City Hill pos22 Moore 20m N Rudd 
CANBERRA City Hill pos22 Moore 20m N Rudd 
CANBERRA City Hill pos23 Moore 50m N Alinga 
CANBERRA City Hill pos23 Moore 50m N Alinga 
CANBERRA City Hill pos23 Moore 50m N Alinga 
CANBERRA City Hill pos24 Moore 50m S Alinga 
CANBERRA City Hill pos24 Moore 50m S Alinga 
CANBERRA City Hill pos24 Moore 50m S Alinga 
CANBERRA City Hill pos25 cnr Moore 8c London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos25 cnr Moore 8c London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos25 cnr Moore & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpari< City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERFIA City Hill pos26 carpark City Hill 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8. London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8. London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpart< Farrell 8. London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8. London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell & London 
CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
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TABLE E.9 Canberra - City Hill - filebase cane (continued) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

127 9.2 85 72 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
128 10.0 88 109 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
129 5.9 289 195 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
130 11.3 32 95 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell 8c London 
131 10.7 46 32 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
132 3.7 86 87 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell & London 
133 5.6 98 208 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell & London 
134 9.0 120 107 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell & London 
135 5,6 372 213 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Fan-ell 8c London 
136 11.2 40 45 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8c London 
137 4.9 149 159 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpari< Farrell & London 
138 12.8 59 53 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell & London 
139 6.8 137 143 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos27 carpark Farrell 8, London 
140 -3.4 504 290 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos28 cnr University 8c London 
141 -3.7 361 263 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos28 cnr University & London 
142 0.2 269 159 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos28 cnr University & London 
143 3.8 153 78 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos29 Hobart Place 
144 10,2 69 46 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos29 Hobart Place 
145 13.8 20 20 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos29 Hobart Place 
146 -3,6 408 641 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos30 Rudd 20m W Moore 
147 -0.5 367 724 -130 CANBERRACity Hill pos30 Rudd 20m WMoore 
148 -3.9 368 742 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos30 Rudd 20m W Moore 
149 -5,0 207 378 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos30 Rudd 20m W Moore 
150 -6,9 295 252 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos31 cnr Rudd 8c Marcus Clark 
151 -4.0 360 652 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos31 cnr Rudd & Marcus Clark 
152 -10.7 528 782 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos31 cnr Rudd 8c Marcus Clark 
153 -12.3 607 1075 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos31 cnr Rudd & Marcus Clark 
154 -4.5 475 490 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos31 cnr Rudd & Marcus Clark 
155 -3.5 297 523 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos31 cnr Rudd & Marcus Clark 
156 -4.2 297 406 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos31 cnr Rudd Si Marcus Clark 
157 -4.3 277 704 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
158 -4.2 301 714 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
159 -6.0 418 648 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
160 2.0 140 711 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
161 -1.6 203 555 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80mWMoore 
162 0.6 233 599 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
163 -0.6 284 607 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
164 -2.9 440 829 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
165 -4.9 484 659 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
166 -5.6 512 821 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
167 0.2 402 509 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
168 0.3 332 540 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
169 -1.6 300 633 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
170 2.9 347 376 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m WMoore 
171 -1.5 413 505 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos32 Rudd 20-80m W Moore 
172 3.2 242 248 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos33 Rudd 20m E Moore 
173 4.0 180 143 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos33 Rudd 20m E Moore 
174 0.9 316 232 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos33 Rudd 20m E Moore 
175 2.4 228 268 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos33 Rudd 20m E Moore 
176 6.4 42 64 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos34 Gordon W Marcus Clark 
177 4.4 107 88 -130 CANBERRACity Hill pos34 Gordon WMarcus Clark 
178 4.4 79 92 -130 CANBERRACity Hill pos34 Gordon WMarcus Clark 
179 1.3 54 39 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos34 Gordon W Marcus Clark 
180 -2.1 99 63 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos35 cnr Gordon & McCoy 
181 0.8 78 53 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos35 cnr Gorton & McCoy 
182 -4.4 173 155 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos35 cnr Gordon & McCoy 
183 -2.9 144 126 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos36 McCoy Court 
184 0.0 43 28 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos36 McCoy Court 
185 2.0 49 44 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos36 McCoy Court 
186 -2.5 107 72 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos36 McCoy Court 
187 -0.7 108 75 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos36 McCoy Court 
188 -2.7 178 144 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos36 McCoy Court 
189 -1.3 136 114 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos36 McCoy Court 
190 -2.7 173 228 -130 CANBERRA City Hill pos37 cnr Ellery & Liversidge 
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TABLE E.9 Canberra-

file 

191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 

dBV 

-1.3 
-0.1 
-4.3 
6.3 
7.1 
6.5 
13.4 
10.0 
10.8 
6.1 
14.6 
14.4 
6.2 
13.9 
13.2 
8.0 
12.8 
14.7 
13.3 
13.5 
5.7 
14.3 
15.8 
8.9 
11.4 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

256 
82 
804 
139 
117 
100 
26 
21 
13 
40 
73 
67 
1074 
1004 
694 
961 
975 
85 
409 
60 
1014 
44 
88 
306 
87 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

223 
110 
493 
115 
158 
120 
29 
25 
15 
46 
75 
56 
845 
547 
515 
625 
485 
75 
100 
37 
585 
40 
61 
158 
115 

City Hill -

gain 
factor 
(dB) 

-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-115 
-115 
-115 
-115 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 

• filebase cane (continued) 

location of measurement 

CANBERRA City Hill pos37 cnr Ellery 8c Liversidge 

CANBERRA City Hill pos37 cnr Ellery 8c Liversidge 

CANBERRA City Hill pos38 

CANBERRA City Hill pos39 cnr Barry 8c Northboume 

CANBERRA City Hill pos39 cnr Barry & Northboume 

CANBERRA City Hill pos39 cnr Barry 8c Northboume 

CANBERRA City Hill pos40 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos40 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos40 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos40 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

CANBERRA City Hill pos41 S side City Hill 

E.10 Canberra - O'Connor Suburban 

Transmitter Location: 17Nardo Crescent. 
Transmitter Antenna: 3m above 1st. floor balcony. Discone antenna. 
Receiver: in car with halfwave magnetic base antenna on roof. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 |xs 

NOTE: Faunce Crs site 
not shown 

O transmitter - Nardoo Crs. 
# receiver locations 

FIGURE E.12 Canberra - O'Connor suburban residential area 
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TABLE E.10 Canberra - O'Connor suburban - filebase canb 

rms avg gam 
delay delay factor 

file dBV (ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

34 

35 

36 

43 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

54 

60 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

11.1 

-6.6 

-4.6 

-4.6 

1.0 

-3.1 

7.7 

1.5 

6.1 

6.0 

0.3 

-0.8 

2.6 

0.5 

1.1 

1.5 

-2.0 

0.2 

2.4 

0.1 

0.9 

-3.0 

-2.5 

-7.2 

-5.1 

-7.0 

-8.6 

-4.7 

-6.3 

-5.1 

-5.8 

-5.1 

-4.8 

-1.5 

0.9 

-3.7 

3.0 

-2.3 

-0.5 

1.8 

4.7 

4.2 

1.6 

2.6 

-2.8 

-5.5 

-8.5 

-7.1 

-2.2 

-6.2 

-5.5 

-8.7 

19 

45 

349 

1454 

123 

207 

82 

97 

87 

106 

101 

130 

82 

136 

48 

192 

238 

190 

122 

145 

73 

320 

268 

958 

517 

333 

503 

87 

369 

221 

146 

100 

181 

49 

16 

163 

106 

118 

115 

106 

21 

35 

31 

81 

156 

28 

69 

25 

90 

161 

106 

93 

20 

77 

244 

400 

91 

132 

56 

138 

77 

95 

103 

149 

45 

89 

34 

86 

129 

119 

58 

109 

70 

110 

155 

529 

392 

423 

459 

229 

425 

266 

123 

93 

192 

38 

19 

153 

65 

110 

91 

82 

23 

25 

33 

47 

90 

28 

59 

20 

76 

129 

127 

131 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

Canberra O'Connor posi Nardoo & Lomandra 
Canberra O'Connor pos2 Nardoo opp Quandong 
Canberra O'Connor pos3 Nardoo & Miller 
Canberra O'Connor pos3 Nardoo 8c Miller 
Canberra O'Connor pos4 Miller 8i Schrivener 
Canberra O'Connor pos5 Miller & Clianthus 
Canberra O'Connor pos6 Miller Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos6 Miller Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos6 Miller Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos6 Miller Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos7 Miller & Banksia 
Canberra O'Connor pos7 Miller & Banksia 
Canberra O'Connor pos7 Miller & Banksia 
Canbena O'Connor pos7 Miller & Banksia 
Canberra O'Connor pos8 MacArthur Av 8c Wonga 
Canberra O'Connor pos8 MacArthur Av 8c Wonga 
Canberra O'Connor pos8 MacArthur Av Si Wonga 
Canberra O'Connor pos8 MacArthur Av 8c Wonga 
Canberra O'Connor pos9 MacArthur Av & Sundew 
Canberra O'Connor pos9 MacArthur Av & Sundew 
Canberra O'Connor pos9 MacArthur Av & Sundew 
Canberra O'Connor posi 0 W&ttle St at creek 
Canberra O'Connor posi 0 Wattle St at creek 
Canberra O'Connor poslO Wattle St at creek 
Canberra O'Connor posi 1 Wattle & Goodwin 
Canberra O'Connor posi 1 Wattle & Goodwin 
Canberra O'Connor posi 1 Wattle & Goodwin 
Canberra O'Connor posi 2 wattle & Wandoo 
Canberra O'Connor posi 2 Wattle 8c Wandoo 
Canberra O'Connor posi 2 Wattle & Wandoo 
Canberra O'Connor posi 3 Wattle & Brigalow 
Canberra O'Connor posi 3 Wattle & Brigalow 
Canberra O'Connor posi 4 Wattle 8c Correa 
Canberra O'Connor pos14 \Afeittle 8c Correa 
Canberra O'Connor posi 4 Wattle & Correa 
Canberra O'Connor posi 6 Dryandra & Yan'ow 
Cantierra O'Connor pos16 Dryandra 8c Yan-ow 
Canberra O'Connor posi 6 Dryandra 8c Yan^ow 
Canberra O'Connor posi 6 Dryandra Sc Yarrow 
Canberra O'Connor posi 6 Dryandra & Yan-ow 
Canberra O'Connor posi 6 Dryandra & Yaaow 
Canberra O'Connor posi 7 Dryandara 8c Clianthus 
Canberra O'Connor pos17 Dryandara & Clianthus 
Canberra O'Connor posi 7 Dryandara & Clianthus 
Canberra O'Connor posi 9 Dryandra Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos20 Dryandara 8c Faunce 
Canberra O'Connor pos20 Dryandara & Faunce 
Canberra O'Connor pos20 Dryandara & Faunce 
Canben^ O'Connor pos21 Dryandara Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos21 Dryandara Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos21 Dryandara Street 
Canberra O'Connor pos21 Dryandara Street 
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E.11 Canberra - Dundas Court 

Transmitter Location: Total Peripherals, 53 Dundas Court, Woden 
Transmitter Antenna: mast 4m above flat 2nd. floor roof 
Receiver: in car with halfwave magnetic base on roof 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 p.s 

O t r a n s m Itter NOTE; not all receiver 
# rece i ve r pos i t i ons positions are shown 

FIGURE E.13 Canberra - Dundas Court light industrial area 

TABLE E.l 1 Canberra - Dundas Court - filebase canbb 

file 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

dBV 

7.2 
7.6 
7.6 
13.3 
12.7 
13.4 
-5.2 
-3.4 
-11.7 
-1.9 
-7.5 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

39 
48 
57 
125 
14 
142 
902 
209 
1332 
1581 
4150 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

71 
27 
53 
50 
15 
57 
317 
73 
966 
314 
2245 

Aooendix E: Measurement Locations 

gam 
factor 
(dB) 

-100 
-100 
-100 
-120 
-120 
-120 
-120 
-120 
-120 
-130 
-130 

location of measurement 

Canberra TP pos1 S end Townshend St 
Canberra TP posi S end Townshend St 
Canberra TP posi S end Townshend St 
Canberra TP pos2 cnr Melrose & Townshend 
Canberra TP pos2 cnr Melrose 8c Townshend 
Canberra TP pos2 cnr Melrose 8c Townshend 

Canberra TP pos3 Marr Street 
Canberra TP pos3 Man- Street 
Canberra TP pos3 Man̂  Street 
Canberra TP pos4 Man̂  Street 
Canberra TP pos4 Man^ Street 

June 2000 E-
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TABLE E.l 1 Canberra - Dundas Court - filebase canbb (continued) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gain 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

12 -8.1 4954 3037 -130 Canberra TP pos4 Man̂  Street 
13 -2.5 3384 1059 -130 Canberra TP pos5 Man-Street 
14 -7.9 4471 2095 -130 Canberra TP pos5 Man-Street 
15 -10.5 68 228 -130 Canberra TP pos5 Man-Street 
16 -2.3 1789 1282 -130 Canberra TP pos6 cnr Marr & Beasley 
17 -1.3 1203 2905 -130 Canberra TP pos6 cnr Man" 8c Beasley 
18 -6.8 1845 2298 -130 Canberra TP pos6 cnr Marr & Beasley 
19 -7.4 30 31 -130 Canberra TP pos7 cnr Beasley & Parkin 
20 -4.1 14 16 -130 Canberra TP pos7 cnr Beasley & Parkin 
22 -0.8 92 57 -130 Canberra TP pos8 cnr Beasley 8i Brinsmead 
23 -6.6 799 224 -130 Canberra TP pos8 cnr Beasley & Brinsmead 
24 -2.2 46 50 -130 Canberra TP pos8 cnr Beasley & Brinsmead 
25 -3.6 77 73 -130 Canberra TP pos8 cnr Beasley 8c Brinsmead 
26 10.9 18 19 -130 Canberra TP pos9 cnr Hodgson & Murphy 
27 1.3 51 31 -130 Canberra TP pos9 cnr Hodgson 8c Murphy 
28 5.5 19 22 -130 Canberra TP pos9 cnr Hodgson 8i Murphy 
29 -1.4 156 114 -130 Canberra TP pos9 cnr Hodgson 8c Murphy 
30 1.3 92 43 -130 Canberra TP poslO cnr Hodgson 8i Cherry 
31 0.9 136 120 -130 Canberra TP poslO cnr Hodgson 8c Cherry 
32 -0.0 134 93 -130 Canberra TP pos10 cnr Hodgson Sc Cherry 
33 -2.6 187 138 -130 Canberra TP pos11 cnr Macfarland Si Hodgson 
34 -1.9 136 155 -130 Canberra TP posi 1 cnr Macfarland & Hodgson 
35 -12.1 650 501 -130 Canberra TP posll cnr Macfarland 8c Hodgson 
36 -1.5 26 27 -130 Canberra TP pos12 cnr Macfarland & Collings 
37 -1.6 22 21 -130 Canberra TP posI 2 cnr Macfarland Sc Collings 
38 -4.7 49 31 -130 Canberra TP pos12 cnr Macfarland Si Collings 
39 -4.5 219 196 -130 Canberra TP posi 3 cnr Launceston Si Bumle 
40 -6.2 231 188 -130 Canberra TP pos13 cnr Launceston 8c Bumie 
41 -0.3 89 36 -130 Canberra TP pos13 cnr Launceston Si Bumie 
42 -0.4 93 53 -130 Canberra TP posi 3 cnr Launceston Sc Bumie 
43 -7.6 177 264 -130 Canberra TP pos14 cnr Launceston Si Raoul PI 
44 -6.9 164 224 -130 Canberra TP pos14 cnr Launceston 8c Raoul PI 
45 -7.2 141 204 -130 Canberra TP posi 4 cnr Launceston Sc Raoul PI 
46 6.5 37 29 -130 Canberra TP posI 5 cnr Raoul PI Sc Wrest 
47 8.2 50 23 -130 Canberra TP posi5 cnr Raoul PI Si Wt-est 
48 4.3 51 51 -130 Canberra TP posi 5 cnr Raoul PI Si Wrest 
49 -2.9 105 165 -130 Canberra TP posi 5 cnr Raoul PI Sc Wrest 
50 -5.9 805 546 -130 Canberra TP posI 6 cnr Corinna Si Brewer 
51 -8.8 899 637 -130 Canberra TP pos16 cnr Corinna 8c Brewer 
52 -1.4 131 143 -130 Canberra TP pos16 cnr Corinna Si Brewer 
53 -0.0 413 158 -130 Canberra TP pos17 Corinna Street 
54 -1.9 856 435 -130 Canberra TP pos17 Corinna Street 
55 -0.8 686 259 -130 Canberra TP posi 7 Corinna Street 
56 -3.4 1067 858 -130 Canberra TP pos18 Comna Street 
57 -2.2 1045 761 -130 Canberra TP posi 8 Comna Street 
58 -1.2 1147 795 -130 Canberra TP posi8 Comna Street 
59 -8.3 1223 1275 -130 Canberra TP posi 8 Comna Street 
60 2.8 21 25 -130 Canberra TP posi 9 Brewer near Corinna 
61 2.0 213 48 -130 Canberra TP posi9 Brewer near Corinna 
62 -3.6 427 138 -130 Canberra TP pos19 Brewer near Corinna 
63 -0.5 1183 1098 -130 Canberra TP pos20 Keltie Street 
64 -9.9 1240 1627 -130 Canberra TP pos20 Keltie Street 
65 3.1 855 369 -130 Canberra TP pos20 Keltie Street 
66 3.5 825 2824 -130 Canberra TP pos21 Woden Centre carpari< 
67 4.5 1255 2386 -130 Canberra TP pos21 Woden Centre carpark 
68 3.4 1213 2370 -130 Canberra TP pos21 Woden Centre carpark 
69 6.2 34 35 -130 Canberra TP pos21 Woden Centre carpark 
70 1.2 1063 522 -130 Canberra TP pos21 Woden Centre carpari^ 
71 1.0 1144 568 -130 Canberra TP pos21 Woden Centre carpark 
72 -7.9 1677 1262 -130 Canberra TP pos22 Ball Street 
73 -7.1 2219 2619 -130 Canberra TP pos22 Ball Street 
74 -7.3 1846 3746 -130 Canberra TP pos22 Ball StrBet 
75 5.3 996 285 -130 Canberra TP pos23 Botany Street 
76 11.8 21 25 -130 Canberra TP pos23 Botany Street 
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TABLE E.l 1 Canberra - Dundas Court - filebase canbb (continued) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gain 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 

9.7 
8.4 
5.6 
4.4 
3.2 
4.5 
2.7 
7.4 
2.9 
1.0 
0.9 
12.0 
12.3 
8.4 
4.8 
2.6 
-1.4 
5.8 
0.4 
7.4 
10.2 
7.1 
2.2 
0.7 
-2.3 
2.4 
5.2 
4.9 
13.8 
12.0 
10.3 
10.2 
16.2 
14.7 
16.7 
9.9 
9.9 
7.7 
2.5 
7.0 
1.1 
10.8 
10.8 
12.3 
14.2 
14.1 
8.9 
15.9 
16.8 
14.0 
11.4 
11.7 
13.7 
2.4 
3.7 
6.1 
7.6 
7.2 
1.3 
6.7 
13.2 
13.2 
9.4 
4.4 

23 26 -130 Canberra TP pos23 Botany Street 
856 519 -130 Canberra TP pos24 N end Townshend 
835 607 -130 Canberra TP pos24 N end Townshend 
776 675 -130 Canberra TP pos24 N end Townshend 
561 423 -130 Canberra TP pos25 Grenville Crt 
197 299 -130 Canberra TP pos25 Grenville Crt 
308 397 -130 Canberra TP pos25 Grenville Crt 
437 276 -130 Canberra TP pos25 Grenville Crt 
408 395 -130 Canberra TP pos25 Grenville Crt 
501 521 -130 CanbenB TP pos25 Grenville Crt 
516 418 -130 Canberra TP pos25 Grenville Crt 
278 168 -130 Canberra TP pos26 E end Grenville 
207 89 -130 Canberra TP pos26 E end Grenville 
270 132 -130 Canberra TP pos26 E end Grenville 
320 639 -130 Canberra TP pos27 Colbee Crt 
423 738 -130 Canberra TP pos27 Colbee Crt 
625 1184 -130 Canberra TP pos27 Colbee Crt 
263 306 -130 Canberra TP pos28 SW end Colbee 
926 538 -130 Canberra TP pos28 SW end Colbee 
219 191 -130 Canberra TPpos28SW end Colbee 
151 164 -130 Canberra TPpos28SW end Colbee 
1296 437 -130 Can bena TP pos28 SW end Colbee 
1965 917 -130 Canberra TP pos29 W end Colbee 
2570 1355 -130 Canberra TP pos29 W end Colbee 
2704 1682 -130 Canberra TP pos29 Wend Colbee 
426 358 -130 Canberra TP pos30 Colbee mid NW leg 
245 355 -130 Canberra TP pos30 Colbee mid NW leg 
376 430 -130 Canberra TP pos30 Colbee mid NW leg 
102 281 -130 Canberra TP pos30 Colbee mid NW leg 
139 199 -130 Canberra TP pos31 Colbee mid NE leg 

239 271 -130 Canberra TP pos31 Colbee mid NE leg 
240 285 -130 Canberra TP pos31 Colbee mid NE leg 
271 167 -130 Canberra TP pos32 NE end Colbee 
287 173 -130 Canberra TP pos32 NE end Colbee 
277 201 -130 Canberra TP pos32 NE end Colbee 
199 569 -130 Canberra TP pos33 Colbee mid SE leg 
156 408 -130 Canberra TP pos33 Colbee mid SE leg 
224 498 -130 Canberra TP pos33 Colbee mid SE leg 
157 114 -130 Canberra TP pos34 cnr Hindmarsh Sc Ainsworth 
56 34 -130 Canberra TP pos34 cnr Hindmarsh 8c Ainsworth 
159 123 -130 Canberra TP pos34 cnr Hindmarsh Si Ainsworth 
401 120 -130 Canberra TP pos35 cnr Alsop CI Sc Ainsworth 
55 128 -130 Canberra TP pos35 cnr Alsop CI Sc Ainsworth 
54 107 -130 Canberra TPpos35 cnr Alsop CI Sc Ainsworth 
44 45 -130 Canberra TPpos36 Wend Alsop CI 

61 50 -130 Canberra TPpos36 Wend Alsop CI 
91 95 -130 Canberra TPpos36 Wend Alsop CI 
16 19 -120 Canbena TP pos36 W end Alsop CI 
16 18 -120 Canberra TPpos36 Wend Alsop CI 
48 27 -120 Canberra TP pos36 W end Alsop CI 
85 40 -120 Canberra TP pos37 Ainsworth opp Horbury 
42 26 -120 Canberra TP pos37 Ainsworth opp Horbury 
13 15 -120 Canberra TP pos37 Ainsworth opp Horbury 
154 243 -130 Canberra TP pos38 Ainsworth opp Power 
323 252 -130 Canberra TP pos38 Ainsworth opp Power 
100 258 -130 Canberra TPpos38 Ainsworth opp Power 
203 72 -130 Canberra TP pos39 Butlers Dv and Sulman Pi 
25 25 -130 Canberra TP pos39 Butlers Dv and Sulman PI 
71 108 -130 Canberra TP pos39 Butlers Dv and Sulman PI 
503 316 -130 Canberra TP pos39 Butlers Dv and Sulman PI 

380 257 -130 Canberra TP pos40 Sulman PI 
381 223 -130 Canberra TP pos40 Sulman PI 
316 223 -130 Canberra TP pos40 Sulman PI 
108 187 -130 Canberra TP pos41 Ainsworth Si Enderby 
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TABLE E.11 Canberra - Dundas Court - filebase canbb (continued) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 

5.1 
4.2 
11.9 
9.1 
5.9 
4.4 
7.9 
6.6 
2.0 
5.9 
7.4 
7.7 
8.1 
7.0 
8.0 
3.3 
12.1 

82 76 -130 Canberra TP pos41 Ainsworth Si Endertjy 
157 126 -130 Canberra TP pos41 Ainsworth Si Endertjy 
12 14 -130 Canberra TP pos42 Salvation Anny carpark 
43 24 -130 Canberra TPpos42 Salvation Amny carpark 
42 33 -130 Canberra TP pos42 Salvation Army carpark 
118 138 -130 Canberra TP pos42 Salvation Anny carpark 
121 105 -130 Canberra TPpos42 Salvation Army carpark 
126 130 -130 Canberra TP pos42 Salvation Anny carpark 
157 176 -130 Canberra TP pos42 Salvation Amiy carpark 
94 141 -130 Canberra TP pos42 Salvation Amiy carpark 
100 44 -130 Canberra TP pos43 Athllon Dr Si Melrose 
137 67 -130 Canberra TP pos43 Athllon Dr Si Melrose 
90 33 -130 Canberra TP pos43 Athllon Dr Si Melrose 
184 107 -110 Canberra TP pos44 Parramatta 8i Melrose 
144 69 -110 Canberra TP pos44 Parramatta Si Melrose 
228 249 -110 Canberra TP pos44 Parramatta Si Melrose 
183 98 -110 Canberra TP pos44 Parramatta 8i Melrose 

NOTE: TP = 7ofa/ Peripherals (company building roof used for transmitter site) 

E.12 Sydney - McMahons Point 

Transmitter Location: 21 East Crescent, McMahons Point. 
Transmitter Antenna: on boom beyond 4th. floor balcony, overlooking harbour. Halfwave 
anteima. 
Receiver: in car with halfwave magnetic base anteima on roof. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 ps 

TABLE E.12 Sydney - McMahons Point - filebase syda 

file dBV 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 
(ns) (ns) (ns) location of measurement 

1 1.8 1470 2367 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi cnr Blues Pt Sc Henry Lawson 
2 2.3 1259 2705 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posI cnr Blues R Si Henry Lawson 
3 0.7 1424 2417 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi cnr Blues R Si Henry Lawson 
4 2.1 1269 2714 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi cnr Blues R Si Henry Lawson 
5 -2.2 2247 3186 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
6 -0.1 1736 2533 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
7 -0.4 2207 2863 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
8 0.6 2002 2846 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
9 -0.2 2228 6492 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
10 0.2 2042 6562 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
11 0.2 2464 3052 -130 SYDNEY MdM Pt2pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
12 -0.5 2311 2739 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
13 -0.5 2937 3657 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
14 -0.7 2182 3327 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
15 0.4 2400 3266 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
16 2.2 2616 2909 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
17 1.6 2119 2702 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
18 1.4 2344 2475 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
19 2.3 2156 2474 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
20 2.4 2312 2380 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av E end 
21 4.6 2849 1594 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 Henry Lawson Av 
22 3.6 3004 1792 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 Henry Lawson Av 
23 3.1 3383 6559 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 Henry Lawson Av 
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TABLE E.l 2 Sydney - McMahons Point - filebase syda (continued) 

file dBV 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(ns) location of measurement 

2280 5848 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 Henry Lawson Av 
2161 5553 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 Henry Lawson Av 
2538 5645 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 Henry Lawson Av 
1372 5269 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 Henry Lawson Av 
1455 4265 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1662 4332 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1981 3695 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1601 4673 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1425 4190 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1678 4625 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1152 3812 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1029 3920 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1361 4470 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1388 4617 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1649 4844 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1302 4364 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1647 4122 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 McMahons R wharf 
1227 2727 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
875 2612 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
1194 4606 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
1377 4650 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
1467 3175 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
1007 2950 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
2790 4234 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
1074 2524 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
864 2503 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
1243 2955 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 McMahons R wharf 
756 4062 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
1709 4189 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
2281 3514 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
1615 4205 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
1526 4423 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
1517 4189 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
1240 4781 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
1392 4623 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
1911 4212 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
963 1846 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 McMahons Point 
885 2365 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
566 2422 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
639 2271 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
706 2192 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1019 2110 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
712 2336 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1051 2177 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1035 2052 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
985 2311 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
620 1834 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
923 2458 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
924 2342 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1387 5580 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1112 2110 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
755 1724 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1037 5055 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
988 5143 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1101 5072 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
1129 4980 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues PtRd habour end 
1081 4779 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
991 1421 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2pos7 Blues PtRd habour end 
1164 1799 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2pos7 Blues PtRd habour end 
1256 2402 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
724 1974 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
538 1953 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Blues Pt Rd habour end 
2101 1174 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 

2514 1902 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 

1.9 
1.7 
2.6 
3.5 
12.7 
12.3 
13.4 
12.6 
15.3 
11.4 
11.1 
12.9 
14.5 
13.2 
10.5 
11.3 
12.9 
10.0 
11.5 
8.9 
9.0 
6.9 
9.6 
10.4 
9.7 
10.3 
8.6 
14.2 
16.5 
14.9 
13.9 
16.8 
14.2 
14.4 
15.6 
12.4 
13.7 
4.0 
6.2 
7.5 
6.0 
1.1 
7.0 
3.4 
3.3 
2.6 
6.9 
2.6 
3.0 
0.7 
-0.4 
7.0 
4.5 
6.5 
3.9 
4.5 
5.1 
4.3 
2.8 
2.1 
7.0 
10.2 
2.5 
1.6 
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TABLE E.l 2 Sydney-

file 

88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 

dBV 

3.0 
6.5 
-0.9 
3.8 
2.1 
3.4 
6.5 
3.5 
6.3 
3.0 
5.7 
3.5 
6.0 
-0.9 
-1.5 
2.3 
0.8 
-2.4 
.0.1 
1.9 
-0.8 
2.2 
1.1 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

2444 
59 
2700 
2231 
2534 
2742 
839 
2809 
2974 
2184 
2825 
2480 
2012 
1324 
914 
1254 
1972 
1294 
1269 
284 
1965 
728 
754 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

2121 
31 
3380 
1571 
1506 
2540 
161 
1882 
3128 
1424 
2440 
1680 
948 
1672 
1348 
829 
5151 
1440 
1522 
1759 
1473 
1646 
1724 

McMahons Point - filebase syda (continued) 

gain 
factor 
(ns) 

-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 

location of measurement 

SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 East Crescent 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posS cnr Pari<er 8c Middle St 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 cnr Parker S. MkJdle St 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 cnr Paricer Sc Middle St 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 cnr Parker S. MkJdle St 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 cnr Pariter 8c Middle St 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos10 MkJdIe St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 poslO Mkldle St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 poslO Mkldle St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos10 MkJdIe St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos10 Mkldle St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 poslO Middle St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 poslO Mkidle St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos10 Middle St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 poslO MkJdIe St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 poslO Mnldle St S end 

O transmitter O receiver positions (syda) 

O receiver positions (sydc) 

FIGURE E.14 Sydney - McMahons Point, showing measurement locations 
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E.13 Sydney - McMahons Point, Second Series 

Transmitter Location: 21 East Crescent, McMahons Point. 
Transmitter Antenna: on boom beyond 4th. floor balcony, overlooking harbour. Halfwave 
anteima. 
Receiver: in car with halfwave magnetic base antenna on roof. 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 |j,s 

, V 
n̂ Kurra 
s , Pt 

RirTibilii i N 
\\Harbour See F 

\ ^]Tunnel fortO^o 
"' i l / ; Denison 

1000 
metre Woolloo-'' /V, 

mooloo /Pot 

v^/Elizab 

O Transmitter - McMahons Point 

FIGURE E.l5 McMahons Point transmitter site in relation to the city 

TABLE E.13 Sydney-1 

file 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

dBV 

4.6 
4.4 
4.3 
4.4 
2.6 
2.9 
1.7 
2.0 
2.9 
2.2 
6.2 
3.9 
5.2 
5.5 
4.6 
4.4 
12.6 
11.1 
11.5 
14.1 
10.1 
11.1 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

2594 
2433 
2414 
2259 
2240 
2394 
2481 
2623 
2789 
2439 
3230 
1709 
3603 
2146 
2207 
2320 
3672 
4047 
3924 
3611 
3896 
3061 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

2524 
2186 
2105 
2109 
2567 
2169 
2341 
2777 
2635 
4852 
2735 
4320 
6374 
5020 
5122 
5029 
4169 
3204 
3009 
2948 
3914 
4309 

Appendix E; Measurement Locations 

McMahons Point - filebase sydc 

gain 
factor 
(dB) 

-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 

location of measurement 

SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos1 Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lavwson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi Henry Lawson Av W end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lavuson Av 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos2 Henry Lawson Av 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 McMahons Point 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 McMahons Point 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 McMahons Point 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 McMahons Point 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 McMahons Point 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 McMahons Point 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos3 McMahons Point 
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TABLE E.13 Sydney - McMahons Point - filebase sydc 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) 

(continued) 

location of measurement 

23 5.3 1740 1913 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
24 5.1 1857 5440 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
25 6.3 1896 2052 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
26 5.7 1870 1953 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
27 5.4 1767 1846 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
28 6.2 1768 2039 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
29 6.4 1798 1942 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
30 6.3 1781 1628 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
31 7.6 2057 2087 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
32 8.6 2101 2333 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
33 7.9 2043 2051 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd Send 
34 8.5 1991 2044 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
35 9.7 2090 2239 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
36 9.4 2106 2392 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
37 9.9 1918 1664 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos4 Blues Point Rd S end 
38 3.9 649 364 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues R 
39 12.3 60 41 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues Pt 
40 7.4 616 278 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues R 
41 11.1 102 71 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues R 
42 10.4 127 103 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues R 
43 9.6 174 106 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues R 
44 5.8 776 448 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues R 
45 11.4 62 136 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos5 Lavender St 50m E Blues R 
46 9.7 208 87 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 Lavender E of Walker 
47 4.5 364 337 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 Lavender E of Walker 
48 7.8 346 227 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 Lavender E Of Walker 
49 4.6 379 351 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos6 Lavender E of Walker 
50 9.9 33 38 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Cliff St S end 
51 10.3 37 32 -110 SYDNEY McM R2 pos7 Cliff St S end 
52 10.1 32 24 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Cliff St S end 
53 2.4 111 151 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2pos7 Cliff St Send 
54 6.6 32 38 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Cliff St S end 
55 6.8 32 37 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos7 Cliff St S end 
56 11.7 230 139 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 Cliff St BP House 
57 7.5 309 285 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 Cliff St BP House 
58 7.1 194 320 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 Cliff St BP House 
59 1.6 315 446 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 Cliff St BP House 
60 5.7 254 434 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 Cliff St BP House 
61 7.9 232 227 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 Cliff St BP House 
62 8.9 235 221 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos8 Cliff St BP House 
63 3.3 1160 1197 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
64 2.1 1189 1147 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
66 3.8 997 679 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
66 4.4 1118 892 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
67 4.3 1072 857 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
68 3.2 982 827 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
69 2.6 1045 879 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
70 0.0 986 993 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
71 1.3 985 819 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
72 6.3 959 587 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
73 8.8 17 21 -130 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos9 Alfred St 
74 3.7 13 15 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2poslOSWcnrAlfred&Dind St 
75 1.7 23 21 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 0 SWcnr Alfred Si Dind St 
76 2.7 18 21 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 0 SWcnr Alfred Sc Dind St 
77 7.9 27 23 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 1 Glen Street 
78 7.4 110 64 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 1 Glen Street 
79 -1.1 218 222 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 1 Glen Street 
80 2.2 120 131 -110 SYDNEY McM R2 posll Glen Street 
81 1.3 121 122 -110 SYDNEY McM R2 posl l Glen Street 
82 10.3 126 69 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos12 Alfred St Olympic pool 
83 11.5 94 43 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 2 Alfred St Olympic pool 
84 10.1 90 42 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2posl2Alfred St Olympic pool 
85 9.3 121 69 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi2 Alfred St Olympic pool 
86 8.4 180 154 -110 SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 2 Alfred St Olympic pool 
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TABLE E.13 Sydney - McMahons Point - filebase sydc (continued) 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 

file dBV (ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 

9.2 
6.5 
11.7 

8.9 
9.2 
-3.6 

-3.2 

-6.2 

-8.1 

-7.8 

-5.2 

-1.8 

-5.7 

-6.4 

-3.9 

-7.0 

-11.4 

-2.5 

-3.2 

-2.4 

-4.3 

12.1 

4.0 
1.4 
8.5 
7.8 
6.4 
11.3 

9.9 
0.1 
10.5 

0.2 
1.8 
2.1 
-3.8 

-2.9 

1.3 
-2.0 

-1.8 

0.7 
6.7 
2.5 
3.5 
4.4 
3.9 
1.8 
6.3 
1.4 
1.9 
3.8 
5.5 
6.2 
3.2 
6.7 
0.5 
4.2 

32 
76 
31 
64 
25 
517 
466 
562 
537 
602 
391 
86 
325 
222 
241 
484 
2377 

1797 

1987 

1624 

2569 

37 
114 
164 
43 
70 
62 
46 
64 
136 
74 
178 
2704 

3200 

3177 

3317 

2660 

3229 

3549 

2287 

1073 

3425 

3263 

2308 

3001 

2416 

1870 

1737 

843 
963 
859 
338 
981 
646 
1733 

1298 

28 
60 
19 
50 
26 
353 
327 
567 
466 
698 
269 
28 
180 
110 
171 
374 
1199 

1076 

1187 

750 
996 
112 
125 
166 
117 
48 
54 
66 
45 
135 
49 
174 
2089 

1775 

3411 

2941 

1482 

2802 

3119 

1603 

443 
2098 

1269 

606 
1703 

2089 

1469 

1145 

558 
546 
404 
113 
530 
201 
1125 

726 

-110 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

-130 

SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos12 Alfred St Olympic pool 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 3 Upper Pitt Street 
SYDNEY Md^ Pt2 posi 3 Upper Pitt Street 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 3 Upper Pitt Street 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 3 Upper Pitt Street 
SYDNEY McM iPt2 pos14 cnr Kirribilli Si Carabella 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 4 cnr Kirribilli Sc Carabella 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 4 cnr Kirribilli Si Carabella 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 4 cnr Kirribilli 8. Carabella 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos14 cnr Kimbilli Sc Carabella 
SYDNEY McM ,Pt2 pos14 cnr Kirribilli & Carabella 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 5 cnr Kirribilli 8c Beulah 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 5 cnr Kirribilli Sc Beulati 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 5 cnr Kirribilli Si Beulah 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos16 Wamda St E end 
SYDNEY MdM Pt2 posi 6 Waruda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 6 Waruda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 7 Wamda Street 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos17 Waruda Street 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 7 V\feiruda Street 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos17 V\faaida Street 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 V\feiruda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos18 V\fanjda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 \/\feiruda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 Waruda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos18 Waaida St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 \/\farvida St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 Waruda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 Waruda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 Wamda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 Wamda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 8 \Afamda St E end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 9 cnr Kirribilli 8c Jeffrey 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 9 cnr Kirribilli 8c Jeffrey 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 9 cnr Kirribilli & Jeffrey 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos19 cnr Kirribilli Si Jeffifey 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 9 cnr Kirribilli 8c Jeffrey 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 9 cnr Kirribilli 8c Jeffrey 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 posi 9 cnr Kirribilli Sc Jeflirey 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos20 Broughton St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos20 Broughton St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos20 Broughton St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos20 Broughton St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos20 Broughton St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos21 Jeffrey St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos21 Jeffrey St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos21 Jeffrey St S end 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos22 near Jeffrey St wharf 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos22 near Jeffrey St wharf 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos22 near Jeffrey St wharf 
SYDNEY McM Pf2 pos22 near Jeffrey St wharf 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos22 near Jeffrey St wharf 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos23 Olympic Drive 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos23 Olympic Drive 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos23 Olympic Drive 
SYDNEY McM Pt2 pos23 Olympic Drive 
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Wideband Propagation Measurements for Personal Communication Systems G.T. Martin 

E.14 Sydney-University of Technology, Broadway 

Transmitter Location: UTS Broadway, Sydney city area. 
Transmitter Antenna: inside fixed glass window, facing north towards city centre. 
Halfwave antenna. 
Receiver: in car with halfwave magnetic base anterma on roof 
Sample time: 10 ns. Threshold: -15 dB, Range: 25 p,s 

Q ^ transmitter Q receiver positions 

f-
1000 metre 

FIGURE E.l 6 Sydney - University of Technology Sydney measurement locations 

TABLE E.l 4 Sydney - University of Technology - filebase sydb 

file dBV 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 
(ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

-0.5 
-0.6 
-0.4 
2.1 
-0.7 

351 
389 
642 
270 
321 

1383 
1382 
1420 
485 
1391 

Appendix E: Measurement Locations 

-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 
-130 

Sydney UTS posi Thomas St 
Sydney UTS posi Thomas St 
Sydney UTS pos1 Thomas St 
Sydney UTS posi Thomas St 
Sydney UTS pos1 Thomas St 
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TABLE E.14 Sydney - University of Technology - filebase sydb (cent.) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 
(ns) 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

307 330 -130 Sydney UTS pos1 Thomas St 
266 275 -130 Sydney UTS pos2 Thomas St 
119 200 -130 Sydney UTS pos2 Thomas St 
191 323 -130 Sydney UTS pos2 Thomas St 
193 363 -130 Sydney UTS pos2 Thomas St 
287 193 -130 Sydney UTS pos3 George St near Pitt St 
193 130 -130 Sydney UTS pos3 George St near Pitt St 
185 238 -130 Sydney UTS pos3 George St near Pitt St 
502 200 -130 Sydney UTS pos4 George St opp Raw/son PI 
170 91 -130 Sydney UTS pos4 George St opp Rawson PI 
279 175 -130 Sydney UTS pos4 George St opp Rawson PI 
222 175 -130 Sydney UTS pos4 George St opp Raw/son PI 
746 909 -130 Sydney UTS pos5 SW cnr George Sc Goulburn 
817 1205 -130 Sydney UTS pos5 SW cnr George Sc Goulburn 
846 1059 -130 Sydney UTS pos5 SW cnr George Sc Goulburn 
439 450 -130 Sydney UTS pos6 George St World Square 
281 234 -130 Sydney UTS pos6 George St World Square 
451 376 -130 Sydney UTS pos6 George St World Square 
604 251 -130 Sydney UTS pos7 SWcnr George Si Bathurst 
191 155 -130 Sydney UTS pos7 SW cnr George Sc Bathurst 
936 507 -130 Sydney UTS pos7 SW cnr George 8c Bathurst 
497 303 -130 Sydney UTS pos8 SW cnr George Sc Dmit 
82 56 -130 Sydney UTS pos8 SW cnr George Sc Dmit 
792 413 -130 Sydney UTS pos8 SWcnr George Sc Dmit 
1314 1300 -130 Sydney UTS pos9 NE cnr Druit Sc Kent 
1181 1131 -130 Sydney UTS pos9 NE cnr Druit Sc Kent 
1327 1060 -130 Sydney UTS pos9 NE cnr Druit Sc Kent 
600 469 -130 Sydney UTS poslONE cnr Sands Sc Bathurst 
569 400 -130 Sydney UTS posi 0 NE cnr Sands 8c Bathurst 
967 822 -130 Sydney UTS posi 0 NE cnr Sands Sc Bathurst 
22 17 -130 Sydney UTS posll Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
31 26 -130 Sydney UTS posll Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
26 23 -130 Sydney UTS posll Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
40 28 -130 Sydney UTS posll Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
33 27 -130 Sydney UTS posH Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
22 17 -130 Sydney UTS posll Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
11 13 -130 Sydney UTS pos12 Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
42 124 -130 Sydney UTS pos12 Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
29 22 -130 Sydney UTS posi 2 Elizabeth St Hyde Park 
33 93 -130 Sydney UTS posi 3 Elizabeths Bathurst 
31 90 -130 Sydney UTS posi 3 Elizabeths Bathurst 
179 730 -130 Sydney UTS pos13 Elizabeths Bathurst 
10 12 -130 Sydney UTS pos14 Elizabeth St 
35 24 -130 Sydney UTS posi 4 Elizabeth St 
25 78 -130 Sydney UTS posi 4 Elizabeth St 
57 133 -130 Sydney UTS pos15 Liverpool St Hyde Park 
22 26 -130 Sydney UTS pos15 Liverpool St Hyde Park 
33 98 -130 Sydney UTS posi 5 Liverpool St Hyde Park 
124 121 -130 Sydney UTS pos16 SWcnr Liverpool Sc Forbes 
170 161 -130 Sydney UTS posi6 SWcnr Liverpool Sc Forbes 
gg 1Q7 .130 Sydney UTS pos16 SWcnr Liverpool & Forbes 
357 311 -130 Sydney UTS posi 7 Riley StoppV\teme 
436 649 -130 Sydney UTS posi 7 Riley StoppWSrne 
440 602 -130 Sydney UTS posi 7 Riley Stopp\Afarne 
421 450 -130 Sydney UTS pos17 Riley StoppV\farne 
329 189 -130 Sydney UTS poslSNE cnr Riley 8c Campbell 
143 76 -130 Sydney UTS posi 8 NE cnr Riley 8. Campbell 
98 64 -130 Sydney UTS posi 8 NE cnr Riley 8c Campbell 
370 205 -130 Sydney UTS posi 9 E end Reservoir St 
595 463 -130 Sydney UTS posi 9 E end Reservoir St 
319 186 -130 Sydney UTS pos19E end Reservoir St 
39 27 -130 Sydney UTS pos19E end Reservoir St 

30 39 -130 Sydney UTS posi 9 E end Reservoir St 
49 41 -130 Sydney UTS posi 9 E end Reservoir St 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

10.8 
12.7 
16.5 
14.9 
14.8 
11.1 
14.9 
14.9 
13.7 
14.2 
13.9 
13.9 
1.9 
2.8 
0.7 
5.7 
9.2 
7.5 
-0.4 
2.0 
-2.5 
-2.9 
1.8 
-2.5 
-5.5 
-6.7 
-5.5 
-2.2 
-0.7 
-0.1 
-2.6 
-5.3 
-5.9 
-4.2 
-6.5 
-7.3 
-5.0 
-9.6 
-7.2 
-6.6 
-5.9 
-5.1 
2.1 
-0.1 
0.1 
-5.3 
-1.8 
-1.4 
-5.6 
-8.5 
-5.0 
-0.6 
-8.3 
-7.1 
-4.2 
13.9 
11.5 
11.4 
3.5 
0.8 
3.8 
8.4 
14.1 
8.7 
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TABLE E.l4 Sydney - University of Technology - filebase sydb (cont.) 

file dBV 

rms 
delay 
(ns) 

avg 
delay 

gam 
factor 
(dB) location of measurement 

70 2.1 125 190 -130 Sydney UTS pos20 E end Ann St 
71 2.7 116 164 -130 Sydney UTS pos20 E end Ann St 
72 3.4 111 139 -130 Sydney UTS pos20 E end Ann St 
73 0.9 73 108 -130 Sydney UTS pos20 E end Ann St 
74 2.4 73 166 -130 Sydney UTS pos20 E end Ann St 
75 0.8 620 257 -130 Sydney UTS pos21 NE cnr Riley Si Albion 
76 -2.2 578 352 -130 Sydney UTS pos21 NE cnr Riley Si Albion 
77 -2.6 1140 610 -130 Sydney UTS pos21 NE cnr Riley & Albion 
78 2.8 993 447 -130 Sydney UTS pos22 NE cnr Riley Si Fitzroy 
79 9.8 64 39 -130 Sydney UTS pos22 NE cnr Riley Si Fitzroy 
80 2.5 902 417 -130 Sydney UTS pos23 Foveaux opp Bellevue 
81 1.2 560 401 -130 Sydney UTS pos23 Foveaux opp Bellevue 
82 1.3 418 314 -130 Sydney UTS pos23 Foveaux opp Bellevue 
83 2.4 464 366 -130 Sydney UTS pos23 Foveaux opp Bellevue 
84 -2.8 684 904 -130 Sydney UTS pos24 Foveaux opp Mary St 
85 0.5 639 802 -130 Sydney UTS pos24 Foveaux opp Mary St 
86 3.2 564 637 -130 Sydney UTS pos24 Foveaux opp Mary St 
87 2.5 423 667 -130 Sydney UTS pos25 cnr Elizabeth 8c Hay 
88 11.4 262 267 -130 Sydney UTS pos25 cnr Elizabeth Sc Hay 
89 6.2 360 476 -130 Sydney UTS pos25 cnr Elizabeth Sc Hay 
90 7.3 513 729 -130 Sydney UTS pos26 NW cnr Eliz 8. Campbell 
91 5.9 501 655 -130 Sydney UTS pos26 NW cnr Eliz Sc Campbell 
92 7.6 476 823 -130 Sydney UTS pos26 NW cnr Eliz 8c Campbell 
93 -1.8 330 786 -130 Sydney UTS pos27 Elizabeth N Goulburn 
94 -2.3 461 1264 -130 Sydney UTS pos27 Elizabeth N Goulburn 
95 -3.0 480 874 -130 Sydney UTS pos27 Elizabeth N Goulbum 
96 -0.0 36 98 -130 Sydney UTS pos28 Elizabeth S Bathurst 
97 -0.1 38 100 -130 Sydney UTS pos28 Elizabeth S Bathurst 
98 2.5 14 16 -130 Sydney UTS pos28 Elizabeth S Bathurst 
99 3.0 578 351 -130 Sydney UTS pos29 NE cnr Sussex Sc King 
100 0.4 706 607 -130 Sydney UTS pos29 NE cnr Sussex Sc King 
101 2.6 489 338 -130 Sydney UTS pos29 NE cnr Sussex Si King 
102 2.1 879 498 -130 Sydney UTS pos30 SWcnr Sussex S. King 
103 -1.8 816 598 -130 Sydney UTS pos30 SW cnr Sussex Sc King 
104 1.8 589 328 -130 Sydney UTS pos30 SW cnr Sussex Si King 
105 2.2 190 151 -130 Sydney UTS pos30 SW cnr Sussex 8. King 
106 0.9 528 618 -130 Sydney UTS pos31 NE cnr Sussex 8c Dmit PI 
107 -0.4 553 651 -130 Sydney UTS pos31 NE cnr Sussex Sc Dmit PI 
108 2.9 440 380 -130 Sydney UTS pos31 NE cnr Sussex Si Dmit PI 
109 0.9 716 1314 -130 Sydney UTS pos32 NE cnr Sussex Sc Druit Ln 
110 3.2 638 1207 -130 Sydney UTS pos32 NE cnr Sussex & Druit Ln 
111 4.9 713 1122 -130 Sydney UTS pos32 NE cnr Sussex Sc Druit Ln 
112 3.3 444 407 -130 Sydney UTS pos33 Sussex St 
113 3.9 468 431 -130 Sydney UTS pos33 Sussex St 
114 1.5 536 617 -130 Sydney UTS pos33 Sussex St 
115 1.0 836 820 -130 Sydney UTS pos34 NE cnr Sussex Si Liverpool 
116 -0.7 992 913 -130 Sydney UTS pos34 NE cnr Sussex Si Liverpool 
117 1.6 731 923 -130 Sydney UTS pos34 NE cnr Sussex Si Liverpool 
118 2.3 870 1005 -130 Sydney UTS pos34 NE cnr Sussex & Liverpool 
119 2.3 626 821 -130 Sydney UTS pos34 NE cnr Sussex Si Liverpool 
120 3.8 671 723 -130 Sydney UTS pos34 NE cnr Sussex 8. Liverpool 
121 10.4 850 768 -130 Sydney UTS pos35 NE cnr Sussex 8c Goulburn 
122 13.3 851 544 -130 Sydney UTS pos35 NE cnr Sussex 8c Goulburn 
123 13.2 777 408 -130 Sydney UTS pos35 NE cnr Sussex Si Goulburn 
124 14.2 138 84 -130 Sydney UTS pos36 NW cnr Hay 8. Sussex 
125 13.5 214 124 -130 Sydney UTS pos36 NW cnr Hay 8. Sussex 
126 16.6 195 79 -130 Sydney UTS pos36 NW cnr Hay & Sussex 
127 -1.4 1347 1113 -130 Sydney UTS pos37 NW cnr Goulburn Si George 
128 -0.8 1452 1124 -130 Sydney UTS pos37 NW cnr Goulburn Sc George 
129 -1.1 1150 1191 -130 Sydney UTS POS37NW cnr Goulburn Sc George 
130 4.2 830 907 -130 Sydney UTS pos38 NW cnr Goulburn Sc Pitt 
131 3.2 720 907 -130 Sydney UTS pos38 NW cnr Goulburn Sc Pitt 
132 0.0 868 1223 -130 Sydney UTS pos38 NW cnr Goulburn Sc Pitt 
133 -3.0 1162 1452 -130 Sydney UTS pos39 cnr Pitt Sc Hay 
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TABLE E.14 Sydney - University of Technology - filebase sydb (cent.) 

rms avg gain 
delay delay factor 

file dBV (ns) (ns) (dB) location of measurement 

134 -2.2 508 1199 -130 Sydney UTS pos40 Mary Ann St 
135 -2.2 659 1278 -130 Sydney UTS pos40 Mary Ann St 
136 -1.8 745 2076 -130 Sydney UTS pos40 Mary Ann St 
137 -3.4 805 2106 -130 Sydney UTS pos40 Mary Ann St 
138 -1.1 557 287 -130 Sydney UTS pos40 Mary Ann St 
139 0.8 1066 980 -130 Sydney UTS pos41 SWcnr Hams Sc Mary Ann 
140 15.5 134 457 -130 Sydney UTS pos42 Thomas St nr UTS pos gate 
141 15.8 116 297 -130 Sydney UTS pos42 Thomas St nr UTS pos gate 
142 16.2 95 458 -130 Sydney UTS pos42 Thomas St nr UTS pos gate 
143 16.8 78 208 -130 Sydney UTS pos42 Thomas St nr UTS pos gate 
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